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·2· · · · · · ·THE COURT REPORTER:· We're now on

·3· · · · the record.

·4· · · · · · ·MS. WINKINSON:· Good morning.

·5· · · · Beth Wilkinson on behalf of

·6· · · · Mr. Spencer and Microsoft.

·7· · · · · · ·We understand this is a remote

·8· · · · video recorded deposition and complies

·9· · · · with all the requirements, and we

10· · · · agree that it's satisfactory.

11· ·P H I L· ·S P E N C E R,

12· · · called as a witness, having been

13· · · duly sworn by a Notary Public,

14· · · was examined and testified as

15· · · follows:

16· ·EXAMINATION BY

17· ·MR. WEINGARTEN:

18· · · · Q.· ·Good morning, Mr. Spencer.· My name

19· ·is James Weingarten.· I'm an attorney with

20· ·the Federal Trade Commission, and I'm going

21· ·to be asking you some questions today.

22· · · · · · ·You understand you're under oath

23· ·just as if you were in a court?

24· · · · A.· ·I do.

25· · · · Q.· ·And we're here today to hear your
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·2· ·in the gaming industry and what capabilities

·3· ·we would need to have in order to be -- to

·4· ·participate in gaming's transformation, and

·5· ·we use the framing of the three Cs, content,

·6· ·community and cloud, as shorthand for that

·7· ·transformation.

·8· · · · Q.· ·And has a new framework or framing

·9· ·replaced content, community, cloud?

10· · · · A.· ·I think parallel you would see

11· ·phrases like putting the customer at the

12· ·center, going from device centric to customer

13· ·centric.· These I would say are parallel

14· ·constructs to content, community and cloud

15· ·that try to articulate the transitions we see

16· ·the gaming industry going through, and

17· ·content, community and cloud would be one of

18· ·those, but not the only one.· If you looked

19· ·at our strategy documents, I think you would

20· ·see many of these phrases show up, sometimes

21· ·all of them, sometimes one or the other,

22· ·really thinking about in trying to clearly

23· ·communicate what our strategy is and maybe

24· ·even what our priorities are at this moment.

25· · · · Q.· ·So, is it fair to say that content,
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·2· ·community, cloud continues to be an accurate

·3· ·description of the capabilities or offerings

·4· ·that the gaming CSA is working towards?

·5· · · · A.· ·In the long run, we seek content,

·6· ·community and cloud to be important

·7· ·components of the gaming platform that we're

·8· ·trying to build, yeah.· Yes.

·9· · · · Q.· ·I've also seen reference to Xbox as

10· ·an ecosystem.

11· · · · · · ·What does that mean, "ecosystem,"

12· ·in this context?

13· · · · A.· ·Without the context of actually

14· ·where you saw it, I might just say Xbox as a

15· ·place where our customers invest their time

16· ·and money.

17· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Fair that the ecosystem

18· ·includes the Xbox console products?

19· · · · A.· ·It includes the console, but not --

20· ·it's not exclusive to the console.

21· · · · Q.· ·Does the Xbox ecosystem include

22· ·Xbox products that are available on PC?

23· · · · A.· ·Yeah.

24· · · · Q.· ·And does the Xbox ecosystem include

25· ·Game Pass?
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·2· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·3· · · · Q.· ·Does the Xbox ecosystem include

·4· ·xCloud?

·5· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·6· · · · Q.· ·And does it include the hardware

·7· ·that is necessary to access Xbox products and

·8· ·services?

·9· · · · A.· ·Can you give me an example of that?

10· · · · Q.· ·Sure.· Like a cloud, does the

11· ·ecosystem include a Microsoft cloud access

12· ·device?

13· · · · A.· ·The thing that a consumer might use

14· ·to access the game in the cloud, yes.

15· · · · Q.· ·I want to talk a little bit about

16· ·content.

17· · · · · · ·What -- have you heard the term

18· ·"AAA title" with respect to video game

19· ·content?

20· · · · A.· ·I have.

21· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· What is a AAA title?

22· · · · A.· ·I wouldn't say there's an industry

23· ·definition for what AAA actually means.  I

24· ·think the notion of a AAA game is a game with

25· ·a high development budget with presumably a
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·2· ·high expectation for -- for sales and kind of

·3· ·splash when it launches.

·4· · · · Q.· ·And I appreciate you said that's a

·5· ·notion.· Is that your notion of what a AAA

·6· ·title is?

·7· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·8· · · · Q.· ·So, if we were to list the features

·9· ·or characteristics of a AAA title, one is

10· ·high development cost; is that fair?

11· · · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · · Q.· ·Any others?

13· · · · A.· ·The one I added was, which I think

14· ·would hold, is prior to launch a high

15· ·expectation for the market reception to the

16· ·game.

17· · · · Q.· ·And when you say "market

18· ·reception," do you mean revenues?

19· · · · A.· ·Yeah, players and revenue.· Yes,

20· ·number of players, how much revenue the game

21· ·would drive.

22· · · · Q.· ·What are some common -- when you

23· ·think of a AAA title, what are some AAA

24· ·titles you think of?

25· · · · A.· ·I would -- I think of games like
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·2· · · · · · ·(Whereupon, a brief recess was

·3· · · · taken.)

·4· · · · · · ·THE COURT REPORTER:· We're back on

·5· · · · the record.

·6· ·BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

·7· · · · Q.· ·Let's go back to PX1062, 1062 which

·8· ·is the document we were looking at right

·9· ·before the break.

10· · · · · · ·Do you have that, sir?

11· · · · A.· ·I do.

12· · · · Q.· 
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25· · · · Q.· ·You can put that game -- that
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·2· ·document aside.· Thank you.

·3· · · · · · ·When I ask about Game Pass, does

·4· ·Game Pass also include within it other

·5· ·subscription services?· So, for example, when

·6· ·I subscribe -- if I were to subscribe to Game

·7· ·Pass, does that give me access within Game

·8· ·Pass to also subscribe to another kind of

·9· ·subscription service, for example, something

10· ·from EA or Epic or something like that?

11· · · · A.· ·If you subscribe to Game Pass

12· ·Ultimate today, you get a subscription to EA

13· ·Access, I believe is the name of their

14· ·subscription, as part of your Ultimate

15· ·subscription.

16· · · · Q.· ·So, are there any other

17· ·subscription services that are included

18· ·inside Game Pass like the one from EA that

19· ·you mentioned?

20· · · · A.· ·We have done cross-promotion on

21· ·subscriptions with subscriptions like a

22· ·Spotify or a Disney Plus or a Paramount,

23· ·they're usually time based, but there have

24· ·been instances where you get a promotion,

25· ·either get Game Pass for some amount of time
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·2· ·if you subscribe to them or vice versa.· But

·3· ·nothing in perpetuity.

·4· · · · Q.· ·And when you talk about Disney or

·5· ·Spotify, do you mean -- subscribe to Game

·6· ·Pass and you'll also get a subscription to go

·7· ·to Disney, and maybe you're going to Disney

·8· ·on your Roku or through your TV or do you

·9· ·mean Disney Plus is inside Game Pass?

10· · · · A.· ·No, it would be if you are a Game

11· ·Pass subscriber or -- it depends on the

12· ·promotion or signed up for Game Pass now,

13· ·maybe you get two months of access, as I'm

14· ·just using it as an example, to Disney Plus.

15· ·You could access on any device, Xbox has

16· ·Disney Plus app, but it wouldn't be specific

17· ·to access on any specific device.· It would

18· ·just be a cross-promotion between two

19· ·subscriptions.

20· · · · · · ·So, just for completeness, when you

21· ·ask me about are there other subscriptions

22· ·that can have links to Game Pass, that's how

23· ·the others have occurred.

24· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And I want to understand, is

25· ·the EA subscription relationship different
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·1· · · · · · · C E R T I F I C A T E

·2

·3· ·STATE OF NEW YORK· · · ·)

· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·:· SS.:

·4· ·COUNTY OF RICHMOND· · · )

·5

·6· · · · · ·I, CANDIDA BORRIELLO, a Notary

·7· ·Public for and within the State of New York,

·8· ·do hereby certify:

·9· · · · · ·That the witness, PHIL SPENCER,

10· ·whose examination is hereinbefore set forth

11· ·was duly sworn and that such examination is a

12· ·true record of the testimony given by that

13· ·witness.

14· · · · · ·I further certify that I am not

15· ·related to any of the parties to this action

16· ·by blood or by marriage and that I am in no

17· ·way interested in the outcome of this matter.

18· · · · · ·IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto

19· ·set my hand this 12th day of October, 2022.

20

21· · · · · · · ·__________________________

· · · · · · · · · · · CANDIDA BORRIELLO

22

23

24
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From: David Hampton </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=9A520AFFB0DE4014A9414763A9D35C25-DAVI D 
HAM PT> 


To: Gaming LT 
CC: Angela Mills; Bo Goodrich (HE/HIM); Chris McKillop; Hoi Vo; Justin Fung; Kate Luu; Kevin 


Gammill (HE/HIM); Jason Ronald 
Sent: 5/5/2022 11:01:29 PM 
Subject: SLT: Biannual Strategy Review 2205 Notes 
Attachments: Gaming CSA -- SLT Strategy Review 2205 -- vFinal.docx; Gaming CSA -- Strategy Review 2205 


-- Discussion Materials vFinal.pdf 


Team — 


Rich discussion today with Satya and the SLT. Thank you to Jason, Kareem, Phil and Sarah for representing us. 


Below my signature, you'll find my notes from the meeting. In the interest of brevity, I've focused primarily on Q&A 
and pointed side discussions, organized by the deck's sections. I have noted action items in red. 


Additionally, I've attached the final versions of both the pre-read and the discussion materials, for your 
convenience. 


Let me know if you have questions. 


Thanks! 


David Hampton I Microsoft Corporation 
Gaming Strategy & Research 
0: 425.705.8645 l E: dha_mpton@microsoft. cam 


Read & Discuss I....iiviing WIhiitepaper 
<no discussion> 


F.orttinite Am n ouncement 
Satya Nadella (SN): Do players login? 
Kareem Choudhry (KC): Yes, backed by Microsoft MSAs. Further, up to this point, xCloud has served to support 
our subscriptions business. But with Fortnite, we are extending to free-to-play games, backed by our Store. 


SN: Stats? 
KC: We launched 4 hours. We have 100K users so far, with 74% positive sentiment. 


SN: What is Epic's sentiment? 
KC: More bullish now on xCloud than Nvida. Epic incorporated our tech into UE5, which will be an onramp to our 
cloud for future titles built with UE5. 


Amy Hood (AH): Will this partnership with Fortnite generate revenue? 
Tim Stuart (TS): Yes. Very early, but converting at -15%, in line with console. 


SN: We bear the costs to stream? 
Sarah Bond (SB): We do, but with high monetization. 
SN: At 88/12 store margins, where does it net us on an hourly basis? 
SB: We believe neutral. So this is about learning for us. 
AH: Probably breakeven. 
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TS: Breakeven would be —$0.40 of revenue per hour. 
SB: That's right.., strategic value to drive the player habit with one of the most played games in the world. 


SN: So at 88/12, that means we need to optimize our cloud, etc. such that our cost-to-serve is <12 points, leaving 
us with margin? 
SB: That's right. We want to split out the components of the value we are offering developers (billing, streaming, 
etc.) to give us monetization flexibility. 


SN: We should use our raw Azure compute GM/hour as a floor. 
Phil Spencer (PS): We should look at a blended view on a per partner basis vs. on a per distribution basis, to best 
utilize our scale. 
AH: we should think about this on the user level. We subsidize on the console and on the cloud. How much 
subsidizing per human. 
PS: I want store to be our meter. 
AH: That's right, it's a success-based meter. 


ACTION ITEM: @iirn Stuart  Structured evaluation of our CAC model, across device subsidies, cloud subsidies, 
etc. The notion of CAC optimization in a device/cloud ecosystem has come up in previous CSA review. Happy for 
the Strategy team to lean in here, if helpful. 


IPrearn bile ,....... IPIh11II 
SN: If I look at Apple, Google, and Valve, I see a $30-40B store opportunity, is that right? So our opportunity is to 
address that TAM? 
PS: That's right 


The Future of Gaimiiing at IMiicrosoft ,....... Kareem 
<no discussion> 


The Future of Gaimãng at IMIICroscft ........Jason 
SN: What is our big/unifying bet? Is it that everything starts with the cloud? We should use that big bet to drive 
systems architecture clarity. Examples: what would the graphics or input innovation look like in this context? This 
goes back to our CAC discussion earlier in the meeting. 
Jason Ronald (JR): That's right Just to touch on input, we need deep immersion (e.g., console with a controller) 
with broad availability (e.g., touch on a mobile device). 


SN: Is our future really just xCloud? 
KC: We need to win on both depth (core garners) and breadth (xCloud). 


SN: The core of our silicon is in a data center or a console? 
JR: We think about how our silicon scales across devices, from low end devices up to cloud 
Panos Panay (PP): There are synergies with what we are doing. 
PS: We have to make a call on silicon in the next 6 months. 
SN: Today, we have 3 workloads xCloud, Win365, Mesh ... my dream is to have standard Azure parts to power all 
3 workloads, with fungibility across. Then at the edge, it needs to be hybrid that is common across next gen 
HoloLens, Xbox, and Win365. We can do this. 
PS: That's right. I'm not sure if Mesh and xCloud are different. 
SN: That's right! It's all a game. I don't want the hardware to be different. 
PS: I think that's true at the platform level too, not just at the hardware level. 


<regarding thin OS> 
SN: Have you looked at Win3? 
PP: I'll walk Phil & Jason through it. You can leverage our work. 
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Action Item: (äJason Ronald to follow up with Panos re: Win 3. Include others from Team Xbox, as appropriate. 


PP: Where are developers heading on ARM vs. x65? 
JR: The developer ecosystem is familiar with x64. Inertia says it stays on that path. But performance gains, 
sustainability, and costs difference mean that we should do the diligence on ARM. We need to finalize our decision 
criteria so that we can make a decision by end of this CY 


SN: As I look at this, we have 4 systems that need to compose: (1) hybrid Al, (2) Al-assisted graphics subsystem, 
(3) input stack, and (4) hybrid video. We are building 4 types of computers: (1) cloud everything, (2) a hybrid Xbox, 
(3) hybrid Windows, and (4) hybrid Holo Lens. We need to bring the company's systems talent together to align on 
a unified vision. We can't go from big idea to big idea. We need a single big idea to rally the company around. 


Action Item: cfhill S encer in coordination with Panos, Kevin, etc., bring together the company's systems talent 
to align on the "big idea", described above. 
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Xbox Cloud Gaming Brings Fortnite to PC and 
iOS Devices for Free 
-lere's how to play Fortnite on your iPhone_ 
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Home I Fortnite Becomes First Free-to-Play Game on Xbox Cloud Gaming 


Fortnite Becomes First Free-to-Play Game on Xbox Cloud Gaming 
Posl00 00 May 1, 2022 by l aurem eire. ! ! ,ian,ems 


CN E T 
Your guide to a better future 


Epic's Fortnite Now Free To Play 
on Microsoft's Xbox Cloud Gaming 
for Mobile, Desktop, Console 


Tho toch giant is experimenting with offering free-to-play 
games through its streaming service. 


~ X Ian SherrJ l mi coda Q 


Tim Sweeney 


Tim Sweeney 
@TionwncrnyEpic 


Epic Games Founder, CEO. 


9 epicgames.com M Joiner August 2010 


264 Following 186.6K Followers 


tweet. iwonts &repti- Modia Likes 


Tim Sweeney GTimsweeneyCpic - nm ••• 


Monumental news everyone! Fortnite is now available to play FOR FREE 
sir arnirg to web loowser on iPhone, iPad, and Android via Xbox Cloud. 
No subsaiplion required, no 3096 Apple Lax. 


PLAY FO 
XBOX.CI 
FOR FRE 


May Fortnite on iOS, iPe0OS, Android Phones and Ta10G, and Winda-. 


As Par: of our mission to bring toe joy and community of gaming to 


players wherever they are and to make gaming more accessible to . 


Fortnite will be free on iPhone again 
thanks to Xbox Cloud Gaming 


is the second browser-based Fortnite alternative for mobile 
ijmyers 
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EUROGAMER 


PC PlayStation Xbox Nintendo Digital Foundry Nevi 


Homes Notts s Forl,nle 


Fortnite joins Xbox Cloud Gaming, 
giving iPhone users another way 


to play 
No subscription necessary. 


1- - t News by Tom Phillips I Deputy Editor 
Foblislwd on S Nay 2022 


News Videos Reviews., Staff Picks - Peals„ Games..! Entertainment, 


Fortnite Is Playable On iOS Again With Xbox 
Cloud Gaming 
Fortnite is the ̀ first free-tn-play game en Rhoa C c ed Gaming, and it's out righ- now for no cost. 
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1 1 AMBITION OF THE CSA 
As Team Xbox, we are on a mission to bring the joy and community of gaming to everyone on the 
planet. We deliver this vision by putting players at the center of the Xbox ecosystem, enabling you to 
play the games you want, with the people you want, anywhere you want. 


We endeavor to reach industry leadership, outside of China, by FY2030. This implies doubling our 
total revenue during that timeframe (Figure 1). Achieving this objective requires both continued 
success in our core business and expansion into new opportunities, to reach new players, with a 
breadth of gaming experiences, supported by a diversity of business models. 


Figure 1: Gaming CSA Revenue Drivers (FY74-FY30) 


Gaming CSA Revenue 


• Advertising 


• Mobile Transactions 


• Subscriptions 


• Transactions & Other (Console, PC, Cloud) 


• Hardware (Consoles & Accessories) 


$18B 


Ey ]: $0.1B $10.OB 
$1.3B 
$2.9B 


$4.3B $3.8B 


2 I MARKET & OPPORTUNITY 


$36B 


CAGR 
FY14-FY22 FY22-FY30 


+10% I +9% 


L +9M 


Gaming remains the largest and fastest growing segment in media and entertainment, reaching $239 
billion in 20211. The game industry has seen sustained double-digit growth for more than a decade. 
Today, about 1 in 3 people in the world play video games, nearly 3 billion in total. Over the next 
decade, we project total players to exceed 4 billion globally. 


Internal Microsoft analysis: 2021 Game Industry Sizing 
Internal Microsoft analysis: 2021 Player Value 
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Figure 2:2021 Media and Entertainment Categories Growth3
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04 Gaming ($239B) 


Paid TV ($1816) 
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Q =' Magazines ($156B) 


Music ($92B) 
$1008 


Home Video ($75B) 


Books ($63B) 


Cinema ($25B) 
$06 


2011 2016 2021 


Game industry growth has been fueled by the confluence of 3 durable trends: 


1. Proliferation of gaming-capable devices, led by mobile and broadband/5G penetration. 
Gaming, once relegated to arcades and enthusiast hardware like consoles and performant 
PCs, is now broadly available across a host of devices. Mobile devices, the most widely 
adopted computing form factor, have proven a particular catalyst for availability. 


2. Growth in quantity and diversity of games and creators. With the explosion of gaming 
addressable devices—including mobile devices, which have relatively low entry barriers for 
creators—game creation has been greatly democratized, leading to a significant increase in 
game variety, attracting a much larger and more diverse base of players. 


3. Diversification of business models, fueling adoption and monetization. 20 years ago, most 
games were exclusively available for purchase. Today, pay-to-play4 games account for 20% of 
total revenue, nearly $45 billion. By contrast, free-to-plays games account for 70% of revenue, 
including 66 percentage points from in-game purchases and 4 percentage points from in-
game advertisements'. By removing player adoption barriers, free-to-play greatly widens the 
sales funnel while simultaneously enabling efficient monetization. Similarly, content 
subscriptions enable players to discover and try new games, driving increased post-sale 
monetization. Subscription is among the fastest growing business models in the industry, 
+15% annually. 


3 For Gaming, internal Microsoft analysis: 2021 Game Industry Sizing. For all other segments, FricewaterhouseCoopers "Global Entertainment and Media 
Outlook, 2021-2025". Home video includes DVDs, video-on-demand, streaming services (e.g., Netflix). Music includes CDs, digital purchases, subscription 
services, and ticket sales. 
° Pay-to-play games have an initial pay gate required to access and play the game. These games are monetized via initial game sale and game expansions. 
5 Free-to-play games have no initial pay gate to acquire or play the game. These games are monetized via in-game purchases and in-game advertisements. 
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The game industry is economically efficient, aligning monetization with engagement. We observe 
generational tailwinds that will continue to increase player engagement, fueling sustained market 
growth. For example, Americans over 60 report a more than 2-to-1 preference for television to 
games6. That preference is inverted for Americans ages 18 to 256. We conclude that gaming continues 
to have long-term growth potential and will remain an attractive investment opportunity for Microsoft 
for the foreseeable future. 


North America ($57 billion) remains the largest region, as measured by software & services revenue. 
Asia—across China and Rest of Asia—accounts for nearly half of total software & services revenue 
and more than half of worldwide players''. To summarize: 


Figure 3:2021 Game Industry Software & Services by Region (excludes Game Video, Dedicated Hardware) 12


'-• • '- • ' 


N. America $57 billion +12% 212 million $267 


China $51 billion +6% 686 million $75 


Rest of Asia $41 billion +7% 930 million $44 


Europe $39 billion +7% 409 million $94 


Rest of World $17 billion +18% 724 million $23 


At a segment level, Console remains a key driver of software and services revenue ($49 billion) along 
with Mobile ($116 billion) and PC ($36 billion)'. Software & services revenue, the primary measure of 
industry health and >90% of total industry revenue, saw growth accelerate in 2020, fueled by COVID-
19 demand. In 2021, growth rates reverted to the mean, growing 10% year on year from 2020's record 
high, in line with our projections. To summarize: 


6 Limelight Networks 
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Figure 4:2021 Game Industry Software & Services by Segment (excludes Dedicated Hardware)'-z


-.I•Ilit1i1 • 


Mobile $116 billion +150/0 94% $42 


Console $49 billion -1% 21% $80 


PC $36 billion +5% 42% $29 


Video $14 billion +29% n/a n/a 


Browser $4 billion +2% 36% $4 


Cloud $1 billion +112% nm nm 


Importantly, half of the world's 3 billion players game on more than one device, including 1 in 5 who 
play on all of console, PC, and mobile2. To summarize: 


Figure 5:2021 Player Device Adoption2


•• 


X 


• •- ' ' 


1,332 million 45% 


X 37 million 1% 


X 113 million 4% 


X X 143 million 5% 


X X 664 million 22% 


X X 44 million 1% 


X X X 627 million 21% 


3 1 STRATEGY & APPROACH 


2. 


3. 


1 


2 


3 


3.1 1 Strategic Thesis 
Our perspective on Xbox's growth remains unchanged and is grounded in our worldview. Today, the 
game industry is largely organized around device ecosystems. This structure runs counter to the 
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desires and motivations of both players, who want ubiquitous access to their games and friends, and 
creators, who strive to maximize player reach. The bedrock of our strategy is to invert this paradigm 
and put the player at the center of our ecosystem—to empower players to "play the games they 
want, with the people they want, anywhere they want". Microsoft is well positioned to deliver this 
vision of ubiquitous gaming given our capabilities in Content, Community, and Cloud. We believe 
driving engagement with more players across more devices with more games powered by a diverse 
set of business models will enhance the experiences of players and creators, create durable strategic 
differentiation for Microsoft (see Section 7 for additional detail on our competitive landscape), and 
fuel further business growth. 


To put the player at the center of our ecosystem, we are disaggregating the Xbox platform and 
extending it across devices, backed by the following "needle moving" investments: 


1. Game Pass. An innovative content subscription service and our primary platform interface 
across devices. 


2. Content. Empowering creators around the world to realize their creative vision and build the 
differentiated experiences that attract and retain players in our ecosystem. 


3. Xbox Cloud Gaming. Ubiquitous distribution for our content and services, bringing our 
ecosystem to more players, on more devices. 


4. Xbox Series S I X + Windows 11. The best instantiation of our experiences, providing critical 
subscriber, creator, and content onramps, both native and cloud streamed. 


5. Store. A modern commerce platform to process transactions, both in-game and out, and 
manage game entitlements, a foundation for creator success in our ecosystem. 


6. Community. The fabric of our ecosystem—a safe and inclusive community spanning networks, 
to meet players where they are and to foster player engagement and differentiation. 


3.2 1 Team & Culture 
At Team Xbox, we believe that when everyone plays, we all win. As our business evolves from a 
device-centric paradigm to one that orients around players and creators, we are building a team and 
culture that represents the diverse gaming communities we strive to reach. To achieve this goal, we 
must embed our values of inclusion in all aspects of our work, broaden our talent pool, and adopt an 
operating model that can support our business growth. To summarize, we are: 


1. Investing in our people and growing our talent pipeline. Making Team Xbox an exceptional place 
to work — where our people feel empowered to be their best selves — is an important part of our 
culture and long-term talent strategy. This is inclusive of having a compelling employee value 
proposition, durable career development pathways to attract and retain talent, minimally 
integrated entities to ensure talent market competitiveness, and expansion of our geographic 
footprint to accelerate global growth investments. For example, we are growing our Xbox 
engineering teams in LATAM and our creator ecosystem in India, Africa, and China. Both efforts 
improve our representation at a global level, while setting the foundation for how we build a 
successful geographically-distributed workforce model. 
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2. Evolving our gaming operating model to support our growth. As we plan for growth, we will 
continue to evolve how Team Xbox operates and creates value based on past learnings and best 
practices. We need to ask and answer, "What needs to be true in our execution plan, operating 
model, and workforce model to enable Gaming CSA business growth?" Some guiding principles 
that inform how our teams work together to accelerate our business priorities include: 


• Prioritization of work that aligns with our Xbox strategy, with clear ownership and 
accountability sitting with teams that have the right capabilities to execute. 


• Scalable processes, tools and technologies that enable responsiveness, consistency, and 
effectiveness in the way we work. 


• Inclusive mindset that seeks different points of view and ensures key decisions are reflective of 
diverse perspectives. 


3.3 


4 1 GROWTH: HORIZON 1 (FY2022) 
4.1 1 Fiscal Year 2022 Priorities 
For Fiscal Year 2022, the Gaming Leadership Team has identified 3 growth priorities: 


1. Accelerate Global Xbox Console Growth — console is our flagship gaming experience and a key 
driver for Game Pass. We launched Xbox Series S I X to positive reception and strong demand, 
selling the most consoles ever in a launch month. As we overcome supply limitations this coming 
year, we must drive Xbox console penetration in our traditional markets and grow share in new 
geographies. We will accelerate every aspect possible to achieve this including Game Pass catalog 
growth, game releases, price point, distribution, marketing, and retail. 


Key metrics to evaluate success: 
• Xbox Console Monthly Active Devices 
• % Market Share of Xbox Series Consoles vs. PlayStation 5 


2. Accelerate Game Pass Growth on PC — the next immediate frontier for the growth of our business 
is on PC. Increasing our PC gaming share will be vital for our long-term vision of delivering games 
to every person on the planet. Game Pass lies at the center of our approach to reach PC gamers, 
providing compelling day one PC content and a high-quality catalog available both as native 
software and through cloud gaming. We will accelerate the adoption of Game Pass among PC 
garners by providing a solid foundation for PC creator tools, building strong PC experience for 
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players, and leveraging distribution and marketing opportunities with Windows, OEMS, and cloud 
gaming on PC. 


Key metric to evaluate success: 
• Xbox Game Pass PC Monthly Active Users (Ultimate and PC SKU) 
• Xbox Game Pass PC SKU Subscribers 


3. Accelerate Growth for Game Creators — game creators build the experiences at the heart of the 
Xbox ecosystem. Xbox succeeds when game creators thrive. Ensuring that game creators have 
the tools and services needed to develop for, publish, and grow on our platforms is paramount. 
We will strengthen and expand our creator tools, partnerships, and services to ensure the best 
games are enjoyed by our players, working with new and existing partners. We are also working 
to position Azure as the preferred cloud solution for game creators, by building on our existing 
creator and publisher relationships, by developing competitive cloud technology for the game 
industry, and by commercializing first party game creator tools. 


Key metrics to evaluate success: 
• Game Creator Revenue from Xbox 
• Game Creator Azure Consumed Revenue 


4.2 1 Fiscal Year-to-Date Progress 
Figure 6 reflects actuals and year-on-year growth for the Gaming CSA through 03, for each business 
performance metric. 


Figure 6: Gaming CSA Performance Update 


Total Revenue 


1 • 


$13.0 billion 


• 


+9% 


1 


lint 


$17.7 billion +13% 


Accountability Margin $1.5 billion -25% $2.2 billion 0% 


Content & Services Revenue $9.9 billion +6% $14.4 billion +16% 


Xbox Game Pass Subscribers 24 million +24% 35 million +73% 


Xbox Monthly Active Users 112 million 13% 117 million +9% 


Figure 7 reflects our targets and year-on-year growth for each FY2022 priority metric, including year-
to-date performance through Q3: 
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Figure 7: Progress Against FY2022 Gaming GSA Priorities 


1 1 • 


Accelerate Xbox Console Monthly Active Devices 40.7 million 41.6 million +6% 
Global Xbox 
Console Growth Market Share of Xbox Series Consoles 40% 46% +9 pts 


Accelerate Xbox Game Pass PC Monthly Active Users 12.0 million 3.9 million +72% 
Game Pass 
Growth on PC Xbox Game Pass PC SKU Subscribers 10.0 million 3.3 million +179% 


Accelerate Game Creator Revenue from Xbox $6.3 billion $4.0 billion -2% 
Growth for 
Game Creators Game Creator Azure Consumed Rev. $265.0 million $185 million +66% 


5 1 GROWTH: HORIZON 2 & 3 


1. 
2. 


3. 


4. 


4.1. 


5.1 I Our Growth Framework 
Increasing player engagement has and will continue to drive growth for our business. Our levers for 
fostering player engagement align with the durable industry trends discussed in Section 2: 


1. Player Reach - Extend the Xbox ecosystem to more players, across devices, globally. 
2. Game Breadth - Attract content of all types by being the platform of choice for all creators. 


Reflects fiscal year target. 
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3. Business Model Diversity - Fuel creator success and player access, by offering the full breadth 
of monetization models — transactions, subscriptions, advertisements. 


5.2 1 Horizon 2 & 3 Opportunities 
Applying our growth framework to our understanding of the game industry landscape yields three 
primary long-term growth opportunities: 


1. Game Pass. Accelerate Game Pass subscriptions across console and PC. 
2. Universal Store. Extend the Xbox Store from console to build a universal store, spanning 


devices. 
3. Advertising. Embrace a diversity of business models to support creator success and reduce 


access barriers for players, including advertising. 


6 1 FOR DISCUSSION 
During our May 5, 2022 strategy review with the Microsoft SLT, we plan to share our vision for the 
future of gaming at Microsoft, including key evolutions to our technical ecosystem. Thematically, we 
will focus the discussion on increasing synergies between Xbox and the rest of Microsoft, including 
cohesive hybrid compute, AI/ML enablement, and our creator platform. In this context, we will review 
and discuss key decisions the company faces, as early as FY2023. 
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7 I APPENDIX: COMPETITIVE REVIEW 
7.1 Defining Our Competitive Set 
As our strategy has expanded, so too has our competitive set, which we can group into two classes: 


Figure 8: Primary Gaming GSA Competitors by Class 


Broad Technology Amazon, Apple, Facebook (Meta), Google (Alphabet), Tencent 


Industry Pureplay Epic, Nintendo, Sony, Valve 


In the subsequent sections, we explore each firm's strategy in gaming, gaming-relevant assets, recent 
performance, and relevance to Microsoft. 


7.2 1 Detailed Competitive Assessment 


Broad Technology: Amazon 
Amazon has diverse gaming-relevant assets, including both dedicated and general-purpose assets 
(e.g., Amazon.com and Kindle Fire devices). While its consumer and developer motions have been 
largely distinct to date, Amazon's subscription cloud-streaming service (Luna) signals an intent to 
integrate its strategy. By positioning Luna as a "channel" subscription service, Amazon provides 
publishers with scale and many of the benefits associated with hosting their own streaming service 
(e.g., direct revenue share, brand recognition, etc.), without the burden of having to maintain their 
own cloud infrastructure or build a gaming community around the service. Amazon is not only well-
positioned to execute this strategy by leveraging existing assets, such as AWS and Twitch, but it is also 
able to extract more value in the form of increased revenues for complementary services (e.g., Prime, 
Twitch advertising, etc.). Amazon has focused on developing first party titles through its own Amazon 
Games studio to attract users, and their recent acquisition of MGM could help with that effort, though 
the acquisition was likely driven by popular franchises for its Prime Video service. 


To summarize Amazon's primary gaming-relevant assets 
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Figure 9: Amazon's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Twitch 
The leading live video streaming platform in gaming with more than 140 mil lion 
monthly active users. 


Cloud streaming service with "channels" of games that enable play across mobile, 
PC, Mac, and Amazon Fire devices. Channels range from a free option for Prime 


Luna 
members to themed/publisher-specific channels like a $4.99/month retro channel 
and a $17.99/month Ubisoft+ Channel. Luna's Twitch integration also allows viewers 
to go directly from watching the stream of a game on Twitch to playing it on Luna, 
provided the game is available on the service. 


Kindle Fire Devices 
Android-based tablets, TV plug-ins, and physical TVs (i.e., Fire TV); estimated to have 
over 50 million monthly active users globally. 


Developer of mobile and PC games. Despite initial failures with big-budget PC 


Amazon Games 
games (i.e., Crucible, Breakaway), Amazon Games' latest MMO launches of New 
World in September 2021 and Lost Ark in February 2022 each logged over 1 million 
players on launch day. 


Open 3D Engine 
Free-to-use, open-source game engine that integrates AWS services into game 


(formerly Lumberyard) 
production and play. Open 3D Engine is an open-source project managed by the 
Linux Foundation (LF). 


Amazon Prime 
Paid subscription service that unlocks access to quick shipping of products, movie 
streaming, and other services like Amazon Music. 200+ million global subscribers. 


Amazon continues to benefit from the rapid growth of livestream content consumption. Twitch had 


an estimated 24 billion hours watched in 2021, up 45% from an estimated 18.4 billion hours in 2020. 


To make Luna more compelling for players and creators, Amazon has also been investing in 


virtualization technology, which allows GPU SKUs to be used as PC gaming VMs more effectively. This 


results in low-latency, high-fidelity streaming experiences. Finally, Amazon remains a leading gaming 
retailer globally, particularly as it relates to hardware. 


For Microsoft, Amazon is an important retail partner for the hardware component of the Xbox 


business. However, Amazon Luna not only directly competes with Game Pass delivered via Xbox 


Cloud Gaming, but its ability to bring publishers' titles to the cloud via AWS also has implications on 
Azure. Despite Amazon's cloud infrastructure advantages, there are few content aggregators who can 


successfully scale — given the challenges of fueling a flywheel effect where compelling content drives 


user adoption and vice versa. In contrast, our established player base, robust gaming content, and 


strong creator engagement, positions us well to become the backbone for publishers to host their 


games on the cloud - regardless of whether they're under the Xbox brand or their own. 
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Broad Technology: Apple 
Apple's iOS ecosystem, including iPhones and iPads, represent its primary foray into gaming. These 
devices see significant gaming adoption, and as part of a closed ecosystem, all transactions flow 
through the App Store, where Apple receives a platform royalty. Given the prevalence of gaming on 
iOS, Apple launched Apple Arcade in 2019, a curated game subscription for iOS devices, but it has 
thus far underperformed against expectations. To summarize Apple's primary gaming-relevant assets: 


Figure 10: Apple's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Description 


iOS Devices Premium smart phones and tablets with more than 1.8 billion active devices. 


iOS App Store Exclusive storefront for iOS devices which processed an estimated $52 billion in gaming 
related transactions in 2021. 


Apple Arcade Curated gaming subscription for iOS devices. Arcade costs $4.99/month. 


Apple reported record-high quarterly revenues in Q4 2021 of $19.5 billion for Services, which includes 
App Store and Apple Arcade. In May 2021 it was revealed that 62% of all App Store revenue is 
generated from gaming-related transactions. Apple then disclosed in June of 2021 that its App Store 
ecosystem facilitated $643 billion of billings and sales in 2020, a 24% increase YoY. While Apple 
currently enjoys a considerable share of the mobile gaming transactions market, its control may be 
diluted depending on the ultimate result of the Epic v. Apple litigation, which could allow developers 
to use alternative payment methods outside of the App Store. 


For Microsoft, our ability to stream games to iOS endpoints is an important part of our cloud-native 
strategy. Apple's App Store policies are prohibitive, preventing us from running a gaming subscription 
service in the App Store. Because we are prohibited from offering a native iOS Game Pass application, 
we are pursuing a browser-based strategy for our streaming platform, which faces discoverability and 
other challenges, but provides a consistent experience for players and developers across all 
connected endpoints and will make iOS devices addressable. 


Broad Technology: Facebook (Meta) 
Facebook owns the world's largest social graph, across its Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram 
properties. Facebook has built a gaming platform on top of its social network, offering live and 
recorded game content streaming, HTML5 browser games, playable advertisements, and cloud 
gaming (in early access). The company reported spending over $12 billion in 2021 on its Reality Labs, 
metaverse and virtual reality focused, product segment. To summarize Facebook's primary gaming-
relevant assets: 
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Figure 71: Facebook's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Social Graph The world's leading social graph across Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram, with aoout 3.6 
billion monthly active users globally. 


Facebook Player platform and developer services for its HTML5 browser games, playable 


Gaming advertisements, and cloud gaming (in early access). Content creator tools and video 
consumption platform for live and recorded game content streaming. 


Reality Labs 
Reality Labs is a leader in the virtual reality segment and is making considerable investments 
to leverage these assets for Facebook's metaverse ambitions. 


Facebook's considerable investment in Reality Labs is reflected in the scale of their Oculus business. In 
Q1 2021, Oculus headsets represented approximately 75% of extended reality headsets sold 
worldwide and their latest device, the Quest 2, has an estimated installed base of roughly 10 million 
devices. In December 2021, Facebook publicly launched Horizon World, a massively multiplayer online 
virtual reality game, on Oculus, with user generated content commerce capabilities. As of February 
2022, Facebook stated that Horizon Worlds had over 300,000 monthly active users, 10,000 worlds 
created, and over 20,000 creators. Horizon Worlds' platform fee for user generated content on mobile 
devices is the standard 30%, however, they charge 47.5% of consumer spend for transactions that 
occur on VR devices. This strategy has received strong criticism from users. Finally, Facebook is the 
global leader in the browser gaming segment, accounting for roughly 50% of total segment revenue 
in 2020. However, the size of this overall segment is in decline. 


For Microsoft, Facebook's social network has the potential to become an important top-of-funnel 
motion for Xbox Cloud Gaming and Game Pass. While Facebook's initial entrance into browser games 
and playable advertisements focuses on light-weight experiences, we believe they have the ability to 
become a direct Xbox Cloud Gaming competitor as they scale their cloud gaming offerings. We view 
virtual reality as a niche gaming experience at this time. 


Broad Technology: Google (Alphabet) 
Google has impressive, but loosely affiliated assets related to gaming. While its foray into cloud 
streaming (Stadia) receives the most attention, the company's significant installed base of Android 
phones, with the Google Play store and associated platform fee, and YouTube network are among 
the largest and most profitable gaming communities. To summarize Google's primary gaming-related 
assets: 
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Figure 72: Google's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Android Global smartphone leader with more than 3 billion monthly active devices. 


Google Play Native store for Android devices which processed an estimated $47 billion in gaming related 
transactions in 2021. 


YouTube The world's leading video-on-demand platform with more than 2.3 billion users globally. 
Gaming represents an estimated 10-15% share of viewing time. 


Stadia 
Cloud streaming platform analogous to xCloud. Launched as a consumer facing 
subscription in 2019; pivoted to a publisher-facing white label model in 2021. 


Android TV 
Growing TV operating system with over 110M monthly active devices. OS supports games 
available for Android TV. 


Google continues to see strong growth and engagement in their Android devices, Google Play store, 
and YouTube viewing platform. However, after struggling to grow its Stadia subscriber base and 
foster the creative process necessary for building high-caliber video games, Google publicly shifted its 
Stadia strategy in February 2021 to emphasize a publisher-facing streaming platform. As part of this 
move, Google shuttered its 10 party game studios and is now licensing its cloud infrastructure and 
tools to publishers who want to build their own streaming services. While the economic value for 
publishers to do this is largely unproven, we believe that demand for white-label streaming will 
increase, driven by the increased prevalence of streaming as a way to game across endpoints. As this 
occurs, publishers with strong IP will potentially seek their own direct-to-consumer streaming service 
to maximize monetization opportunities, while others (i.e., indie developers) will continue to seek at-
scale content aggregators to generate awareness and demand for their games. Both require cloud 
infrastructure solutions but differ in the range of services needed (i.e., backend-only vs full-scale 
offerings that include content distribution). 


For Microsoft, our ability to stream games to Android endpoints is an important part of our cloud 
gaming strategy, similar to iOS. Today, Game Pass Ultimate subscribers can stream and play games 
via a native application distributed through the Google Play store, but Play store rules prevent 
monetization (in-app purchases) in the native app. We also launched a browser-based experience, 
enabling in-game monetization via the Xbox commerce platform but the web application faces 
discoverability and other challenges for Android users as well. Finally, YouTube continues to play an 
important role in connecting and engaging our own gaming communities, as evidenced by Minecraft 
content driving over 1 trillion views on the platform. 


Broad Technology: Tencent 
Tencent is the largest firm in gaming, as measured by revenue and profit. In China, Tencent has used 
its broad social media networks (QQ, WeChat) to establish a leading position as both a content 
publisher and a platform, including on Android devices. In the West, Tencent has made a myriad of 
acquisitions and investments. Notably, this includes the acquisition of Riot games (maker of League of 
Legends), a -4O% ownership stake in Epic (maker of Fortnite and the Unreal Engine), and the >80% 
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investment in Supercell (maker of Clash of Clans). They most recently acquired Tequila Works, the 
developer of Rime, and made a minority investment in Offworld Industries, developers of Squad, 
Beyond the Wire, and Post Scriptum. Many of these holdings are managed at arm's length. To 
summarize Tencent's primary gaming-related assets: 


Figure 13: Tencent's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


~- • • 


Social Media The largest social media platforms in China, including WeChat (1.3 billion monthly active 
Networks users) and QQ (550+ million monthly active users). 


Tencent App 
The largest Android app store in China, with th roughly 200 million monthly active users. 


WeGame PC gaming platform, which boasts over 80 million monthly active users in China. 


Owned 
A broad portfolio of content across segments (PC, mobile) and geographies. 


Content 


Minority A broad portfolio of minority and majority investments globally, including Epic Games, Riot 
Investments Games, Sea Limited, among many others. 


In the quarter ending December 2021, Tencent's total gaming revenue grew 12% year-on-year to 


roughly $6.7 billion. Tencent's owned or majority-owned properties are among the most consumed in 


gaming, led by League of Legends (180+ million monthly active users), Honor of Kings (100+ million 


monthly active users), and CrossFire (60 million monthly active users). Tencent's Honor of Kings 


became the 1St ever mobile game to make over $10 billion in lifetime player spend since its launch in 


2015. Its most recent game in collaboration with Nintendo, Pokemon Unite, was released in 


September 2021 and has surpassed 70 million total downloads. Within the first week of launch, it 


garnered over 30 million downloads worldwide, making it the biggest launch ever for a mobile 


MOBA-genre game despite not having released in China. Recent successes by Tencent and its fellow 


Chinese market peers have been dampened by increased regulatory scrutiny from the Chinese 
government. Restrictions include when younger players can game and a 9-month period in which the 
government did not approve any new game licenses. 


While Tencent is a behemoth in gaming, Microsoft and Tencent have limited direct interactions. Most 
of Tencent's strategic power is concentrated in China, where Microsoft has limited operations. By 
contrast, Tencent's Western holdings are largely self-managed. 


Industry Pureplay: Epic 
Epic is a creator of blockbuster games and game development tools. Their public battles with Apple 
and Google over platform fees and the launch of a 3rd party PC gaming store, with notably lower 
platform fees, signal its desire to see economic value shifted toward content creators. To summarize 
Epic's primary gaming-related assets: 
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Figure 74: Epic's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Fortnite remains one of the leading titles in gaming. It was the #1 free-to-play game on Xbox in 2021, 


grossing over $720 million, a roughly 24% decline from 2020. Fortnite's mobile distribution remains 
hampered, as a result of its litigations with Apple and Google regarding alternative payment methods. 
Epic continues to invest heavily in exclusive games to attract new users to and gain market share for 
the Epic Games Store (EGS), a PC storefront for games. EGS generated roughly $840 million of 
revenue in 2021, up 20% from 2020. Despite revenue growth, Epic still projected it would lose nearly 
$140 million on the Epic Game Store in 2021, with losses projected to continue until at least 2025. To 


fund growth, Epic continues to fundraise, having just closed a $2 billion round — half of which came 
from Sony — that valued Epic at $31.5 billion. 


Microsoft's relationship with Epic is multifaceted. Fortnite is an important driver of console 
engagement and economics. Xbox Game Studios is currently developing or operating over 50 games 
with Epic's Unreal Engine with an estimated lifetime cost of $30 million in licensing and other fees. 
Epic Games Store represents a future potential distribution channel for Xbox Game Studios games, 
but it also competes for exclusive content, affecting Xbox Game Pass content investments. 


Industry Pureplay: Nintendo 
Nintendo is a long-time leader in console gaming. Unlike Sony and Microsoft, which focus on the 
attach of 1st party services and 3rd party software, most of Nintendo's economics are driven by the 
attach of 1st party software from beloved franchises, like Mario. Related, while Sony & Microsoft's 
console competition is often grounded in technical ability, Nintendo favors more novel hardware 
innovations. Its current console for example, the Switch, can both be tethered to the TV and played 
standalone as a handheld. To summarize Nintendo's primary gaming-related assets: 


Figure 75: Nintendo's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


1st Party Developer of many of the industry's most iconic franchises, including Mario, Zelda, 
Studios Pokemon, and Donkey Kong. 


Switch I A leading game console with over 100 million units sold. 


Nintendo's earnings release, for the quarter ended on December 31, 2021, reveals that hardware sales 
are dampened in a post-quarantine environment, down —21% in the same period from last year. 
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However, for the same period of comparison software unit sales remained relatively flat, increasing 
-2%. Despite a decrease in the rate of hardware unit sales, Switch sales hit a milestone of total 
lifetime units sold of over 103 million. Animal Crossing: New Horizons reached more than 37 million 
lifetime units sold, while Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, the best-selling Switch game, has sold over 43 million 
lifetime units. 


For Microsoft, Nintendo remains an important benchmark for the success of our console business, but 
our strategies in gaming are largely different. We have found opportunities to collaborate with 
Nintendo, including empowering Minecraft players on Switch and Xbox to play together. 


Industry Pureplay: Sony 
Sony develops the leading console platform, PlayStation. Their products and business motion mirror 
the traditional Xbox console business—invest to build an at-scale device installed base, monetized 
with the attach of 3rd party games and 1st party content and services. To summarize Sony's assets: 


Figure 76: Sony's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Description 


PlayStation The largest console gaming ecosystem—including publisher network, 1st party services, and 
global distribution—with roughly 134 million units sold between PlayStation 4 and Ecosystem 
PlayStation 5. 


PlayStation Producer of high-quality, exclusive content for PlayStation consoles. 
Studios 


In the quarter ended December 31, 2021 (FY22 Q2), Sony's gaming division posted a roughly 8% 
decrease in revenue and a roughly 15% increase in operating income from the prior year. The decline 
in revenue was driven primarily by a decrease in hardware sales as well as lower software sales for 10 


& 3rd party titles. Operating income improved due to a decrease in general expenses as well as the 
decrease in PlayStation 5 sales, whose retail price is set lower than manufacturing costs. 


Recently, Sony announced a rebranding of its subscription services to better compete with Game 
Pass. The new PlayStation Plus subscription is merging with PS Now and comes with 3 tiers of content 
access. PlayStation Plus has a more limited catalogue of titles available than Game Pass and will not 
add exclusive titles on the day of launch. Additionally, cloud-based games are available on a select 
number of titles as part of the most expensive tier, as PlayStation continues to prioritize its 1st & 3rd
party non-subscription game sales. 


Historically, Sony has been Microsoft's primary competitor in gaming, with similar products, services, 
and business models vying for similar customers. While a leader in console gaming, Sony has limited 
growth vectors beyond the segment. As such, Sony remains an important benchmark for the success 
of our console business but is less important in the context of our broader player-centered strategy. 
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Industry Pureplay: Valve 
Valve's Steam platform—the leading 3rd party PC games store—began as a distribution and update 
platform for its 1St party games. While Valve has other investments, including in virtual reality hardware 
and in the recently announced Steam Deck, a portable gaming console, its strategy and economics 
anchor on the health of the Steam platform. To summarize Valve's primary gaming assets: 


Figure 17: Valve's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


~- • • 


Steam 
The world's leading 3rd party PC game store (note: most PC publishers distribute and 
monetize their games through owned & operated channels). 


Valve Games 
Creator of several at-scale service games, including DotA, Counter Strike, and Team Fortress; 
Valve has deprioritized its content cadence in recent years. 


After various delays, the Steam Deck, a portable gaming console that allows mobile play of 
Steam Deck games on the Steam Library, began shipping in Feb 2022. About 2,000 games have now 


been officially marked as Deck Verified or Playable. 


Valve, which is privately held, is estimated to have generated under $10 billion in revenue in 2021, 
largely driven by sale of 3rd party games via Steam. Steam usage surged even further in 2021, with an 
average of 132 million monthly active users, a 10% increase from 2020. Players spent a total of 38 
billion hours on the platform in 2021, an impressive 21% YoY increase considering the 50% YoY 
increase in 2020 due to COVID-19. Finally, player spend on Steam increased 27% YoY. 


Like Sony, Valve has limited growth vectors beyond its current position as the world's leading 3rd party 
PC store. While Valve remains an important benchmark for the health of our PC business, we also 
increasingly rely on them as a distributor. To illustrate, the PC versions of Xbox Game Studios titles like 
Forza Horizon 5 are also distributed by Steam, a shift in our strategy from just 6 years ago. 


7.3 1 Industry Leaders by Reported Revenue 
Finally, we track the reported revenue of leading companies in gaming as part of a broader annual 
industry sizing and profit analysis. To summarize the top-10 leaders for 2021: 
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Figure 78: Estimated Revenue for Calendar Year 20213


1. Tencent $32.8 billion 


2. Sony $25.0 billion 


3. Google $17.5 billion 


4. Microsoft $16.0 billion 


5. Apple $15.5 billion 


6. Nintendo $15.1 billion 


7. Netease $9.9 billion 


8. Activision Blizzard $8.1 billion 


9. Electronic Arts $6.5 billion 


10. Valve10 $6.5 billion 


8 Public financial disclosure, equity research, internal analysis ("CY2021 Game Industry Profit"). For companies that span multiple lines of business (including 
gaming), figures reflect estimated gaming-specific revenue and profit. 


Includes dedicated hardware revenue and profit/loss for Microsoft, Nintendo, and Sony 
0 Valve is privately held. Estimates reflect internal Microsoft analysis ("CY2021 Game Industry Profit'l 
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From: Phil Spencer </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI Fl ENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT.ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-55760-PHI L 
SPENCER> 


To: Sarah Bond; Tim Stuart 
CC: Haiyan Zhang 
Sent: 7/29/2020 4:11:56 PM 
Subject: FW: Project Atom (ZeniMax) 
Attachments: Gaming CSA -- Strategic Framing Memo -- ZeniMax v12.docx; Project Atom Financial 


Materials.pptx 


Just what was sent for this mornings call. 


From: Amy Hood <amyhood@micro soft.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 6:53 AM 
To: Satya Nadella <satyan@microsoft.com> 
Cc: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com>; Marc Brown (CORPDEV) <marcb@microsoft.com>; Keith Dolliver 
(CELA) <keithd@microsoft.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Project Atom (ZeniMax) 


For 8am. This is material team went thru with me yesterday. 


Amy 


From: Tim Stuart <tiimstuc microsoft.corn> ............................... 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 6:06:10 PM 
To: Amy Hood <a. hoodCcz?miicrosoft.com>
Cc: Phil Spencer <pHniill miicrosoft.com>; Sarah Bond <Sarah...Bond.,@microsoft.com>; Bill Duff 
< .....11d....... icrosoft.com>; Marc Brown (CORPDEV) <<rmarcbCa7microsoft.com>; Ryan Cooper (CORPDEV) 
<C00.pm,,lf yan .miicrosoft.com>
Subject: Project Atom (ZeniMax) 


Amy — Tomorrow we have time with you to discuss the Project Atom (ZenimMax) acquisition. We will spend our 
time in the Atom Financial Materials deck, but I have also attached our draft board materials for reference as well. 


For our acquisition thesis, we will land the following financial and strategic elements: 


Content catalog growth drives net new hours within Game Pass customer engagement 
Hours and subscribers are highly correlated and therefore growth in hours = growth in paying 


subscribers 
ZeniMax is critical to growing a strong overall catalog a driving more hours a converting into paid 


subscriber growth 


Current valuation model is at $10.56, $4.3B from operating cash flow + synergies and $6.2B from terminal value. 
We will walk you through the key drivers, valuation scenarios, and financial outlook. 


Thanks 
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Acquisition Strategic Rationale


Gaming presents a sizable market opportunity for Microsoft, nearly $200 billion annually•


Our strategy, to extend our ecosystem across devices centered on the player, creates sustainable differentiation•


Xbox Game Pass, with nearly 15 million subscribers today, underpins this vision and positions Microsoft to pursue the •
potentially 250 million gaming subscribers in Xbox markets


Our 
Strategy


Current 
Situation


Our 
Proposal


In subscriptions, scale is self-reinforcing; jumpstarting the virtuous cycle between content and subscribers is our imperative•


Xbox Game Pass faces increasing competition; our window to scale subscribers & accelerate this virtuous cycle is narrowing•


Differentiated content—across console, PC, and cloud—is the primary lever to rapidly scale Xbox Game Pass; given the •
limited supply of games to “rent”, ownership is our optimal strategy


ZeniMax is a proven game developer & publisher with owned franchises and strong performance on console and PC•


Acquiring ZeniMax would unlock nonlinear growth for Xbox Game Pass, establishing a long-term economic beachhead•


With Xbox Game Pass, Microsoft is best positioned to grow and realize financial return from ZeniMax’s assets•
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Fiscal year ending Dec 31 Management Forecast
$, Millions FY17A FY18A FY19A FY20E FY21E FY22E FY23E FY24E


Revenue $661 $512 $540 $873 $1,567 $1,393 $1,566 $2,607


% Growth (23%) 5% 62% 79% (11%) 12% 66%


Gross Profit $543 $388 $395 $725 $1,335 $1,164 $1,286 $2,223


% Margin 82% 76% 73% 83% 85% 84% 82% 85%


Accountability Margin (1) $60 ($79) ($61) $130 $609 $435 $487 $1,299


% Margin 9% (15%) (11%) 15% 39% 31% 31% 50%


EBITDA (incl. SBC) $75 ($67) ($38) $152 $640 $468 $509 $1,319


% Margin 11% (13%) (7%) 17% 41% 34% 33% 51%


Stock-Based Compensation $5 $2 $2 $5 $4 $3 $1 $1


EBITDA (excl. SBC) $80 ($64) ($36) $156 $644 $471 $510 $1,320


% Margin 12% (13%) (7%) 18% 41% 34% 33% 51%


 ZeniMax Media Overview
Financial Overview Company Overview


Key Developments


Major developer of AAA cross-platform, action, and fantasy RPG titles such as Fallout, The 
Elder Scrolls, DOOM, and Wolfenstein
Headquarters: Rockville, MD; studio offices in Sweden, France, Japan, Canada, and 
throughout the United States
Founded: 1986 (current ZeniMax structure formed in May 1999)


Key People: Robert Altman (Founder, Chairman and CEO), Todd Howard (Bethesda 
Executive Producer), Todd Vaughn (SVP Product Development), James Leder (President 
and COO)
Employees: 2,379 (75% R&D, 15% G&A, 10% S&M)


Ownership: Providence Equity Partners (34%), employees (24%), Robert Altman 
(17%), Series A and B investors (11%), founders (7%), board (4%) and all others (3%)
Funding: ~$460M in total, most recently $450M from Providence Equity Partners ($150M in 
Sep 2010 and $300M in Oct 2007). Previously raised ~$10M in 1999, 2000 and 2001.
Xbox Live Engagement: ~4M unique users played an average of ~12 hours / month in CY19


Game Catalog generates over $135M of annual revenue; includes The Elder Scrolls: Skyrim 
and Fallout 4


Recent Major Title Releases: Fallout 76 (2018; underperformed), The Elder Scrolls: Blades 
(2019), Rage 2 (2019), Wolfenstein: Youngblood (2019), Wolfenstein: Cyberpilot (2019), and 
DOOM Eternal (2020)
Planned Major Title Releases: Starfield (2021), Fallout 3 Remaster (2024) and The Elder 
Scrolls VI (2024)
Acquisitions: Alpha Dog Games (mobile developer; closed 2019), Roundhouse Studios 
(developer; 2019), Escalation Studios (developer; 2017), Machinegames (developer; 2010), 
Arkane Studios (developer; 2010), id Software (Quake developer; 2009). Acquisition prices 
all undisclosed.


Source: Company Presentation, Pitchbook, Company website, 451 Group
GAAP financials, including SBC and adjusted for capitalized R&D for consistency with Microsoft accounting practices.(1)


$724M of cash and no debt as of 5/31/20
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ZeniMax Media Portfolio Overview
Studio Location Full-Time 


Employees Franchise / IP LTD Units Commentary


Bethesda Game 
Studios


Rockville, MD
Austin, TX 
Dallas, TX


431 55M Dystopian future role-playing game


54M Fantasy role-playing game


N/A New space-based role-playing game


N/A New franchise based on Indiana Jones character


ZeniMax Online Hunt Valley, MD 381 15M Online multiplayer role-playing game


Machine Games Uppsala, Sweden 130 9M Reboot of 1990’s classic shooter


id Software Richardson, TX 230 10M Reboot of 1990’s classic 
shooter


<5M


Tango Gameworks Tokyo, Japan 89 <5M Japanese survival horror games


Arkane Studios Austin, TX / 
Lyon, France 241 Not yet released New “immersive simulation”


Roundhouse Studios Madison, WI 41 <5M Acquired in November 2019


Alpha Dog Games Halifax, NS 15 N/A Acquired in October 2019


Bethesda Softworks Rockville, MD
Montreal, QC 505 Corporate / Publishing N/A Leadership, Marketing, PR, Sales, Bethesda.net, IT, 


Operations, Finance, Legal


Acquired in 2009


Unit sales estimated from ZeniMax corporate press releases / interviews, financial disclosures, Superdata, NPD, GSD, GfK
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Integration Principles


Portfolio and Go-to-MarketOrganization, Culture and Leadership


We plan to leave the company intact; ZeniMax’s •
leadership will report to Phil Spencer, EVP of 
Gaming


Retain all of ZeniMax’s offices and development •
teams in existing locations


Rationalize relevant SG&A and integrate key •
compliance functions into Microsoft (Treasury, 
Audit, Tax, Legal, Corporate Affairs, etc.)


Continue developing all acquired games and •
franchises, and continue selling on all relevant 
platforms (e.g., Android, iOS, PlayStation, Steam, 
Switch, Windows, Xbox, etc.)


Launch all acquired games and franchises (rights •
permitting) with subscription exclusivity into Xbox 
Game Pass on console, PC, and cloud; future 
releases would ship into the service on a “day-
and-date” basis.
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Buy Case Key Assumptions (1 of 2)
Category Variable Assumption Commentary / Benchmark


Existing 
Business


Tentpole 
Franchises The Elder Scrolls VI performance 40M units @ $60


Releases in FY24 and FY29


Units: Latest release (2011) shipped >40M LTD•
Price: Based on Xbox console historical performance ($55 base game, •
$5/unit of post-sale monetization)


Fallout 5 performance 25M units @ $71
Releases in FY21, FY22, FY24 and FY28


Units: Latest release (2015) shipped ~25M LTD•
Price: Based on Xbox console historical performance (including $55 •
base game, $16/unit of post-sale monetization)


Starfield performance 25M units @ $60
Releases in FY21, FY25, and FY29


Units: Based on recent title performance from Fallout and The Elder •
Scrolls franchises
Price: In line with Fallout and The Elder Scrolls historical performance •
(including $55 base game, $5/unit of post-sale monetization)


Complementary 
Franchises Percent of Tentpole Revenue 24%


Based on Xbox console historical performance•
Franchises include: DOOM, Ghostwire, Deathloop, Indiana Jones, and •
several new IP projects


Other Revenue Free-to-Play Management Forecast through FY24; 
8% Growth FY25-FY30 Assumed 8% growth rate consistent with projected industry growth1 •


Back Catalog Management Forecast through FY24; 
(15%) Growth FY25-FY30


Growth consistent with management forecast and trend that back •
catalog revenue will steadily decline YoY


Expenses COGS 16% of revenue Tentpole and complementary COGS at management forecasted % of •
revenue through FY24; held at the average % of revenue FY25-FY30.


ZeniMax headcount 2,379 FTEs +3% R&D / year
CPH of ~$180K in FY21, +3% / year


ZeniMax currently has 2,379 FTEs, with 1,789 in R&D•
CPH based on recently acquired LI studios•


Non-People S&M Expense Growth (CAGR) 8% Management forecast assumes 13% CAGR; our reduced expense •
growth reflects efficiencies from combined operations


[1] Source: GBP&S CY2019 Game Industry Sizing.
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Buy Case Key Assumptions (2 of 2)
Category Variable Assumption Commentary / Benchmark


Net 
Synergies Xbox Game Pass ZeniMax Titles Released Per Year into Xbox 


Game Pass 3.6 titles / year average
Assumes day and date releases of all tentpole titles (as described in •
“Existing Business” as well as ~3 annual complementary releases 
(consistent with historical release cadence)


Total Hours for New ZeniMax Titles
Elder Scrolls: 184 million hours in Y1


Fallout & Starfield: 66 million hours in Y1
Each Complementary Title:  13 million hours in Y1


Engagement hours in year 1 based on Xbox Game Pass engagement for 
similar titles, then decay in waterfall fashion:


Elder Scrolls: 132 million hours in Y2, 124 million hours in Y3 and held •
constant until next title launch (shallowest decay curve)
Fallout & Starfield: 31 million hours in Y2, 23 million hours in Y3•
Complementary Titles: 6 million hours in Y2•


Hours per ZeniMax Title Average of ~5 hours / title / subscriber 3-6 hours per subscriber depending on quality of title launched into •
the service in a particular year


Average Xbox Game Pass 
Annual Hours Played 14 to 25 hours / year / subscriber


Based on FY20 Xbox Game Pass annual engagement trends1:
Drives engagement based on annual hours played •


Xbox Game Pass Subscriber Monetization ARPU scaling to $10.50 
Post-sale monetization $0.15 / hour flat


ARPU scaling as from $6 (rev. attributed to Xbox Live Gold conversions •
to XGP) to $10.50 as net new subscribers are brought into the service. 
$0.15 / hour flat is based on historical post sales monetization rate•


Gross margins
85% for Console-first subscriptions
50% for xCloud-first subscriptions
85% for post-sale monetization


Console first-subscribers are subscribers who come into XGP on •
console as compared to xCloud-first who are subscribers brought to 
the platform primarily by xCloud streaming


Xbox Game Pass Mix Shift (Cannibalization) 50% of Xbox direct purchase Assumes mix shift from Xbox direct purchase to subscription•


[1] Source: Xbox Gamer Analytics Platform and Xbox Game Pass Business Planning. See slide 24 for additional detail on average engagement per subscriber for current Xbox Game Pass library
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$, Millions
Fiscal Year Ending, 


June 30
 H2 FY21E FY22E FY23E FY24E FY25E FY26E FY27E FY28E FY29E FY30E


FY22 - FY30 
CAGR


Tentpole $364 $765 $390 $876 $1,395 $981 $493 $642 $1,414 $1,434 8%
Complementary $87 $184 $94 $210 $335 $236 $118 $154 $339 $344 8%
Free-to-Play & Back Catalog $110 $283 $333 $323 $288 $297 $308 $322 $339 $359 3%


Total Revenue $561 $1,231 $816 $1,409 $2,019 $1,513 $920 $1,118 $2,093 $2,137 7%
% Growth 0% 10% (34%) 73% 43% (25%) (39%) 22% 87% 2%


COGS ($87) ($190) ($140) ($219) ($311) ($245) ($149) ($181) ($339) ($346)


Total Gross Margin $474 $1,041 $677 $1,190 $1,707 $1,268 $771 $937 $1,754 $1,791
% Margin 84% 85% 83% 84% 85% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%


Operating Expenses ($302) ($633) ($674) ($719) ($768) ($819) ($875) ($936) ($1,000) ($1,070)
Annual FTE 2,433         2,488       2,545       2,603       2,663       2,726       2,790       2,855       2,923       2,993       
% Margin (54%) (51%) (83%) (51%) (38%) (54%) (95%) (84%) (48%) (50%)


Total Accountability Margin $172 $409 $2 $471 $940 $449 ($105) $2 $754 $720
% Margin 31% 33% 0% 33% 47% 30% (11%) 0% 36% 34%


Existing Business Summary


Tentpole releases


FY24: The Elder Scrolls and 
Fallout


2 3 4 5


2


FY25: Starfield


3


FY28: Fallout


4


FY29: The Elder Scrolls and 
Starfield


5


1


FY21: Starfield and Fallout1


[1] Source: GBP&S CY2019 Game Industry Sizing.


FY22: Fallout


6


6
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Xbox Game Pass: Historical Subscribers & Catalog Growth
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Xbox Game Pass: Historical Engagement Hours & Subscribers
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Net Synergies: Xbox Game Pass Acceleration


1


2


1


2


3


3


Incremental Xbox Game Pass Subscribers: The inclusion of tentpole and complementary games day-and-date into Xbox Game Pass will drive subscriber growth
Magnitude of subscriber growth projected based on estimated engagement hours, informed by historical performance of comparable games adjusted for service scale•


Slides 19-20 in the appendix provide a more detailed overview of key modeling mechanics and assumptions•


Incremental Xbox Game Pass Revenue: Subscription sales and post sales monetization drive incremental revenue, based on: 


Console-first revenue1 (90% of subscribers) starts at $5/month in FY21, growing to $10/month in FY26, flat thereafter / Cloud-first revenue2 (10% of subscribers) at a flat $12/month from FY21-30•


Post-sale monetization revenue ($0.15 per hour) for both subscriber categories•


Incremental Xbox Game Pass Gross Margin: 
75% effective subscription gross margin, based on 85% console-first subscription gross margin and 50% cloud-first subscription gross margin•


Post-sale monetization gross margin of 85% for both subscriber categories•


[1] Refers to Xbox Game Pass subscribers that primarily engage with content via local compute (e.g., console, gaming PC).
[2] Refers to Xbox Game Pass subscribers that primarily engage with content via cloud streaming (e.g., mobile devices, low-end PC).


H2'FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 FY27 FY28 FY29 FY30
ZeniMax Tentpole Title Releases 1             1             -         2             1             -         -         1             2             -         
ZeniMax Complementary Title Releases 2             3             3             3             3             3             3             3             3             3             


Average Xbox Game Pass Hours Played / New ZeniMax Title 3             4             4             6             6             7             6             5             6             7             
Incremental ZeniMax Xbox Game Pass Hours Played (M) 139 402 389 1,121 1,126 1,081 1,050 1,403 2,030 1,571
Average Xbox Game Pass Hours Played / Subscriber 14           15           16           17           18           19           20           21           22           25           
Incremental Xbox Game Pass Subscribers (M) 1.7 2.0 1.8 4.9 4.7 4.3 4.0 5.1 7.0 5.2


Subscription Revenue ($M) 56.5 156.2 163.1 524.0 554.2 540.3 501.1 640.5 888.1 659.8
Subscription Average Revenue / User / Month 5.70$    6.60$    7.55$    8.89$    9.84$    10.50$  10.50$  10.50$  10.50$  10.50$  


Post-Sale Monetization Revenue ($M) 20.8 60.4 58.4 168.1 169.0 162.1 157.5 210.5 304.5 235.6
Incremental Xbox Game Pass Revenue ($M) $77 $217 $221 $692 $723 $702 $659 $851 $1,193 $895


Subscription Margin (75%) ($M) 43.9 122.9 129.5 395.9 412.0 405.2 375.9 480.4 666.0 494.9
Post Sale Monetization Margin (85%) ($M) 17.7 51.3 49.6 142.9 143.6 137.8 133.9 178.9 258.8 200.3
Incremental Xbox Game Pass Gross Margin ($M) $62 $174 $179 $539 $556 $543 $510 $659 $925 $695
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Net Synergies Summary
Growth Profile: 


Xbox Game Pass Acceleration:•
Revenue from incremental Xbox •
Game Pass subscribers driven by 
tentpole franchise (Fallout, The 
Elder Scrolls, Starfield) releases in 
FY21, FY22, FY24, FY25, FY28, and 
FY29; complementary franchises 
release 3.2 titles per year


Margin profile assumes 85% •
margin for Console-first 
subscriptions and 50% margin for 
xCloud-first subscriptions. post-
sale monetization margin assumed 
at 85%


No incremental OPEX assumed•


Xbox Game Pass Mix Shift: •
50% of ZeniMax’s Xbox revenue is •
shifted to Xbox Game Pass 
(assumes 25% of ZeniMax’s 
console revenue is Xbox – based 
on overall console market share)


No incremental OPEX assumed•


Net Synergies:•
Improved margin profile due to •
replacement of lower margin 
revenue (traditional Xbox 
transactions) with higher margin 
revenue (Xbox Game Pass)


Key Assumptions:


1


1


22


3


3


$, Millions
Fiscal Year Ending, 


June 30
 H2 FY21E FY22E FY23E FY24E FY25E FY26E FY27E FY28E FY29E FY30E


 
Game Pass Acceleration


Net Revenue $77 $217 $221 $692 $723 $702 $659 $851 $1,193 $895
COGS ($16) ($42) ($42) ($153) ($168) ($159) ($149) ($192) ($268) ($200)
Gross Margin $62 $174 $179 $539 $556 $543 $510 $659 $925 $695


Game Pass Mix Shift
Net Revenue (29) (62) (26) (76) (124) (82) (37) (49) (126) (128)
COGS $19 $22 $9 $26 $43 $29 $13 $17 $44 $45
Gross Margin (9) (40) (17) (49) (81) (53) (24) (32) (82) (83)


Net Synergies
Net Revenue $48 $155 $195 $617 $599 $620 $622 $802 $1,067 $768
COGS $4 ($21) ($33) ($127) ($124) ($131) ($136) ($175) ($224) ($156)
Gross Margin $52 $134 $162 $490 $475 $490 $486 $628 $843 $612
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Buy Case P&L Summary


A


A


Includes $75M of deal and integration costs and $75M of retention costs expensed over 2 years.
of ~7%-8%.  


$, Millions Fiscal Year Ending, June 30  H2 FY21E FY22E FY23E FY24E FY25E FY26E FY27E FY28E FY29E FY30E


Existing Business  


Revenue $561 $1,231 $816 $1,409 $2,019 $1,513 $920 $1,118 $2,093 $2,137


Gross Margin $474 $1,041 $677 $1,190 $1,707 $1,268 $771 $937 $1,754 $1,791
% Margin 84% 85% 83% 84% 85% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%


Accountability Margin $172 $409 $2 $471 $940 $449 ($105) $2 $754 $720
% Margin 31% 33% 0% 33% 47% 30% (11%) 0% 36% 34%


Net Synergies  


Net Revenue $48 $155 $195 $617 $599 $620 $622 $802 $1,067 $768


Gross Margin and Accountability Margin $52 $134 $162 $490 $475 $490 $486 $628 $843 $612


Combined


Revenue $585 $1,386 $1,011 $2,025 $2,618 $2,134 $1,541 $1,920 $3,160 $2,904
% Growth 18% (27%) 100% 29% (18%) (28%) 25% 65% (8%)


Gross Margin $500 $1,175 $839 $1,680 $2,182 $1,758 $1,257 $1,565 $2,597 $2,403
% Margin 85% 85% 83% 83% 83% 82% 82% 81% 82% 83%


Accountability Margin (Excl. Deal Expenses) $198 $543 $164 $960 $1,415 $939 $381 $629 $1,597 $1,333
% Margin 34% 39% 16% 47% 54% 44% 25% 33% 51% 46%


Accountability Margin (Incl. Deal Expenses) $161 $468 $127 $960 $1,415 $939 $381 $629 $1,597 $1,333
% Margin 27% 34% 13% 47% 54% 44% 25% 33% 51% 46%
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1


2


  
Value to Microsoft


Drivers Description Value to Microsoft
FY21-FY30 


NPV
Terminal 


Value
Total 
NPV


Existing Business Continued sales of ZeniMax’s portfolio on all platforms 
(console, PC, mobile) $2,200 $2,640 $4,840


Net Synergies Incremental Xbox Game Pass monetization, net of mix shift 
(cannibalization) of 50% of transactional sales on Xbox $2,130 $3,520 $5,660


Total Value to Microsoft $4,330 $6,160 $10,500Notes and key assumptions:
Synergies NPV includes $75M of retention costs and $75M of deal and integration costs•
12/31/20 close date•
21% tax rate•
7.87% discount rate•
Terminal value uses normalized/average of FY28-30 and 0% perpetuity growth rate•
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Sensitivities: Total Value to Microsoft


Existing 
Business


Net 
Synergies


Total Value to Microsoft


3.00         4.00                     5.00 6.00         7.00         


8.50$        
6,910$     8,240$     9,560$     10,890$   12,220$   


9.50$        
7,140$     8,580$     10,020$   11,450$   12,890$   


10.50$      
7,390$     8,940$     10,500$   12,050$   13,600$   


*Subscription revenue only; excludes post-sales monetization
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Annual hours / ZeniMax Title / Subscriber


Total Value to Microsoft
Tentpole Units


$198 -30% -15%
As 


Forecasted 15% 30%


0% 8,260$     9,720$     11,180$   12,630$   14,080$   


1% 8,120$     9,570$     11,030$   12,480$   13,930$   


3% 7,580$     9,040$     10,500$   11,940$   13,400$   


5% 6,980$     8,440$     9,890$     11,340$   12,800$   


7% 6,300$     7,760$     9,220$     10,660$   12,120$   


Elder Scrolls VI 28.0 34.0 40.0 46.0 52.0
Fallout 5 17.5 21.3 25.0 28.8 32.5
Starfield 17.5 21.3 25.0 28.8 32.5


R&
D 
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 /
 Y


ea
r
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Source: Company information and filings, CapitalIQ, Thomson
Note: Market data as of 7/24/20. ZeniMax management forecast are GAAP, include SBC, and are adjusted for capitalized R&D for consistency with comparables and Microsoft accounting practices


Western comparable companies include Activision Blizzard, Electronic Arts, Take-Two and Ubisoft(1)
“Last Twelve Months.” Assumed LTM as of 6/30/20 based on 50% of FY20E and 50% of FY19A(2)


Market Value
Multiples Range


ZeniMax
Management Forecast


Western Trading 
Comparables(1)


EV / Revenue
CY2020E


4.1x - 8.1x
 (Median: 5.6x)
(TTWO: 5.2x)


$873M


EV / EBITDA
CY2020E


19.6x - 22.4x
 (Median: 21.0x) $152M


EV / Revenue
CY2021E


3.2x - 7.7x
 (Median: 5.2x)
(TTWO: 4.7x)


$1,567M


EV / EBITDA
CY2021E


19.3x - 27.4x
 (Median: 20.7x) $640M


Precedent 
Transactions


EV / LTM(2)


Revenue
1.4x - 7.9x


 (Median: 3.4x) $707M


EV / LTM(2)


EBITDA
4.0x - 16.0x


 (Median: 9.6x) $57M
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Preliminary Accretion / Dilution Analysis


100% cash consideration


12/31/20 close date


Accountability Margin (Buy 
Case)


$75M in retention costs 
expensed over 2 years


2% foregone interest income


25% allocated to purchased 
intangible assets amortized 
over 5 years; 75% allocated to 
goodwill


$75M in deal and integration 
costs expensed over 2 years


50% writedown of $157M 
deferred revenue per 
ZeniMax’s latest balance sheet


Key Assumptions / Notes


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


Source: Company information, Thomson, Capital IQ
Notes: EPS Impact calculated using Microsoft Wall Street consensus estimates, assumes 21% tax rate


8


3


6


4


1


7


2


5


8


Enterprise Value $5.0B $7.0B $9.0B  


Fiscal Year Ending 6/30 ($M, except for per share data) H2 FY21E FY22E FY23EH2 FY21E FY22E FY23EH2 FY21E FY22E FY23E
Incremental Accountability Margin ($M) $198 $543 $164 $198 $543 $164 $198 $543 $164


A: Retention Costs 19 38 19 19 38 19 19 38 19
B: Foregone Interest Income 50 100 100 70 140 140 90 180 180
C: Purchase Accounting Expenses (GAAP-only) 123 247 247 173 347 347 223 447 447
D: Deal and Integration Expenses (GAAP-only) 19 38 19 19 38 19 19 38 19
E: Deferred Revenue Writedown (GAAP-only) 78 – – 78 – – 78 – –


Acquisition Costs 289 422 384 359 562 524 429 702 664


GAAP Pre-Tax Income Impact ($91) $121 ($220) ($161) ($19) ($360) ($231) ($159) ($500)
GAAP Net Income Impact (72)        96         (173)     (127)     (15)        (284)     (182)     (126)     (395)     


GAAP EPS Impact ($) ($0.01) $0.01 ($0.02) ($0.02) ($0.00) ($0.04) ($0.02) ($0.02) ($0.05)
GAAP EPS Impact (%) (0.3%) 0.2% (0.3%) (0.5%) (0.0%) (0.5%) (0.8%) (0.2%) (0.6%)–


Non-GAAP reconciliation
Add back: GAAP-only Acquisition Costs (C+D+E) 220 284 265 270 384 365 320 484 465


Non-GAAP Pre-Tax Income Impact $130 $405 $46 $110 $365 $6 $90 $325 ($34)
Non-GAAP Net Income Impact 102 320 36 87 288 5 71 257 (27)


Non-GAAP EPS Impact ($) $0.01 $0.04 $0.00 $0.01 $0.04 $0.00 $0.01 $0.03 ($0.00)
Non-GAAP EPS Impact (%) 0.4% 0.6% 0.1% 0.4% 0.5% 0.0% 0.3% 0.5% (0.0%)


Incremental Pre-Tax AM to Break-even – – – – – – – – $34  
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Next Steps
Valuation guidance from Robert Altman (Chairman & CEO)•


Align on range for potential offer•


Determine approach with board•
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Appendix
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Xbox Game Pass Hours for ZeniMax Content 
Total Hours for New ZeniMax Content at Current Xbox Game Pass Ending Balance (12M): Forecasted launch and residual years’ 
hours for future ZeniMax titles based on performance of similar scale titles in Xbox Game Pass. Residual years’ hours are decayed from 
launch year hours on an annual basis. See table to the right.
Scaling Factor (Future/Current): Applied scaling factor to total hours at current Xbox Game Pass Ending Balance to reflect future total 
hours at future years 
Scaled Xbox Game Pass Hours from ZeniMax New Releases: Scaled to future Xbox Game Pass Ending Balance Growth
Xbox Game Pass Total Hours from ZeniMax Content (New Releases and Back Catalog): Total hours for ZeniMax content include: 


New content added to Xbox Game Pass service scaled to FY21 – FY30 Xbox Game Pass average subscription ending balance•
Back catalog content (e.g. The Elder Scrolls) assumed to add 100M hours to the service FY22-FY23; engagement then declines FY24-•
FY30 as new ZeniMax content comes into the service


1


2


1


2


3


3


Note: Xbox Game Pass ending balance was ~12 million at the time of the original engagement forecast. Engagement (hours) projection assumes day-and-date release and based on guidance from Xbox Game Pass Business 
Planning. 1. Xbox Game Pass Total Hours for ZeniMax Content is new content added to the service scaled to current sub EB. 2. Xbox Game Pass Total Hours for ZeniMax Content includes new titles and back catalog effect.


4


4


H2 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 FY27 FY28 FY29 FY30
Elder Scrolls 0 0 0 184 132 124 124 124 184 132
Fallout 33 82 42 89 31 23 0 66 31 23
Starfield 33 15 11 0 66 31 23 0 66 31
Complementary 30 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61
Total Hours for New ZeniMax Content 97 158 114 334 290 238 207 251 342 246


Current Xbox Game Pass Ending Balance 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
Future Xbox Game Pass Ending Balance 17 23 30 37 44 51 58 65 70 75
Scaling Factor 1.4 1.9 2.5 3.1 3.6 4.3 4.8 5.4 5.8 6.3


Total Hours for New ZeniMax Content 97 158 114 334 290 238 207 251 342 246
Scaling Factor 1.4          1.9          2.5          3.1          3.6          4.3          4.8          5.4          5.8          6.3          
Xbox Game Pass Hours from New Releases 139 302 289 1,036 1,054 1,020 998 1,359 1,993 1,539


Total Hours from ZeniMax Back Catalog 0 100 100 85 72 61 52 44 37 32


Total Xbox Game Pass Hours for ZeniMax Content 139 402 389 1,121 1,126 1,081 1,050 1,403 2,030 1,571


Franchise Y1 Hours Y2 Hours Y3 Hours Total
Elder Scrolls 184 132 124 440
Fallout 66 31 23 120
Starfield 66 31 23 120
Complementary 13 6 0 19


*Elder Scrolls hours held constant at Y3 hours until next title launch


*
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Revenue Forecast by Title


Fiscal year ending December 31,
$, Millions FY20E FY21E FY22E FY23E FY24E
DOOM Eternal $390 $120 $45 $25 $20
Elder Scrolls Online 200 190 180 160 125
Fallout 76 80 45 35 35 35
Deathloop 55 35 10 5 -
Starfield - 600 215 50 35
Redfall - 155 45 25 20
Ghostwire - 60 30 10 5
Project Hibiki - 35 15 10 5
Indiana Jones Game - - 230 55 25
Oblivion Remaster - - 190 55 40
DOOM Year Zero - - - 455 140
Project Kestrel - - - 280 275
Project Platinum - - - 125 35
The Elder Scrolls VI - - - - 1,000
Licensed IP Game - - - - 225
Fallout 3 Remaster - - - - 190
Ghostwire 2 - - - - 90
Dishonored 3 - - - - 90


Total $725 $1,240 $995 $1,290 $2,355
Free to Play 45 140 190 275 215
Catalog / Other 135 120 115 85 70


Total $905 $1,500 $1,300 $1,650 $2,640


ZeniMax Management Forecast


FY20E
Console/PC
DOOM Eternal & DLC
The Elder Scrolls Online: Greymoor
Fallout: Wastelanders
Deathloop


F2P/Mobile
Fallout Shelter Online
Project Whirlwind


FY21E


Starfield
Elder Scrolls Online: Expansion
Redfall
DOOM Eternal DLC
Ghostwire: Tokyo
Fallout Worlds (Fallout 76)
Project Hibiki


Project Ubu
Project Wanderer


FY22E
Indiana Jones Game
Oblivion Remaster
Elder Scrolls Online: Expansion
Starfield DLC


3 planned titles


FY23E
DOOM Year Zero & DLC
Project Kestrel
Elder Scrolls Online: Expansion
Project Platinum


1 planned title


FY24E


The Elder Scrolls VI
Project Kestrel: Expansion
Licensed IP Game
Fallout 3 Remaster
Elder Scrolls Online: Expansion
Ghostwire: Tokyo Sequel
Dishonored 3
DOOM Year Zero DLC


1 planned title


Title Release Schedule


Source: Company Presentation
Note: Forecast reflects non-GAAP revenue
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Forecast Comparison


Source: Company Presentation
Note: CAGR and average margin based on 2019A – 2024E


GAAP financials, including SBC and adjusted for capitalized R&D for consistency with Microsoft accounting practices(1)


Comments:
1 Revenue:


Buy case assumes •
lower total revenue 
than management 
forecast due to scaled 
down performance in 
complementary titles


Gross Margin: 
Buy case margin 
percentage consistent 
with management 
forecast


Operating Expenses: 
Buy case operating 
expense figures based 
on assumptions 
in slide 6


2


3


1


2


3


Fiscal year ending Dec 31 Management Forecast Microsoft Forecast


$, Millions FY19A FY20E FY21E FY22E FY23E FY24E
CAGR/


Avg Mrg FY20E FY21E FY22E FY23E FY24E
CAGR/


Avg Mrg


Revenue $540 $873 $1,567 $1,393 $1,566 $2,607 $716 $1,528 $934 $698 $2,119


% Growth 5% 62% 79% (11%) 12% 66% 37% 33% 114% (39%) (25%) 203% 31%


COGS $145 $149 $232 $230 $280 $384 $122 $226 $154 $125 $312


Gross Profit $395 $725 $1,335 $1,164 $1,286 $2,223 $594 $1,302 $780 $573 $1,807


% Margin 73% 83% 85% 84% 82% 85% 82% 83% 85% 84% 82% 85% 82%


Operating Expenses $455 $594 $726 $728 $799 $923 $594 $613 $653 $696 $743


Accountability Margin (1) ($61) $130 $609 $435 $487 $1,299 ($1) $689 $128 ($123) $1,064


% Margin (11%) 15% 39% 31% 31% 50% 26% (0%) 45% 14% (18%) 50% 13%


EBITDA (incl. SBC) ($38) $152 $640 $468 $509 $1,319 ($1) $715 $156 ($104) $1,097


% Margin (7%) 17% 41% 34% 33% 51% 28% (0%) 47% 17% (15%) 52% 16%
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CY15-CY19 Top 20 Most Engaged Xbox Franchises


Source: Gamer Analysis Platform


Rank Franchise Publisher Total Hours Played (B) Monthly Average Users (M) Average Annual Playtime (Hours)


1 Fortnite Epic Games 10.9 12.8 212


2 Call of Duty Activision Blizzard 9.9 11.4 219


3 FIFA Electronic Arts 6.6 6.7 247


4 Grand Theft Auto Take Two 6.4 6.9 233


5 NBA 2K Take Two 4.0 3.5 285


6 Minecraft Xbox Game Studios 3.9 7.7 127


7 Destiny Bungie 3.3 2.0 420


8 Tom Clancy’s Ubisoft 2.8 3.3 213


9 Madden NFL Electronic Arts 2.1 2.7 191


10 Forza Xbox Game Studios 2.0 4.6 109


11 Battlefield Electronic Arts 1.9 3.4 142


12 Halo Xbox Game Studios 1.5 3.3 112


13 Fallout ZeniMax 1.4 1.6 218


14 Assassin’s Creed Ubisoft 1.4 2.6 131


15 The Elder Scrolls ZeniMax 1.4 1.3 262


16 Roblox Roblox 1.3 3.2 104


17 Overwatch Activision Blizzard 1.2 1.9 165


18 Gears of War Xbox Game Studios 1.0 1.8 131


19 Rocket League Epic Games 0.9 2.4 96


20 Red Dead Redemption Take Two 0.9 0.9 231
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FY20 Top 20 Most Engaged Xbox Game Pass Titles


Source: Gamer Analysis Platform


Rank Title Publisher FY20 Xbox Game Pass Hours Played (M) Monthly Avg. Engaged Subscribers (M) Average FY20 Hours per Subscriber


1 Grand Theft Auto V Take Two 127 10.0 12.6


2 Minecraft Xbox Game 
Studios 125 10.3 12.1


3 Forza Horizon 4 Xbox Game 
Studios 96 7.0 13.7


4 NBA 2K20 Take Two 70 4.0 17.6


5 Gears 5 Xbox Game 
Studios 56 4.0 13.9


6 Rocket League Epic Games 47 5.3 8.9


7 Ark: Survival Evolved Studio Wildcard 45 3.0 14.5


8 Sea of Thieves Xbox Game 
Studios 42 3.8 11.1


9 Red Dead Redemption 2 Take Two 31 4.9 6.4


10 The Outer Worlds Take Two 26 2.6 10.0


11 Dead By Daylight 505 Games 22 2.4 9.4


12 Halo: Master Chief 
Collection


Xbox Game 
Studios 20 3.1 6.5


13 The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt CD Projekt Red 19 2.9 6.7


14 State of Decay 2 Xbox Game 
Studios 18 2.0 9.4


15 Minecraft Dungeons Xbox Game 
Studios 16 2.4 6.5


16 Halo 5: Guardians Xbox Game 
Studios 15 2.4 6.0


17 Batman: Arkham Knight Warner Bros. 12 2.0 6.4


18 PUBG PUBG Corp. 11 3.5 3.4


19 Human Fall Flat Curve Digital 11 3.1 3.6


20 Mortal Kombat X Warner Bros. 10 3.9 2.6 PX1050-027
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Source: Bloomberg, Company Website, LinkedIn, PitchBook


Management Team


Name Title Joined Prior Experience


Robert Altman Chairman & CEO 1999 President of First American Corporation, Partner at Clark Clifford


James Leder President & COO N/A N/A


Cindy Tallent EVP & CFO N/A CFO of Teligent, VP of Finance at GTE Spacenet


Todd Vaughn SVP of Product Development 1998 Deputy editor of PC Gamer Magazine


Todd Howard Executive Producer, Bethesda Game Studios 1994 Led development for The Elder Scrolls: Oblivion, The Elder Scrolls: Skyrim, Fallout 3, and other Bethesda games


Matt Firor President, ZeniMax Online Studios 2007 VP of Product Development at Mythic Games, Founder of Ultra Mega Games


Name Title / Affiliation Joined Experience


Robert Altman Chairman & CEO 1999 President of First American Corporation, Partner at Clark Cliifford


Jerry Bruckheimer Jerry Bruckheimer Films 2014 Film and television producer; Founder of Jerry Bruckheimer Films


Ernest Del Senior Advisor 1999 Board Member of Silver Eagle Acquisition Corp and Delivery Agent


Michael Dominguez Managing Director, Providence Equity Partners 2007 Board Member of The Chermin Group, EdgeConneX, OUTFRONT Media, RentPath, TAIT, Topgolf


Leslie Moonves Private Investor 2008 Former Chairman and CEO of CBS Corporation


Cal Ripken, Jr. President & CEO, Ripken Baseball 2008 President and CEO of Ripken Baseball; Former Major League Baseball player


Harry Sloan Chairman and CEO, Global Eagle Holdings 1999 Chairman and CEO of Global Eagle Acquisition Corp; Former Chairman and CEO of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer


Robert Trump President, Trump Management N/A President of Trump Management; Real estate developer


Board of Directors


Leadership Team
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Trading Comparables


Source: Company Filings, Capital IQ, Broker Estimates
Note: Financials are GAAP and IFRS figures; EBITDA includes SBC and is adjusted for capitalized R&D for consistency with Microsoft accounting practices for western comparables


$, millions Price % 52-wk Equity Enterprise EV/Revenue EV/EBITDA (Incl. SBC) Revenue Revenue Growth EBITDA Margin (Incl. SBC)
ex. per share 7/24/20 high Value Value CY 20E CY 21E CY 20E CY 21E CY 20E CY 21E CY 20E CY 21E CY 20E CY 21E
Western
Activision Blizzard $79.99 97% $62,878 $59,594 8.1x 7.7x 22.4x 20.7x $7,313 $7,728 13% 6% 36% 37%
Electronic Arts $135.24 95% $40,330 $35,595 5.9x 5.7x 19.6x 19.3x $6,009 $6,244 12% 4% 30% 30%
Take-Two $156.02 100% $18,644 $16,009 5.2x 4.7x NM NM $3,064 $3,391 7% 11% 15% 12%
Ubisoft $82.62 88% $10,290 $10,698 4.1x 3.2x NM 27.4x $2,636 $3,371 37% 28% 6% 12%


Mean 5.8x 5.3x 21.0x 22.5x $4,756 $5,183 17% 12% 22% 23%
Median 5.6x 5.2x 21.0x 20.7x $4,537 $4,817 12% 8% 23% 21%


Japanese 
Nintendo $450.46 92% $53,660 $39,921 3.1x 3.2x 10.2x 10.1x $12,819 $12,341 11% (4%) 30% 32%
Square Enix $55.46 97% $6,624 $5,438 1.8x 1.8x 12.9x 10.4x $2,950 $3,026 11% 3% 14% 17%
Capcom $37.98 94% $4,054 $3,494 4.3x 3.9x 15.4x 11.6x $807 $895 (7%) 11% 28% 34%


Mean 3.1x 3.0x 12.9x 10.7x $5,525 $5,421 5% 3% 24% 28%
Median 3.1x 3.2x 12.9x 10.4x $2,950 $3,026 11% 3% 28% 32%
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CONFIDENTIAL FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY


Precedent Transactions


Source: Company Filings, 451 Research
Note: EBITDA includes capitalized R&D and excludes amortized R&D for all transactions other than Big Fish Games, Peak Games, Saber Interactive, Social Point and Supercell, where targets ’ accounting for R&D is not available.


Enterprise EV/LTM EV/LTM
Announced Target Acquirer Value ($M) Revenue EBITDA Target Main Titles


06/01/20 Peak Games Zynga $1,800 2.8x 15.0x Toon Blast, Toy Blast
04/28/20 Jagex Macarthur Fortune Holding $530 4.4x NA Runescape
02/19/20 Saber Interactive Embracer Group $525 5.0x 8.5x World War Z, Show Runner, The Witcher 3, NBA Playgrounds, Halo Online
08/26/19 Seriously Playtika $275 5.0x NA Best Fiends
08/19/19 Insomniac Games Sony $229 NA NA Marvel's Spider-Man, Ratchet & Clank, The Unspoken, Song of the Deep
08/15/19 Catalis/Curve Digital NorthEdge Capital $111 NA NA Embr, Hotshot Racing, A Knight's Quest, American Fugitive, Beholder
12/20/18 Small Giant Games Zynga $560 NA NA Rope Racers, Empires & Puzzles
09/13/18 Shengqu Technology Holdings Zhejiang Century Huatong Group $4,344 NA NA Ragnarok Online, Dungeons & Dragons, The World of Legend, MapleStory
09/06/18 CCP Games Pearl Abyss $225 NA NA Eve, Dust 514, Gunjack
08/15/18 Bluehole Studio Tencent $509 NA NA TERA, Devilian, PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds, PUBG
06/10/18 Ninja Theory Microsoft $117 6.0x 16.0x Hellblade, Bleeding Edge, VR Projects
05/30/18 Avalanche Studios Nordisk Film $136 NA NA Just Cause, Mad Max
02/14/18 Koch Media THQ Nordic $149 NA NA Saint's Row, Metro games (under Deep Silver)
11/29/17 Big Fish Games Aristocrat Technologies $990 2.2x 11.9x Drawn, Fairway Solitaire, Hidden Expedition
11/09/17 Respawn Entertainment Electronic Arts $315 NA NA Titanfall, Star Wars VR
02/01/17 Social Point Take-Two Interactive Software $250 2.8x 12.6x Dragon City, Monster Legends
07/04/16 Splash Damage Leyou Technologies $150 NA NA Blockbuster sequels: Wolfenstein, Enemy Territory, Gears of War
06/21/16 Supercell Tencent Holdings $10,200 4.4x 11.0x Clash of Clans, Hay Day and Battle Buddies
11/02/15 King Digital Activision Blizzard $5,900 2.8x 8.2x Candy Crush, Farm Heroes, Pet Rescue
06/09/15 China Mobile Games Pegasus Investment $689 3.4x NM Candleman, Storm Battleship, Sealed Dragon
04/26/15 Perfect World Founder take private $840 1.4x 9.6x Perfect World, Legend of Martial Arts, Perfect World II, Zhu Xian, Chi Bi
04/03/15 Shanda Games Capitalhold Limited $1,900 3.2x 9.2x AION, Maple story, The World of Legend, Ragnarok Online
11/12/14 Big Fish Games Churchill Downs $485 1.6x 7.8x Drawn, Fairway Solitaire, Hidden Expedition
10/14/14 Digital Extremes Multi Dynamic Games/Perfect Online Holding $120 NA NA Warframe, The Darkness
09/15/14 Mojang AB Microsoft Corporation $2,500 7.6x 9.6x Minecraft franchise
03/17/14 Giant Interactive Chairman & PE consortium take private $990 2.5x 4.0x ZTOnline 
01/30/14 NaturalMotion Zynga $487 7.9x NM BackBreaker, CSR Racing
10/15/13 Supercell Softbank $3,000 3.4x NA Clash of Clans, Hay Day and Battle Buddies
07/25/13 Activision Blizzard Management Buyout $5,830 1.4x 5.4x World of Warcraft, Hearthstone
07/08/13 Backflip Studios Hasbro $160 NA NA Paper Toss, Dragonvale
07/12/11 PopCap Games Electronic Arts $750 7.4x NA Alchemy, Bejeweled, Feeding Frenzy
04/26/11 Bigpoint GmbH Summit Partners/TA $350 NA NA Battlestar Galactica, Farmerama, Drakensang, DarkOrbit, Seafight
04/21/11 OpenFeint GREE $104 NA NA Fruit Ninja, Galaxy on Fire, Birdstrike, 3D Rollercoaster Rush
02/04/11 Riot Games Tencent $472 NA NA League of Legends


Mean 4.0x 9.9x
Median 3.4x 9.6x
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1. 1 STRATEGY OVERVIEW 


1.1. Market Opportunity 
The game industry generated $182 billion in total revenue in 2019—larger than the global home 
video, movie box office, and music industries2 combined—and continues to grow. Software & services 
revenue, the primary measure of industry health and >90% of total industry revenue, has seen steady 
growth, nearly 10% annually, from 2017-2022. Console remains a key driver of software & services 
revenue ($38 billion) along with Mobile ($87 billion) and PC Client ($32 billion)'. Today, 1 in 3 people 
in the world plays games, 2.6 billion3 in total. In the next decade, we estimate that the number of 
players worldwide wil l grow to exceed 4 billion. Microsoft, which accounts for 6% of global revenue 
and players, has significant headroom for growth in this rapidly expanding market4. 


Gaming which is computationally intensive, accounts for 72%5 of mobile store spend, and drives 
20%6 of non-browser time across all consumer Windows 10 machines also represents a high-value 
cloud workload and potential growth vector for Azure. 


Strategic Thesis 
Microsoft's opportunity is to expand its share of an at-scale and growing industry. Our perspective on 
growth remains unchanged and is grounded in our worldvew: 


Today, the game industry is largely organized around devices. This structure runs counter to the 
desires and motivations of both players and publishers. We believe the industry wil l reorganize, 
moving from a device-centric paradigm to one that orients around the player. Our opportunity is to 
expand our presence in a large and growing industry by powering this transformation, including 
establishing relationships with more players on more endpoints in more geographies. Our underlying 
strategic thesis also remains constant—Xbox is the best place to play, empowering people to play the 
games they want, with the people they want, anywhere they want. As our ecosystem evolves, 
membership, in our services across devices, becomes our platform. This requires: 


• Content: to attract and engage players across our platform and services 
• Community: to create an ecosystem for discovery, purchase, and engagement 
• Cloud: to provide ubiquitous content access and presence across endpoints 


1 Consensus analyst estimates, public filings, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Sizing"). 


2 PricewaterhouseCoopers ("Global Entertainment and Media Outlook, 2016-202(Y). Home video includes DVDs, video-on-demand, 
streaming services (e.g. Netflix). Music includes CDs, digital purchases, subscription services, and ticket sales. 
3 Analyst estimates, internal analysis ("CY2019 Gamer Value"). 


4 Public financial disclosure, equity research, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Profit Pools"). 


5 AppAnnie "State of Mobile 2020". Includes iOS App Store and Android Google Play. 
6 Windows 10 Telemetry. 
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1.3. 1 Xbox Game Pass 
We envision a world in which players are empowered to play their games anywhere and publishers 
can reach players everywhere. Xbox Game Pass, supported by Project xCloud and Xbox Series X, 
embodies our vision: 


• Xbox Game Pass. Xbox Game Pass provides members access to 100s of games for a single 
monthly fee. More importantly, Xbox Game Pass both reduces barriers for players to discover 
games, riding the broader shift in entertainment toward subscriptions, and creates fertile 
ground for publishers to monetize their games. Xbox Game Pass wil l become our long-term 
consumer-facing platform. Scaling Xbox Game Pass is the primary strategic objective for the 
Gaming CSA. 


• Project xCloud. Project xCloud migrates a game's computational workload from the device to 
the cloud, freeing high-fidelity games to play across a broader array of devices (e.g., console 
games streaming to mobile phones). This technological shift is a key enabler of the player-
centric paradigm described in Section 1.2 and wil l extend Xbox Game Pass across devices. 


• Xbox Series X. The next generation Xbox console, Xbox Series X, wil l launch in 2020. Series X, 
the best instantiation of our services and experiences, wil l accelerate Xbox Game Pass by 
providing critical onramps for new content and new subscribers. 


2. 1 ACCELERATING XBOX GAME PASS GROWTH 
2 
2.1. I Key Lessons from Video 
Similar to other entertainment markets, the transition to subscriptions in gaming offers a historic 
opportunity. We believe that an empirical review of the video industry yields three primary insights 
that are directly applicable to Xbox Game Pass: 


A: Subscriber scale is the imperative for a successful subscription service. 
Beyond the financial health that typically extends from business growth, subscriber scale is essential in 
building a subscription service. The advantage that scale affords becomes self-reinforcing across 
multiple key vectors: 


Content Investment. There is a virtuous relationship between content and subscriber scale. 
Content investments are better amortized across a larger subscriber base, improving per user 
economics and positioning a service to further invest in content. To i llustrate, a hypothetical 
$100 mil lion investment would cost Netflix $0.60 per subscriber, but would cost Hulu $3.33 per 
subscriber. Due to this dynamic, Netflix is able to invest in more and better content for the 
same cost per subscriber, which enhances the value of its service for subscribers, and has 
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resulted in 4x the number of subscribers and 2x the monthly average revenue per user of 
Hulu7. 
Distribution. At scale services achieve "most favored nation" status with non-content 
ecosystem partners (e.g., device manufacturers), further reinforcing the leader's position. For 
example, Spotify often enjoys distribution as :he default music service for Android handset 
manufacturers because it is the largest, most prominent music service. 
Pricing. Premium pricing is a function of a service's underlying subscriber value. The virtuous 
cycle described above enables at scale services to invest in content, improve service value, 
and positively affect average revenue per user. By contrast, lagging services compete on price 
out of necessity. Comparing Netflix's (the leader) average revenue per user to those of 
lagging services between 2010 and 2020 i llustrates that point: 


Figure 7: Effective Average Revenue Per User of Streaming Video Services8
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B: Differentiated content is the primary driver of subscriber scale. 
Content is the primary engine behind subscription growth. In digital video subscriptions, Netflix 
invested early and aggressively in its Originals program, content available exclusively on Netflix, 
creating a sustained advantage over competing services. To i llustrate, when Netflix first released 
Stranger Things in 2016, quarterly subscriber growth accelerated 54%9, helping jumpstart the virtuous 


Figures as of January 2019 
8 Matthew Ball, January 2020 
9 Netflix disclosure 
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cycle described above. Conversely, those services which took a more measured approach to content 
investment, saw the opposite dynamic, with content costs increasing on a per user basis, hampering 
their ability to invest and compete effectively. The relationship between differentiated content and 
subscriber growth is further evidenced by the fact that virtually every major content platform, across 
entertainment categories and business models, invests in differentiated content to drive growth. 


With Xbox Games Pass, we also see a strong relationship, which we believe is causal, between 
differentiated content and subscriber growth: 


Figure 2• Xbox Game Pass Ending Subscriber Balance & Catalog Growth 
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Two dynamics underly this relationship. Improved catalog scale, quality, and diversity helps a service: 


1. Cater to new demographics and grow subscribers by attracting new users 
2. Improve engagement of existing subscribers, reducing churn and growing subscribers via 


retention 


C: Content engagement is the best proxy for subscriber growth. 
The long-term viability of a subscription service is based on the value it provides its subscribers. 
Content engagement, a proxy for service value, correlates closely with long-term subscriber growth. 
Netflix, whose service management is best-in-class, has operationalized the relationship between 
engagement and subscriber growth, informing content investments based on the predicted impact a 
title wil l have on service engagement and therefore subscribers. 


Xbox Game Pass also sees a strong positive correlation between the increase in engagement and 
subscriber growth. Similar to Netflix, we inform our content investments by estimating the incremental 


M 
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engagement hours a game wil l drive, based on histo-ical precedents, to forecast the impact it wil l 
have on Xbox Game Pass subscriber growth: 


Figure 3: Growth of Xbox Game Pass Monthly Engagement Hours & Ending Subscriber Balance 
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2.2. I Xbox Game Pass State of the Union 
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Xbox Game Pass is the leading content subscription service in gaming with nearly 15 million 
subscribers. We believe there is a nearly 750 million subscriber opportunity globally, with more than 
250 million potential subscribers in our primary geographies. Achieving our subscriber ambitions Is 
predicated on our ability to create value for our members and partners, beginning with continued 
investment in content. To that end, Xbox Game Pass faces 3 primary content dynamics: 


1. Need for Differentiated Content. For gaming, differentiated content means investing in 
content that is (i) exclusive to the service, to differentiate relative to other services, (ii) 
blockbuster in scale, to attract and engage users, and (iii) released on a 'day-and-date" basis 
(i.e. releases in the service on the day it launches), to maximize the value of the content to 
subscribers. 


2. Expanding Beyond Console. Console Is a proven subscriber onramp for Xbox Game Pass, but 
the total opportunity is limited by the active installed base of Xbox consoles. PC and cloud 
dramatically expand our market opportunity; addressing that opportunity requires 
differentiated content that is attractive to players in those segments. 


3. Limited Content Supply. Different than other entertainment markets, the supply of attractive 
games is structurally limited. Long development cycles, progressive industry consolidation, 
and high average engagement per title translate into a reduced content supply in gaming 
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relative to music or video. This complicates our ability to rent differentiated content across 
console, PC, and cloud. 


2.3. N II mIpUications for Xbox Game Pass 
Based on the parallels with the video industry highlighted in Section 2.1, Xbox Game Pass has a 
window of opportunity to make early and aggressive investments in content, accelerate subscriber 
scale,jumpstart the virtuous cycle realized by leading services,and create lasting value for our 
subscribers and partners. Given the dynamics i llustrated in Section 2.2, we believe an acquisition of an 
at-scale content owner is our optimal path to realize this opportunity. 


3. 1 ZENIMAX 


3 


3.1 I Company Overview 
Headquartered in Rockville, Maryland, ZeniMax Media is one of the largest privately held game 
developers and publishers in the world. ZeniMax's eight core development studios and multiple 
support teams are led by some of the world's pre-eminent game creators and span the globe, with 
locations in Maryland, Texas, Sweden, Canada, Germany, France, and Japan. ZeniMax has 2,400 full 
time employees, and in CY2019, it generated $540 million of revenue. 


ZeniMax's key assets, al l based on owned franchises, include: 


• Tentpole Franchises: ZeniMax's Elder Scrolls and Fallout are among the industry's leading 
franchises and would provide the blockbuste- experiences required to accelerate the growth 
of Xbox Game Pass and anchor our expansion across console, PC, and cloud. In addition to 
their proven commercial strength (30+ million units sold per release), these franchises also 
drive outsized engagement that is well-suited for a subscription service. For example, The 
Elder Scrolls and Fulloul were am ong L ie Lop-15 rrnosL-played franchises on Xbox [ruin 2015 Lo 
2019, ahead of Red Dead Redemption and Gears of War, with an average per-user playtime in 
excess of 200 hours annually, roughly twice that of Halo10. Both franchises are also notable for 
their strength on PC and have recently extended to mobile. 


• Complementary Franchises: ZeniMax also puolishes a broader portfolio of at-scale franchises 
that drive healthy transactional sales and are also proven performers in Xbox Game Pass. For 
example, a limited selection of back-catalog titles from ZeniMax's Doom, Wolfenstein, and 
Rage franchises has driven -23 million hours of lifetime engagement for Xbox Game Pass, 
outperforming industry-leading franchises like Take-Two's Borderlands series10. Importantly, 
these complementary franchises release on both console and PC at a regular cadence across 


10 Xbox Live telemetry 
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a variety of genres. Finally, ZeniMax has a deep console & PC backcatalog that would provide 
critical content scale and drive additional Xbox Game Pass engagement. 


Figure 4: Zenif4ax Development Studios 
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We believe ZeniMax's portfolio of tentpole and complementary franchises would provide the content 
infusion necessary to accelerate Xbox Game Pass subscriber growth across console, PC, and cloud. 


3.2. 1 Alternative Acceleration Opportunities 
As described in Section 2.2, there is a limited number of at-scale content owners in the industry. Each 
potential target comes with its own unique set of advantages and considerations. Over time, as we 
continue to scale Xbox Game Pass, we may find it advantageous to pursue multiple acquisitions, for 
example, as we extend into Asia. Relative to other acquisition targets, we believe ZeniMax's deep 
portfolio of owned franchises with a proven ability to attract and engage subscribers across console, 
PC, and cloud would help us accelerate Xbox Game Pass growth in our current markets, and in turn, 
lay the foundation for long-term growth and economic return. 


To summarize the leading acquisition targets: 
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Fgure 5: Comparison of ZeniMax and Alternative Acquisition Opportunities' 


ZeniMax Media Privately held 
Deep stable of owned franchises with strength 
on console & PC 


Activision Blizzard $60 bil lion 
Best-in-class content, built on owned 
franchises, spanning console, PC, & mobile 


Bandai Namco $10 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises 
and strength in console & mobile 


Electronic Arts $36 bil lion 
Console-centric content portfolio; heavy 
reliance on licensed intellectual property 


Square Enix $5 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises 
and strength in console & mobile 


Take-Two Interactive $16 billion 
Deep stable of owned franchises with strength 
on console & PC 


Console-centric content portfolio; mix of 
Ubisoft $11 billion owned franchises & licensed intellectual 


property 


Valve Privately held 
Stale but relevant owned PC franchises; owns 
the world's largest 3rd party PC store (Steam) 


Warner Bros. Interactive 
AT&T subsidiary High dependence on licensed intellectual


Entertainment property; strength on console & mobile 


'' Enterprise values as of July 7, 2020. 
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4. 1 ACQUISITION ECONOMICS 
1 
2 


3 


4 


4.1 Operating Plan 
The ultimate integration plan for ZeniMax would be determined in conjunction with the company's 
management team as part of due diligence and planning. However, our long-term objective is to 
have ZeniMax's leadership team report to Phil Spencer with the following guidance: 


• We wil l continue to develop and sel l al l acquired games and franchises on all relevant 
platforms (e.g., Android, iOS, PlayStatlon, Steam, Switch, Windows, Xbox, etc.). 


• We wil l launch all acquired games and franchises with subscription exclusivity into Xbox Game 
Pass on console, PC, and cloud; future releases wil l ship into Xbox Game Pass on a day-and-
date basis. 


4.2. I Value Drivers 
The primary economic levers of the acquisition can be summarized in two broad buckets: 


1. Xbox Game Pass Subscribers. Subscription exclusivity of current and future releases wil l 
improve Xbox Game Pass' appeal and value to players. This wil l result in new subscribers 
across console, PC, and cloud. Further, the incremental engagement driven by these 
franchises wil l reduce existing subscriber churn. Together, these dynamics wil l greatly increase 
total Xbox Game Pass subscribers, accelerating the virtuous cycle described in Section 2.1. 


2. Game Transactions. We wil l continue to sel l acquired games and franchises across all game 
platforms. Releasing new games in Xbox Game Pass day-and-date potentially shifts base 
game sales to the subscription service; however, we observe that games in Xbox Game Pass 
typically have a larger player base and see a lift in post-sale monetization. 


5. 1 KEY RISKS 
5 
Microsoft has limited experience with major publishe- acquisitions. Our preliminary integration plan is 
intended to preserve a degree of cultural and operating autonomy by having ZeniMax's leadership 
team report directly to Phil Spencer. However, there is a risk that this plan may not completely 
account for cultural and/or other integration challenges. In particular: 


9 
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Reliance on primary franchises: The majority of ZeniMax's revenues is consistently driven by 
two tentpole franchises: Elder Scrolls and Fallout. The continued success of these franchises, 
along with their future releases, is critical to the case for acquisition. 


• Nascent mobile and live service capabilities: ZeniMax's previous attempts to bring its proven 
franchises (i.e. Elder Scrolls, Fallout) onto mobile endpoints (e.g. Fallout Shelter) or translating 
them into multiplayer experiences (e.g. Elder Scrolls Online) have seen limited success. 


6. 1 CONCLUSION 
The opportunity to accelerate our ambitions in gaming with Xbox Game Pass is now. As the industry 
undergoes meaningful transition, new economic value wil l be created and existing economic value wil l 
be reorganized. Other key Microsoft competitors (e.g., Google, Tencent, Amazon, etc.) perceive this 
shift as well, and are also investing in content subsctiptions and cloud services. Acquiring ZeniMax 
Media would create sustained differentiation in this competitive environment. 


IEIJ 
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From: Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS 
/CN=6FDD250A06434681 BB95FA813DAB9EE2-SARAH BOND> 


To: Phil Spencer; Tim Stuart; Jerret West; Jamie Leder; Matt Booty 
Sent: 5/17/2022 12:57:16 AM 
Subject: RE: Games 
Attachments: image001.png 


Like that one. Will do. 


From: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2022 4:39 PM 
To: Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) <Sarah.Bond@microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <timstu@microsoft.com>; Jerret West 
<Jerret.West@microsoft.com>; Jamie Leder <jleder@zenimax.com>; Matt Booty <mbooty@microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Games 


Good options, lets work it. 


Another option with the hit factor around Elden Ring is to try to go get all of the Dark Souls games and make a 
push with FROM and an Elden Ring upsell. 


Phil 


From: Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) <Sarah.Bond@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2022 12:11 PM 
To: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <timstu@microsoft.com>; Jerret West 
<Jerret.West@microsoft.com>; Jamie Leder <jleder@zenimax.com>; Matt Booty <mbooty@microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Games 


From a 3P options perspective, we have done an assessment of options beyond current plan. 


For Q2, there are few impactful D&Ds, the best option would be to attempt to go after a high-performing Short 
Window titles to plus up the holiday period - these titles would include e.g. WB/Lego Star Wars (-D&D + -180) 
and Techland Dying Light 2 (-D&D + -180), all across PC and console. Additionally, we could potentially try for a 
Paradox/City Skylines 2 "Closed Beta Release" (we have the D&D deal signed already). In addition to these 
options, we are also aiming to launch our Riot partnership during this window, which will be helpful to us on PC 
(A2N for that is in your inbox). 


For Q3, the highest probability/cost-effective path is WB/Gotham Knights (D&D + -90) and Ubisoft's AC Rift 
(D&D). Based on our assessment, acquisition of other D&D crown jewels (e.g., EA/JFO2) would not be a good 
ROI. 


My suggestion is that we take this and combine it, with work Jerret/Tim are doing on the financial options and 
Matt/Jamie are doing on 1 P options to have an integrated discussion. I think from this thread - Tim/Jerret are 
taking point on integrating. 


Sarah 


FY23 Q2 


Title Game Pass 
Stack Likely to Wow Notes 
rank 


Publisher/Title Release Release 
close Factor (Directional Guidance) 


Timing Window 
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• Expected partner ask: 
-$35M+ 


• Hours: 40M 
• Wildcards: PC tech 


D&D + readiness timing is 


WB/Lego Star 
`22 


180 questionable (negative 1
Wars April 


(-holiday 
Low-Med Med crunch culture press will 


make them not want to push 
CY22) teams unreasonably); 


Marketing support (they'd 
want marketing; the title is 
doing really well); change of 
guard at Discovery 


• Expected partner ask: 
>$50M 


• Hours: 70M 


Techland/Dying D&D + • Wildcards: Can they land PC 


2 Light 2 
CY22, Q1 


-180+ 
Low-Med Med in time? Have been


historically slow at 
responding/moving. New 
DLC also launching in 
holiday could pair well.. . 


• Exploring idea of exclusively 


Paradox/City 
-Nov CY22 debuting City Skylines 2 


4 Skylines 2 
(Closed -Nov CY22 Low Med Closed Beta w/ Game Pass. 
Beta) Talking to Paradox next 


week 
• Expected partner ask: 


>$5M/month? 


5 T2/RDR2 FY23Q2 
D&D for 


Very low Med • Hours: -10M/month 
gen9 • Wildcards: Doubtful on 


PC... or, handle via account 
linking?


• Expected partner ask: 
Bandai >$20M 


6
Namco/Dragon D&D Low Low • Hours: 35M •FY23Q2 
Ball: The • Wildcards: No resources to 
Breakers dev PC for D&D or + 90 and 


already assed 


Ubi /Just • Expected partner range: 


Hub Dance 
10/10/22 D&D Med - High Hub+ -$5M range


• Strong holiday family la 


Koch / Let's • Expected partner range: 


Hub Sing ABBA 
10/31/22 D&D Med Hub -$5M range


• Strong holiday family la 
• Huge PC nostalgia play with 


Return to new title from legendary 


Hub Monkey Island 
12/22 D&D Low Hub designer


• Expected partner range: 
-$5M range 


• Sequel to strong GP 


Hub 
THQ / 12/22 D&D Low Hub+ performer 
Wreckfest 2 • Expected partner range: 


-$10-$14M range 


Larian / Baldur's • Second-run Stadia PC RPG 
Hub 


Gate 3 
12/22 D&D Med Hub • Expected partner range: 


-$5M range 


FY23 Q3 


Stack Title Release Game Pass 
Release 


Likely to Wow 
rank 


Publisher/Title 
Timing close factor 


Notes 
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Window 
• Expected partner ask: 


—$50M 
• Hours: 55M 
• Wildcards: PC Tech 


1 WB/Gotham October `22 
D&D + 90 


Med Low-Med readiness; Another 
(—Feb 23) partnership? Change of 


guard at Discovery makes 
sell-in motion new. Already 
told us PC wouldn't land 
D&D so figuring +90... 


• Expected partner ask: 
—$100M 


2 Ubi/AC Rift Feb '23 D&D Med Med 
• Hours: 75M 
• Wildcards: It's a 1.5 version 


of AC. AC 15th anniversary 
year. Also... more Ubi? 


• Expected partner ask: 
>$250M 


• Hours: 150M 
• Wildcards: Already a 


WB/Suicide FY23Q3 partnership with another 


3 Squad (3/31/23) 
D&D Very Low High competitor (most likely can't 


offer us rights wise); they 
said it would be multiples 
B4B price; change of guard 
at Discovery makes sell-in 
motion new. 


• Expected partner ask: 
EA/Jedi >$300M 


4 Survivor (aka FY23Q3 D&D Low Very Hig • Hours: 100M 
"J FO2") • Wildcards: Crown jewel. 


They won't do. 
• Expected partner ask: 


>$250M 
5 WB/Mortal 


April `23 D&D Very low Med-Hig • Hours: 100M 
Kombat Next • Wildcards: Crown jewel. 


They won't do. Change of 
guard at Discovery. 


• Expected partner ask: 
-$12-15M/month 


• Hours: >30M/month 
6 TTWO/GTA V Released Catalog Med Low-Med • Wildcards: Will they do PC 


in time? Will they do longer 
than a 3-4 month term? 
Have to move really fast. 


• Sequel to strong performer 


HUB 
Focus / Blood 


March `23 D&D Med Hub+ Snow Runner, long tail 
Runner • Expected partner ask: 


_$5M 
• Sleeper family friendly 


Skybound / Net shooter from Nier design & 
HUB Crisis Glitch March `23 D&D Low Hub+ Toylogic 


Busters • Expected partner ask: 
~$5M 


From: Phil Spencer <pniills microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2022 11:37 AM 
To: Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) <Sors n., lE3olrn ..P  icrosoft.com>; Tim Stuart <; ii_m to microsoft.com>; Jerret West 
< erret.West mucrosoft.com>; Jamie Leder <iVederaC7.zenimax.com>; Matt Booty <mbootya-microsoft.comn>
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Subject: RE: Games 


So who is driving this? I think we need time to look at options and opportunities for CY22. 


Phil 


From: Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) <Serhlf;;3ondCa~microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 5:04 PM 
To: Tim Stuart <,lii.mstg.@mmiicrosoft.com>; Jerret West <Jerret.West microsoft.com>; Jamie Leder 
<ulleder x.eniimax.com>; Matt Booty <mbootyc microsoft.com>; Phil Spencer <philsp(c microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Games 


Thanks Tim! 


Agree all hands on deck. I am going to dig to see if there are other good possibilities beyond this list that will hunt 
well in XGP, but looking at this.. . , biggest question is if we can get EA or Ubi to a D&D. We actually have a shot at 
that now with both of them that we didn't have a year ago... but to fund that we are doing to have to drive the other 
parts of our business hard as you say. Nothing is free. 


Love that we will brainstorming and work this as a team. 


Sarah 


From: Tim Stuart <ii.m~st(a~microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 4:57 PM 
To: Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) <Sara n.i o..nd„cc microsoft.com>; Jerret West <J,emre4„West,cz microsoft.com>; Jamie 
Leder <ulleder niimax.com>; Matt Booty <mbootymicrosoft.com>; Phil Spencer <.p llspCa`nmicrosoft.com>
Subject: RE: Games 


For a quick view on the 3P roadmap that we are using for our $6.6B 3P TRX digital store, see below. To Sarah's 
point, there are opportunities and we'll need to get creative on how to land Xbox level impact — specifically in Q2 
and Q3. 


Also need to push on our existing set of service based games to see what we can do to go bigger — Halo F2P 
(rewards in XGP), FH5, ESO, SoT, Minecraft, etc. We'll need every lever we have. 


Sarah / Jerret / Matt / Jamie — We'll be together shortly, but I'd like to get time on the calendar to start to brainstorm 
options and an attack plan. I 'll set it up. Phil welcome too, but ideally we can create a working team first to level 
set and explore options. 


FY23 


Q1 


Madden 23 


NBA2K23 
Saints Row Cinco 


The Division Heartland 


Q2 


• FIFA23 


• Call of Duty 
• Avatar 


• Dragon ,g 4 


Resident Evil Revelations 
• Skull and Bones 


Q3 


AC: Renaissance 


Overwatch 2 
Diablo 4 


Jedi:Su-vn+or 


Q4 


MLB The Shcw 23 


From: Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) <Sar tn. l 3ond(o)microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 3:29 PM 
To: Jerret West <Jerret.Wes. @miicrosoft.com>; Jamie Leder <'leder .eniimax.com>; Matt Booty 
<m1~....Q v. Amiicrosott.com>; Phil Spencer <ph sp ca microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <timstuCmicrosoft.com>
Subject: RE: Games 
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While I don't love the impetus for this discussion, I do love that we are doing this and agree we can get much better 
and more integrated in how we think of this. 


One thing I think we will need to do as part of this is to not only record when games aim/say they will ship — but in 
so far as we have insight also estimate if we think a game will likely slip, right now more than any other time we are 
finding that we must take this into account in the 3P system. 


I am sitting with the 3P today as part of our regular title management synch (which is where we currently talk 
through the pages which Jerret shared); as part of that I will push on if we can source a 3P title that will fit in the gap 
we have with Starfield moving. Also, we currently have a console/PC XGP deal with Riot that we are negotiating 
which could be a major help to us as we navigate this window. That said, I do not think that will be enough.. . so will 
circle the wagons and come back with a plan. 


One team. Come what may 


Sarah 


From: Jerret West <;Jerret..West(rnicrosoft.com>
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 11:39 AM 
To: Jamie Leder <jl!ec]e . z.enimax.com>; Matt Booty <mbootyPmicrosoft.com>; Phil Spencer 
<p mills rmiicrosoft.corn>; Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) <Sarahhh.BondCc rn icrosoft.com>; Tim Stuart 
<m.........stuu miicrosoft.com>....... .. ... ... 
Subject: RE: Games 


Ok cool. I'll send to you directly in a sec. 


From: Jamie Leder (he/him) <iilledercz z.enimax.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 11:36 AM 
To: Jerret West <Jaae1L...We.t@miicrosoft.com>; Matt Booty <mbootycmicrosoft.com>; Phil Spencer 
<p..tills miicrosoft.comi>; Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) <Sarah.If;3ondCcDmicrosoft.com>; Tim Stuart 
<mst u@miicrosott.com>..................... .
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Games 


Jerret, I do have a MSFT email but it is not easily accessible - If you could send me the information in pdf that will be great. 
-Jamie 


From: Jerret West <Jeaaet.Westbmicrosoft.com>
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 2:32 PM 
To: Matt Booty <.mLb Phil Spencer <.ptji s microsoft.com>; Jamie Leder (he/him) 
<ulleder .z.eniimax.com>; Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) <Sarah.IBpndCc microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart 


s.:t.uu( <tii ......... a~miicrosoft.com> .. 
Subject: RE: Games 


Hi team, 


You were shared into our team planning doc that consolidates 1 P/3P view on a rolling four quarter basis. The 
classification of tentpoles and hubs are built off content projection based on our usage data. I'll share an upcoming 
optimization on that view that is heat map based on how much contribution our models predict for each tentpole 
and hub when working in concert. 
There is a topline view that is the first slide. As you get into the other views you see additional title views including 
content updates for 1 P and co-marketing or major launches that have been confirmed. 


We could certainly alter this to help stimulate the conversation around release windows and timing our content. 


Jamie, do you have a Microsoft email? If not, I can you send you this doc in pdf format. 
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Thanks all 
Jerret 


From: Matt Booty <<rmYpooyPmrorosoift.com> 
Sent: Saturday, May 7, 2022 12:01 PM 
To: Phil Spencer <p niiisp(c@miicrosoft.com>; Jamie Leder <Ilederc(~zenimax.com>; Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) 
< ; ra n...if;3. ,lrn „rx miicrosoft.com>; Jerret West <Jgrret.Westa-microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <tiimstuCr7microsoft.com>
Subject: RE: Games 


Attached is an up to date and vetted 1 P roadmap, updated as of earlier this week, minus the Starfield change. 
The second page shows work in progress to solve the clumping problem at the end of calendar 2023. 
Jerret - Aaron G. has this and can work with Jamie Okita and Daniel Correa de Toledo to add in the 3P roadmap. 


From: Phil Spencer pnii.11s. microsoft.com 
Sent: Saturday, May 7, 2022 10:14 AM 
To: Matt Booty rm... . y.(c miicrosoft.com; Jamie Leder iileder enimax.com; Sarah Bond (SHE/HER) 
Sarah...... I .......o...................knda miiicrosoft.com; Jerret West Jerret.West(cs~microsoft.com; Tim Stuarttiifmstu miicrosoft.com .............................. 


Subject: Games 
Importance: High 


With the news that Starfield is going to miss Holiday (not broadly communicated yet, let's let Jamie manage that), 
still not a ton of clarity on the launch date of Redfall and Stalker 2 development so impacted by the war in Ukraine I 
feel we are in a huge hole with our games lineup both for platform marketing/differentiation and our Gamepass 
content. We keep talking about a bit AAA a quarter in the service and it feels like we are likely to go through a gap 
of almost 16 months between big exclusive launches on our platform, Halo Infinite being our last on December 8th 
2021. This is really a disaster situation for us given all we've invested in content across studios at our GP content 
fund. We need to learn from this and build a plan forward: 


In terms of learning, I think we need to get much better at overall portfolio planning on our games with real honesty 
on dates. Doing this from memory, from summer 2021 through Dec '21 we had an amazing lineup of games with 
FlightSim to console, Psychonauts 2, Age 4, Forza Horizon 5 and Halo. There were good 3P games in that 
timeframe as well like Back 4 Blood. We set a very high bar in 2021 on quality and pacing of content which was 
awesome to see. But to come off of that year with no big exclusives launching in 2022 is a portfolio planning miss 
that we can't afford. If we need to delay launches (understanding there is a financial impact of that) to create more 
regular beats for us we need to do that. We have to all understand that the situation we are in now is a failure of 
our planning and production execution. 


Now, let's roll up the sleeves and get planning on the next two years of games. First we need to build an accurate 
list of new game launches that are coming in the next 24 months with expected dates. For now I don't want to liter 
this list with content updates or seasons for existing games. We need launches. Let's build this across 1 P, 2P and 
3P looking at GP launches. 


I think we are going to see that our next big new game launch is RedFall (hopefully). I'm not aware of the Stalker 2 
dates but I saw that the studio delayed indefinitely. Are their other games we can get? I know the overall portfolio is 
fairly light from 3P but let's dig. We also need to get some clarity on our internal launch dates. 


I'm sending this now as I feel real pressure for Tamarind and how we are going to show up in terms of dates. It will 
be very obvious to the community with both our lack of updates on so many games and lack of clarity on almost 
everything in the show that we are out of position. I need us to work this as leaders. 


We've dealt with difficult situations before, we'll do it again. I'm frustrated by where we are, but we'll get through 
that. Most important is building a winning plan. Let's get on that. 


Phil 
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From: Phil Spencer </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI Fl ENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT.ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-55760-PHI L 
SPENCER> 


To: Damon Baker; Jerret West; Sarah Bond 
CC: Liz Hamren; Tim Stuart; Jeff Gattis; Ada Duan; Rod Chang; Bill Hurwitz 
Sent: 6/2/2020 5:31:11 PM 
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


It might even be worth some money from us if we can market this. 


From: Damon Baker <Damon.Baker@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 2, 2020 9:59 AM 
To: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com>; Jerret West <Jerret.West@microsoft.com>; Sarah Bond 
<Sarah. Bond@microsoft.com> 
Cc: Liz Hamren <liz.hamren@microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <timstu@microsoft.com>; Jeff Gattis 
<Jeffrey.Gattis@microsoft.com>; Ada Duan <aduan@microsoft.com>; Rod Chang <rchang@microsoft.com>; Bill 
Hurwitz <bilhur@microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


The team will confirm with SEGA as it seems to be a recent development. Definitely agree that we should 
maximize the opportunity, though. 


From: Phil Spencer <pp.;nii,lls, r~ miicrosoft.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 2, 2020 9:54 AM 
To: Damon Baker <1DamonJ akerCa microsoft.com>; Jerret West <; erret.West(a)microsoft.com>; Sarah Bond 
<S; .ra. n...lf;3.c,irnd„rx mn iicrosofft.comn>
Cc: Liz Hamren <Iliiz...ha.mr n(a)microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <ti.mstua.microsoft.com>; Jeff Gattis 


, .Gattis miicrosoft.com>; Ada Duan <aduan0)miicrosoft.com>; Rod Chang <rcban _microsoft.com>; Bill 
Hurwitz <biillhur mrosoft.com>
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


Just a random idea, no issues if it turns out there is nothing there. 


It's a big deal that the next Yakuza is Scarlett launch exclusive, can we say that? 


IViII 


From: Damon Baker <IDam.0rn...1Ba . c microsoft.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 4:30 PM 
To: Jerret West <J .rreLW s; @mucrosoft.com>; Phil Spencer <pHnii,llsp(a)microsoft.com>; Sarah Bond 
<S .ra.L..lf3..Q.lrnd.( miicrosott.com>
Cc: Liz Hamren <Ili ±a.mr rn microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <mstu(d)microsoft.com>; Jeff Gattis 
<J, t r y.Gattiis(c miicroso t.com>; Ada Duan <aduanCa7mucrosoft.com>; Rod Chang <rcbanQ(c microsoft.com>; Bill 
Hurwitz <biillhu.c miicrosoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


So I love this idea, but we do have a timing challenge for YLAD to consider. Ada, Rod and Bill to keep me honest. 


• Sony currently has a 12-mo exclusivity for PS4 within Japan/Asia. This is set to expire on January 16th 


2021. 
• We have rest-of-world rights and can launch at any time, but cannot release an Xbox version of the game 


within Japan until their exclusivity term expires. 
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• Due to our parity clause, this also means that Sony cannot release a next-gen SKU in the Japan region until 
we do as well. 


Added bonus for the West — we just learned that SEGA will not launch a PS5 version with Scarlett this holiday (only 
PS4). Sounds like we now have a timed exclusivity for next-gen. 


Let us know if there's anything we can do to assist. 


Thanks, 
Damon 


From: Jerret West <Jerre.q..West( mmiicrosoft.com>
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 12:18 PM 
To: Phil Spencer <rHniill r miicrosoft.com>; Damon Baker <If)amon.Baker(a~microsoft.com>; Sarah Bond 
<Sarah. 3ond@mmiicrosoft.com~> ............................................................... 
Cc: Liz Hamren <Ilii .Hng.Err@microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <,ti,!mstu(c~microsoft.com>; Jeff Gattis 
<4..:ttm y.Gattiis(c miicrosoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


Adding Jeff G to this discussion. 


From: Phil Spencer <p.niills. . microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 12:16 PM 
To: Damon Baker <ID mo. n...I. .k r miicrosoft.com>; Sarah Bond <Safalh.Bond.microsoft.com> 
Cc: Jerret West <J .t..WestCcDmicrosoft.com>; Liz Hamren <Il ii.z...~namrenCc)microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart 
<t.iim.Lstuu„rx miicrosott.com>........... . .. 
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


There is a root of an idea here. The idea that Sega could have an LE version of XSX in Japan is very interesting. 
They are doing good work with us on a lot of fronts and it could be something to consider, not the traditional LE but 
something special if they are up for it. Maybe even a Sega wrap with their IP (including JSR, PSO, Rally, Sonic 
etc). 


From: Damon Baker <[) moo n..J a er microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 12:04 PM 
To: Phil Spencer < rHniill r miicrosoftt.com>; Sarah Bond <Sarah.1 ond(a7microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


Ha, they love those rumors as well! Chatted with them about it last week. 


From: Phil Spencer <p.niills r microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 12:00 PM 
To: Damon Baker <IDam.a! .... a. • r microsoft.com>; Sarah Bond <Sarah.B;Bond(a)-microsoft.com>
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


They are really doing a nice job support us, great to see. I love the rumors that we'd launch our Xbox in Japan with 
a Sega logo on it. 


Phil 


From: Damon Baker <1Damon..J.12r microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 11:39 AM 
To: Phil Spencer <.pH:niillspamicrosoft.com>; Sarah Bond <Sarah.F3ondc microsoft.com> 
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Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


Not complaints here! I've got a call with them this afternoon as they want to pitch for inclusion in Versailles. Will let 
you know if we get any further info. 


From: Phil Spencer <pH ls _ .microsoft.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 11:33 AM 
To: Damon Baker <If2 m. n...l.: k r m~icrosoft.com>; Sarah Bond <Sarah_B; ond(a)microsoft.com>
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


It's funny that they don't even list PS5 in their graphic. 


From: Damon Baker <IDam.0irn.,13akea,(a7microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:39 AM 
To: Phil Spencer < r mill r miicrosoft.com>; Sarah Bond <Sarah.Bondc microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


Nope, it will be available on Sony platforms as well but will launch on XB1 and Scarlett day one. We have rest of 
world marketing rights outside of Japan and also Game Pass secured for February 2021 (90 days after launch). 


From: Phil Spencer <p.niills. r microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:11 AM 
To: Damon Baker <IDg,m.c n. I.3a.keramicrosoft.com>; Sarah Bond <Sarah 1 ond(ämicrosoft.com>
Subject: Yakuza Like a Dragon 


This isn't next gen exclusive is it? 


https://twitter.com/I G N/status/1 258437957066862598?s=20 
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From: Jean-Emile Elien </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI Fl ENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-55760-
JEAN-EMILE ELIEN> 


To: Phil Spencer 
Sent: 3/19/2021 11:51:13 PM 
Subject: Re: GP relative to studios 


Fair. We never publicly talk about the factors leading up to close, just how to deal with the effects of the decision. 
Again, platform guy asking about the content business. 


This is also the second time you've called me on a "question that sounds like an opinion" which leads me to 
believe this happens to you a lot. I promise, if I have an opinion that is worth me sending an email, I will give it. I 
appreciate this forum too much to be disingenuous. 


Get Outlook for iOS 


From: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2021 4:39:23 PM 
To: Jean-Emile Elien <jelien@exchange.microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: GP relative to studios 


I don't think we've ever closed a studio due to the studio's P&L. It's almost always been either from leadership 
leaving (Lionhead as an example) or team just losing it's passion (Ensemble as an example). 


From: Jean-Emile Elien <jelien@exchange.microsoft.com> 
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2021 3:47 PM 
To: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Subject: Re: GP relative to studios 


My turn to say: Honestly, I don't know. I don't really know what goes into closing a studio: how much funding vs. 
personnel vs. output feeds into the decision. 


In my mind, if a studio completely needs to prove their worth by being net value over their costs, it adds a ton of 
pressure to release hits on a regular basis. If a game is niche, though, too bad? 


This is not armchair quarterbacking, I swear. I'm just super worried about the moat you've built, that the winds will 
change and we have a bloodbath a few years down the road. Especially given our peer cloud companies 
underestimating of the game creation process. And "but by the grace of God go we". 


Not my job, I appreciate - so trying to train my mental model on how to think about the content-side of the house to 
not be worried. Especially where the economics has changed with GP. 


Get Outlook for iOS 


From: Phil Spencer <p 
nilfs  


microsoft.com>
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2021 3:18:23 PM 
To: Jean-Emile Elien <ielliien@excancre.microsoft.com>
Subject: RE: GP relative to studios 


I feel like the highlighted question is a preview of an opinion you have. Do you think gamepass would have saved a 
studio we once owned? 


Phil 
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From: Jean-Emile Elien <ueliien(cexchange.microsoft.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 1:27 PM 
To: Phil Spencer < Hniill miicrosoft.corn> 
Subject: RE: GP relative to studios 


That's completely fair. I'd be really saddened if the reduction of an inherently creative endeavor to a single cell 
going red was the determinant. 


How about looking back on the studio closures of the past — would a product like Game Pass have changed your 
mind on any particular studio's closure? 


As to how people like a particular game, that isn't my interest, because I like genres that aren't "the hotness" and 
am excited by Game Pass' potential to allow those kinds of games to have a home. 


Ultimately, this for me is looking to understand the major investments of our org in determining how to best support 
it. FWIW— I don't expect concrete answers — and I see a *lot* of opinions across the org. Just training my ML on 
what I should see as the art vs the science of Gaming. 


From: Phil Spencer <p.niills.. rn crosoft.corn> 
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 12:30 PM 
To: Jean-Emile Elien <iielliiernCcx?excarnge.mcrosoft.com>
Subject: RE: GP relative to studios 


The truth is to your answer of how to measure worth is, we don't know. It's some combination of attract and retain 
to our service. Different games perform differently, some are very high on play and therefore a higher impact on 
retention, others are good top of funnel for attract but don't get much play. You need both. I'd be lying to you if I 
told you we had the excel sheet of the value of a game completely figured out. We are working with the MS chief 
economists on the value of content and they have a model that we've working but it's not complete (and likely 
never will be). 


At some point what you are asking is 'Why do people like X" and that's a hard question to answer. It's going to be a 
very organic process for us. 


Phil 


From: Jean-Emile Elien <uelienCo?exchange. icrosoft.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 11:21 AM 
To: Phil Spencer < ....l r rruiicrosofft.comn> 
Subject: RE: GP relative to studios 


The moat is clear — I've heard as much from Google friends about the chill the ZeniMax acquisition had on their 
plans. 


So how should studios now measure their worth to the portfolio? I know you dislike the Netflix analogy, but I am 
trying to understand the equivalent of "ending a show" in their model. We ended further investment in Bleeding 
Edge, for example — is that how I will see changes going forward? 


Still waiting for episodic (RIP Tell Tale) content to show up in GP — that will be awesome 


From: Phil Spencer <p mills . microsoft.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 4:06 PM 
To: Jean-Emile Elien <iielliierna(>excharuc~e.mucrosoft.com>
Subject: RE: GP relative to studios 
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Totally think differently today. 


We need to drive engagement, that is the oxygen for our service and business growth. Engagement comes 
through content. As we drive engagement the content becomes more valuable. We are actually the better owner 
for any game ip than any other publisher on the planet right now as we can drive engagement through retail and 
subscription which leads to higher revenue. 


I want to keep that lead and actually extend it so our investment in studios, as you've seen, has increased. I want to 
make it clear to Google, Amazon etc that you are NOT going to catch us in gaming. And one of the reasons sited 
internally at Google for them divesting of the first party was our ZeniMax acquisition. I just want to put us out of 
reach. 


Phil 


From: Jean-Emile Elien <uelrensx exchange.mcrosoftcom> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 3:51 PM 
To: Phil Spencer <phiills(cmiicrosoft.com>
Subject: GP relative to studios 
Importance: Low 


Offhand question, based on the Google and Amazon news relative to their attempts at building gaming studios: 


Does Game Pass change how you think about the value of a studio? In 2014 BGP (Before Game Pass), the life of 
a studio felt like it was determined by its ability to sustain itself in content produced. Farther away from the 
business than I am now, but given each studio pitched their own revenue, that's how it looked. 


Given the transition, how do you now think about the value of any given studio relative to the portfolio? With it 
representing 3/ 4 of your staff, I assume it is something that is top of mind. 


Not critical, no relation to any current org drama —just catching up on the developments in other cloud companies 
coming to grips with the reality of gaming ("win at gaming" indeed), and how with your heavy investment in content 
plays out relative to the teams involved. 


I know that studios also get to define additional revenue streams outside of Game Pass, but I figure that is gravy. 
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From: Sarah Bond </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS 
/CN=6FDD250A06434681 BB95FA813DAB9EE2-SARAH BOND> 


To: Phil Spencer 
Sent: 3/24/2020 8:14:23 PM 
Subject: RE: Friday's outside-in Take2 


Yeah. We have made good progress on our psychic mind link :-) 


From: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 1:13 PM 
To: Sarah Bond <Sarah.Bond@microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Friday's outside-in Take2 


1-2 punch... . 


From: Sarah Bond < mgHn. lE;; . n @ rii.cr soft.cotm~,> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 1:07 PM 
To: Phil Spencer <phiills@miicrosott.corm>; Peggy Johnson <Peggy~xi microsoft.com>; Satya Nadella 
<sg nmiicrosoft.com>; Amy Hood <amvhoodCamicrosoft.com>; Chris Capossela 
<Cnriis.:. g ossella miicrosott.com>
Cc: Tim Stuart <tii,ms .u@miicrosoft.com>; Bill Duff < i Illdgff0_microsoft.comn>; Jerret West 
<Jeaae:LWe .t@miicrosoft.com>
Subject: RE: Friday's outside-in Take2 


Yes, exactly right thanks Phil. 


As of right now, every AAA publisher with the exception of Activision has been in XGP at some time. Take 2's is 
unique in that their games have a very high rate of in-game monetization — even for a AAA, so in addition to the 
license fee they saw significant benefit from the increased player based which they saw from XGP. That is why 
they are not proactively coming to us with suggestions for putting in their largest games. 


For all of the AAA, what has helped has been first trying out/learning with one of their smaller games and then 
moving up to larger franchises. Increasingly for these larger publishers, they also want to see shared benefit in the 
growth of the subscription, because as Phil says, they do not want to be in the position content providers find 
themselves in with Netflix. We are in the midst of evolving our deal structures to lean into this — now is the time to 
make that pivot given our scale and ability to drive growth off-platform. 


Best 
Sarah 


From: Phil Spencer <pniills microsoft.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 12:59 PM 
To: Peggy Johnson <J eggymjrQsott.com>; Satya Nadella <satyanCaamicrosoft.com>; Amy Hood 
<am hood miicroso t.com>; Chris Capossela <Chrl.s...C.g. r ..1La.QMiicrosott.com>
Cc: Tim Stuart <tiim..... ~miicrosoft.com>; Bill Duff < ,i lllld ;u;ffgLn icrosott.corrl>; Jerret West 
<J,eaae:LWes;@miicrosoftt.com>; Sarah Bond <SaraH:.n..l ondCcmicrosoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Friday's outside-in Take2 


Great question and Sarah will have comments. 


ATVI are the biggest holdout today. EA is now in with EA Access. 
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I think 3 things are really driving why Take2 and others are "in": 


• Trust — Sarah and team have built long trusted profitable relationship with these partners and that matters a 
lot during transitions. Take 2 bet on XGP, they then backed out and now are back in. The relationship and 
communication with them is a key. 


• XGP works — GTA, as an example for Take 2, is seeing incredible success in XGP from a post-sale 
monetization standpoint. XGP is at enough scale today that publishers, mostly, see success now so it's 
proving that virality matters. 


• Learning — All of the publishers know change is coming/here and they know they need to learn and adapt. 
We are a very easy platform to test, just sign a deal, no dev work, and the game is in. Take2 isn't at the 
scale of ATVI or EA so they have to use agility as a tool more than the bigger pubs. 


And of course we are doing deals so get these games so the financials have to work. 


Phil 


From: Peggy Johnson <Peggy.(c~miicrosofit.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 12:50 PM 
To: Phil Spencer < r mills r@miicrosoft.com>; Satya Nadella <satya @microsoft.com>; Amy Hood 
<afm.yhood miicrosoff.corn>; Chris Capossela <C. nriis.0.g.p s lla. miicrosoft.com>
Cc: Tim Stuart <,tii.Imstu(czmiicrosoft.com>; Bill Duff < i lll o t@miicrosoft.com>; Jerret West 
< rere:LW , tftrniicrosoffcomn>; Sarah Bond <Sarah.If:3ondcämicrosoft.com>
Subject: RE: Friday's outside-in Take2 


This was helpful context, Phil, thanks. Of the AAA publishers, who are still holding out on XGP? And why did 
Take2 jump in early? Was it just higher acceptance of risk profile on subscription, or are they differentiated in 
some way from other AAA publishers that caused them to do so? 


From: Phil Spencer <pHniills, microsoft.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 12:37 PM 
To: Satya Nadella <s.a.... @miicrosoft.com>; Amy Hood <ar...... od„cx microsoft.com>; Chris Capossela 
<.0 nrii.s.Capos olla miicrosoft.com>; Peggy Johnson <.i::1 r y.@miicrosoft.comn>
Cc: Tim Stuart <,tiiim..tuAmiicrosoft.com>; Bill Duff < iillllduf @rniicrosoft.com>; Jerret West 
<Jerre- ...W ;Arn1icrosoffcomn>; Sarah Bond <Saraln..l ond0)_microsoft.com>
Subject: Friday's outside-in Take2 


Friday's SLT outside in is with Take2 (publisher of Grand Theft Auto, Red Dead Redemption, NBA2K, Civilization 
etc). Thanks to Sarah and team for getting this setup. 


In addition to asking them to focus on their view of streaming, subscriptions and next gen consoles, we've asked 
them to discuss how work from home for a content creation company is working. I want them to start with the WfH 
learning as I think it could be valuable but hoping to get to a broader conversation. 


In terms of subscriptions and the impact on larger publishers I realized that I haven't really done a good job sharing 
our view on the disruption AAA publishers potentially see and how their role in the industry will likely change with the 
growth in subscription platforms like Xbox Game Pass. . 


We should start with the question of why game publishers exist in the first place. And like many other forms of 
media the idea of a game publisher was created from an access "moat"; like movie studios locking up theater 
distribution, album companies locking up radio play, game publisher's scale in physical retail game sales allowed 
them to secure retail shelf space, in-store promotion and margin structure beyond what any individual studio could 
dictate when games were primary sold in retail stores. If you were a studio, you needed a AAA publisher to reach 
a customer at an Egghead software. 


This constriction in the access from creator to consumer stayed in place for years and in that time AAA game 
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publishers increased their control. The creation of digital storefronts like Steam, Xbox Store and PlayStation Store 
eventually democratization access for creators breaking physical retail's lock on game distribution. AAA 
publishers were slow to react to this disruption. The AAA publishers did not find a way to leverage the moat that 
physical retail created in the digital realm in a way that had them continue their dominance of the game 
marketplace. They have not found a way to effectively cross promote, they have not found a way to build 
publisher brands that drive consumer affinity (the way Disney has in video), they did note create a social platform 
that would allow them reach beyond their aggregate IP MAU. Without a lock on physical distribution the role of the 
AAA publisher has changed and become less important in today's gaming industry. 


Over the past 5-7 years, the AAA publishers have tried to use production scale as their new moat. Very few 
companies can afford to spend the $200M an Activision or Take 2 spend to put a title like Call of Duty or Red 
Dead Redemption on the shelf. These AAA publishers have, mostly, used this production scale to keep their top 
franchises in the top selling games each year. The issue these publishers have run into is these same production 
scale/cost approach hurts their ability to create new IP. The hurdle rate on new IP at these high production levels 
have led to risk aversion by big publishers on new IP. You've seen a rise of AAA publishers using rented IP to try 
to offset the risk (Star Wars with EA, Spiderman with Sony, Avatar with Ubisoft etc). This same dynamic has 
obviously played out in Hollywood as well with Netflix creating more new IP than any of the movie studios. 


Specifically, the AAA game publishers, starting from a position of strength driven from physical retail have failed to 
create any real platform effect for themselves. They effectively continue to build their scale through aggregated 
per game P&Ls hoping to maximize each new release of their existing IP. 


In the new world where a AAA publisher don't have real distribution leverage with consumers, they don't have 
production efficiencies and their new IP hit rate is not disproportionately higher than the industry average we see 
that the top franchises today were mostly not created by AAA game publishers. Games like Fortnite, Roblox, 
Minecraft, Candy Crush, Clash Royale, DOTA2 etc. where all created by independent studios with full access to 
distribution. Overall this, imo, is a good thing for the industry but does put AAA publishers, in a precarious spot 
moving forward. AAA publishers are milking their top franchises but struggling to refill their portfolio of hit 
franchises, most AAA publishers are riding the success of franchises created 10+ years ago. 


With Xbox Game Pass we've created a new platform for AAA publishers to try to navigate. As we grow more 
sustained and predictable monetization of gameplay through our subscription platform we will have more insight, 
revenue stability and incentive to invest in new experiences to continue to drive the subscription momentum. Yves 
Guillemot's, CEO of Ubisoft, comment to us was with the growth of subscriptions like XGP he will double down on 
creating value on his existing franchises but cut back on new risk bets as he has no mechanism like XGP that helps 
amortize the investment risk in any piece of content across an entire subscriber base. UbiSoft and EA are two 
publishers trying to build a subscription now but kind of like their reaction to Steam 15 years ago they are not 
moving quickly or boldly enough to scale. They also lacked a platform like Xbox console to launch on top of, 
launching on Xbox, as we know, gave us access to a large player base, creator base and monetization base. We 
launched our new subscription platform from the existing device platform. 


We've offered to help AAA publishers, and we are with EA Access carried in XGP Ultimate this year (very possible 
that Ubisoft's subscription comes to XGPU as well) but overall the AAA publishers are too reluctant to put $60 
retail at risk to create a more predictable revenue stream and without an existing per user monetization platform 
they lack real distribution. 


On the flipside, the individual studio or smaller publisher's see XGP as an incredible way for a studio to get their IP 
in front of millions of players, offset risk by selling us an XGP window for their title, and gain the viral exposure that 
gameplay on our network provides. The vast majority of XGP's early release, non 1P, games are independent 
studios offsetting their title risk by working with us on a window and doing so successfully. XGP and our ID@Xbox 
program are two main reasons why we've seen a 3x increase in developers on Xbox this generation compared to 
the 360 generation. 


Circling back to Take2 on Friday. They have supported us with XGP, they were a launch partner and continue to 
participate, even with their biggest game Grand Theft Auto. They are interested in bringing their second biggest 
franchise, Red Dead Redemption, to XGP as well. But they are also concerned about the transition and how XGP 
will impact their long term economics and if they are being honest on Friday this should come up. 
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Much like how Netflix disrupted video, gaming subscriptions will disrupt the AAA publishers, whether it's our 
subscription, Apple Arcade or Amazon's coming subscription, this change is coming. Our goal is to find a way to 
both grow our subscription (which is our new platform) and help the AAA publishers build towards a successful 
future. For publishers with 2-3 scale franchises that's a difficult transition. Again, taking a clue from Hollywood, it's 
not clear how a standalone subscale media publisher grows is this world without adapting to new paradigms or 
getting consolidated but we believe we can help a Take2 by increasing monetizable TAM across more endpoints 
inside of a global platform like Xbox Game Pass (inclusive of xCloud). 


I'm not sure how deep the discussion with Take2 will go on Friday but this would be a good discussion with them. 
They are living the disruption to their model and we are hoping this will come through. They are a good partner but 
also leery of these changes. Our team has these discussions with publishers all the time and we always learn from 
our partners as they try to navigate the moving ecosystems. 


Phil 
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From: David Hampton </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=9A520AFFB0DE4014A9414763A9D35C25-DAVI D 
HAM PT> 


To: Gaming Business Planning & Strategy 
Sent: 11/10/2020 5:09:35 PM 
Subject: FW: Request for Strategy Approval: Sega 
Attachments: Gaming CSA -- Strategic Framing Memo -- SEGA vF.docx 


Game on 


From: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 8:11 AM 
To: Amy Hood <amyhood@microsoft.com>; Satya Nadella <satyan@microsoft.com> 
Cc: Anna Chen <Yilun.Chen@microsoft.com>; Bill Duff <billduff@microsoft.com>; Christian Staples (CORPDEV) 
<Christian.Staples@microsoft.com>; Damon Baker <Damon. Baker@microsoft.com>; David Hampton 
<dhampton@microsoft.com>; Greg Sivinski (CELA) <Greg.Sivinski@microsoft.com>; Haiyan Zhang 
<Haiyan.Zhang@microsoft.com>; Jerret West <Jerret.West@microsoft.com>; Linda Norman (CELA) 
<Inorman@microsoft.com>; Matt Booty <mbooty@microsoft.com>; Michael Wetter (CORPDEV) 
<mwetter@microsoft.com>; Paul Lee (XBOX) <Paul.Lee@microsoft.com>; Rod Chang 
<rchang@microsoft.com>; Ryan Cooper (CORPDEV) <Cooper.Ryan@microsoft.com>; Sarah Bond 
<Sarah.Bond@microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <timstu@microsoft.com>; Xuan Liu <Xuan.Liu@microsoft.com> 
Subject: Request for Strategy Approval: Sega 


I'm writing to request Strategy Approval to approach Sega Sammy regarding a potential acquisition of their Sega 
gaming studios. For context, Bill and I have reviewed the business case for acquiring Sega and are both 
supportive. We believe that Sega has built a well-balanced portfolio of games across segments with global 
geographic appeal, and will help us accelerate Xbox Game Pass both on and off-console. Please find the attached 
memo and bullets below for additional detail on our strategy to prioritize our next acquisition target, a brief 
overview of Sega's gaming portfolio, and the value drivers for the potential acquisition. 


As the Sega gaming studios are owned by Sega Sammy, a publicly-traded Japanese company, we have called out 
a few deal complexities in the memo. Sega's gaming has represented roughly half of Sega Sammy's revenue and 
operating income, or -$900M of revenue and $60-90M of operating income, in each of Sega Sammy's last three 
fiscal years. The team is coordinating closely with CELA on next steps, if we were to receive SA. 


Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns, or would like us to schedule time to discuss live. 


Thanks, 
Phil 


Prioritizing Acquisition Targets 
To help inform our next strategic acquisition target, we have identified top priority segment and geographic 
combinations for Xbox, in order: 


• PC in North America and Europe 
• Mobile in North America and Europe 
• Console and PC in APAC 


Keeping in mind these leading priorities, we evaluated a set of targets, both individually and in combination of our 
own studios, to determine the best strategic fit. Sega is the most attractive next acquisition target due to its global 
PC catalog, presence on mobile in Asia, and global brand affinity on console through its classic IP. 


Sega Overview 
Based in Tokyo, Japan (2,100 FTEs), Sega is one of the largest and most recognizable publishers in the world. It 
is a division of Sega Sammy, a publicly-traded company (EV of -$2.3B) that operates in several other businesses 
including pachinko machines and resorts. Sega's Consumer gaming studios have a proven portfolio that includes: 
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•  Global Console Depth & Back Catalog - Sega's console portfolio spans generations and contains some of 
the industry's most recognizable franchises, including Sonic the Hedgehog, Megami Tensei, and Yakuza. 


•  Global PC Catalog - Sega has, through its own studios and acquired ones, established expertise at 
developing and publishing high-quality, deeply engaging PC content that would greatly enhance a gaming 
subscription service, including pay-to-play titles such as Football Manager and Total War, as well as 
free-to-play titles like Phantasy Star Online 2. 


•  Mobile Presence in Asia - Sega has a notable mobile presence in Asia, particularly in Japan, via mobile-first 
games (-$250M in 2019), often as extensions of their existing IF 


Value Drivers: 
We believe that an acquisition of Sega's Consumer division would drive strategy & economic value for Microsoft 
through: 


•  Xbox Game Pass - Subscription exclusivity of current and future releases will improve Xbox Game Pass' 
appeal and value to players. This will result in new subscribers across console, PC, and cloud. Further, the 
global appeal of Sega's beloved IF will help expand Xbox Game Pass's reach to new audiences around the 
world, most notably in Asia, where localized content is critical to success. 


•  Game Transactions - We will continue to sell acquired games and franchises across all game platforms. 
Previously unavailable titles on Xbox will be brought over to the platform for additional monetization 
opportunities, and future titles will no longer observe a delay of launching on Xbox. 


Next Steps 
If SA is received, the broader working team will investigate the following questions in parallel (and any additional 
concerns you might have): 


• Detailed post-acquisition integration plan 
• Financial modeling, including impacts to Xbox Game Pass and game transactions 
• Discussion of a potential acquisition with Sega Sammy leadership 


Once these investigations are complete, if warranted, we would request A2N from you, Satya, and the Board 
before extending an offer. 
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1. 1 STRATEGY OVERVIEW 
A more detailed overview of the game industry, our strategic thesis, and how we are accelerating 
Xbox Game Pass growth can be found in the appendix of this paper. However, our perspective on 
growth remains unchanged and is grounded in the following: 


• The game industry is large and growing; in 2019, the industry generated $182 billion in total 
revenue; —larger than the global home video, movie box office, and music industries 
combined — and continues to grow. Today, 1 in 3 people in the world plays games, 2.6 
billion2 in total. Microsoft, which accounts for 5% of global gaming revenue and players, has 
significant headroom for growth in this rapidly expanding market3. 


• Our opportunity is to expand our presence through driving the industry paradigm shift from 
being device-centric to player-centric. To aid this transformation, we are making "needle 
moving" investments in Xbox Game Pass, supported by Xbox Series X / Series S, and xCloud. 


• Differentiated content, the primary engine behind subscription growth, remains a key 
accelerant to helping us realize our ambition. 


• Our content portfolio continues to reach more gamers across devices in North America and 
Europe. However, there is still opportunity to reach further than our primary addressable 
audiences. 


2. 1 PRIORITIZING ACQUISITION TARGETS 
Mapping Xbox's projected areas of geographic presence onto the total market opportunity helps 
inform our view on how to sequence the priorities to be pursued. The distribution of our consumer 
spend and its estimated portion of differing segment and geo combinations within the overall gaming 
industry market help us identify top priority segment and geographic combinations for Xbox, in 
priority order: 


• PC in North America and Europe 
• Mobile in North America and Europe 
• Console and PC in APAC 


' Consensus analyst estimates, public filings, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Sizing"). 
2 Analyst estimates, internal analysis ("CY2019 Gamer Value"). 
s Public financial disclosure, equity research, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Profit Pools'). 
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Keeping in mind our leading priorities (bolstering our presence in PC for North America and Europe 


and definitively entering Western Mobile), we evaluated 46 companies and applied a set of filters 


(e.g., scale, regional strengths, corporate ownership, etc.) to identify the most attractive targets. The 
filtering process resulted in 12 leading targets that we believe are large-scale and most attractive to 


acquire (see Figure 6). To summarize the consideration set for our next large-scale acquisition: 


Figure 2: Comparison of Sega and Alternative Acquisition Opportunities4


Sega Sammy $2 billion 
Deep stable of owned franchises on console & PC 
with mobile presence 


Bandai Namco $12 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises and 
strength in console & mobile 


Capcom $5 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises and 
strength in console with mobile presence 


Konami $5 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises and 
strength in console & mobile 


Netmarble $13 billion 
Mobile-centric content portfolio; mix of owned 
franchises & licensed intellectual property 


Nexon $17 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with strength in PC and 
presence in mobile 


Playrix $7 billion Mobile-only content portfolio with casual focus 


Square Enix $6 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises and 
strength in console & mobile 


Take-Two Interactive $15 billion Deep stable of owned franchises on console & PC 


Ubisoft $10 billion 
Console-centric content portfolio; mix of owned 
franchises & licensed intellectual property 


Valve $17 billion 
Stale but relevant owned PC franchises; owns the 
world's largest 3rd party PC store (Steam) 


Zynga $8 billion 
Western-focused mobile-only player with deep 
portfolio of casual games 


These leading targets were evaluated, both individually and in combination, to determine the best 


strategic fit based on the leading priorities identified above. Outside of pursuing a mobile-first 
strategy, we conclude that Sega is the most attractive next acquisition target due to its PC catalog, 


4 Enterprise values as of September 10th, 2020. 
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presence on mobile, and global brand affinity. We will explore Sega in the context of future 
acquisitions, including evaluations of mobile first companies. 


3. 1 SEGA 
2 


3 


3.1. 1 Company Overview and Corporate Structure 
Headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, Sega is one of the largest and most recognizable games publishers in 
the world. Sega's ten gaming studios have produced beloved franchises such as Sonic the Hedgehog, 
Total War, Puyo Puyo, and Football Manager, spanning platforms and geographies. Collectively, the 
studios have 2,100 FTEs5 and in 2019, they generated -$1.0 billion of revenue. For FY17, FY18, and 
FY19 (ending 3/31), the gaming bsiness generated -$900M of revenue and $60-90M in operating 
income'. 


Sega is part of a larger holding company, Sega Sammy, that owns and operates several business 
divisions, including Pachinko / Pachinslot, Entertainment Contents (which includes its gaming-focused 
Consumer segment), and Resorts'. Sega Sammy is publicly traded on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, with 
an enterprise value of $2.3 billion'. Our focus is on the company's gaming studio operations, reflected 
in its 'Consumer' division. 


3.2. 1 Key Asset Overview 
Sega's key assets, all based on owned franchises, include: 


Global Console Depth & Back Catalog: Sega's console portfolio spans generations and 
contains some of the industry's most recognizable franchises. Its primary tentpole, Sonic the 
Hedgehog, has proven commercial success (250+ million console and PC units sold, 700+ 
million mobile downloads) and cultural relevancy that will drive the growth of Xbox Game 


2019 Sega Management Meeting presentation 
' Sega financial disclosures 
' Sega's Pachinko and Pachinslot businesses develop, manufacture, and sell playable machines; traditionally in recreational 
arcade and gambling halls. The company's Resorts business operates 2 casino-based resorts and 1 golf club, both based in 
Asia. 
8 Enterprise Value as of November 9th, 2020. 
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Pass. Sega also publishes a broader portfolio of successful at-scale franchises such as Megami 
Tensei, Persona, and Yakuza, that have sold over 40 million copies collectively. These 
established franchises release on console (and PC) at a regular cadence and are well suited 
for global audiences within a subscription service. 


• Global PC Catalog: Sega has, through its own studios and acquired ones, established 
expertise at developing and publishing high-quality, deeply engaging PC content that would 
greatly enhance a gaming subscription service. In addition to pay-to-play games such as 
Football Manager and Total War, that have collectively sold nearly 50 million copies, the 
company also has expertise on creating free-to-play PC titles (e.g. Phantasy Star Online 2). 


• Mobile Presence in Asia: Finally, Sega has a notable presence in Asia, particularly in Japan, via 
mobile-native games (—$250M in 20199). Popular games like PuyoPuyo!!Quest, Chain 
Chronicle, and Hortensia Saga, etc. have generated 160+ million life-to-date downloads and 
$1.3 billion in life-to-date revenue. 


9 App Annie 2019 Sega gross mobile revenue estimates 
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Figure 4: Sega Development Studiosl o


SEGA Japan Asia I Action-adventure fighting games 


Studio 1 Tokyo, Japan 
e - - Platform party games 


SEGA Japan Asia - 1000 • • • Tile-matching video games 


Studio 2 Tokyo, Japan 
Cross-genre platform games 


SEGA Japan Asia 


Studio 3 Tokyo, Japan r_ F2P online action role-playingame g 


Atlus Tokyo, Japan -150 Q Tactical and action role-playing games 


Horsham, PC Strategy games 
Creative Assembly 


England
-480 


Survival horror video games 


fl Military science-fiction real-time 
strategy games 


Rel ic Vancouver, EIC -220 
PC Real-time strategy video games 


Sports Interactive London, England -125 Simulation sports games 


Amplitude Studios Paris,, France -80 PCTum-hasedstrategygames 


Hardlight Leamington Spa, 
m5~ Score attack racing video games 


(mobile) Enlgland 


Two Point Surrey, England -20 m Business simulation game 


We believe Sega's portfolio of tentpole and complementary franchises would provide the content 


infusion necessary to accelerate Xbox Game Pass subscriber growth across console, PC, and cloud 


0 FTEs based on 2019 Sega Management Meeting presentation 
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4. 1 ACQUISITION ECONOMICS 


2 


3 


4 


4.1. 1 Operating Plan 
Subject to diligence and discussions with Sega's leadership team, we expect Sega to report to Matt 
Booty with the following operating principles: 


• We will continue to develop and sell all acquired games and franchises on all relevant 
platforms (e.g., Android, iOS, PlayStation, Steam, Switch, Windows, Xbox, etc.). 


• We will bring previously exclusive to PlayStation and Nintendo titles to Xbox and launch future 
titles on Xbox in addition to other relevant platforms as rights permit. 


• We will launch all acquired games and franchises with subscription exclusivity into Xbox Game 
Pass on console, PC, and cloud; future releases will ship into Xbox Game Pass on a day-and-
date basis. 


4.2. I Value Drivers 
The primary economic levers of the acquisition can be summarized in two broad buckets: 


1. Xbox Game Pass Subscribers. Subscription exclusivity of current and future releases will 
improve Xbox Game Pass' appeal and value to players. This will result in new subscribers 
across console, PC, and cloud. Further, the global appeal of Sega's beloved IP will help 
expand Xbox Game Pass's reach to new audiences around the world, most notably in Asia, 
where localized content is critical to success. The incremental engagement driven by these 
franchises will reduce existing subscriber churn. Together, these dynamics will greatly increase 
total Xbox Game Pass subscribers, accelerating the virtuous cycle described in Section 2.1. 


2. Game Transactions. We will continue to sell acquired games and franchises across all game 
platforms. Previously unavailable titles on Xbox (e.g. Persona franchise on PlayStation, Shin 
Megami Tensei franchise on Nintendo) will be brought over to the platform for additional 
monetization opportunities, and future titles will no longer observe a delay of launching on 
Xbox. Releasing new games in Xbox Game Pass day-and-date potentially shifts base game 
sales to the subscription service; however, we observe that games in Xbox Game Pass typically 
have a larger player base and see a lift in post-sale monetization. 
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5. I KEY RISKS 
5 
While Sega represents a meaningful opportunity for Gaming, we are cognizant of the following 
strategic and operating risks: 


• Deal execution: It is unclear whether Sega Sammy has appetite to divest their gaming studios, 
which have represented roughly half of their revenue and operating income. Deal execution 
would likely be particularly complex. 


• Integration risk: Microsoft has limited experience with Japanese acquisitions. Our preliminary 
integration plan is intended to preserve a degree of cultural & operating autonomy for Sega 
by having its Consumer division leadership report to Matt Booty. However, there is a risk that 
this plan may not completely account for cultural and/or other integration challenges. 


6. 1 CONCLUSION 
The opportunity to accelerate our ambitions in gaming with Xbox Game Pass is now. As the industry 
undergoes meaningful transition, new economic value will be created, and existing economic value 
will be reorganized. Other key Microsoft competitors (e.g., Google, Tencent, Amazon, etc.) perceive 
this shift as well, and are also investing in content subscriptions and cloud services. Acquiring Sega 
would create sustained differentiation in this competitive environment. 
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APPENDIX 


7. 1 SEGA SAMMY OVERVIEW 


Company Overview sesanmy
• Operates three business segments: 


Ecal. merit Conran& Develops and sells gaming content across various studios worldwide FOE 6Lr 33. 
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Market Overview 
Trading Value ¥2,200_80 -..----.- -..--.-.- --- - 
(M, erRvtmr shore ei Trading Staektics 
Stock Price (11/06(20) ¥1,43000 $13.94 52-Week Low / High 51,207.00 - 51,676,00 
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Trading m r dI s 
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8. I DETAILED STRATEGY OVERVIEW 
6 


7 


8 


8.1. 1 Market Opportunity 
The game industry generated $182 billion' in total revenue in 2019—larger than the global home 
video, movie box office, and music industries12 combined—and continues to grow. Software & 
services revenue, the primary measure of industry health and >90% of total industry revenue, has 
seen steady growth, nearly 10% annually, from 2017-20221. Console remains a key driver of software 
& services revenue ($38 billion) along with Mobile ($87 billion) and PC Client ($32 billion)1. Today, 1 in 
3 people in the world plays games, 2.6 billion13 in total. In the next decade, we estimate that the 


Consensus analyst estimates, public filings, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Sizing"). 
12 PricewaterhouseCoopers ("Global Entertainment and Media Outlook, 2016-2020"). Home video includes DVDs, video-on-
demand, streaming services (e.g. Netflix). Music includes CDs, digital purchases, subscription services, and ticket sales. 
13 Analyst estimates, internal analysis ("CY2019 Gamer Value"). 
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number of players worldwide wil l grow to exceed 4 billion. Microsoft, which accounts for 6% of global 
revenue and players, has significant headroom for growth in this rapidly expanding market14 .


Gaming—which is computationally intensive, accounts for 72%'' of mobile store spend, and drives 
20%16 of non-browser time across all consumer Windows 10 machines—also represents a high-value 
cloud workload and potential growth vector for Azure. 


8.2. 1 Strategic Thesis 
Microsoft's opportunity is to expand its share of an at-scale and growing industry. Our perspective on 
growth remains unchanged and is grounded in our worldview: 


Today, the game industry is largely organized around devices. This structure runs counter to the 
desires and motivations of both players and publishers. We believe the industry will reorganize, 
moving from a device-centric paradigm to one that orients around the player. Our opportunity is to 
expand our presence in a large and growing industry by powering this transformation, including 
establishing relationships with more players on more endpoints in more geographies. Our underlying 
strategic thesis also remains constant—Xbox is the best place to play, empowering people to play the 
games they want, with the people they want, anywhere they want. As our ecosystem evolves, 
membership, in our services across devices, becomes our platform. This requires: 


• Content: to attract and engage players across our platform and services 
• Community: to create an ecosystem for discovery, purchase, and engagement 
• Cloud: to provide ubiquitous content access and presence across endpoints 


8.3. I Xbox Game Pass 
We envision a world in which players are empowered to play their games anywhere and publishers 
can reach players everywhere. Xbox Game Pass, supported by Project xCloud and Xbox Series X, 
embodies our vision: 


• Xbox Game Pass. Xbox Game Pass provides members access to 100s of games for a single 
monthly fee. More importantly, Xbox Game Pass both reduces barriers for players to discover 
games, riding the broader shift in entertainment toward subscriptions, and creates fertile 
ground for publishers to monetize their games. Xbox Game Pass will become our long-term 
consumer-facing platform. Scaling Xbox Game Pass is the primary strategic objective for the 
Gaming CSA. 
Project xCloud. Project xCloud migrates a game's computational workload from the device to 
the cloud, freeing high-fidelity games to play across a broader array of devices (e.g., console 


14 Public financial disclosure, equity research, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Profit Pools"). 
15 AppAnnie "State of Mobile 2020". Includes iOS App Store and Android Google Play. 
16 Windows 10 Telemetry. 
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games streaming to mobile phones). This technological shift is a key enabler of the player-
centric paradigm described in Section 1.2 and will extend Xbox Game Pass across devices. 
Xbox Series X. The next generation Xbox console, Xbox Series X, will launch in 2020. Series X, 
the best instantiation of our services and experiences, will accelerate Xbox Game Pass by 
providing critical onramps for new content and new subscribers. 


9. 1 ACCELERATING XBOX GAME PASS GROWTH 
9 
9.1. 1 Key Lessons from Video 
Similar to other entertainment markets, the transition to subscriptions in gaming offers a historic 
opportunity. We believe that an empirical review of the video industry yields three primary insights 
that are directly applicable to Xbox Game Pass: 


A: Subscriber scale is the imperative for a successful subscription service. 
Beyond the financial health that typically extends from business growth, subscriber scale is essential in 
building a subscription service. The advantage that scale affords becomes self-reinforcing across 
multiple key vectors: 


• Content Investment. There is a virtuous relationship between content and subscriber scale. 
Content investments are better amortized across a larger subscriber base, improving per user 
economics and positioning a service to further invest in content. To illustrate, a hypothetical 
$100 million investment would cost Netflix $0.60 per subscriber,but would cost Hulu $3.33 per 
subscriber. Due to this dynamic, Netflix is able to invest in more and better content for the 
same cost per subscriber, which enhances the value of its service for subscribers, and has 
resulted in 4x the number of subscribers and 2x the monthly average revenue per user of 
Hulu". 


• Distribution. At scale services achieve "most favored nation" status with non-content 
ecosystem partners (e.g., device manufacturers), further reinforcing the leader's position. For 
example, Spotify often enjoys distribution as the default music service for Android handset 
manufacturers because it is the largest, most prominent music service. 


• Pricing. Premium pricing is a function of a service's underlying subscriber value. The virtuous 
cycle described above enables at scale services to invest in content, improve service value, 
and positively affect average revenue per user. By contrast, lagging services compete on price 
out of necessity. Comparing Netflix's (the leader) average revenue per user to those of 
lagging services between 2010 and 2020 illustrates that point: 


17 Figures as of January 2019. 
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Figure 5: Effective Average Revenue Per User of Streaming Video Services18
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B: Differentiated content is the primary driver of subscriber scale. 
Content is the primary engine behind subscription growth. In digital video subscriptions, Netflix 
invested early and aggressively in its Originals program, content available exclusively on Netflix, 
creating a sustained advantage over competing services. To illustrate, when Netflix first released 
Stranger Things in 2016, quarterly subscriber growth accelerated 54p19, helping jumpstart the virtuous 
cycle described above. Conversely, those services which took a more measured approach to content 
investment, saw the opposite dynamic, with content costs increasing on a per user basis, hampering 
their ability to invest and compete effectively. The relationship between differentiated content and 
subscriber growth is further evidenced by the fact that virtually every major content platform, across 
entertainment categories and business models, invests in differentiated content to drive growth. 


With Xbox Games Pass, we also see a strong relationship, which we believe is causal, between 
differentiated content and subscriber growth: 


18 Matthew Ball, January 2020. 


19 Netflix disclosure. 
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Figure 6: Xbox Game Pass Ending Subscriber Balance & Catalog Growth 
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Two dynamics underly this relationship. Improved catalog scale, quality, and diversity helps a service: 


1. Cater to new demographics and grow subscribers by attracting new users 
2. Improve engagement of existing subscribers, reducing churn and growing subscribers via 


retention 


C: Content engagement is the best proxy for subscriber growth. 
The long-term viability of a subscription service is based on the value it provides its subscribers. 
Content engagement, a proxy for service value, correlates closely with long-term subscriber growth. 
Netflix, whose service management is best-in-class, has operationalized the relationship between 
engagement and subscriber growth, informing content investments based on the predicted impact a 
title will have on service engagement and therefore subscribers. 


Xbox Game Pass also sees a strong positive correlation between the increase in engagement and 
subscriber growth. Similar to Netflix, we inform our content investments by estimating the incremental 
engagement hours a game will drive, based on historical precedents, to forecast the impact it will 
have on Xbox Game Pass subscriber growth: 
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Figure 7: Growth of Xbcx Game Pass Monthly Engagement Hours & Ending Subscriber Balance 
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9.2. I Xbox Game Pass State of the Union 
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Xbox Game Pass is a leading content subscription service in gaming with nearly 15 million subscribers. 
We believe there is a nearly 750 million subscriber opportunity globally, with more than 250 million 
potential subscribers in our primary geographies. Achieving our subscriber ambitions is predicated on 
our ability to create value for our members and partners, beginning with continued investment in 
content. To that end, Xbox Game Pass faces 3 primary content dynamics: 


1. Need for Differentiated Content. For gaming, differentiated content means investing in 
content that is (i) exclusive to the service, to differentiate relative to other services, (ii) 
blockbuster in scale, to attract and engage users, and (iii) released on a "day-and-date" basis 
(i.e. releases in the service on the day it launches), to maximize the value of the content to 
subscribers. 


2. Expanding Beyond Console. Console is a proven subscriber onramp for Xbox Game Pass, but 
the total opportunity is limited by the active installed base of Xbox consoles. PC and cloud 
dramatically expand our market opportunity; addressing that opportunity requires 
differentiated content that is attractive to players in those segments. 


3. Limited Content Supply. Different than other entertainment markets, the supply of attractive 
games is structurally limited. Long development cycles, progressive industry consolidation, 
and high average engagement per title translate into a reduced content supply in gaming 
relative to music or video. This complicates our ability to rent differentiated content across 
console, PC, and cloud. 
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9.3. 1 Implications for Xbox Game Pass 
Based on the parallels with the video industry highlighted in Section 2.1, Xbox Game Pass has a 
window of opportunity to make early and aggressive investments in content, accelerate subscriber 
scale, jumpstart the virtuous cycle realized by leading services, and create lasting value for our 
subscribers and partners. Given the dynamics illustrated in Section 2.2, we believe an acquisition of an 
at-scale content owner is our optimal path to realize this opportunity. 
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From: /O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI Fl ENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT.ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-55760-TI M 
STUART 


Sent: 3/11/2020 10:04:12 PM 
Subject: Gaming CSA - Board - FINAL - SHARE with Leaders.pptx 
Attachments: Gaming CSA - Board - FINAL - SHARE with Leaders.pdf 


Team — On Monday, Gaming had a presentation slot at the quarterly board meeting. At each board meeting, one 
of Microsoft's CSAs present and this was our turn. 
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Gaming 
Overall assessment Core TAM analysis 


Gaming continues to see growth at-scale with 1 in 3 people globally playing games. 
ir rr ft 


Games content remains key differentiator to success with consumers. Our investment in 
Game Studios acquisitions enables us to deliver quality content in FY21 and FY22. 


Google, nVidia, Amazon exploring Cloud game streaming, but lack the content portfolio 
and partner relationships today to attract and retain customer-base. Xbox Game Studios 


Content & 
services' Xbox Game Pass 


I I j Digital Store 
Xbox Game Pass subscription business has surpassed 10M users and is biggest game 
subscription service on the planet with high user engagement and post-sales 


Dedicated monetization. devices Xbox HW 


xCloud game streaming is a new service growth area with potential to reach 2 billion 
players across the planet on every computing end-point. Estimated to be biggest game 


Cloud streaming service globally. Streaming xCloud 


Xbox Series X, the next generation Xbox console, will launch in Holiday 2020, expanding 
our relationships with gamers and developers and accelerating our Xbox Games Pass & 
xCloud ambitions. 


Game video Mixer 


FY20E FY20-23 FY20E FY20-23 
CAGR (%) CAGR (%) 


$186B 8% $186B 8% 


FY20E FY20-23 
CAGR (%) 


$10B 10% 


FY20E FY20-23 
CAGR (%) 


$158B 7% 


$12Bz -4% 


<$1B 105% 


Tencenffril 


Nintendd 


G a 


$16B 26% QM  Yss GAMING 


'Includes all major platforms: Console, PC, Mobile, Social/Browser 
'Estimated using CY18 Console HW spend and analyst projections 
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Gaming 
GTM Strategy 


Console: 


• Retain and grow existing and new user base with the next generation Xbox console, 
"Series X", driving attached users with high, predictable ARPU 


• Increase ARPU through Al personalization of storefront and recommendations 


• Accelerate Series X momentum with exclusive gaming experiences from Xbox Games 
Studios, including Halo Infinite 


Developer: 


• Provide at-scale game development environment for developers with Series X that 
easily transfers to PC and xCloud platform, enabling build once, deploying to every 
computing end-point 


• Growing developer base (from currently 2000 games being developed in Xbox eco-
system) on Console and PC 


Subscription: 


• Grow gaming market on PC, mobile and console through Game Pass content 
subscription service 


Streaming: 


• Drive global expansion of product delivery to mobile and PC end-points with xCloud 
game streaming 


• Regional focus where consoles do not have large footprint or inaccessible, but high PC 
and mobile penetration (ie. India and Africa) 


Microsoft Confidential 


Product Differentiation 


Best-in-class console gaming experience with Xbox Series X and 
Lockhart SKUs 


Strong content portfolio of first-party and third-party game titles 
Game Pass content subscription service across PC and console 


xCloud game streaming to mobile, PC and every computing 
end-point 


Access to all game content, across all devices 
Al innovations on xCloud in latency input prediction, player 
matching, automated game testing, Al Agents 


Console as Azure Edge device 
New Azure ML Workload SKU using racked Scarlett data centers 
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chc CLLI jork CE.inic 


TECH FIX 


Google Stadia Wants You to Replace 
Your Video Game Console. Don't. 
The search giants new console-free gaming service is a neat 
concept. But there are bugs and too many unknowns. 
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From: David Hampton </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=9A520AFFB0DE4014A9414763A9D35C25-DAVI D 
HAM PT> 


To: Jerret West 
Sent: 12/4/2019 9:34:30 PM 
Subject: FW: Board Report Success-Thank you! 
Attachments: Q2 BoD 2020 - State of the Business - Gaming.pptx 


JFYI, quarterly Board report for the Gaming GSA (customer solution area... think division). 


This includes: 
• Topline statements from each of Microsoft's 7 CSAs. This is a quick way to get a pulse on the Company 


(slide 2) 
• Performance of Gaming's SLT scorecard metrics (slides 4-6) 
• Recent movements from primary Gaming competitors (slide 7) 


Happy to answer questions. 


From: Amber Yang <Xiaodan.Yang@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 4, 2019 1:22 PM 
To: Robert Scheibeck <Robert.Scheibeck@microsoft.com>; Matt Attaway <matt.attaway@microsoft.com>; 
David Hampton <dhampton@microsoft.com> 
Subject: Board Report Success-Thank you! 


Hi team, 


I wanted to let you know that the Board session took place earlier today and it was a great success. The quality of 
the slides stood out. According to Kurt, two board members commented separately with broad nodding of heads 
both times that this was the best session ever. 


I wanted to thank you for your strong partnership on this report! 


Best, 
Aimbeir Yang 
Corporate Strategy & Development 
xiaodanyang@microsoft.com I +1-202-831-6424 


dlicr'osof 
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CONFIDENTIAL


The information contained herein is confidential, non-public financial information. Access to this information constitutes “insider” information under certain circumstances, and if it does, it limits 
your rights to buy or sell Microsoft securities. Access to this information should be limited to only those with a specific business need.


State of the Business


December 2019
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Slide 1 Notes


Each month, Kurt DelBene’s Corporate Strategy team prepares two presentations that capture the state of Microsoft ’s business: a business overview presentation (presented to the SLT and shared with 
the Corporate Vice Presidents) measuring our progress against key indicators, and a competitive report (shared with the entire company) capturing major competitive developments in the markets in 
which Microsoft competes. 


The business overview presentation is prepared in close partnership with Amy Hood’s team and data science leads in each engineering division. The competitive report is prepared in collaboration with 
competitive intelligence leads within our product groups across engineering, marketing, and sales. Together, these presentations provide the Company with both an inward-looking view of our 
performance and an external view of the challenges and opportunities Microsoft faces.


This report draws on this work, as well as input from the Customer Solution Area leads, to provide the Board an overview of the business. This edition is based on data through October 2019, unless 
otherwise noted.
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State of the Business
Based on data through the end of October 2019


Modern Workplace: Our FY20 growth priorities remain E5 seats, SMB seats, and Teams engagement. We continue to see strong growth in 
these areas, but as there are steep growth curves in H2, we need to accelerate our progress in these areas even further to maintain our long-
term growth aspirations.


Modern Life:  Surface is selling well, driven by strong Pro and Laptop performance; we are looking to the Holiday season to see how 
the new lineup lands. Office 365 customer acquisition continues to be an area of concern. 


Search, Advertising, and News: Revenue will miss target as volume challenges from Edge performance continue; we are pushing rate 
aggressively to offset volume decline as much as possible. Focus is on successful Edge Chromium launch in Q3 and Q4.


Business Applications: We see strong growth in usage across Dynamics 365 and Power Platform. Dynamics customer adds have slowed 
down due to a weak sales pipeline in the second quarter, which is being addressed through improvements in sales execution.


Apps & Infra / Data & AI: Ongoing strong demand for our Azure services and strong response to our priority motions around helping 
customers migrate to and innovate in the cloud. Azure Consumed Revenue (ACR) is tracking closely to budget, driven by Strategic and SMC-
C accounts. 


Gaming: Third party performance (primarily transactions) continues to be weaker than expected. Game Pass subscriptions are growing in 
line with expectations, with strong engagement on key content. 


LinkedIn: All “Core 4” metrics (Sessions, Engaged Quality Members, Revenue and Adjusted AM) are currently tracking above target but 
expect FY20 Adjusted AM to be slightly under target as activity related to the Azure migration ramps up.
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Gaming


Status 


Content and Services Revenue (C$M) YTD


Xbox Live MAU (M) EOP


Xbox Game Pass Subscriptions (M) EOP
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Slide 3 Notes


In Gaming, we are pursuing an expansive opportunity – from the way games are created and distributed to how they are played and viewed. Our key growth bets are in: 
Content: exclusive game content and creation of content subscriptions; •


Community: playing, watching, and communicating about games; and •


Cloud: streaming of game content to new endpoints and services for game developers. •


We are pursuing a multi-platform strategy by building on our strong Xbox platform and creating a subscription-based streaming service, enabling users to access content across a range of other 
platforms and devices.
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Content and Services Net Revenue October 2019


Total Gaming Net Revenue excluding Hardware 
(console/accessories); the sum of all Gaming Net 
Revenue minus Xbox Hardware Net Revenue.


FY20 Actual $3,048M


FY19 Actual $3,214M


YoY -5.2%


MoM N/A


688,314,405
1,306,459,197


2,143,541,569


3,213,890,967


3,974,490,024


4,908,112,607
5,580,005,639


6,284,808,676
7,008,200,674


7,641,076,859
8,255,293,253


8,858,561,983


639,062,486
1,279,307,423


2,173,736,496


3,047,724,475


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
0.0
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8,000,000,000.0


9,000,000,000.0


10,000,000,000.0
Content and Services Revenue (M)


FY19 FY20


Source: MS Analytics
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Slide 4 Notes


Content and Services Net Revenue represents the primary growth opportunity for our Gaming business. We focus on Content and Services for two primary reasons: 1) it excludes the hardware business, 
which is cyclical in nature and highly dependent on the life-cycle of the console generation, and 2) it indicates future growth potential beyond the console platform.


Year-to-date Content and Services Net Revenue is below target. The core driver of this decline is a dip in our third-party transactions business, primarily driven by Fortnite. Excluding Fortnite, our third-
party transactions business has grown on a year-to-date basis. Underperformance in third-party transactions was partially offset by overperformance in our first-party Xbox Game Studios business, 
primarily driven by Minecraft. We are working to rebuild topline revenue through first-party attach opportunities, specifically Xbox Game Pass and Xbox Live Gold Subscriptions, as well as Xbox Game 
Studios with an exciting H2 content lineup. 
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Xbox Live MAU October 2019


Xbox Live authenticated users using at least one 
of the ten Live enabled components where 
presence information is available during the 
reported calendar period.


FY20 Actual 70.53M


FY19 Actual 57.86M


YoY +21.9%


MoM -0.3%


58,562,789.058,532,539.057,417,176.057,858,025.059,263,963.0
64,434,791.064,125,146.062,009,174.062,851,145.062,291,785.062,807,765.064,815,348.067,302,658.0


72,118,037.070,723,458.070,527,487.0


0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
0
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30,000,000
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60,000,000
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80,000,000
Xbox Live MAU (M)


FY19 FY20


Source: MS Analytics
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Slide 5 Notes


Xbox Live is an essential building block in our goal to provide a cross-platform set of experiences for gamers, and it is also the base of our Gaming attach business. We measure Xbox Live usage by 
Monthly Active Users (MAU) based on the count of gamertags across all platforms. 


Xbox Live MAU exceeded target by +7.3 million (or 11.5%) in October FY20, driven by strong Minecraft MAU growth on Mobile and Windows.  
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Xbox Game Pass Subscriptions October 2019


Measures the cumulative end-of-period count of 
Paid Subscribers for Game Pass Ultimate, Game 
Pass Console, and Game Pass PC. It reflects net 
growth from new adds, win-backs, churn (billing, 
cancellations, non-renewals), and net locks.


FY20 Actual 9.44M


FY19 Actual 3.38M


YoY +179.6%


MoM +5.4%


2,913,704.03,216,717.03,387,990.03,377,774.0
3,940,357.0


4,704,944.04,983,539.05,234,362.05,251,188.0
5,715,669.0


6,471,630.0


7,927,290.08,073,832.08,016,454.0


8,959,235.0
9,444,881.0
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Source: MS Analytics
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Slide 6 Notes


Game Pass Subscriptions are a key growth driver for the Gaming business. From a financial point of view, these subscriptions are on a critical path of moving toward a recurring revenue model (SaaS) 
that reduces the cyclical noise of console generations and title launches. From a customer point of view, they provide the ability to move seamlessly between watching a game (Mixer) and playing a 
game without additional transactional friction (playing will be instant when combined with our forthcoming Game Streaming offering). 


Game Pass Subscriptions were materially in line with plan in October FY20, and there was strong engagement with new AAA content (Outer Worlds). In addition, acquisition through our Spotify 
promotion helped to close the gap from the previous quarter. 
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Gaming: Competitive Overview
Stadia Founder’s Edition will launch on November 19, 
but it could take up to 2 weeks to reach buyers
Announced that an internal studio in Montreal will 
develop exclusive first party titles for Google Stadia


Sony confirmed PlayStation 5 will launch holiday 2020 
PS Now’s price decreased from $19.99 to $9.99 per 
month on October 1


Switch Lite sold nearly 2 million units in its first 10 days
Switch’s launch in China, in partnership with Tencent, is 
in the works but no date has been announced


Fortnite’s digital revenue fell to its lowest point since 2017
Headquarters expansion could add up to 2,000 new 
employees


Call of Duty: Modern Warfare earned $600 million in its first 
weekend, the best launch for this console generation
Call of Duty: Mobile reached 100 million downloads in its first 
week 


Electronic Arts (EA) titles are returning to Steam, eight years 
after EA launched its PC digital store (EA Origin)
Project Atlas, an AI-powered cloud streaming service, opened 
sign-ups for its technical trial


Arcade launched on September 19 with 100+ titles for 
$4.99 per month
Arcade is included in iOS13 and allows family sharing 
across all Apple devices, including Apple TV


Increased its stake in Supercell, publisher of the hit 
mobile game Clash of Clans, to 51%
Acquired 29% stake in Funcom, the Norway-based 
developer of the PC game Age of Conan


Launched a beta test of Remote Play Together, a Steam 
service that enables gamers to play shared-screen games 
over the internet


“Shroud,” #3-ranked streamer, joined “Ninja” to 
become the latest major Twitch streamer to defect for 
Microsoft’s Mixer
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Slide 7 Notes


Gamers increasingly engage with content in a variety of contexts across multiple devices. As games become more complex with a diversity of business models, the demand for cloud services and 
developer tools to power these experiences also grows. 


As currently structured, content and services are largely “locked” to device endpoints. We anticipate that this dynamic will invert, moving toward a user-centric paradigm where content and experiences 
follow users. Given our assets in Content, Community, and Cloud, Microsoft is well-positioned to lead this transition. Microsoft launched its xCloud Preview streaming service on October 14.


In addition to our traditional console competitors (e.g., Sony, Nintendo, Electronic Arts), major technology competitors also have a significant gaming footprint, including but not limited to:


Amazon: Twitch, Amazon Web Services•


Apple: iOS App Store, Apple Arcade•


Google: Google Play, YouTube, Google Cloud Platform, Google Stadia•


Tencent: League of Legends, WeGame, Tencent OS (Android “fork”), Start streaming service•


In the near-term, we believe the following areas merit closer observation:


Content Subscriptions: Multiple players have launched or are planning to launch content-based subscriptions (led by Microsoft’s Xbox Game Pass), as Gaming begins to resemble other •
entertainment categories. Apple Arcade, a curated mobile gaming subscription program, launched on September 19 for $4.99/month, and Ubisoft launched PC subscription Uplay Plus on 
September 3 for $14.99/month. Google launched Google Play Pass, a subscription service for a catalog of apps and games, on September 23 for $4.99.


Cloud Gaming: Major technology players are jostling to lead the shift to cloud-native gaming, led by Microsoft, Google, Amazon, and Tencent. •


Console: Primary console players are gearing up for a next generation of releases, led by Sony’s PlayStation 5 and Microsoft’s Project Scarlett. •
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1 1 AMBITION OF THE CSA 
As Team Xbox, we are on a mission to bring the joy and community of gaming to everyone on the 
planet. We deliver this vision by putting players at the center of the Xbox ecosystem, enabling you to 
play the games you want, with the people you want, anywhere you want. 


We endeavor to reach industry leadership, outside of China, by FY2030. This implies doubling our 
total revenue during that timeframe (Figure 1). Achieving this objective requires both continued 
success in our core business and expansion into new opportunities, to reach new players, with a 
breadth of gaming experiences, supported by a diversity of business models. 


Figure 1: Gaming CSA Revenue Drivers (FY74-FY30) 


Gaming CSA Revenue 


• Advertising 


• Mobile Transactions 


• Subscriptions 


• Transactions & Other (Console, PC, Cloud) 


• Hardware (Consoles & Accessories) 


$18B 


Ey ]: $0.1B $10.OB 
$1.3B 
$2.9B 


$4.3B $3.8B 


2 I MARKET & OPPORTUNITY 


$36B 


CAGR 
FY14-FY22 FY22-FY30 


+10% I +9% 


L +9M 


Gaming remains the largest and fastest growing segment in media and entertainment, reaching $239 
billion in 20211. The game industry has seen sustained double-digit growth for more than a decade. 
Today, about 1 in 3 people in the world play video games, nearly 3 billion in total. Over the next 
decade, we project total players to exceed 4 billion globally. 


Internal Microsoft analysis: 2021 Game Industry Sizing 
Internal Microsoft analysis: 2021 Player Value 
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Figure 2:2021 Media and Entertainment Categories Growth3
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Game industry growth has been fueled by the confluence of 3 durable trends: 


1. Proliferation of gaming-capable devices, led by mobile and broadband/5G penetration. 
Gaming, once relegated to arcades and enthusiast hardware like consoles and performant 
PCs, is now broadly available across a host of devices. Mobile devices, the most widely 
adopted computing form factor, have proven a particular catalyst for availability. 


2. Growth in quantity and diversity of games and creators. With the explosion of gaming 
addressable devices—including mobile devices, which have relatively low entry barriers for 
creators—game creation has been greatly democratized, leading to a significant increase in 
game variety, attracting a much larger and more diverse base of players. 


3. Diversification of business models, fueling adoption and monetization. 20 years ago, most 
games were exclusively available for purchase. Today, pay-to-play4 games account for 20% of 
total revenue, nearly $45 billion. By contrast, free-to-plays games account for 70% of revenue, 
including 66 percentage points from in-game purchases and 4 percentage points from in-
game advertisements'. By removing player adoption barriers, free-to-play greatly widens the 
sales funnel while simultaneously enabling efficient monetization. Similarly, content 
subscriptions enable players to discover and try new games, driving increased post-sale 
monetization. Subscription is among the fastest growing business models in the industry, 
+15% annually. 


3 For Gaming, internal Microsoft analysis: 2021 Game Industry Sizing. For all other segments, FricewaterhouseCoopers "Global Entertainment and Media 
Outlook, 2021-2025". Home video includes DVDs, video-on-demand, streaming services (e.g., Netflix). Music includes CDs, digital purchases, subscription 
services, and ticket sales. 
° Pay-to-play games have an initial pay gate required to access and play the game. These games are monetized via initial game sale and game expansions. 
5 Free-to-play games have no initial pay gate to acquire or play the game. These games are monetized via in-game purchases and in-game advertisements. 
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The game industry is economically efficient, aligning monetization with engagement. We observe 
generational tailwinds that will continue to increase player engagement, fueling sustained market 
growth. For example, Americans over 60 report a more than 2-to-1 preference for television to 
games6. That preference is inverted for Americans ages 18 to 256. We conclude that gaming continues 
to have long-term growth potential and will remain an attractive investment opportunity for Microsoft 
for the foreseeable future. 


North America ($57 billion) remains the largest region, as measured by software & services revenue. 
Asia—across China and Rest of Asia—accounts for nearly half of total software & services revenue 
and more than half of worldwide players''. To summarize: 


Figure 3:2021 Game Industry Software & Services by Region (excludes Game Video, Dedicated Hardware) 12


'-• • '- • ' 


N. America $57 billion +12% 212 million $267 


China $51 billion +6% 686 million $75 


Rest of Asia $41 billion +7% 930 million $44 


Europe $39 billion +7% 409 million $94 


Rest of World $17 billion +18% 724 million $23 


At a segment level, Console remains a key driver of software and services revenue ($49 billion) along 
with Mobile ($116 billion) and PC ($36 billion)'. Software & services revenue, the primary measure of 
industry health and >90% of total industry revenue, saw growth accelerate in 2020, fueled by COVID-
19 demand. In 2021, growth rates reverted to the mean, growing 10% year on year from 2020's record 
high, in line with our projections. To summarize: 


6 Limelight Networks 
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Figure 4:2021 Game Industry Software & Services by Segment (excludes Dedicated Hardware)'-z


-.I•Ilit1i1 • 


Mobile $116 billion +150/0 94% $42 


Console $49 billion -1% 21% $80 


PC $36 billion +5% 42% $29 


Video $14 billion +29% n/a n/a 


Browser $4 billion +2% 36% $4 


Cloud $1 billion +112% nm nm 


Importantly, half of the world's 3 billion players game on more than one device, including 1 in 5 who 
play on all of console, PC, and mobile2. To summarize: 


Figure 5:2021 Player Device Adoption2


•• 


X 
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1,332 million 45% 


X 37 million 1% 


X 113 million 4% 


X X 143 million 5% 


X X 664 million 22% 


X X 44 million 1% 


X X X 627 million 21% 


3 1 STRATEGY & APPROACH 


2. 


3. 


1 


2 


3 


3.1 1 Strategic Thesis 
Our perspective on Xbox's growth remains unchanged and is grounded in our worldview. Today, the 
game industry is largely organized around device ecosystems. This structure runs counter to the 
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desires and motivations of both players, who want ubiquitous access to their games and friends, and 
creators, who strive to maximize player reach. The bedrock of our strategy is to invert this paradigm 
and put the player at the center of our ecosystem—to empower players to "play the games they 
want, with the people they want, anywhere they want". Microsoft is well positioned to deliver this 
vision of ubiquitous gaming given our capabilities in Content, Community, and Cloud. We believe 
driving engagement with more players across more devices with more games powered by a diverse 
set of business models will enhance the experiences of players and creators, create durable strategic 
differentiation for Microsoft (see Section 7 for additional detail on our competitive landscape), and 
fuel further business growth. 


To put the player at the center of our ecosystem, we are disaggregating the Xbox platform and 
extending it across devices, backed by the following "needle moving" investments: 


1. Game Pass. An innovative content subscription service and our primary platform interface 
across devices. 


2. Content. Empowering creators around the world to realize their creative vision and build the 
differentiated experiences that attract and retain players in our ecosystem. 


3. Xbox Cloud Gaming. Ubiquitous distribution for our content and services, bringing our 
ecosystem to more players, on more devices. 


4. Xbox Series S I X + Windows 11. The best instantiation of our experiences, providing critical 
subscriber, creator, and content onramps, both native and cloud streamed. 


5. Store. A modern commerce platform to process transactions, both in-game and out, and 
manage game entitlements, a foundation for creator success in our ecosystem. 


6. Community. The fabric of our ecosystem—a safe and inclusive community spanning networks, 
to meet players where they are and to foster player engagement and differentiation. 


3.2 1 Team & Culture 
At Team Xbox, we believe that when everyone plays, we all win. As our business evolves from a 
device-centric paradigm to one that orients around players and creators, we are building a team and 
culture that represents the diverse gaming communities we strive to reach. To achieve this goal, we 
must embed our values of inclusion in all aspects of our work, broaden our talent pool, and adopt an 
operating model that can support our business growth. To summarize, we are: 


1. Investing in our people and growing our talent pipeline. Making Team Xbox an exceptional place 
to work — where our people feel empowered to be their best selves — is an important part of our 
culture and long-term talent strategy. This is inclusive of having a compelling employee value 
proposition, durable career development pathways to attract and retain talent, minimally 
integrated entities to ensure talent market competitiveness, and expansion of our geographic 
footprint to accelerate global growth investments. For example, we are growing our Xbox 
engineering teams in LATAM and our creator ecosystem in India, Africa, and China. Both efforts 
improve our representation at a global level, while setting the foundation for how we build a 
successful geographically-distributed workforce model. 
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2. Evolving our gaming operating model to support our growth. As we plan for growth, we will 
continue to evolve how Team Xbox operates and creates value based on past learnings and best 
practices. We need to ask and answer, "What needs to be true in our execution plan, operating 
model, and workforce model to enable Gaming CSA business growth?" Some guiding principles 
that inform how our teams work together to accelerate our business priorities include: 


• Prioritization of work that aligns with our Xbox strategy, with clear ownership and 
accountability sitting with teams that have the right capabilities to execute. 


• Scalable processes, tools and technologies that enable responsiveness, consistency, and 
effectiveness in the way we work. 


• Inclusive mindset that seeks different points of view and ensures key decisions are reflective of 
diverse perspectives. 


3.3 


4 1 GROWTH: HORIZON 1 (FY2022) 
4.1 1 Fiscal Year 2022 Priorities 
For Fiscal Year 2022, the Gaming Leadership Team has identified 3 growth priorities: 


1. Accelerate Global Xbox Console Growth — console is our flagship gaming experience and a key 
driver for Game Pass. We launched Xbox Series S I X to positive reception and strong demand, 
selling the most consoles ever in a launch month. As we overcome supply limitations this coming 
year, we must drive Xbox console penetration in our traditional markets and grow share in new 
geographies. We will accelerate every aspect possible to achieve this including Game Pass catalog 
growth, game releases, price point, distribution, marketing, and retail. 


Key metrics to evaluate success: 
• Xbox Console Monthly Active Devices 
• % Market Share of Xbox Series Consoles vs. PlayStation 5 


2. Accelerate Game Pass Growth on PC — the next immediate frontier for the growth of our business 
is on PC. Increasing our PC gaming share will be vital for our long-term vision of delivering games 
to every person on the planet. Game Pass lies at the center of our approach to reach PC gamers, 
providing compelling day one PC content and a high-quality catalog available both as native 
software and through cloud gaming. We will accelerate the adoption of Game Pass among PC 
garners by providing a solid foundation for PC creator tools, building strong PC experience for 
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players, and leveraging distribution and marketing opportunities with Windows, OEMS, and cloud 
gaming on PC. 


Key metric to evaluate success: 
• Xbox Game Pass PC Monthly Active Users (Ultimate and PC SKU) 
• Xbox Game Pass PC SKU Subscribers 


3. Accelerate Growth for Game Creators — game creators build the experiences at the heart of the 
Xbox ecosystem. Xbox succeeds when game creators thrive. Ensuring that game creators have 
the tools and services needed to develop for, publish, and grow on our platforms is paramount. 
We will strengthen and expand our creator tools, partnerships, and services to ensure the best 
games are enjoyed by our players, working with new and existing partners. We are also working 
to position Azure as the preferred cloud solution for game creators, by building on our existing 
creator and publisher relationships, by developing competitive cloud technology for the game 
industry, and by commercializing first party game creator tools. 


Key metrics to evaluate success: 
• Game Creator Revenue from Xbox 
• Game Creator Azure Consumed Revenue 


4.2 1 Fiscal Year-to-Date Progress 
Figure 6 reflects actuals and year-on-year growth for the Gaming CSA through 03, for each business 
performance metric. 


Figure 6: Gaming CSA Performance Update 


Total Revenue 


1 • 


$13.0 billion 


• 


+9% 


1 


lint 


$17.7 billion +13% 


Accountability Margin $1.5 billion -25% $2.2 billion 0% 


Content & Services Revenue $9.9 billion +6% $14.4 billion +16% 


Xbox Game Pass Subscribers 24 million +24% 35 million +73% 


Xbox Monthly Active Users 112 million 13% 117 million +9% 


Figure 7 reflects our targets and year-on-year growth for each FY2022 priority metric, including year-
to-date performance through Q3: 
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Figure 7: Progress Against FY2022 Gaming GSA Priorities 


1 1 • 


Accelerate Xbox Console Monthly Active Devices 40.7 million 41.6 million +6% 
Global Xbox 
Console Growth Market Share of Xbox Series Consoles 40% 46% +9 pts 


Accelerate Xbox Game Pass PC Monthly Active Users 12.0 million 3.9 million +72% 
Game Pass 
Growth on PC Xbox Game Pass PC SKU Subscribers 10.0 million 3.3 million +179% 


Accelerate Game Creator Revenue from Xbox $6.3 billion $4.0 billion -2% 
Growth for 
Game Creators Game Creator Azure Consumed Rev. $265.0 million $185 million +66% 


5 1 GROWTH: HORIZON 2 & 3 


1. 
2. 


3. 


4. 


4.1. 


5.1 I Our Growth Framework 
Increasing player engagement has and will continue to drive growth for our business. Our levers for 
fostering player engagement align with the durable industry trends discussed in Section 2: 


1. Player Reach - Extend the Xbox ecosystem to more players, across devices, globally. 
2. Game Breadth - Attract content of all types by being the platform of choice for all creators. 


Reflects fiscal year target. 
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3. Business Model Diversity - Fuel creator success and player access, by offering the full breadth 
of monetization models — transactions, subscriptions, advertisements. 


5.2 1 Horizon 2 & 3 Opportunities 
Applying our growth framework to our understanding of the game industry landscape yields three 
primary long-term growth opportunities: 


1. Game Pass. Accelerate Game Pass subscriptions across console and PC. 
2. Universal Store. Extend the Xbox Store from console to build a universal store, spanning 


devices. 
3. Advertising. Embrace a diversity of business models to support creator success and reduce 


access barriers for players, including advertising. 


6 1 FOR DISCUSSION 
During our May 5, 2022 strategy review with the Microsoft SLT, we plan to share our vision for the 
future of gaming at Microsoft, including key evolutions to our technical ecosystem. Thematically, we 
will focus the discussion on increasing synergies between Xbox and the rest of Microsoft, including 
cohesive hybrid compute, AI/ML enablement, and our creator platform. In this context, we will review 
and discuss key decisions the company faces, as early as FY2023. 
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7 I APPENDIX: COMPETITIVE REVIEW 
7.1 Defining Our Competitive Set 
As our strategy has expanded, so too has our competitive set, which we can group into two classes: 


Figure 8: Primary Gaming GSA Competitors by Class 


Broad Technology Amazon, Apple, Facebook (Meta), Google (Alphabet), Tencent 


Industry Pureplay Epic, Nintendo, Sony, Valve 


In the subsequent sections, we explore each firm's strategy in gaming, gaming-relevant assets, recent 
performance, and relevance to Microsoft. 


7.2 1 Detailed Competitive Assessment 


Broad Technology: Amazon 
Amazon has diverse gaming-relevant assets, including both dedicated and general-purpose assets 
(e.g., Amazon.com and Kindle Fire devices). While its consumer and developer motions have been 
largely distinct to date, Amazon's subscription cloud-streaming service (Luna) signals an intent to 
integrate its strategy. By positioning Luna as a "channel" subscription service, Amazon provides 
publishers with scale and many of the benefits associated with hosting their own streaming service 
(e.g., direct revenue share, brand recognition, etc.), without the burden of having to maintain their 
own cloud infrastructure or build a gaming community around the service. Amazon is not only well-
positioned to execute this strategy by leveraging existing assets, such as AWS and Twitch, but it is also 
able to extract more value in the form of increased revenues for complementary services (e.g., Prime, 
Twitch advertising, etc.). Amazon has focused on developing first party titles through its own Amazon 
Games studio to attract users, and their recent acquisition of MGM could help with that effort, though 
the acquisition was likely driven by popular franchises for its Prime Video service. 


To summarize Amazon's primary gaming-relevant assets 
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Figure 9: Amazon's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Twitch 
The leading live video streaming platform in gaming with more than 140 mil lion 
monthly active users. 


Cloud streaming service with "channels" of games that enable play across mobile, 
PC, Mac, and Amazon Fire devices. Channels range from a free option for Prime 


Luna 
members to themed/publisher-specific channels like a $4.99/month retro channel 
and a $17.99/month Ubisoft+ Channel. Luna's Twitch integration also allows viewers 
to go directly from watching the stream of a game on Twitch to playing it on Luna, 
provided the game is available on the service. 


Kindle Fire Devices 
Android-based tablets, TV plug-ins, and physical TVs (i.e., Fire TV); estimated to have 
over 50 million monthly active users globally. 


Developer of mobile and PC games. Despite initial failures with big-budget PC 


Amazon Games 
games (i.e., Crucible, Breakaway), Amazon Games' latest MMO launches of New 
World in September 2021 and Lost Ark in February 2022 each logged over 1 million 
players on launch day. 


Open 3D Engine 
Free-to-use, open-source game engine that integrates AWS services into game 


(formerly Lumberyard) 
production and play. Open 3D Engine is an open-source project managed by the 
Linux Foundation (LF). 


Amazon Prime 
Paid subscription service that unlocks access to quick shipping of products, movie 
streaming, and other services like Amazon Music. 200+ million global subscribers. 


Amazon continues to benefit from the rapid growth of livestream content consumption. Twitch had 


an estimated 24 billion hours watched in 2021, up 45% from an estimated 18.4 billion hours in 2020. 


To make Luna more compelling for players and creators, Amazon has also been investing in 


virtualization technology, which allows GPU SKUs to be used as PC gaming VMs more effectively. This 


results in low-latency, high-fidelity streaming experiences. Finally, Amazon remains a leading gaming 
retailer globally, particularly as it relates to hardware. 


For Microsoft, Amazon is an important retail partner for the hardware component of the Xbox 


business. However, Amazon Luna not only directly competes with Game Pass delivered via Xbox 


Cloud Gaming, but its ability to bring publishers' titles to the cloud via AWS also has implications on 
Azure. Despite Amazon's cloud infrastructure advantages, there are few content aggregators who can 


successfully scale — given the challenges of fueling a flywheel effect where compelling content drives 


user adoption and vice versa. In contrast, our established player base, robust gaming content, and 


strong creator engagement, positions us well to become the backbone for publishers to host their 


games on the cloud - regardless of whether they're under the Xbox brand or their own. 
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Broad Technology: Apple 
Apple's iOS ecosystem, including iPhones and iPads, represent its primary foray into gaming. These 
devices see significant gaming adoption, and as part of a closed ecosystem, all transactions flow 
through the App Store, where Apple receives a platform royalty. Given the prevalence of gaming on 
iOS, Apple launched Apple Arcade in 2019, a curated game subscription for iOS devices, but it has 
thus far underperformed against expectations. To summarize Apple's primary gaming-relevant assets: 


Figure 10: Apple's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Description 


iOS Devices Premium smart phones and tablets with more than 1.8 billion active devices. 


iOS App Store Exclusive storefront for iOS devices which processed an estimated $52 billion in gaming 
related transactions in 2021. 


Apple Arcade Curated gaming subscription for iOS devices. Arcade costs $4.99/month. 


Apple reported record-high quarterly revenues in Q4 2021 of $19.5 billion for Services, which includes 
App Store and Apple Arcade. In May 2021 it was revealed that 62% of all App Store revenue is 
generated from gaming-related transactions. Apple then disclosed in June of 2021 that its App Store 
ecosystem facilitated $643 billion of billings and sales in 2020, a 24% increase YoY. While Apple 
currently enjoys a considerable share of the mobile gaming transactions market, its control may be 
diluted depending on the ultimate result of the Epic v. Apple litigation, which could allow developers 
to use alternative payment methods outside of the App Store. 


For Microsoft, our ability to stream games to iOS endpoints is an important part of our cloud-native 
strategy. Apple's App Store policies are prohibitive, preventing us from running a gaming subscription 
service in the App Store. Because we are prohibited from offering a native iOS Game Pass application, 
we are pursuing a browser-based strategy for our streaming platform, which faces discoverability and 
other challenges, but provides a consistent experience for players and developers across all 
connected endpoints and will make iOS devices addressable. 


Broad Technology: Facebook (Meta) 
Facebook owns the world's largest social graph, across its Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram 
properties. Facebook has built a gaming platform on top of its social network, offering live and 
recorded game content streaming, HTML5 browser games, playable advertisements, and cloud 
gaming (in early access). The company reported spending over $12 billion in 2021 on its Reality Labs, 
metaverse and virtual reality focused, product segment. To summarize Facebook's primary gaming-
relevant assets: 
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Figure 71: Facebook's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Social Graph The world's leading social graph across Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram, with aoout 3.6 
billion monthly active users globally. 


Facebook Player platform and developer services for its HTML5 browser games, playable 


Gaming advertisements, and cloud gaming (in early access). Content creator tools and video 
consumption platform for live and recorded game content streaming. 


Reality Labs 
Reality Labs is a leader in the virtual reality segment and is making considerable investments 
to leverage these assets for Facebook's metaverse ambitions. 


Facebook's considerable investment in Reality Labs is reflected in the scale of their Oculus business. In 
Q1 2021, Oculus headsets represented approximately 75% of extended reality headsets sold 
worldwide and their latest device, the Quest 2, has an estimated installed base of roughly 10 million 
devices. In December 2021, Facebook publicly launched Horizon World, a massively multiplayer online 
virtual reality game, on Oculus, with user generated content commerce capabilities. As of February 
2022, Facebook stated that Horizon Worlds had over 300,000 monthly active users, 10,000 worlds 
created, and over 20,000 creators. Horizon Worlds' platform fee for user generated content on mobile 
devices is the standard 30%, however, they charge 47.5% of consumer spend for transactions that 
occur on VR devices. This strategy has received strong criticism from users. Finally, Facebook is the 
global leader in the browser gaming segment, accounting for roughly 50% of total segment revenue 
in 2020. However, the size of this overall segment is in decline. 


For Microsoft, Facebook's social network has the potential to become an important top-of-funnel 
motion for Xbox Cloud Gaming and Game Pass. While Facebook's initial entrance into browser games 
and playable advertisements focuses on light-weight experiences, we believe they have the ability to 
become a direct Xbox Cloud Gaming competitor as they scale their cloud gaming offerings. We view 
virtual reality as a niche gaming experience at this time. 


Broad Technology: Google (Alphabet) 
Google has impressive, but loosely affiliated assets related to gaming. While its foray into cloud 
streaming (Stadia) receives the most attention, the company's significant installed base of Android 
phones, with the Google Play store and associated platform fee, and YouTube network are among 
the largest and most profitable gaming communities. To summarize Google's primary gaming-related 
assets: 
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Figure 72: Google's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Android Global smartphone leader with more than 3 billion monthly active devices. 


Google Play Native store for Android devices which processed an estimated $47 billion in gaming related 
transactions in 2021. 


YouTube The world's leading video-on-demand platform with more than 2.3 billion users globally. 
Gaming represents an estimated 10-15% share of viewing time. 


Stadia 
Cloud streaming platform analogous to xCloud. Launched as a consumer facing 
subscription in 2019; pivoted to a publisher-facing white label model in 2021. 


Android TV 
Growing TV operating system with over 110M monthly active devices. OS supports games 
available for Android TV. 


Google continues to see strong growth and engagement in their Android devices, Google Play store, 
and YouTube viewing platform. However, after struggling to grow its Stadia subscriber base and 
foster the creative process necessary for building high-caliber video games, Google publicly shifted its 
Stadia strategy in February 2021 to emphasize a publisher-facing streaming platform. As part of this 
move, Google shuttered its 10 party game studios and is now licensing its cloud infrastructure and 
tools to publishers who want to build their own streaming services. While the economic value for 
publishers to do this is largely unproven, we believe that demand for white-label streaming will 
increase, driven by the increased prevalence of streaming as a way to game across endpoints. As this 
occurs, publishers with strong IP will potentially seek their own direct-to-consumer streaming service 
to maximize monetization opportunities, while others (i.e., indie developers) will continue to seek at-
scale content aggregators to generate awareness and demand for their games. Both require cloud 
infrastructure solutions but differ in the range of services needed (i.e., backend-only vs full-scale 
offerings that include content distribution). 


For Microsoft, our ability to stream games to Android endpoints is an important part of our cloud 
gaming strategy, similar to iOS. Today, Game Pass Ultimate subscribers can stream and play games 
via a native application distributed through the Google Play store, but Play store rules prevent 
monetization (in-app purchases) in the native app. We also launched a browser-based experience, 
enabling in-game monetization via the Xbox commerce platform but the web application faces 
discoverability and other challenges for Android users as well. Finally, YouTube continues to play an 
important role in connecting and engaging our own gaming communities, as evidenced by Minecraft 
content driving over 1 trillion views on the platform. 


Broad Technology: Tencent 
Tencent is the largest firm in gaming, as measured by revenue and profit. In China, Tencent has used 
its broad social media networks (QQ, WeChat) to establish a leading position as both a content 
publisher and a platform, including on Android devices. In the West, Tencent has made a myriad of 
acquisitions and investments. Notably, this includes the acquisition of Riot games (maker of League of 
Legends), a -4O% ownership stake in Epic (maker of Fortnite and the Unreal Engine), and the >80% 
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investment in Supercell (maker of Clash of Clans). They most recently acquired Tequila Works, the 
developer of Rime, and made a minority investment in Offworld Industries, developers of Squad, 
Beyond the Wire, and Post Scriptum. Many of these holdings are managed at arm's length. To 
summarize Tencent's primary gaming-related assets: 


Figure 13: Tencent's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


~- • • 


Social Media The largest social media platforms in China, including WeChat (1.3 billion monthly active 
Networks users) and QQ (550+ million monthly active users). 


Tencent App 
The largest Android app store in China, with th roughly 200 million monthly active users. 


WeGame PC gaming platform, which boasts over 80 million monthly active users in China. 


Owned 
A broad portfolio of content across segments (PC, mobile) and geographies. 


Content 


Minority A broad portfolio of minority and majority investments globally, including Epic Games, Riot 
Investments Games, Sea Limited, among many others. 


In the quarter ending December 2021, Tencent's total gaming revenue grew 12% year-on-year to 


roughly $6.7 billion. Tencent's owned or majority-owned properties are among the most consumed in 


gaming, led by League of Legends (180+ million monthly active users), Honor of Kings (100+ million 


monthly active users), and CrossFire (60 million monthly active users). Tencent's Honor of Kings 


became the 1St ever mobile game to make over $10 billion in lifetime player spend since its launch in 


2015. Its most recent game in collaboration with Nintendo, Pokemon Unite, was released in 


September 2021 and has surpassed 70 million total downloads. Within the first week of launch, it 


garnered over 30 million downloads worldwide, making it the biggest launch ever for a mobile 


MOBA-genre game despite not having released in China. Recent successes by Tencent and its fellow 


Chinese market peers have been dampened by increased regulatory scrutiny from the Chinese 
government. Restrictions include when younger players can game and a 9-month period in which the 
government did not approve any new game licenses. 


While Tencent is a behemoth in gaming, Microsoft and Tencent have limited direct interactions. Most 
of Tencent's strategic power is concentrated in China, where Microsoft has limited operations. By 
contrast, Tencent's Western holdings are largely self-managed. 


Industry Pureplay: Epic 
Epic is a creator of blockbuster games and game development tools. Their public battles with Apple 
and Google over platform fees and the launch of a 3rd party PC gaming store, with notably lower 
platform fees, signal its desire to see economic value shifted toward content creators. To summarize 
Epic's primary gaming-related assets: 
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Figure 74: Epic's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Fortnite remains one of the leading titles in gaming. It was the #1 free-to-play game on Xbox in 2021, 


grossing over $720 million, a roughly 24% decline from 2020. Fortnite's mobile distribution remains 
hampered, as a result of its litigations with Apple and Google regarding alternative payment methods. 
Epic continues to invest heavily in exclusive games to attract new users to and gain market share for 
the Epic Games Store (EGS), a PC storefront for games. EGS generated roughly $840 million of 
revenue in 2021, up 20% from 2020. Despite revenue growth, Epic still projected it would lose nearly 
$140 million on the Epic Game Store in 2021, with losses projected to continue until at least 2025. To 


fund growth, Epic continues to fundraise, having just closed a $2 billion round — half of which came 
from Sony — that valued Epic at $31.5 billion. 


Microsoft's relationship with Epic is multifaceted. Fortnite is an important driver of console 
engagement and economics. Xbox Game Studios is currently developing or operating over 50 games 
with Epic's Unreal Engine with an estimated lifetime cost of $30 million in licensing and other fees. 
Epic Games Store represents a future potential distribution channel for Xbox Game Studios games, 
but it also competes for exclusive content, affecting Xbox Game Pass content investments. 


Industry Pureplay: Nintendo 
Nintendo is a long-time leader in console gaming. Unlike Sony and Microsoft, which focus on the 
attach of 1st party services and 3rd party software, most of Nintendo's economics are driven by the 
attach of 1st party software from beloved franchises, like Mario. Related, while Sony & Microsoft's 
console competition is often grounded in technical ability, Nintendo favors more novel hardware 
innovations. Its current console for example, the Switch, can both be tethered to the TV and played 
standalone as a handheld. To summarize Nintendo's primary gaming-related assets: 


Figure 75: Nintendo's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


1st Party Developer of many of the industry's most iconic franchises, including Mario, Zelda, 
Studios Pokemon, and Donkey Kong. 


Switch I A leading game console with over 100 million units sold. 


Nintendo's earnings release, for the quarter ended on December 31, 2021, reveals that hardware sales 
are dampened in a post-quarantine environment, down —21% in the same period from last year. 
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However, for the same period of comparison software unit sales remained relatively flat, increasing 
-2%. Despite a decrease in the rate of hardware unit sales, Switch sales hit a milestone of total 
lifetime units sold of over 103 million. Animal Crossing: New Horizons reached more than 37 million 
lifetime units sold, while Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, the best-selling Switch game, has sold over 43 million 
lifetime units. 


For Microsoft, Nintendo remains an important benchmark for the success of our console business, but 
our strategies in gaming are largely different. We have found opportunities to collaborate with 
Nintendo, including empowering Minecraft players on Switch and Xbox to play together. 


Industry Pureplay: Sony 
Sony develops the leading console platform, PlayStation. Their products and business motion mirror 
the traditional Xbox console business—invest to build an at-scale device installed base, monetized 
with the attach of 3rd party games and 1st party content and services. To summarize Sony's assets: 


Figure 76: Sony's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Description 


PlayStation The largest console gaming ecosystem—including publisher network, 1st party services, and 
global distribution—with roughly 134 million units sold between PlayStation 4 and Ecosystem 
PlayStation 5. 


PlayStation Producer of high-quality, exclusive content for PlayStation consoles. 
Studios 


In the quarter ended December 31, 2021 (FY22 Q2), Sony's gaming division posted a roughly 8% 
decrease in revenue and a roughly 15% increase in operating income from the prior year. The decline 
in revenue was driven primarily by a decrease in hardware sales as well as lower software sales for 10 


& 3rd party titles. Operating income improved due to a decrease in general expenses as well as the 
decrease in PlayStation 5 sales, whose retail price is set lower than manufacturing costs. 


Recently, Sony announced a rebranding of its subscription services to better compete with Game 
Pass. The new PlayStation Plus subscription is merging with PS Now and comes with 3 tiers of content 
access. PlayStation Plus has a more limited catalogue of titles available than Game Pass and will not 
add exclusive titles on the day of launch. Additionally, cloud-based games are available on a select 
number of titles as part of the most expensive tier, as PlayStation continues to prioritize its 1st & 3rd
party non-subscription game sales. 


Historically, Sony has been Microsoft's primary competitor in gaming, with similar products, services, 
and business models vying for similar customers. While a leader in console gaming, Sony has limited 
growth vectors beyond the segment. As such, Sony remains an important benchmark for the success 
of our console business but is less important in the context of our broader player-centered strategy. 
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Industry Pureplay: Valve 
Valve's Steam platform—the leading 3rd party PC games store—began as a distribution and update 
platform for its 1St party games. While Valve has other investments, including in virtual reality hardware 
and in the recently announced Steam Deck, a portable gaming console, its strategy and economics 
anchor on the health of the Steam platform. To summarize Valve's primary gaming assets: 


Figure 17: Valve's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


~- • • 


Steam 
The world's leading 3rd party PC game store (note: most PC publishers distribute and 
monetize their games through owned & operated channels). 


Valve Games 
Creator of several at-scale service games, including DotA, Counter Strike, and Team Fortress; 
Valve has deprioritized its content cadence in recent years. 


After various delays, the Steam Deck, a portable gaming console that allows mobile play of 
Steam Deck games on the Steam Library, began shipping in Feb 2022. About 2,000 games have now 


been officially marked as Deck Verified or Playable. 


Valve, which is privately held, is estimated to have generated under $10 billion in revenue in 2021, 
largely driven by sale of 3rd party games via Steam. Steam usage surged even further in 2021, with an 
average of 132 million monthly active users, a 10% increase from 2020. Players spent a total of 38 
billion hours on the platform in 2021, an impressive 21% YoY increase considering the 50% YoY 
increase in 2020 due to COVID-19. Finally, player spend on Steam increased 27% YoY. 


Like Sony, Valve has limited growth vectors beyond its current position as the world's leading 3rd party 
PC store. While Valve remains an important benchmark for the health of our PC business, we also 
increasingly rely on them as a distributor. To illustrate, the PC versions of Xbox Game Studios titles like 
Forza Horizon 5 are also distributed by Steam, a shift in our strategy from just 6 years ago. 


7.3 1 Industry Leaders by Reported Revenue 
Finally, we track the reported revenue of leading companies in gaming as part of a broader annual 
industry sizing and profit analysis. To summarize the top-10 leaders for 2021: 
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Figure 78: Estimated Revenue for Calendar Year 20213


1. Tencent $32.8 billion 


2. Sony $25.0 billion 


3. Google $17.5 billion 


4. Microsoft $16.0 billion 


5. Apple $15.5 billion 


6. Nintendo $15.1 billion 


7. Netease $9.9 billion 


8. Activision Blizzard $8.1 billion 


9. Electronic Arts $6.5 billion 


10. Valve10 $6.5 billion 


8 Public financial disclosure, equity research, internal analysis ("CY2021 Game Industry Profit"). For companies that span multiple lines of business (including 
gaming), figures reflect estimated gaming-specific revenue and profit. 


Includes dedicated hardware revenue and profit/loss for Microsoft, Nintendo, and Sony 
0 Valve is privately held. Estimates reflect internal Microsoft analysis ("CY2021 Game Industry Profit'l 
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1 1 AMBITION OF THE CSA 
As Team Xbox, we are on a mission to bring the joy and community of gaming to everyone on the 
planet. We deliver this vision by putting players at the center of the Xbox ecosystem, enabling you to 
play the games you want, with the people you want, anywhere you want. 


We endeavor to reach industry leadership, outside of China, by FY2030. This implies doubling our 
total revenue during that timeframe (Figure 1). Achieving this objective requires both continued 
success in our core business and expansion into new opportunities, to reach new players, with a 
breadth of gaming experiences, supported by a diversity of business models. 


Figure 1: Gaming CSA Revenue Drivers (FY74-FY30) 


Gaming CSA Revenue 


• Advertising 


• Mobile Transactions 


• Subscriptions 


• Transactions & Other (Console, PC, Cloud) 


• Hardware (Consoles & Accessories) 


$18B 


Ey ]: $0.1B $10.OB 
$1.3B 
$2.9B 


$4.3B $3.8B 


2 I MARKET & OPPORTUNITY 


$36B 


CAGR 
FY14-FY22 FY22-FY30 


+10% I +9% 


L +9M 


Gaming remains the largest and fastest growing segment in media and entertainment, reaching $239 
billion in 20211. The game industry has seen sustained double-digit growth for more than a decade. 
Today, about 1 in 3 people in the world play video games, nearly 3 billion in total. Over the next 
decade, we project total players to exceed 4 billion globally. 


Internal Microsoft analysis: 2021 Game Industry Sizing 
Internal Microsoft analysis: 2021 Player Value 
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Figure 2:2021 Media and Entertainment Categories Growth3


$300B 


$2008 


04 Gaming ($239B) 


Paid TV ($1816) 


\-—_ Newspapers & 


Q =' Magazines ($156B) 


Music ($92B) 
$1008 


Home Video ($75B) 


Books ($63B) 


Cinema ($25B) 
$06 


2011 2016 2021 


Game industry growth has been fueled by the confluence of 3 durable trends: 


1. Proliferation of gaming-capable devices, led by mobile and broadband/5G penetration. 
Gaming, once relegated to arcades and enthusiast hardware like consoles and performant 
PCs, is now broadly available across a host of devices. Mobile devices, the most widely 
adopted computing form factor, have proven a particular catalyst for availability. 


2. Growth in quantity and diversity of games and creators. With the explosion of gaming 
addressable devices—including mobile devices, which have relatively low entry barriers for 
creators—game creation has been greatly democratized, leading to a significant increase in 
game variety, attracting a much larger and more diverse base of players. 


3. Diversification of business models, fueling adoption and monetization. 20 years ago, most 
games were exclusively available for purchase. Today, pay-to-play4 games account for 20% of 
total revenue, nearly $45 billion. By contrast, free-to-plays games account for 70% of revenue, 
including 66 percentage points from in-game purchases and 4 percentage points from in-
game advertisements'. By removing player adoption barriers, free-to-play greatly widens the 
sales funnel while simultaneously enabling efficient monetization. Similarly, content 
subscriptions enable players to discover and try new games, driving increased post-sale 
monetization. Subscription is among the fastest growing business models in the industry, 
+15% annually. 


3 For Gaming, internal Microsoft analysis: 2021 Game Industry Sizing. For all other segments, FricewaterhouseCoopers "Global Entertainment and Media 
Outlook, 2021-2025". Home video includes DVDs, video-on-demand, streaming services (e.g., Netflix). Music includes CDs, digital purchases, subscription 
services, and ticket sales. 
° Pay-to-play games have an initial pay gate required to access and play the game. These games are monetized via initial game sale and game expansions. 
5 Free-to-play games have no initial pay gate to acquire or play the game. These games are monetized via in-game purchases and in-game advertisements. 
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The game industry is economically efficient, aligning monetization with engagement. We observe 
generational tailwinds that will continue to increase player engagement, fueling sustained market 
growth. For example, Americans over 60 report a more than 2-to-1 preference for television to 
games6. That preference is inverted for Americans ages 18 to 256. We conclude that gaming continues 
to have long-term growth potential and will remain an attractive investment opportunity for Microsoft 
for the foreseeable future. 


North America ($57 billion) remains the largest region, as measured by software & services revenue. 
Asia—across China and Rest of Asia—accounts for nearly half of total software & services revenue 
and more than half of worldwide players''. To summarize: 


Figure 3:2021 Game Industry Software & Services by Region (excludes Game Video, Dedicated Hardware) 12


'-• • '- • ' 


N. America $57 billion +12% 212 million $267 


China $51 billion +6% 686 million $75 


Rest of Asia $41 billion +7% 930 million $44 


Europe $39 billion +7% 409 million $94 


Rest of World $17 billion +18% 724 million $23 


At a segment level, Console remains a key driver of software and services revenue ($49 billion) along 
with Mobile ($116 billion) and PC ($36 billion)'. Software & services revenue, the primary measure of 
industry health and >90% of total industry revenue, saw growth accelerate in 2020, fueled by COVID-
19 demand. In 2021, growth rates reverted to the mean, growing 10% year on year from 2020's record 
high, in line with our projections. To summarize: 


6 Limelight Networks 
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Figure 4:2021 Game Industry Software & Services by Segment (excludes Dedicated Hardware)'-z


-.I•Ilit1i1 • 


Mobile $116 billion +150/0 94% $42 


Console $49 billion -1% 21% $80 


PC $36 billion +5% 42% $29 


Video $14 billion +29% n/a n/a 


Browser $4 billion +2% 36% $4 


Cloud $1 billion +112% nm nm 


Importantly, half of the world's 3 billion players game on more than one device, including 1 in 5 who 
play on all of console, PC, and mobile2. To summarize: 


Figure 5:2021 Player Device Adoption2


•• 


X 


• •- ' ' 


1,332 million 45% 


X 37 million 1% 


X 113 million 4% 


X X 143 million 5% 


X X 664 million 22% 


X X 44 million 1% 


X X X 627 million 21% 


3 1 STRATEGY & APPROACH 


2. 


3. 


1 


2 


3 


3.1 1 Strategic Thesis 
Our perspective on Xbox's growth remains unchanged and is grounded in our worldview. Today, the 
game industry is largely organized around device ecosystems. This structure runs counter to the 
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desires and motivations of both players, who want ubiquitous access to their games and friends, and 
creators, who strive to maximize player reach. The bedrock of our strategy is to invert this paradigm 
and put the player at the center of our ecosystem—to empower players to "play the games they 
want, with the people they want, anywhere they want". Microsoft is well positioned to deliver this 
vision of ubiquitous gaming given our capabilities in Content, Community, and Cloud. We believe 
driving engagement with more players across more devices with more games powered by a diverse 
set of business models will enhance the experiences of players and creators, create durable strategic 
differentiation for Microsoft (see Section 7 for additional detail on our competitive landscape), and 
fuel further business growth. 


To put the player at the center of our ecosystem, we are disaggregating the Xbox platform and 
extending it across devices, backed by the following "needle moving" investments: 


1. Game Pass. An innovative content subscription service and our primary platform interface 
across devices. 


2. Content. Empowering creators around the world to realize their creative vision and build the 
differentiated experiences that attract and retain players in our ecosystem. 


3. Xbox Cloud Gaming. Ubiquitous distribution for our content and services, bringing our 
ecosystem to more players, on more devices. 


4. Xbox Series S I X + Windows 11. The best instantiation of our experiences, providing critical 
subscriber, creator, and content onramps, both native and cloud streamed. 


5. Store. A modern commerce platform to process transactions, both in-game and out, and 
manage game entitlements, a foundation for creator success in our ecosystem. 


6. Community. The fabric of our ecosystem—a safe and inclusive community spanning networks, 
to meet players where they are and to foster player engagement and differentiation. 


3.2 1 Team & Culture 
At Team Xbox, we believe that when everyone plays, we all win. As our business evolves from a 
device-centric paradigm to one that orients around players and creators, we are building a team and 
culture that represents the diverse gaming communities we strive to reach. To achieve this goal, we 
must embed our values of inclusion in all aspects of our work, broaden our talent pool, and adopt an 
operating model that can support our business growth. To summarize, we are: 


1. Investing in our people and growing our talent pipeline. Making Team Xbox an exceptional place 
to work — where our people feel empowered to be their best selves — is an important part of our 
culture and long-term talent strategy. This is inclusive of having a compelling employee value 
proposition, durable career development pathways to attract and retain talent, minimally 
integrated entities to ensure talent market competitiveness, and expansion of our geographic 
footprint to accelerate global growth investments. For example, we are growing our Xbox 
engineering teams in LATAM and our creator ecosystem in India, Africa, and China. Both efforts 
improve our representation at a global level, while setting the foundation for how we build a 
successful geographically-distributed workforce model. 
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2. Evolving our gaming operating model to support our growth. As we plan for growth, we will 
continue to evolve how Team Xbox operates and creates value based on past learnings and best 
practices. We need to ask and answer, "What needs to be true in our execution plan, operating 
model, and workforce model to enable Gaming CSA business growth?" Some guiding principles 
that inform how our teams work together to accelerate our business priorities include: 


• Prioritization of work that aligns with our Xbox strategy, with clear ownership and 
accountability sitting with teams that have the right capabilities to execute. 


• Scalable processes, tools and technologies that enable responsiveness, consistency, and 
effectiveness in the way we work. 


• Inclusive mindset that seeks different points of view and ensures key decisions are reflective of 
diverse perspectives. 


3.3 


4 1 GROWTH: HORIZON 1 (FY2022) 
4.1 1 Fiscal Year 2022 Priorities 
For Fiscal Year 2022, the Gaming Leadership Team has identified 3 growth priorities: 


1. Accelerate Global Xbox Console Growth — console is our flagship gaming experience and a key 
driver for Game Pass. We launched Xbox Series S I X to positive reception and strong demand, 
selling the most consoles ever in a launch month. As we overcome supply limitations this coming 
year, we must drive Xbox console penetration in our traditional markets and grow share in new 
geographies. We will accelerate every aspect possible to achieve this including Game Pass catalog 
growth, game releases, price point, distribution, marketing, and retail. 


Key metrics to evaluate success: 
• Xbox Console Monthly Active Devices 
• % Market Share of Xbox Series Consoles vs. PlayStation 5 


2. Accelerate Game Pass Growth on PC — the next immediate frontier for the growth of our business 
is on PC. Increasing our PC gaming share will be vital for our long-term vision of delivering games 
to every person on the planet. Game Pass lies at the center of our approach to reach PC gamers, 
providing compelling day one PC content and a high-quality catalog available both as native 
software and through cloud gaming. We will accelerate the adoption of Game Pass among PC 
garners by providing a solid foundation for PC creator tools, building strong PC experience for 
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players, and leveraging distribution and marketing opportunities with Windows, OEMS, and cloud 
gaming on PC. 


Key metric to evaluate success: 
• Xbox Game Pass PC Monthly Active Users (Ultimate and PC SKU) 
• Xbox Game Pass PC SKU Subscribers 


3. Accelerate Growth for Game Creators — game creators build the experiences at the heart of the 
Xbox ecosystem. Xbox succeeds when game creators thrive. Ensuring that game creators have 
the tools and services needed to develop for, publish, and grow on our platforms is paramount. 
We will strengthen and expand our creator tools, partnerships, and services to ensure the best 
games are enjoyed by our players, working with new and existing partners. We are also working 
to position Azure as the preferred cloud solution for game creators, by building on our existing 
creator and publisher relationships, by developing competitive cloud technology for the game 
industry, and by commercializing first party game creator tools. 


Key metrics to evaluate success: 
• Game Creator Revenue from Xbox 
• Game Creator Azure Consumed Revenue 


4.2 1 Fiscal Year-to-Date Progress 
Figure 6 reflects actuals and year-on-year growth for the Gaming CSA through 03, for each business 
performance metric. 


Figure 6: Gaming CSA Performance Update 


Total Revenue 


1 • 


$13.0 billion 


• 


+9% 


1 


lint 


$17.7 billion +13% 


Accountability Margin $1.5 billion -25% $2.2 billion 0% 


Content & Services Revenue $9.9 billion +6% $14.4 billion +16% 


Xbox Game Pass Subscribers 24 million +24% 35 million +73% 


Xbox Monthly Active Users 112 million 13% 117 million +9% 


Figure 7 reflects our targets and year-on-year growth for each FY2022 priority metric, including year-
to-date performance through Q3: 
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Figure 7: Progress Against FY2022 Gaming GSA Priorities 


1 1 • 


Accelerate Xbox Console Monthly Active Devices 40.7 million 41.6 million +6% 
Global Xbox 
Console Growth Market Share of Xbox Series Consoles 40% 46% +9 pts 


Accelerate Xbox Game Pass PC Monthly Active Users 12.0 million 3.9 million +72% 
Game Pass 
Growth on PC Xbox Game Pass PC SKU Subscribers 10.0 million 3.3 million +179% 


Accelerate Game Creator Revenue from Xbox $6.3 billion $4.0 billion -2% 
Growth for 
Game Creators Game Creator Azure Consumed Rev. $265.0 million $185 million +66% 


5 1 GROWTH: HORIZON 2 & 3 


1. 
2. 


3. 


4. 


4.1. 


5.1 I Our Growth Framework 
Increasing player engagement has and will continue to drive growth for our business. Our levers for 
fostering player engagement align with the durable industry trends discussed in Section 2: 


1. Player Reach - Extend the Xbox ecosystem to more players, across devices, globally. 
2. Game Breadth - Attract content of all types by being the platform of choice for all creators. 


Reflects fiscal year target. 
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3. Business Model Diversity - Fuel creator success and player access, by offering the full breadth 
of monetization models — transactions, subscriptions, advertisements. 


5.2 1 Horizon 2 & 3 Opportunities 
Applying our growth framework to our understanding of the game industry landscape yields three 
primary long-term growth opportunities: 


1. Game Pass. Accelerate Game Pass subscriptions across console and PC. 
2. Universal Store. Extend the Xbox Store from console to build a universal store, spanning 


devices. 
3. Advertising. Embrace a diversity of business models to support creator success and reduce 


access barriers for players, including advertising. 


6 1 FOR DISCUSSION 
During our May 5, 2022 strategy review with the Microsoft SLT, we plan to share our vision for the 
future of gaming at Microsoft, including key evolutions to our technical ecosystem. Thematically, we 
will focus the discussion on increasing synergies between Xbox and the rest of Microsoft, including 
cohesive hybrid compute, AI/ML enablement, and our creator platform. In this context, we will review 
and discuss key decisions the company faces, as early as FY2023. 
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7 I APPENDIX: COMPETITIVE REVIEW 
7.1 Defining Our Competitive Set 
As our strategy has expanded, so too has our competitive set, which we can group into two classes: 


Figure 8: Primary Gaming GSA Competitors by Class 


Broad Technology Amazon, Apple, Facebook (Meta), Google (Alphabet), Tencent 


Industry Pureplay Epic, Nintendo, Sony, Valve 


In the subsequent sections, we explore each firm's strategy in gaming, gaming-relevant assets, recent 
performance, and relevance to Microsoft. 


7.2 1 Detailed Competitive Assessment 


Broad Technology: Amazon 
Amazon has diverse gaming-relevant assets, including both dedicated and general-purpose assets 
(e.g., Amazon.com and Kindle Fire devices). While its consumer and developer motions have been 
largely distinct to date, Amazon's subscription cloud-streaming service (Luna) signals an intent to 
integrate its strategy. By positioning Luna as a "channel" subscription service, Amazon provides 
publishers with scale and many of the benefits associated with hosting their own streaming service 
(e.g., direct revenue share, brand recognition, etc.), without the burden of having to maintain their 
own cloud infrastructure or build a gaming community around the service. Amazon is not only well-
positioned to execute this strategy by leveraging existing assets, such as AWS and Twitch, but it is also 
able to extract more value in the form of increased revenues for complementary services (e.g., Prime, 
Twitch advertising, etc.). Amazon has focused on developing first party titles through its own Amazon 
Games studio to attract users, and their recent acquisition of MGM could help with that effort, though 
the acquisition was likely driven by popular franchises for its Prime Video service. 


To summarize Amazon's primary gaming-relevant assets 
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Figure 9: Amazon's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Twitch 
The leading live video streaming platform in gaming with more than 140 mil lion 
monthly active users. 


Cloud streaming service with "channels" of games that enable play across mobile, 
PC, Mac, and Amazon Fire devices. Channels range from a free option for Prime 


Luna 
members to themed/publisher-specific channels like a $4.99/month retro channel 
and a $17.99/month Ubisoft+ Channel. Luna's Twitch integration also allows viewers 
to go directly from watching the stream of a game on Twitch to playing it on Luna, 
provided the game is available on the service. 


Kindle Fire Devices 
Android-based tablets, TV plug-ins, and physical TVs (i.e., Fire TV); estimated to have 
over 50 million monthly active users globally. 


Developer of mobile and PC games. Despite initial failures with big-budget PC 


Amazon Games 
games (i.e., Crucible, Breakaway), Amazon Games' latest MMO launches of New 
World in September 2021 and Lost Ark in February 2022 each logged over 1 million 
players on launch day. 


Open 3D Engine 
Free-to-use, open-source game engine that integrates AWS services into game 


(formerly Lumberyard) 
production and play. Open 3D Engine is an open-source project managed by the 
Linux Foundation (LF). 


Amazon Prime 
Paid subscription service that unlocks access to quick shipping of products, movie 
streaming, and other services like Amazon Music. 200+ million global subscribers. 


Amazon continues to benefit from the rapid growth of livestream content consumption. Twitch had 


an estimated 24 billion hours watched in 2021, up 45% from an estimated 18.4 billion hours in 2020. 


To make Luna more compelling for players and creators, Amazon has also been investing in 


virtualization technology, which allows GPU SKUs to be used as PC gaming VMs more effectively. This 


results in low-latency, high-fidelity streaming experiences. Finally, Amazon remains a leading gaming 
retailer globally, particularly as it relates to hardware. 


For Microsoft, Amazon is an important retail partner for the hardware component of the Xbox 


business. However, Amazon Luna not only directly competes with Game Pass delivered via Xbox 


Cloud Gaming, but its ability to bring publishers' titles to the cloud via AWS also has implications on 
Azure. Despite Amazon's cloud infrastructure advantages, there are few content aggregators who can 


successfully scale — given the challenges of fueling a flywheel effect where compelling content drives 


user adoption and vice versa. In contrast, our established player base, robust gaming content, and 


strong creator engagement, positions us well to become the backbone for publishers to host their 


games on the cloud - regardless of whether they're under the Xbox brand or their own. 
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Broad Technology: Apple 
Apple's iOS ecosystem, including iPhones and iPads, represent its primary foray into gaming. These 
devices see significant gaming adoption, and as part of a closed ecosystem, all transactions flow 
through the App Store, where Apple receives a platform royalty. Given the prevalence of gaming on 
iOS, Apple launched Apple Arcade in 2019, a curated game subscription for iOS devices, but it has 
thus far underperformed against expectations. To summarize Apple's primary gaming-relevant assets: 


Figure 10: Apple's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Description 


iOS Devices Premium smart phones and tablets with more than 1.8 billion active devices. 


iOS App Store Exclusive storefront for iOS devices which processed an estimated $52 billion in gaming 
related transactions in 2021. 


Apple Arcade Curated gaming subscription for iOS devices. Arcade costs $4.99/month. 


Apple reported record-high quarterly revenues in Q4 2021 of $19.5 billion for Services, which includes 
App Store and Apple Arcade. In May 2021 it was revealed that 62% of all App Store revenue is 
generated from gaming-related transactions. Apple then disclosed in June of 2021 that its App Store 
ecosystem facilitated $643 billion of billings and sales in 2020, a 24% increase YoY. While Apple 
currently enjoys a considerable share of the mobile gaming transactions market, its control may be 
diluted depending on the ultimate result of the Epic v. Apple litigation, which could allow developers 
to use alternative payment methods outside of the App Store. 


For Microsoft, our ability to stream games to iOS endpoints is an important part of our cloud-native 
strategy. Apple's App Store policies are prohibitive, preventing us from running a gaming subscription 
service in the App Store. Because we are prohibited from offering a native iOS Game Pass application, 
we are pursuing a browser-based strategy for our streaming platform, which faces discoverability and 
other challenges, but provides a consistent experience for players and developers across all 
connected endpoints and will make iOS devices addressable. 


Broad Technology: Facebook (Meta) 
Facebook owns the world's largest social graph, across its Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram 
properties. Facebook has built a gaming platform on top of its social network, offering live and 
recorded game content streaming, HTML5 browser games, playable advertisements, and cloud 
gaming (in early access). The company reported spending over $12 billion in 2021 on its Reality Labs, 
metaverse and virtual reality focused, product segment. To summarize Facebook's primary gaming-
relevant assets: 
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Figure 71: Facebook's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Social Graph The world's leading social graph across Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram, with aoout 3.6 
billion monthly active users globally. 


Facebook Player platform and developer services for its HTML5 browser games, playable 


Gaming advertisements, and cloud gaming (in early access). Content creator tools and video 
consumption platform for live and recorded game content streaming. 


Reality Labs 
Reality Labs is a leader in the virtual reality segment and is making considerable investments 
to leverage these assets for Facebook's metaverse ambitions. 


Facebook's considerable investment in Reality Labs is reflected in the scale of their Oculus business. In 
Q1 2021, Oculus headsets represented approximately 75% of extended reality headsets sold 
worldwide and their latest device, the Quest 2, has an estimated installed base of roughly 10 million 
devices. In December 2021, Facebook publicly launched Horizon World, a massively multiplayer online 
virtual reality game, on Oculus, with user generated content commerce capabilities. As of February 
2022, Facebook stated that Horizon Worlds had over 300,000 monthly active users, 10,000 worlds 
created, and over 20,000 creators. Horizon Worlds' platform fee for user generated content on mobile 
devices is the standard 30%, however, they charge 47.5% of consumer spend for transactions that 
occur on VR devices. This strategy has received strong criticism from users. Finally, Facebook is the 
global leader in the browser gaming segment, accounting for roughly 50% of total segment revenue 
in 2020. However, the size of this overall segment is in decline. 


For Microsoft, Facebook's social network has the potential to become an important top-of-funnel 
motion for Xbox Cloud Gaming and Game Pass. While Facebook's initial entrance into browser games 
and playable advertisements focuses on light-weight experiences, we believe they have the ability to 
become a direct Xbox Cloud Gaming competitor as they scale their cloud gaming offerings. We view 
virtual reality as a niche gaming experience at this time. 


Broad Technology: Google (Alphabet) 
Google has impressive, but loosely affiliated assets related to gaming. While its foray into cloud 
streaming (Stadia) receives the most attention, the company's significant installed base of Android 
phones, with the Google Play store and associated platform fee, and YouTube network are among 
the largest and most profitable gaming communities. To summarize Google's primary gaming-related 
assets: 
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Figure 72: Google's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Android Global smartphone leader with more than 3 billion monthly active devices. 


Google Play Native store for Android devices which processed an estimated $47 billion in gaming related 
transactions in 2021. 


YouTube The world's leading video-on-demand platform with more than 2.3 billion users globally. 
Gaming represents an estimated 10-15% share of viewing time. 


Stadia 
Cloud streaming platform analogous to xCloud. Launched as a consumer facing 
subscription in 2019; pivoted to a publisher-facing white label model in 2021. 


Android TV 
Growing TV operating system with over 110M monthly active devices. OS supports games 
available for Android TV. 


Google continues to see strong growth and engagement in their Android devices, Google Play store, 
and YouTube viewing platform. However, after struggling to grow its Stadia subscriber base and 
foster the creative process necessary for building high-caliber video games, Google publicly shifted its 
Stadia strategy in February 2021 to emphasize a publisher-facing streaming platform. As part of this 
move, Google shuttered its 10 party game studios and is now licensing its cloud infrastructure and 
tools to publishers who want to build their own streaming services. While the economic value for 
publishers to do this is largely unproven, we believe that demand for white-label streaming will 
increase, driven by the increased prevalence of streaming as a way to game across endpoints. As this 
occurs, publishers with strong IP will potentially seek their own direct-to-consumer streaming service 
to maximize monetization opportunities, while others (i.e., indie developers) will continue to seek at-
scale content aggregators to generate awareness and demand for their games. Both require cloud 
infrastructure solutions but differ in the range of services needed (i.e., backend-only vs full-scale 
offerings that include content distribution). 


For Microsoft, our ability to stream games to Android endpoints is an important part of our cloud 
gaming strategy, similar to iOS. Today, Game Pass Ultimate subscribers can stream and play games 
via a native application distributed through the Google Play store, but Play store rules prevent 
monetization (in-app purchases) in the native app. We also launched a browser-based experience, 
enabling in-game monetization via the Xbox commerce platform but the web application faces 
discoverability and other challenges for Android users as well. Finally, YouTube continues to play an 
important role in connecting and engaging our own gaming communities, as evidenced by Minecraft 
content driving over 1 trillion views on the platform. 


Broad Technology: Tencent 
Tencent is the largest firm in gaming, as measured by revenue and profit. In China, Tencent has used 
its broad social media networks (QQ, WeChat) to establish a leading position as both a content 
publisher and a platform, including on Android devices. In the West, Tencent has made a myriad of 
acquisitions and investments. Notably, this includes the acquisition of Riot games (maker of League of 
Legends), a -4O% ownership stake in Epic (maker of Fortnite and the Unreal Engine), and the >80% 
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investment in Supercell (maker of Clash of Clans). They most recently acquired Tequila Works, the 
developer of Rime, and made a minority investment in Offworld Industries, developers of Squad, 
Beyond the Wire, and Post Scriptum. Many of these holdings are managed at arm's length. To 
summarize Tencent's primary gaming-related assets: 


Figure 13: Tencent's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


~- • • 


Social Media The largest social media platforms in China, including WeChat (1.3 billion monthly active 
Networks users) and QQ (550+ million monthly active users). 


Tencent App 
The largest Android app store in China, with th roughly 200 million monthly active users. 


WeGame PC gaming platform, which boasts over 80 million monthly active users in China. 


Owned 
A broad portfolio of content across segments (PC, mobile) and geographies. 


Content 


Minority A broad portfolio of minority and majority investments globally, including Epic Games, Riot 
Investments Games, Sea Limited, among many others. 


In the quarter ending December 2021, Tencent's total gaming revenue grew 12% year-on-year to 


roughly $6.7 billion. Tencent's owned or majority-owned properties are among the most consumed in 


gaming, led by League of Legends (180+ million monthly active users), Honor of Kings (100+ million 


monthly active users), and CrossFire (60 million monthly active users). Tencent's Honor of Kings 


became the 1St ever mobile game to make over $10 billion in lifetime player spend since its launch in 


2015. Its most recent game in collaboration with Nintendo, Pokemon Unite, was released in 


September 2021 and has surpassed 70 million total downloads. Within the first week of launch, it 


garnered over 30 million downloads worldwide, making it the biggest launch ever for a mobile 


MOBA-genre game despite not having released in China. Recent successes by Tencent and its fellow 


Chinese market peers have been dampened by increased regulatory scrutiny from the Chinese 
government. Restrictions include when younger players can game and a 9-month period in which the 
government did not approve any new game licenses. 


While Tencent is a behemoth in gaming, Microsoft and Tencent have limited direct interactions. Most 
of Tencent's strategic power is concentrated in China, where Microsoft has limited operations. By 
contrast, Tencent's Western holdings are largely self-managed. 


Industry Pureplay: Epic 
Epic is a creator of blockbuster games and game development tools. Their public battles with Apple 
and Google over platform fees and the launch of a 3rd party PC gaming store, with notably lower 
platform fees, signal its desire to see economic value shifted toward content creators. To summarize 
Epic's primary gaming-related assets: 
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Figure 74: Epic's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Fortnite remains one of the leading titles in gaming. It was the #1 free-to-play game on Xbox in 2021, 


grossing over $720 million, a roughly 24% decline from 2020. Fortnite's mobile distribution remains 
hampered, as a result of its litigations with Apple and Google regarding alternative payment methods. 
Epic continues to invest heavily in exclusive games to attract new users to and gain market share for 
the Epic Games Store (EGS), a PC storefront for games. EGS generated roughly $840 million of 
revenue in 2021, up 20% from 2020. Despite revenue growth, Epic still projected it would lose nearly 
$140 million on the Epic Game Store in 2021, with losses projected to continue until at least 2025. To 


fund growth, Epic continues to fundraise, having just closed a $2 billion round — half of which came 
from Sony — that valued Epic at $31.5 billion. 


Microsoft's relationship with Epic is multifaceted. Fortnite is an important driver of console 
engagement and economics. Xbox Game Studios is currently developing or operating over 50 games 
with Epic's Unreal Engine with an estimated lifetime cost of $30 million in licensing and other fees. 
Epic Games Store represents a future potential distribution channel for Xbox Game Studios games, 
but it also competes for exclusive content, affecting Xbox Game Pass content investments. 


Industry Pureplay: Nintendo 
Nintendo is a long-time leader in console gaming. Unlike Sony and Microsoft, which focus on the 
attach of 1st party services and 3rd party software, most of Nintendo's economics are driven by the 
attach of 1st party software from beloved franchises, like Mario. Related, while Sony & Microsoft's 
console competition is often grounded in technical ability, Nintendo favors more novel hardware 
innovations. Its current console for example, the Switch, can both be tethered to the TV and played 
standalone as a handheld. To summarize Nintendo's primary gaming-related assets: 


Figure 75: Nintendo's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


1st Party Developer of many of the industry's most iconic franchises, including Mario, Zelda, 
Studios Pokemon, and Donkey Kong. 


Switch I A leading game console with over 100 million units sold. 


Nintendo's earnings release, for the quarter ended on December 31, 2021, reveals that hardware sales 
are dampened in a post-quarantine environment, down —21% in the same period from last year. 
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However, for the same period of comparison software unit sales remained relatively flat, increasing 
-2%. Despite a decrease in the rate of hardware unit sales, Switch sales hit a milestone of total 
lifetime units sold of over 103 million. Animal Crossing: New Horizons reached more than 37 million 
lifetime units sold, while Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, the best-selling Switch game, has sold over 43 million 
lifetime units. 


For Microsoft, Nintendo remains an important benchmark for the success of our console business, but 
our strategies in gaming are largely different. We have found opportunities to collaborate with 
Nintendo, including empowering Minecraft players on Switch and Xbox to play together. 


Industry Pureplay: Sony 
Sony develops the leading console platform, PlayStation. Their products and business motion mirror 
the traditional Xbox console business—invest to build an at-scale device installed base, monetized 
with the attach of 3rd party games and 1st party content and services. To summarize Sony's assets: 


Figure 76: Sony's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


Description 


PlayStation The largest console gaming ecosystem—including publisher network, 1st party services, and 
global distribution—with roughly 134 million units sold between PlayStation 4 and Ecosystem 
PlayStation 5. 


PlayStation Producer of high-quality, exclusive content for PlayStation consoles. 
Studios 


In the quarter ended December 31, 2021 (FY22 Q2), Sony's gaming division posted a roughly 8% 
decrease in revenue and a roughly 15% increase in operating income from the prior year. The decline 
in revenue was driven primarily by a decrease in hardware sales as well as lower software sales for 10 


& 3rd party titles. Operating income improved due to a decrease in general expenses as well as the 
decrease in PlayStation 5 sales, whose retail price is set lower than manufacturing costs. 


Recently, Sony announced a rebranding of its subscription services to better compete with Game 
Pass. The new PlayStation Plus subscription is merging with PS Now and comes with 3 tiers of content 
access. PlayStation Plus has a more limited catalogue of titles available than Game Pass and will not 
add exclusive titles on the day of launch. Additionally, cloud-based games are available on a select 
number of titles as part of the most expensive tier, as PlayStation continues to prioritize its 1st & 3rd
party non-subscription game sales. 


Historically, Sony has been Microsoft's primary competitor in gaming, with similar products, services, 
and business models vying for similar customers. While a leader in console gaming, Sony has limited 
growth vectors beyond the segment. As such, Sony remains an important benchmark for the success 
of our console business but is less important in the context of our broader player-centered strategy. 
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Industry Pureplay: Valve 
Valve's Steam platform—the leading 3rd party PC games store—began as a distribution and update 
platform for its 1St party games. While Valve has other investments, including in virtual reality hardware 
and in the recently announced Steam Deck, a portable gaming console, its strategy and economics 
anchor on the health of the Steam platform. To summarize Valve's primary gaming assets: 


Figure 17: Valve's Key Gaming-Relevant Assets 


~- • • 


Steam 
The world's leading 3rd party PC game store (note: most PC publishers distribute and 
monetize their games through owned & operated channels). 


Valve Games 
Creator of several at-scale service games, including DotA, Counter Strike, and Team Fortress; 
Valve has deprioritized its content cadence in recent years. 


After various delays, the Steam Deck, a portable gaming console that allows mobile play of 
Steam Deck games on the Steam Library, began shipping in Feb 2022. About 2,000 games have now 


been officially marked as Deck Verified or Playable. 


Valve, which is privately held, is estimated to have generated under $10 billion in revenue in 2021, 
largely driven by sale of 3rd party games via Steam. Steam usage surged even further in 2021, with an 
average of 132 million monthly active users, a 10% increase from 2020. Players spent a total of 38 
billion hours on the platform in 2021, an impressive 21% YoY increase considering the 50% YoY 
increase in 2020 due to COVID-19. Finally, player spend on Steam increased 27% YoY. 


Like Sony, Valve has limited growth vectors beyond its current position as the world's leading 3rd party 
PC store. While Valve remains an important benchmark for the health of our PC business, we also 
increasingly rely on them as a distributor. To illustrate, the PC versions of Xbox Game Studios titles like 
Forza Horizon 5 are also distributed by Steam, a shift in our strategy from just 6 years ago. 


7.3 1 Industry Leaders by Reported Revenue 
Finally, we track the reported revenue of leading companies in gaming as part of a broader annual 
industry sizing and profit analysis. To summarize the top-10 leaders for 2021: 
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Figure 78: Estimated Revenue for Calendar Year 20213


1. Tencent $32.8 billion 


2. Sony $25.0 billion 


3. Google $17.5 billion 


4. Microsoft $16.0 billion 


5. Apple $15.5 billion 


6. Nintendo $15.1 billion 


7. Netease $9.9 billion 


8. Activision Blizzard $8.1 billion 


9. Electronic Arts $6.5 billion 


10. Valve10 $6.5 billion 


8 Public financial disclosure, equity research, internal analysis ("CY2021 Game Industry Profit"). For companies that span multiple lines of business (including 
gaming), figures reflect estimated gaming-specific revenue and profit. 


Includes dedicated hardware revenue and profit/loss for Microsoft, Nintendo, and Sony 
0 Valve is privately held. Estimates reflect internal Microsoft analysis ("CY2021 Game Industry Profit'l 
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From: Tim Stuart </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MICRO SOFT.ONM ICROSOFT.COM-55760-TIM 
STUART> 


To: Phil Spencer 
Sent: 12/4/2020 6:39:25 PM 
Subject: RE: Xbox console volume 


Good mail. Sounds like there is a yield discussion at SLT, but that doesn't solve all of the gap - it's more of noise 
in the system vs a true need to invest more earlier. I edited a few numbers in your mail below. 


2nd bullet below, Amy did ask that we don't invest above the AM budget until we hit +10%, meaning we should 
strive to exceed plan until the +10% target then invest additional from there. It will get a little washed as we move 
throughout the year, but might be good to acknowledge the ask. 


4th bullet - might be good to highlight that we know we will likely be behind Switch and PS5 in the holiday volume 
due to supply, in addition to the comp vs Xbox 360 


The xcloud investment of $500M feels high. We will spend about $100M in capacity and another $100M in 
OPEX. You could round up and say big pieces of our content spend go there to get to something bigger like 
$500M, but that is a big round up. 


I would not highlight a $700M gap in AM target (yet). You could lower it to something like -$500M, but there are still 
big areas we an push back on to solve some of the gaps and we don't need Amy to engage here yet on target 
planning, especially with the Zeni ask of $300M. Two years in a row not hitting +10% AM growth could just be 
giving them something to hit back with when that really isn't the point of your mail. 


From: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: Tim Stuart <timstu@microsoft.com> 
Subject: Xbox console volume 


Give this a read. Please fix any numbers. 


I know there are a lot of discussions about Xbox console supply right now and I wanted to provide my pov on how 
we got here, our plan forward and more of a meta-commentary on our strategy. I want to start by saying this is not 
an ask for P&L relief, it's not complaining about constraints, this is meant to ensure we have a shared perspective. 


Some useful data points in Gaming: 


• Our FY21 Gaming P&L has a $1.5B hardware subsidy with the $499 and $299 price points on our consoles, 
that's our largest hardware subsidy ever in the Gaming P&L. 


• Our FY21 budget for AM is about $930M which does not meet the traditional 10% AM YoY growth that we'd 
be running Gaming under for the past 5 years. This was an agreement going into the FY and shows MS 
investing more than our mean in Gaming in FY21. We appreciate the investment and are on target to exceed 
this budget. 


• Gaming will have it's largest revenue year ever in FY21 reaching $12B in revenue and Q2 FY21 will be our 
largest revenue quarter in Gaming's history. 


• We had our largest launch day for Xbox console with Scarlett but will fall behind Xbox 360 in the quarter due 
to supply. 


• Somewhat random anecdote but we are also selling 20x the weekly runrate of Xbox One S right now and will 
be sell out permanently this month leaving us with Xbox Series S and Series X as our two consoles in 
market. There is real console demand but we still see the global console TAM as 200M units/generation, so 
we do not anticipate console TAM growing. 
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So when the question comes up about "why don't we have more Xbox consoles right nova' there are many factors 
but I think we aren't really focusing on the right issue if we are focusing on the yield miss for Scarlett or the Halo 
launch date miss (both are execution issues, not ducking those, they are just not the main factors in our console 
scarcity). 


I believe we could be selling 2-3x the number of console we are going to sell this quarter if we had the inventory. 
And if we did that our hardware subsidy on the P&L would also grow to 2-3x the number we have now. I believe 
could have sold 1 OM console this year and more next year with supply. Sony has done 15M+/year in some years 
and I believe we could get close with our product lineup, price points and game lineup coming. But I also do not 
think this is the right thing for our long term strategy given our investment. 


Gaming makes sense for MS, imo, as the focus on consumer. It's a $200B TAM with 3B people playing and both 
of these numbers are growing by 10%+/year. I can see no other clear consumer category with this TAM where 
Microsoft has the product truth today and customer demand that we have in Gaming and where the disruption that 
is happening in the business plays to some of Microsoft's long term strengths (cloud and subs). 


On the capital allocation that we are making in Gaming, I believe our investments in content and xcloud are critical 
to realizing our potential in Gaming. Amazon Luna and Google Stadia do not have the console strength we have 
giving us developer engagement, gaming community and catalog of content. But they also do not have the console 
subsidy on their gaming P&L that we have which could be an enabler for them. And other the other side we have 
Sony with PS5 and a very analogous hardware subsidy. Sony's Gaming P&L runs at lower GM and AM % 
margins than our Gaming business even though they have 2x the console IB. 


Bringing this back to our console volume now and for the next year. We are trying to thread a needle of investing in 
a disruptive future which requires real capital allocation ($500M in xCloud this year, $1 B in games) while also 
competing with Sony. Yes, TSMC/AMD yield on our 7nm die is costing us about 20% of our console volume we 
planned for in our launch quarter (Sony has similar yield issues). We could add 20% to our Q2FY21 console 
volume and we'd still feel considerable constraint. 


As a team we are starting to work through our FY22 plan. Right now we have 9.6M consoles in our FY22 plan, 31 M 
Xbox Game Pass sub ending balance and 22.5M game streaming entitlements. We will be investing in our V3 
blades for xCloud and see concurrency in xCloud as android, iOS, PC and Xbox One will be streaming clients. 
Early numbers in our planning, we see $14.5B in revenue but we also have a $700M AM gap to our growth 
commitment for FY22 which we will work. We will land an FY22 plan that meets our AM commitments, this isn't an 
ask for relief. One area we will likely constrain, again, is console volume. Just like we could likely sell 2-3x the 
consoles we are selling now with supply I think we could sell 12M+ consoles next year with supply but with 
considerable subsidy. The LTV for these units is positive but the FY P&L his is sizeable. I realize that what I'm 
typing is almost the exact definition of the innovators dilemma. 


From a strategy perspective I believe in our tradeoffs for Cloud and Content in Gaming over console volume. I 
would obviously love to invest in all unconstrained but I completely support the tradeoffs we are making. With 
hardware timelines we can't be as agile on supply when our revenue or AM targets exceed budgets as we are 
seeing in FY21 (even without Halo). We are making Q2 and Q3 decisions to airfreight consoles this FY which will 
pull some volume forward given how our P&L is tracking but this is more of a timing fix than a volume fix. We need 
to plan our FY22 hardware volumes now. With our strategy and opportunity console volume will still be the thing we 
constrain to grow our long term ambition. 


So while we talk about yield as our issue with Xbox Series SIX today, there is some small truth to that but in reality 
if our yield was on plan right now we'd feel the same constraints and customer sentiment. We could sell more 
consoles this year and next year, there is demand. 


I'm happy to go deeper on the P&L investments if there is a desire. I realize there are a ton of decisions on 
spend, 019 impact on gaming release dates, XGP content investments etc. I believe in the tradeoffs we are 
making for our long term goals but there are near a mid-terms consumer engagement and console unit volume 
tradeoffs. I just wanted to ensure we were all aligned. 


Phil 
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From: Phil Spencer </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI Fl ENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT.ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-55760-PHI L 
SPENCER> 


To: Tim Stuart 
Sent: 7/30/2020 3:15:56 PM 
Subject: RE: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 


Can we chat for a second? 


From: Tim Stuart <timstu@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 8:13 AM 
To: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 


They are so close in number - .96 Hours vs .97 Catalog; they are both extremely correlated and important to XGP 
success. Catalog quality and diversity drives hours. Hours drives subs. We believe hours is the right long term 
metric to evaluate and is the critical element of growing a service (Netflix sees this correlation as well), and 
therefore most important. We need catalog to drive hours. 


If we take a narrow view, hours is the most correlated, but when you add seasonality, holidays, back to school, title 
launches, etc and look at it over time it loses a slight edge on R. 


Don't need to go into detail on that point, just that Catalog is critical to subs and Hours is the driver of the sub 
base. 


From: Phil Spencer <rHniills _ .mrlcrosoft.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 8:07 AM 
To: Tim Stuart <-!.1..M tuu@rn...dro ;ft.corn> 
Subject: RE: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 


But the highest R is gameplay hours, correct? 


From: Tim Stuart <,tii, mstu miicrosoft.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 7:48 AM 
To: Phil Spencer <phiills(cmiicrosott.com>
Subject: RE: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 


I would present it as a step function — 


1. the quality and size of the catalog is critical and highly correlated to subscriber growth. You can see that in the 
catalog chart, which shows day & date, high quality, 1st Party games going into Game Pass and driving new 
subs as a result 


2. we know they are high quality and key titles, because it drives hours. People play these great games as a 
disproportionate level vs rest of catalog. You can see this in the hours and subs correlation. 


This is why we are asking to bring in Zeni. It drives significant quality and diversity that we can launch day & date 
into Game Pass (why we should buy, not rent), which drives subs through hours played. 


From: Phil Spencer <ppnii,lls. c~ mJcrosoft.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 7:13 AM 
To: Tim Stuart <;iii..Mstu..@!;n.i gso-ft.: .om~> 
Subject: FW: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 
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We did present number of titles as being more superior, are we changing that narrative? 


From: Amy Hood < My.hood@miicrosoft.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 6:23 PM 
To: Tim Stuart <,d:ii.ml .tu(c mmiicrosoft.com>; Phil Spencer <pl .sp(cx~microsoft.com>; Keith Dolliver (CELA) 
<nCeii.~H .d@miicrosoft.com>; Marc Brown (CORPDEV) <marcba_microsoft.com>; Ryan Cooper (CORPDEV) 


..... . . <C p. ... m,,lf. ,yan miicrosottr.corn>
Subject: RE: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 


Phil presented it as one is superior to the other so just make sure the talking points and the graphs maek it clear 
why there are two of them j 


From: Tim Stuart <tiimstu(a~microsoft.com> ................................ 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 6:17 PM 
To: Amy Hood < m. y nc.. r„@miicrosottr.com>; Phil Spencer <.pN; .I ,p„ microsoft.com>; Keith Dolliver (CELA) 
<keiithd..@miicrosoft.com>; Marc Brown (CORPDEV) <marcbmicrosoft.com>; Ryan Cooper (CORPDEV) ................ 
< oo. . .e . .f van miicrosott.com> 
Subject: RE: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 


Amy -


Catalog Size R - when we added the data through May the R dropped from .974 to .970. I kept the view at .97 
given the minimal rounding. 


Hours Engaged R — the R reflected data available through May already, if we had backed it up to match the chart if 
would have been higher. 


As to why catalog R is marginally higher than hours R, hours can tend to fluctuate more due to seasonal activity 
such as back to school vs summer and key title launches. Over time I anticipate this will normalize and follow 
similar patterns as the catalog and service continues to scale. 


From: Amy Hood < oa . o da mniicrosoft.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 5:16 PM 
To: Tim Stuart <,lii.m tu(cz miicrosoftr.com>; Phil Spencer <pl .sta microsoft.com>; Keith Dolliver (CELA) 
<k iithdmiicrosottr.com>; Marc Brown (CORPDEV) <m.arcbCcmicrosoft.com>; Ryan Cooper (CORPDEV) 
<.Qoop ,.If .y n.21M crosoft.com> 
Subject: RE: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 


Thanks Tim — did the R stay that high when you added in the new more extreme months? 


Also, as a reader, seeing the first R higher than the second R could lead to odd logic — what do you think having 
the first R higher than the second says? 


From: Tim Stuart <tiimstucz microsoft.com> ................................ 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:37 PM 
To: Amy Hood <.a.My n d(a`.miicrosoft.com>; Phil Spencer <,phi. sp. microsoft.com>; Keith Dolliver (CELA) 
<k ii . ,d, miicrosott.com>; Marc Brown (CORPDEV) <m. rcbmicrosoft.cum>; Ryan Cooper (CORPDEV) 
<CppPer.lf n... miicrosoft.com>
Subject: RE: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 


Attached is the updated ZeniMax board deck, inclusive of Amy's edits and Keith's review. Of note we have revised 
the acceleration slide along with next steps. 


Phil has also reviewed this version. 
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From: Amy Hood < . m~y.H:n cad.Pmiicrosoft.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 10:32 AM 
To: Phil Spencer <p....ls r miicroso t.comn>; Tim Stuart <tnmstu.cz microsoft.com>; Keith Dolliver (CELA) 
<Vc iitH ck 2iicrosoft.com>; Marc Brown (CORPDEV) <m.arcbC`r)microsoft.com>; Ryan Cooper (CORPDEV) 


. . . < asp - L Ifs n..0 miicrosoft.com>
Subject: Project Atom Financial Materials.pptx 


My edits and suggestions as you all work thru it. 
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From: Phil Spencer </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI Fl ENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-55760-PHI L 
SPENCER> 


To: Chris Capossela; Takeshi Numoto 
Sent: 8/6/2020 12:03:02 AM 
Subject: RE: random thought 


Takeshi, I totally agree that Nintendo is THE prime asset for us in Gaming and today Gaming is our most likely 
path to consumer relevance. I've had numerous conversations with the LT of Nintendo about tighter collaboration 
and feel like if any US company would have a chance with Nintendo we are probably in the best position. The 
unfortunate (or fortunate for Nintendo) situation is that Nintendo is sitting on a big pile of cash, they have a BoD 
that until recently has not pushed for further increases in market growth or stock appreciation. I say "until recently" 
as our former MS BoD member ValueAct has been heavily acquiring shares of Nintendo (Hn...ors.:.//w......._wr u-t rs._co_m 
/artnclle/uus;;niin,t ndo v Il„ uuegct.-exclluusiive iidQSIKC,N2232V ;;) and I've kept in touch with Mason Morfit as he's been ... . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . ...... . .... . . . . ............................................................... 
acquiring. It's likely he will be pushing for more from Nintendo stock which could create opportunities for us. 
Without that catalyst I don't see an angle to a near term mutually agreeable merger of Nintendo and MS and I don't 
think a hostile action would be a good move so we are playing the long game. But our BoD has seen the full 
writeup on Nintendo (and Valve) and they are fully supportive on either if opportunity arises as am I. 


Confidentially we have two fairly active M&A discussions in Gaming right now, Warner Brothers Interactive and 
ZeniMax. I took ZeniMax to the BoD last week and prior to the BoD discussion I asked Amy and Satya if they 
wanted me to slow either or both of these given the TikTok discussions and they both emphatically told me "no". 
They are fine doing all 3 of these if the deals make sense. I won't say WB or Zeni is Nintendo but both are for sale 
and gettable by us if things align. Biggest obstacle in WB is IP ownership, we wouldn't own any of the IP which 
hurts long term flexibility and the only obstacle on Zeni is valuation expectations of founders. But I think it's likely 
one or both of these happen which will help us continue to double down on our Gaming relevance. To give a sense 
of scale, ZeniMax is about the size of our current first party studios org, so that would be doubling our content 
asset. Downside is it's more core, less broad, not mobile, more north American/European etc. 


I love this discussion and value you looking at the opportunities here. At some point, getting Nintendo would be a 
career moment and I honestly believe a good move for both companies. It's just taking a long time for Nintendo to 
see that their future exists off of their own hardware. A long time... . :-) 


Phil 


From: Chris Capossela <Chris.Capossela@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 12:34 PM 
To: Takeshi Numoto <Takeshi.Numoto@microsoft.com>; Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: random thought 


Great thoughts. 


TikTok has really fallen into our lap rather than being something we actively sought out for our consumer business. 
If you said what is the next best consumer asset that we should spent $10B to $30B on, I don't think we'd say it's 
TikTok/ But the stars have aligned to give us a chance so we should look hard at pursuing it. 


As you know, for each of the solution areas, we have a set of companies we'd love to acquire if the timing and 
terms were right. They of course have to be willing to sell.., and they have to see us as a top company to sell 
to (like Mojang did). TikTok has not been on any of these lists so I think it's important to realize the current 
discussions are ones that developed due to geo-political dynamics and the good fortune we have with a strong, 
trusted brand that make TikTok look to us as a way to avoid being shut out of the US market by the current 
administration. You can argue if it wasn't on any of our lists why are we entertaining the idea but I think we never 
envisioned that this could be really possible and this big acquisition opportunities come along so rarely, that we 
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can't afford to not pursue the idea. I completely agree with you that it's not as adjacent as a variety of other 
prosumer/consumer assets that we might like to buy. 


I won't "out" Phil on the list of possible gaming acquisitions that we've shared with the board but I will say they are 
focused on great content companies that would help us improve the Game Pass catalog, deepen our PC and 
mobile content and help us in regions of the world where Xbox has had less success to date. There have been lots 
of rumors recently of Microsoft being in talks with a variety of major content players like Warner Brothers, EA, etc. 


Chriscap 


From: Takeshi Numoto <:.[" k bii....Numo oo~microsoft.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 12:16 PM 
To: Phil Spencer < llspCcmicrosoft.com>; Chris Capossela <Chris.Capossela(a~microsoft.com>
Subject: random thought 


I get that this whole Tic Tok discussion is happening outside the regular core biz discussions, but it really makes 
me wonder why we would not find targets like Nintendo more attractive, if we want to find a way to increase our 
consumer exposure and relevance. 


Tic Tok or any other social network seem to have little in the way of hard hitting (not conceptual) adjacencies that 
would help us accelerate its growth (reason of us being a better owner since it will be banned otherwise, does not 
feel like a sound logic) or have it accelerate our existing CSAs outside SANE (which is one of our weakest CSAs). 


With any existing category, making real inroads into it without sufficient critical mass to begin with seem hard, and I 
think we all know that you can only do this when there is a macro secular shift that can be exploited (eg -- shift to 
touch in terms of UEX (Apple and Android), or to cloud in terms of app pattern (Azure is now a much bigger infra 
tech provider than VMware, formerly king of infra on-prem) etc.). 


With gaming, while we have been a consistent #2, we have strong franchise, and a secular shift to the cloud (and 
perhaps immersive MRNR over time) that can really help us shift our position (both vis a vis Sony but also 
Steam). And in this context, it feels like Nintendo has such a rich set of franchises that can help us shore up our 
content franchises that we can then have accrue to the shift we will likely have to the cloud and to MRNR over 
time... .(and then perhaps even back to social network given the volume of game viewing as content/community — 
what if thought about AltSpace as our new social network for next gen immersive games) 


I suspect you guys have talked about this multiple times, and I get that there are numerous challenges about this 
target, but thought I would at least share my musing (since it feels more logical than Tik Toc). 


Thanks, 
-Takeshi 
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From: Satya Nadella </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT.ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-
55760-SATYA NADELLA> 


To: Phil Spencer; Amy Hood; Peggy Johnson 
CC: Sarah Bond; Tim Stuart; Takeshi Numoto; Scott Guthrie; Jason Zander 
Sent: 1/28/2020 4:37:10 AM 
Subject: RE: INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 
Attachments: F3DDD849E1 00458D8C2F5749BC3ABB1 F.png 


I would love to understand the economics better. 


ATVI gave up 100s of millions of 100% margin dollars for a cloud design win and YouTube eSport exclusivity. 


If we say did 90/10 or 100/0 on XBOX for ATVI, what would the equivalent of the economics be for exclusive on 
Mixer and Azure design win. 


Just want to understand the economics in some detail here. 


Also Scott and Jason need to note that Azure still is not ready for Gaming workloads. 


Thx 


Satya 


Sent from Mail for Windows 10 


From: Phil Spencer 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:56 PM 
To: Satya Nadella; Amy Hood; Peggy Johnson 
Cc: Sarah Bond; Tim Stuart 
Subject: FW: INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 


Sarah and I wanted to give you a background on the Activision/Google deal which includes the announce below 
plus Activision signing on to use GCP as their game cloud infrastructure. 


We don't know all of the details but from discussions with ATVI, our understanding is that Google went to 80/20 in 
the Google Play store across King, Activision and Blizzard titles in exchange for YouTube eSport exclusivity and 
GCP support. 


The 80/20 exchange to ATVI was worth hundreds of millions of dollars on their annual P&L given the scale of 
Candy Crush and Call of Duty on mobile. This is a deal we could not match given the value we'd see in our 
ecosystem today. 


Sarah and I are travelling to ATVI next week to secure rights for ATVI on Scarlett, Xbox Game Pass and xCloud. 
We will do this through 80/20 value exchange in our console store, 95/5 in our PC store and co-marketing for key 
titles over the next 4 years. This deal, for us, drives strategic value and growth in our core Gaming pillars. 


Sarah, Tim and I do have work to do to go to the larger game publishers with an all-encompassing MS opportunity 
across Azure, M365 and Gaming. The teams are making progress on Azure robustness for game service hosting 
where we can now look at future deals that approach Gaming partners in a more One Microsoft manner. I feel 
better about our go forward ability to land these end to end deals. 


Thanks, 
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IWiII 


From: Kenney III, Henry <Henry. Kenneylll@assemblyinc.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:51 PM 
To: Gaming News Coverage <xboxnewscoverage@microsoft.com> 
Cc: Gaming Comms Team <XboxComms@microsoft.com>; Xbox International PR Leads 
<xboxinternational@microsoft.com>; @Assembly Xbox <AssemblyXbox@Assemblyinc.com> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports 
Streaming 


INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision 
Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 
January 27, 2020 


Summary 
On Friday, 24 January, Google and Activision Blizzard announced the two companies have signed a 
multi-year strategic partnership where YouTube will serve as the game publisher's exclusive worldwide 
streaming partner (excluding China), and Google Cloud as its preferred game-hosting infrastructure. 
Esports leagues and events impacted by this include Overwatch League, Call of Duty League, Hearthstone 
Esports, and additional Activision Blizzard franchises. 


The news has driven a straightforward, moderate cycle from outlets such as IF=orbes, IDitgittall Trends, and 
The Verge, with media acknowledging this partnership as a way for YouTube to establish itself in the 
gaming live-streaming space beyond video on-demand. Forbes suggested this partnership was the sign of 
a "larger issue" for Amazon's Twitch, as did The Verge, with both outlets highlighting the number of recent 
departures in content creators and the loss of esports programming from the streaming platform. ..)ii ittal 
Trends also opined that Twitch's dominance is "slipping away." According to Ih-lypelE::3east, the announcement 
coincides with the launch weekend of Call of Duty League's inaugural season and just ahead of the 
Overwatch League season start date on February 8. 


The PR team is monitoring the cycle and will provide updates on noteworthy developments. 


Citations 
9to5Google: Activision IE:: Ilitz.z.ard will host games on Goode Cloud, makes YouTube exclusive streaming 
partner 
Business Insider: YouTube lust scored a manor victory in its bathe with Amazon's i wittch for esports 
supremacy, thanks to the company behind "Call of Duty" 
CNET: Overwatch, Call of (Duty Ileagues exclusively streaming on YouTube after Google deal 
Digital Trends: Overwatch League. Callll of (Duty I[....eague to excllusiivelly stream on YouTube 
Engadget: You t ube wtillll stream the Co[) and Overwatch leagues in 2020 
ESPN: Activision Blizzard announce multi-.year YouTube streaming gartnershiip with Google 
Forbes: YouTube Stealing Call Of II:)uty' And ` Overwatch' From Twitch Its A Sign Of IL...arger issues 
Gamasutra: Activision Blizzard And Google IE::::.nter into Mulltii-Year Strategic Relationship 


..F..o 
IPower New 


Player IE::::.xperii ences 
GamesIndustry.biz: Activision Blizzard and Googlle sign esports, cloud deals 
HypeBeast: YouTube Lands IE::::.xcllusitve Streaming IDeall for Overwatch and "Call of [Dut ' I./ I....ea., ues 
IGN: Overwatch, Call of If.)uty, and All Other Activision IE::::sgorts to Broadcast IE::E.xcllusiivelly on YouTube ube 
Polygon: Overwatch and Call of Duty leagues move to YouTube in exclusive Goo Ile~deall 
Variety: YouTube Scores Exclusive Streaming for Activision Blizzard's IE::E...Sports, including Overwatch and 
Call of IDut Leagues°./ ..
Venture Beat: Activision IEEBIIiiz.z.ard brings Overwatch. Call of (Duty esports exclusively to You Tube 
The Verge: YouTube is using massive e...sports leagues to take on F.witch in big lliive...streaming bet 
Wired: An IE::::sports IE:::::xodus to You Il ube Reshapes the IH....itvestream Wars 


Created by Assembly for 


Please reply to the original sender for questions. 
Microsoft 
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FOR MICROSOFT INTERNAL EVALUATION ONLY. NOT INTENDED FOR PUBLIC DISSEMINATION — MAY CONTAIN THIRD-PARTY 
MATERIALS. CONTENT PROVIDED IN THIS CORRESPONDENCE IS FOR MICROSOFT'S INTERNAL USE ONLY. 
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From: Satya Nadella </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT.ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-
55760-SATYA NADELLA> 


To: Phil Spencer; Amy Hood 
Sent: 3/19/2020 3:14:46 AM 
Subject: RE: Sony PS5 Reveal 


This is really great to hear Phil. 


Neither of us have announced pricing right? 


Thx 


Sent from Mail for Windows 10 


From: Phil Spencer 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 6:55 PM 
To: Satya Nadella; Amy Hood 
Subject: FW: Sony PS5 Reveal 


Even as I type this I know I shouldn't but I can't help myself 


We've all lived with 7 years of starting off a generation with a price and performance (and messaging) 
disadvantage to PS4 with Xbox One. I have to admit this morning when I woke up knowing the PS5 reveal was 
today that the stress level was higher than normal. Now after almost 12 hours of soaking in their unveil, taking 
apart their specs and looking at the community responses I just wanted to say that I'm proud of our team. 


We have a better product than Sony does, not just on hardware but equally important on the software platform and 
services on top of the hardware. We have the ingredients of a winning plan. I felt the feedback from the BoD 
discussion on being too confident and maybe this will just reinforce that perception, I get the need to be humbly 
confident but today was a good day for us. 


We haven't won anything. And I know we have hard discussion about pricing, P&L, investments etc. This mail isn't 
trying to scoop any of that, those discussions really matter. But we can take confidence in our product truth here 
and I do believe any conversation needs to start with believing in that. This was a good day for Xbox. 


Thanks for indulging me, 


Phil 


From: Liz Hamren <liz.hamren@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:18 PM 
To: SLT <SLT@service.microsoft.com> 
Cc: Gaming LT <gaminglt@microsoft.com>; Andrew Goossen <andrewgo@xbox.com> 
Subject: Sony PS5 Reveal 


SLT — 


This morning in a livestream Sony unveiled the tech specs and technical investments for PS5, their next generation 
console. Overall, Sony's announcements were in line with our expectations, and we continue to feel good about our 
offering relative to theirs. 


It is now evident that Xbox is the clear next generation technology leader, both in performance and next generation 
features, which are critical to enthusiast and developer audiences. Broad consumer audiences will likely perceive 
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the Xbox Series X and PS5 as roughly comparable. We have significant strength in backwards compatibility. Sony 
set expectations that the vast majority of the top 100 games on PS4 would be available on PS5 at launch, while we 
expect to have over 3,000 titles available at launch. We believe at the same price point we will fare well in 
head-to-head comparisons especially as we continue to shift the consumer mindset from console-only exclusives 
to ecosystem advantages/features. 


The reveal confirmed that they have some of the features we announced on Monday, but we have developer 
facing features we still believe are unique to us including Variable Rate Shading (VRS) and Sample Feedback 
Streaming (SFS). 


Their key messages were: 


• PS5 key spec reveal 
• "Boost" mode: variable GPU / CPU clock rates [versus us running at higher sustained rates] 
• SSD performance [they have a 2x advantage] 
• Off the shelf expandable storage options [similar to us in reality due to minimum size and speed requirements] 
• 3D spatial audio [similar] 


Details 


Mark Cerny, PS5 architect, walked through the design approach to their console — balancing developer familiarity 
with innovation. He emphasized that GPU teraflops and CU is not a good measurement of performance. We 
made this same point with Digital Foundry, but we do have a clear performance advantage (12 v 10). He also 
dedicated significant time to their boost mode where their GPU and GPU run in variable frequencies which 
required them to build a custom cooling solution. We explicitly rejected this design as it is a significant challenge for 
developers and effective performance is expected to be lower than these boost clock metrics. We expect that we'll 
have 30% advantage on GPU performance and a 25% memory bandwidth advantage in terms of real-world 
performance. 


Cerny talked at length about the move to SSDs and the advantages for game developers and consumers. They 
have optimized for raw higher raw throughput (2x ours with slightly better hardware compression and associated 
performance improvements) as opposed to a more integrated streaming architecture enabled by Sampler 
Feedback Streaming. 


Their approach to expansion is different from ours. We have a custom expansion card while they are using a more 
standard NVMe m.2 SSD slot. No existing drives meet their required performance or physical form factor 
constraints, but in the long term, their approach may provide price advantage. 


Cerny also spent what seemed like a disproportionate amount of time on audio innovations, and we believe we 
have similar capabilities. 


Spec Comparison: 


Spec Xbox Series X PlayStation 5 


CPU 8x Zen 2 Cores at 3.8GHz (3.6GHz with 8x Zen 2 Cores at 3.5GHz (variable 
SMT) frequency) 


GPU 12 TFLOPs, 52 CUs at 1.825GHz, Custom 10.28 TFLOPs, 36 CUs at 2.23GHz 
RDNA 2 (variable frequency) 


Memory 16GB GDDR6 w/ 320 bit bus 16GB GDDR6/256-bit 
Memory 


10GB at 560GB/s, 6GB at 336GB/s 448GB/s Bandwidth 
Internal 
Storage 1TB Custom NVMe SSD Custom 825GB SSD 


10 Throughput 2.4GB/s (Raw), 4.8GB/s (Compressed) 5.5GB/s (Raw), Typical 8-9GB/s 
(Compressed) 


Expandable 
1 TB Expansion Card NVMe SSD Slot Storage 


External 
Storage USB 3.2 HDD Support USB 3.2 HDD Support 


Optical Drive 4K UHD Blu-ray Drive (50GB) 4K UHD Blu-ray Drive (100GB) 
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The technical deep dives: 


PlayStation 5: specs and...tecHi...that-delliiver.. 
sons.°.A next...gen-.viisiion 


Xbox Series X: https:// .diiQiitatioundrv.net/2020...03...18...xbox-seriies...x...the...compllete...specs...next-raen...features-
revealled 


Next up on the horizon.., price and content reveals! 
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From: Satya Nadella </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT.ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-
55760-SATYA NADELLA> 


To: Phil Spencer; SLT Modern Group 
CC: Gaming LT 
Sent: 12/8/2019 7:44:53 PM 
Subject: Re: 10M 


Really awesome milestone! 


Congrats on all..... Onward ! 


Get Outlook for iOS 


From: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Sunday, December 8, 2019 11:42:06 AM 
To: SLT Modern Group <sltmoderngroup@service.microsoft.com> 
Cc: Gaming LT <gaminglt@microsoft.com> 
Subject: FW: 10M 


We've said that 10M is a unique milestone for us in terms of paying subscribers for Xbox Game Pass. Really 
great to see the growth in this new content subscription on top of our existing XBL Gold and digital sales business. 
Lot's of different parts of the company came together to enable this. Our full priced paying subs is growing 100%+ 
YoY and as you can see blow our ads right is growing. 


Sony's PlayStation Now announced 1 M paid subs in October (after 5+ years). Apple Arcade has yet to talk about 
a subscription number. We are still not talking about this milestone publicly so please keep this internal. 


Thanks to everyone for the support here. 


Phil 


From: Ben Decker <Ben.Decker@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Sunday, December 8, 2019 11:04 AM 
To: Gaming LT <gaminglt@microsoft.com> 
Cc: Game Pass LT <gamepass_lt@microsoft.com> 
Subject: 10M 


All: 


We wanted to share the exciting news that Game Pass has officially surpassed 10 million paid subscribers! 


This is a significant milestone we have all been working towards for more than two years. Thank you to everyone 
on this thread, everyone in Xbox, and the dozens of partner organizations across Microsoft that have made this 
possible. We show this chart a lot, but it helps provide context for how rapidly Game Pass has been able to scale 
over its first 30 months: 
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Over the last two plus years, we have made so much progress in the product experience; our operational 
capabilities; the quality and scale of our content portfolio; and, most importantly, satisfaction amongst our 
members. Looking at the how we've been able to accelerate our growth and improve member loyalty, it's clear 
how far we've come: 
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It's been an inspiration to be part this effort, and we're looking forward to the next 1OM, 100M, and 2.5B! 


Congratulations to everyone, and thank you again for all your support. 


Best, 


The Game Pass Team 
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From: Frank X. Shaw </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT.ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-
55760-FRANK SHAW> 


To: Sarah Bond (SHE/HER); Tim Stuart; Matt Booty; Linda Norman (CELA); Cynthia Per-Lee 
CC: Phil Spencer; Seth Schiesel; Kari Perez; David Hufford (HE/HIM) 
Sent: 1/14/2022 6:54:34 PM 
Subject: Updated Denali Comms materials 
Attachments: Denali Comms plan_TikTok Draft.docx; Denali press release_draft.docx; Denali_messaging.docx; 


PHIL - DenaliComms WIP.docx 


Team, 


For review, with an eye to any specific challenges or issues you see that we need to resolve. Instead of editing in 
the docs, it would be best to reply to this email, since we have live docs on a share still going through other edits. 
The PHIL doc includes satya email, phil to Microsoft and phil to amaze, as well as current snapshot of the investor 
talk track. 


We'll share a subset of this with SLT at 4, so any input by 2 would be good. 


We have not received any comms material from Amaze. 


From: Kari Perez <kariperez@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2022 10:44 AM 
To: Frank X. Shaw <fxs@microsoft.com> 
Cc: Emil Rodriguez (HE/HIM) <Emil.Rodriguez@microsoft.com> 
Subject: Updated Denali Comms materials 


Hi Frank, 
Please see attached the updated messaging document, press release and detailed Tiktok for the Denali 
announcement on Tuesday. Briefing materials and talk track for Phil forthcoming. Thanks, Kari 
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Microsoft Acquires Activision Blizzard to Bring the Joy and Community of 
Gaming to Everyone across Every Device 


Legendary games, immersive interactive entertainment, and publishing expertise, 
accelerates growth in Microsoft's Gaming business across mobile, PC, console, and 
cloud. 


REDMOND, Wash. January 18, 2022 —With more than 3 billion people actively 
playing games today, and fueled by a new generation steeped in the joys of 
interactive entertainment, gaming is now the largest and fastest-growing form of 
entertainment. Today, Microsoft (Nasdaq: MSFT) announced the acquisition of 
Activision Blizzard, Inc. (Nasdaq: ATVI), a leader in game development and 
interactive entertainment content publisher with legendary franchises including 
Call of Duty, Candy Crush, Warcraft, Diablo, Overwatch and Hearthstone. This 
acquisition will accelerate the growth in Microsoft's gaming business across 
mobile, PC, console, and cloud and will build on the collection of communities and 
game franchises with multiple endpoints needed for the metaverse. 


Microsoft will acquire Activision Blizzard for $95.00 per share, implying a 48% 
premium to the closing price of Activision Blizzard on Friday, Jan. 7, in an all-cash 
transaction valued at $68.3 billion, inclusive of Activision Blizzard's net debt. The 
deal is intended to close in fiscal year 2023 and is accretive on day one. The 
planned acquisition includes publishing offices and development studios with 
more than 9,500 employees, including Activision Publishing, Blizzard 
Entertainment, King, Major League Gaming, and Activision Blizzard Studios. 


Once the deal closes, the teams at Activision Blizzard will report to Phil Spencer, 
executive vice president of Gaming at Microsoft. Spencer and the gaming 
leadership team are committed to empowering teams to do what they love, while 
thriving in a safe and inclusive culture. Bobby Kotick, CEO of Activision Blizzard, 
will continue to lead Activision, and he and his team will maintain their focus on 
accelerating business growth and driving the company's culture change. 


"Gaming is the most dynamic and exciting category in entertainment and will help 
bring billions of people into the metaverse," said Satya Nadella, chairman and 
CEO, Microsoft. "We're investing deeply in world-class content, community, and 
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the cloud to usher in a new era of gaming that puts players first and makes 
gaming safe, inclusive, and accessible to all." 


"Players everywhere love Activision Blizzard games, and we believe the creative 
teams have their best work in front of them," said Phil Spencer, executive vice 
president, Gaming at Microsoft. "Together we will build a future where people 
can play the games they want, on the devices they want, anywhere they want." 


(Rough draft, to be updated) - "For more than 30 years the Activision Blizzard 
teams have built some of the most epic and immersive entertainment," said 
Bobby Kotick, CEO, Activision Blizzard. "The combination of Activision Blizzard's 
talented development teams and franchises with Microsoft's technology, access 
to talent, and ambitious vision and commitment to gaming and inclusion means 
great things for our teams and players everywhere." 


Mobile is the largest segment in gaming, with 95% of all players globally playing 
games on mobile and representing more than half of software and services 
revenue. Through great teams and great technology, Microsoft and Activision 
Blizzard will empower players to enjoy the most-immersive franchises, like Halo 
and Call of Duty, on any device. And with games like Candy Crush, Activision 
Blizzard's high-margin mobile business represents a significant presence and 
opportunity for Microsoft in this fast-growing segment. 


The acquisition also builds on Microsoft's Game Pass portfolio with plans to 
launch Activision Blizzard games into Game Pass, which has reached a new 
milestone of over 25 million subscribers. With nearly 400 million monthly active 
players in 190 countries and five billion-dollar franchises, this will make Game 
Pass the most compelling and diverse line-ups of AAA content in the industry. 
Upon close, Microsoft will have 30 internal game development studios, along with 
additional publishing and esports production capabilities. 


The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions and completion of 
regulatory review. Microsoft expects the acquisition to close in fiscal year 2023 
and to have minimal impact to non-GAAP operating income in fiscal years 202X 
and 202X. Non-GAAP excludes the expected impact of purchase accounting 
adjustments, as well as integration and transaction-related expenses. 
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Microsoft Chairman and CEO Satya Nadella, Bobby Kotick, CEO, Activision 
Blizzard, Microsoft EVP, Gaming Phil Spencer, and Microsoft Chief Financial 
Officer Amy Hood will host a webcast for investors and media on January 18, 
2022, at 6:30 a.m. Pacific Time / 9:30 a.m. Eastern Time regarding this 
transaction. 


• U.S. Phone #: (877) 407-0666 (No password required) 
• International #: +1-201-689-8023 (No password required) 
• Link to the webcast: Add link 


There will be a recording of the conference call available shortly after the call unti 
Friday, January 28, 2022, at 5 p.m. Pacific Time. To access that recording: 


• U.S. Dial #: (877) 660-6853 
• International calls dial #: +1 (201) 612-7415 
• Enter Conference ID: 13726291 


For more information, please visit the blog post from Phil Spencer, EVP Gaming at 
Microsoft. Find related imagery here. For broadcast quality b-roll and audio, 
please contact XXX. 


Fast Facts on Gaming 
• The $200+ billion gaming industry is the largest and fastest-growing form of 


entertainment. 


• In 2021 alone, the total number of video game releases was up 64% 
compared to 2020 and 51% of players in the US reported spending more 
than 7 hours per week playing cross console, PC, and mobile. 


• 3 billion people globally play games today, which is expected to grow to 4.5 
billion by 2030. 


• More than 100 million garners, including over 25 million Xbox Game Pass 
members, play Xbox games across console, PC, mobile phones and tablets 
each month. 
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About Microsoft 
Microsoft (Nasdaq "MSFT" @microsoft) enables digital transformation for the era of an 
intelligent cloud and an intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower every person and every 
organization on the planet to achieve more. 
About Activision Blizzard 


Activision Blizzard Fast Facts and Accolades 


Forward—looking statements 
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PROJECT DENALI I Worldview & Messaging 


Worldview: 
• As new generations grow up playing games with 3 billion players around the world and expected to grow 


to 4.5 billion players by 2030, the gaming industry has become the largest and fastest growing form of 
media and entertainment. Today, one in every three people play video games. 


• In this golden era of gaming, the opportunity for new entrants continues to expand as there are more 
players, more creators and more games being launched globally than ever before. In 2021 alone, the total 
number of video game releases was up 64% compared to 2020 (source:NPD) and 51% of players in the US 
reported spending more than 7 hours per week (source: ESA) playing cross console, PC, and mobile. 


• This growth is being driven by new and existing players globally, as companies like Amazon, Tencent, 
Sony, Nintendo, SEGA, Devolver, Capcom and Meta produce games and key game distributors like 
Alphabet and Apple continue to invest as there are more players, more creators and more games being 
launched globally than ever before. 


Overall message: 
• Today, we announced that Marvel will acquire Amaze, a leader in game development and interactive 


entertainment content publisher with legendary games and immersive interactive entertainment. This will 
accelerate the growth in Marvel's gaming business across mobile, PC, console, and cloud. The planned 
acquisition includes publishing offices and development studios spanning the globe with over 9,500 
employees, including Activision Publishing, Blizzard Entertainment, King, Major League Gaming, and 
Activision Blizzard Studios. 


• Marvel will acquire Amaze for $95.00 per share, implying a 48% premium to the closing price of Amaze on 
Friday, Jan. 7, in an all-cash transaction valued at $68.3 billion, inclusive ofAmaze's net debt. The deal is 
intended to close in FY23. 


• As the fastest-growing form of entertainment and media and with 3 billion players to reach around the 
world (and we project it will grow to 4.58 by 2030), Microsoft is acquiring ATVI, creators of legendary 
franchises like Call of Duty, Candy Crush, Warcraft, Diablo, Overwatch, StarCraft, and Hearthstone. ATVI's 
extraordinary talent and epic content portfolio bring the joy and community of gaming to nearly 400 
million monthly players in 190 countries. Together, Microsoftand ATVI will grow and maximize the value 
of our iconic franchises and services across console, PC, and mobile for more players & creators 
worldwide. 


• The teams atAmaze will report to the Head of Marvel Gaming and Marvels Gaming Leadership Team, 
who are committed to empowering every employee to do what they love while thriving in a safe and 
inclusive culture--a culture where everyone is invited to play. It is clear that Amaze is taking seriously the 
work to drive culture change and accountability, and are on a path to make Amaze a safe and inclusive 
place to work. At Marvel, our culture remains our number one priority and providing a safe and inclusive 
environment for everyone is critical to our success. 


• Marvel has long demonstrated that gaming worlds and communities offer compelling venues for people 
to gather, create, and play. Many ofAmaze's iconic franchises, and the technology and communities 
behind them, will add to Marvel's existing line up that will define the metaverse in the years ahead. 


• We have reached a new milestone with more than 25 million Game Pass subscribers 


KMQA: Denali KMQA.docx 


Financial Details: 
Marvel will acquire Amaze for $95.00 per share, implying 48% premium to the closing price of Amaze on Friday, 
Jan. 7, in an all-cash transaction valued at $68.3 billion, inclusive of Amaze's net debt. The deal is intended to close 
in FY2023. 


Investors - business opportunity: 
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• Marvel's acquisition of Amaze - one of the largest game publishers across consoles, PCs and mobile, 
enhances our leadership and investment in content, community, and cloud, consistent with our long-term 
vision of bringing the joy and community of gaming to everyone on the planet. 


• This transaction is expected to be accretive in FY23 and creates one of the world's largest gaming 
companies by revenue. It is expected to close in FY23. 


• Mobile is the largest segment in gaming overall, with 95% of all players globally playing games on mobile 
and representing more than half of software and services revenue. Amaze's high-margin mobile business 
represents a significant new presence and opportunity for Marvel in this fast-growing segment. 


• This acquisition continues to build the Game Pass portfolio as one of the most compelling and diverse 
line-ups of AAA content available on anygaming platform. With nearly 400 million monthly active players 
in 190 countries and five separate billion-dollar franchises, Amaze has created legendary franchises such 
as Call of Duty, Candy Crush, Warcraft, Diablo, Overwatch, and Hearthstone we are confident that they 
will continue to delight players around the world. Amaze's incredible game portfolio provides tremendous 
growth opportunities for Marvel in mobile, PC, console and in the cloud. 


• Upon close, Marvel will offer as many Amaze games as we can within Game Pass, both new games and 
games from Amaze's incredible catalog. 


• Amaze's games exist on a variety of platforms today, and they plan to continue supporting those 
communities moving forward. 


• This acquisition follows other successful gaming acquisitions- Mojang (Minecraft) and ZeniMax, and 
brings us a unique, engaged, and growing community of committed players. 


• We expect to derive value with incremental Game Pass monetization through increased subscriber 
revenue and post-sale monetization due to inclusion of the Amaze content in Game Pass, and continued 
sales of Amaze's portfolio. 


• This transaction is accretive in FY23 (non-GAAP basis) and creates one of the world's largest gaming 
companies by revenue. 


Consumers -choice and value: 
• Our Gaming content subscriptions and technology innovations have allowed more people to play more 


games across more screens than ever before. Bringing all the iconic new and existing games from Amaze 
across all these screens is great for players around the world. 


• Upon close, Marvel will offer as many Amaze games as we can within Game Pass, both new games and 
games from Amaze's incredible catalog. 


• The combination of Marvel and Amaze gives players more choice to play the games they want, with the 
people they want, on the devices they want across console, PC, mobile and cloud. 


Amaze Employees - culture: 
• We admire you and look forward to working with you in an environment of support and respect. Marvel is 


committed to inclusion at all levels of the game industry and in the entertainment content we produce. 
• We are committed to creating a welcoming and safe community for all players and team members. We 


will continue to strive for diversity and inclusion at all levels of our business. We believe that a diverse and 
inclusive community and team is critical to our success. 


• Together, your work will benefit and reach more players through Marvel's continued global investments 
in new distribution models and technologies, from Game Pass to Cloud Gaming. 


• The teams at Amaze will report to the Head of Marvel and Marvel's Gaming Leadership team who are 
committed to empowering the teams to do what they love while thriving in a safe and inclusive culture--a 
culture where everyone is invited to play. It is clear that Amaze is taking the challenges in front of them 
seriously and are on a path to make Amaze a safe and inclusive place to work. At Marvel, we hold all of 
our teams, and our leaders, to this commitment. 


Marvel Employees - culture: 
• Today represents a milestone for Marvel as we announce an agreement to acquire Amaze - the biggest 


acquisition in our history and one of the biggest and most impactful deals in game industry history. 
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We remain committed to providing all employees and players a safe, welcoming, inclusive environment. 
We look forward to extending a warm welcome to Amaze teams. 
We continue to execute on our vision to put players at the center by investing in content, community & 
cloud. 
Our global scale, technical resources, gaming tradition and commitment to inclusion positions us for 
leadership in gaming, the world's fastest growing form of mass entertainment and community. 
The teams at Amaze will report to the Head of Marvel and Marvels Gaming Leadership team who are 
committed to empowering the teams to do what they love while thriving in a safe and inclusive culture--a 
culture where everyone is invited to play. It is clear that Amaze is taking the challenges in front of them 
seriously and are on a path to make Amaze a safe and inclusive place to work. At Marvel, we hold all of 
our teams, and our leaders, to this commitment. 


Partners - commitment & scale: 
• Our goal is to build an at-scale gaming platform that that will support creativity and business model 


innovation and enables our partners to reach the world's 3B gamers across all screens. With this 
investment we are better positioned to achieve that goal and support the growth of your business and 
bring joy and community to the billions of gamers on the planet. 


• This investment will accelerate the growth of our ecosystem across geographies which is good for all our 
partners. Your business will continue to grow and thrive at Marvel as we create industry parity globally. 


• Our plan is to include Amaze games in XGP, which will grow the opportunity for you to increase 
engagement and monetization through XGP. Game Pass drives discovery which in turn drives 
monetization. 9/10 Game Pass subscribers try new games because they subscribe, and when a game 
enters Game Pass engagement increases by 8X. Game Pass users spend more time gaming (+44%) and 
spend more on content (+24%) than prior to subscribing. Game Pass is accretive to standalone game sales 
- so participation can grow the overall revenue potential for your game(s). 


• This acquisition doesn't change our working relationship with any of our partners. We remain as 
committed as ever to your success on Marvel. 


• Amaze's games exist on a variety of platforms today, and they plan to continue supporting those 
communities moving forward. 


Desired headlines: 
• Marvel- Amaze Deal Reflects Global Game Boom 
• With Amaze Deal, Marvel Challenges Big Tech Rivals in Booming Game Business 


Not good: 
• Marvel pays premium for distressed Amaze 
• Culture Challenges Loom as Marvel Announces Amaze Acquisition 
• Regulators Wary of Big Gaming Deal 


• Game Publishers Concerned about Marvel-Amaze deal 


Deliverables: 
• At scale delivery mechanisms - press release, Phil Blog post, email to employees and investor deck. 
• Partner Communications & regulators 
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PROJECT DENALI I Comms plan 
Master tiktok 
Key documents 


• Press release: 
• Denali messaging.docx 
• Denali KMQA.docx 
• Partner Comms 
• Marvel Blog post signed by Head of Marvel 
• Press buddy email 
• Marvel Social (including Marvel CEO Linkedin/Twitter and Head of division —Twitter) 


Internal Communications 
Amaze CEO- employee email 
Marvel Head —employee email 


Marvel Head of division — division employee email (in response to the Marvel Head email) 
Amaze All hands employee script 
Marvel (head of division) (GMR — employee script 


Marvel (head of division) to Amaze employees (email) 
Internal Management FAQ 


Marvel Employee Q&A 
Amaze Employee Q&A 


Social media guidance for employees (Marvel and Amaze) 
Global PR advisory 


IR 
IR Deck — See Denali IR deck 
IR Q&A 


Timeline — tiktok 


Tuesday, Jan.18, 5:30AM PT (pre-market open) 
• Announce: 


• Marvel and Amaze Employee communications from Marvel and Amaze CEO 
• Joint press release, Blogpost, media outreach for interviews, supporting Linkedin and Twitter 


(Marvel & Amaze) 
• Xbox Global Social announce posts 
• News Advisory— internal for Marvel Comms include messaging, links to blogs, instructions on 


amplification 
• Post-announce: 6:30 — 9:30AM PT: 


• Investor call/ presentation - Satya/Bobby/ Phil/Amy - scripted, no Q&A, given limitations of pre-
earnings quiet period 


• Amaze employee virtual All-Hands (Amaze CEO, Phil pre-recorded) 
• Marvel Gaming Monthly Review / currently scheduled for 11:00 
• Partner calls 


TICK TOCK 
Xbox internal; Amaze internal; External 
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.. 


TBD Anyone that needs notifying CELA 


8:00am Amy records investor call SCG 


9:00am Phil records investor call SCG 


10:00am Satya records investor call SCG 


11:00am Bobby records investor call SCG 


4:00pm Full Gaming LT disclosed on Denali HZ 


4:30pm Limited press "Tune In" w/o news FXS/RJ 


ijrr
.. 


4:30am Social/Comms/Amaze War Room Kick Off KP/ER 


5:20am Press wake up calls FXS, RJ 


5:30am Announce — Joint press release, Phil KP/RJ 
blogpost 


5:32am Announce — Exec Social (Twitter/Linkedin) SS/HZ/JT/Amaze Amaze Exec social on 
(CONFIRM announce live) Linkedln only 


5:32am Marvel Employee communications from JT/FXS 
Marvel CEO 


5:32am Amaze Employee communications Amaze 
(CONFIRM announce live) 


5:32am Amaze website/corp announce goes live Amaze Need to know which 
(CONFIRM announce live) surfaces 


0
5:35am Marvel Head of Division email (reply to SS/HZ 


CEO) to division employees (includes link 
to regulatory and social media policy) 


5:35am Invite to investor call SCG/April 


5:35am Xbox Global Social live, including TH/MF is/MM 
image posts once post once live 
(CONFIRM announce live) 


5:35am News/Comms Advisory RJ/SCG 


5:35am Amp Guidance (point to announce) RJ/ER/JS/MM 


5:35am Invite to investor call April/SCG 


5:40am Marvel 1P studio outreach — 1P studio MB/JL/ER 
head forwards Marvel Head of Division 
email 


5:40 Marvel & Amaze partner outreach — SB/CW/PS GEO offering CEO 
Marvel Head of Division sends emails to team later in day 
key partner CEOs 


5:40— PRESS DH/RJ/Amaze 
5:55am CNBC Squawk Box w Becky Quick (ET) 
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6:00am ANALYSTS DT 
Pitch analyst conversation w Tim Stuart 
-Joost van Dreunen/independent 
-Piers Harding-Rolls/Ampere Analysis (UK) 
-George Jijiashvili/Omdia (UK) 
-Anshel Sag/Moor Insights 
-Carolina Milanesi/Creative Strategies 


6:30am PRESS RJ 
Washington Post w Gene Park (ET) 


6:30-6:50 Investor call — pre- recorded presentation B/AB/JT/JA/SS 


6:50am PRESS RJ 
Financial Times w Chris Grimes (PT) or 
Chris Nuttal (London) 


7:10 PRESS RJ 
Bloomberg w Dina Bass (PT) 


7:30 PRESS FS, RJ 
Frank sends Satya mail to buddy mail 


7:30 


press 


S RJ
NY Sw Karen Weise (PT) T 


7:50 PRESS RJ 
WSJ w Aaron Tilley (PT) 


8:10 PRESS RJ 
Dean Takahashi w Venturebeat (PT) 


9:45am Amaze employee message from Marvel SS 
Head of Division (includes Amaze 
regulatory and social media policy) (time 
TBD) 


10:00 HR to send note to new hires that haven't 
started yet 


10:10- HOLD for additional interviews if needed RJ 
10:50 


10:00- ANALYST RJ/DT 
11:00 Hold for analyst call down w Tim Stuart 


~O. 


11:00 GMR - Marvel division extended leaders HZ/SS 
meeting (not all hands) 
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~~. 


12:15 Break 


12:30- HOLD for additional interviews if needed 
1:30 


12:00 ANALYST RJ/DT 
1:00 Hold for analyst call down w Tim Stuart 


9:00 Flash report — press, social, creator 
reactions 


4:00 EOD 1 report - creator and social themes, 
include coverage highlights, include flags 
and most common questions, include 
message pickup and tone 


EOD Day 2, EOW 
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STILL TK: 


Phil public blog 
Phil social (Twitter) 


FOR REFERENCE/CONTEXT: INITIAL SATYA MAIL TO ALL-MS: 


[9PJI►14P11Wole]~I 


Timing — 5:32am PT Tuesday (2 min after press release @ 5:30am) 


To: All Employees 
Subject: Bringing the joy and community of gaming to everyone 


Team, 


I'm thrilled to share that this morning <we announced> an agreement to acquire Amaze for $XX 
billion in an all-cash transaction. Amaze is one of the world's largest game publishers, and it's 
home to more than 400 million monthly active players, along with iconic game franchises, 
including Call of Duty, Warcraft, Diablo, and Candy Crush. 


Gaming has been key to Microsoft since our earliest days as a company. Today, it's the largest 
and fastest growing category in the entertainment industry, and together with Amaze, we 
believe we have an incredible opportunity to bring the joy and community of gaming to 
everyone on the planet. Our ambition is to accelerate a flywheel across content, engagement, 
and monetization that is unmatched in the industry. 


This agreement is a testament to the impact our gaming team has delivered, and I am deeply 
grateful for their hard work and commitment. Over the past few years, we've become the clear 
market leaders in game subscriptions, as well as cloud gaming. And this holiday it was especially 
gratifying to see the response from fans and read the rave reviews of our new first-party titles. 


When the acquisition closes, Amaze's 9,500 employees will report to Phil Spencer, along with his 
Gaming Leadership Team. We look forward to extending ourjourney to create a more diverse 
and inclusive culture to our new colleagues at Amaze, and ensuring all of our employees can do 
what they love, while thriving in a safe and welcoming environment — one where everyone feels 
empowered to do their best work. 


I will be <hosting an investor presentation this morning> at X a.m. PT with Phil and Amy, as well 
as Bobby Kotick, the CEO of Amaze, to share more details on our big ambitions for gaming. 
Please join if you can. 
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Satya 


PHIL TO XBOX EMPLOYEES (both core and extended), replying to Satya all-MS mail, so same 
reply Subject: "Bringing the joy and community of gaming to everyone" 


Timing: —5:35am PT Tuesday ("immediately" after Satya) 


Welcome back from the holidays. To start, I'd like to thank everyone on Team Xbox for all of the 
hard work and dedication that have built this business and this community. Obviously, today's 
agreement to acquire Activision Blizzard is incredibly exciting. In fact it's a milestone for our 
company, our business and our industry. I hope each of you can share my enthusiasm and the 
enthusiasm of the entire Gaming Leadership Team. 


As players and partners, we all know how talented and dedicated the teams and studios are 
across Activision Blizzard. We all know the vast, incredible portfolio of games and franchises 
across that company that have delighted millions of people for decades. Coming together, we 
can accelerate our mission to extend the joy and community of gaming to everyone. We have 
the capability and opportunity to build simply the best, most engaging, most fun entertainment 
ecosystem anywhere. [Flag/thanks re new Game Pass sub #?] 


Microsoft is committed to ourjourney for inclusion and basic decency in every aspect of 
gaming, among both employees and players. We deeply value individual studio cultures. We 
also believe that creative success and autonomy go hand-in-hand with treating every person 
with dignity and respect. We hold all teams, and all leaders, to this commitment. We're looking 
forward to extending our culture of proactive inclusion to the great teams across Activision 
Blizzard. 


We expect this acquisition to close in FY23, pending regulatory approvals. Once the acquisition 
is completed, Activision Blizzard will report to myself and the GLT. In the meantime, we know 
you will have a lot of questions. The Gaming Leadership Team and I look forward to answering 
as many as we can at our next Monthly Gaming Update on Jan. 26. Please also refresh on our 
<corporate social media and trading guidelines.> - - commented ISSti: Link needed 
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As Satya mentioned, we will be having a <webcast for media and investorsL> at 6:30 a.m. PT to 
_ 


Commented [SS2]: Link needed 


discuss this transaction and our plans as Microsoft Gaming. Please join if you can. 


Phil 


[distribution vector/packaging TBD] 


Timing: Pushed to 9:45am PT (ie after other comms) 


Subject [if the vector has a subject line]: Bringing the joy and community of gaming to everyone 


Dear future colleagues, 


Greetings. On behalf of my coworkers at Microsoft Gaming, and the entire Microsoft family, it is 
an honor to be the first to let you know how excited and thrilled we are to have the opportunity 
to work with you. 


After my family, video games are one of the most important parts of my life. Since childhood, 
I've witnessed first-hand how games bring people together, bring down barriers and bring joy to 
so many people. That's one reason why our mission is to extend the joy and community of 
gaming to everyone on the planet. As we pursue that mission, I can't think of a more powerful, 
gratifying next step than working with the incredibly talented and dedicated teams across 
Activision Blizzard. 


As both players and industry partners, our Gaming Leadership Team harbors tremendous 
admiration and respect for every studio at Activision Blizzard, including the fantastic teams at 
King. The games we make provide joy and connection to billions of people around the world. 


Of course as both a player and a professional, I have also seen where we can fall short as a 
global community and as an industry. We fall short when we fail to provide a safe, inclusive work 


Commented [SS3]: @Frank X. Shaw If this is being 
pushed to later in the morning, how does that play into 
potentially briefing this to the press hours earlier? Don't 
want ANI employees reading about this letter in the press 
first, I'd think. 


Commented [FXS4R3]: I don't have a time yet -- they 
said it would be 1.5 hours, so maybe more 730 ish, stay 
tuned. 
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environment for every person in our business. We fall short when we tolerate abuse. We fall 
short every single time someone feels unwelcome in our industry and in our game communities. 


This is why at Microsoft we are committed to our journey as a company and an industry for 
inclusion and basic decency in every aspect of gaming, among both employees and players. We 
deeply value individual studio cultures. We also believe that creative success and autonomy go 
hand-in-hand with treating every person with dignity and respect. We hold all teams, and all 
leaders, to this commitment. 


Together, Activision Blizzard and Microsoft have an incredible opportunity ahead of us: to build 
simply the best, most engaging, most fun entertainment ecosystem anywhere on Earth (and 
beyond). We can hardly wait to build the future together with you. 


With respect and anticipation, 


Phil Spencer 


[title here] 


Xbox Live: P3 


PHIL IR SCRIPT 


MASTER DOC OWNED BY APRIL BJORNSTAD 


Phil speaks after Satya and Bobby, and before Amy 


Recording Monday 9am PT via Teams 


Phil [Seth driving script] 


• Hi everyone. This is obviously an extremely exciting day. This deal is completely in line 


with the Gaming strategy we've been building over the last several years, and in fact 


accelerates it. The big picture is that this transaction in no way changes our strategy. 
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Rather, this deal accelerates our strategy. When this transaction closes, we will be the 


world's No. 3 gaming company by revenue, behind Tencent and Sony. 


• At the broadest level, our mission as Microsoft Gaming is to extend the joy and 


community of gaming to everyone on the planet — billions of people — and we believe 


that we are the best company and team in the world to achieve that. We believe that 


Microsoft is uniquely positioned with the technical capability, financial capacity, and the 


gaming track record, brands, franchises, and operations required to deliver a truly global 


interactive entertainment ecosystem. 


• Of course, we face strong global competition, including from some companies that 


generate more revenue from game distribution than we do in subscriptions, console 


sales and game sales. With this transaction, Amaze brings into Microsoft Gaming one of 


the most exciting collections of content franchises, creative teams and fanbases 


anywhere in global entertainment, across any form of media. When you talk about a 


portfolio that includes Call of Duty, Candy Crush, Warcraft, Diablo, StarCraft, Overwatch 


and Hearthstone, you're talking about hundreds of millions of loyal, engaged customers 


and franchises that will endure for decades. 


• As Satya mentioned, we're all about putting players at the center of everything we do. 


And this transaction is going to be fantastic not only for our existing players, but will also 


help us bring innovative experiences to vast new audiences. 


• That's because adding the Amaze portfolio to our existing operations is not only directly 


accretive from Day One, but will also propel our new forms of distribution and 


monetization like Cloud Gaming and our Game Pass subscription service. Each of these 
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services are helping us reach new audiences, especially as we expand into new 


geographic markets in mobile-first economies. 


• Upon close, we will offer as many Amaze games as we can within Game Pass, both new 


titles and games from Amaze's incredible catalog. As the Game Pass platform becomes 


even more attractive, the flywheel of content and subscriptions accelerates. As the Game 


Pass bundle grows, more players are attracted to the service. And the growing scale of 


the customer base makes the platform more attractive for additional publishers to put 


their games into the service, and so on. 


• And then, as Satya pointed out, when you think about potential opportunities like, say, 


offering Diablo, Call of Duty or Overwatch via cloud streaming to anyone on any device, 


you can see just how exciting this deal really is. 


• It doesn't stop there. Extending our horizon, this transaction will make our approach to 


the consumer metaverse even stronger. That's because as Satya and Bobby pointed out, 


our vision of the metaverse is based on intersecting global communities rooted in strong 


franchises, not one virtual space under the control of a single company. 


• And certainly not least, and perhaps most important, we're looking forward to working 


with the thousands of talented Amaze employees with the same approach of proactive 


inclusion and partnership that we extend to every member of the Microsoft family. We 


believe firmly that the great teams at Amaze have their best work in front of them and 


we are looking forward to making sure they feel supported, safe and engaged in every 


aspect of their work going forward. 
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• That includes respecting the creative vision and identity of individual game studios. We 


have fundamental values that we refuse to compromise on, but we are not about trying 


to homogenize our creative talent. Before this job, I ran our global game studios and I 


have deep respect for the creative process. 


• So all in all, as we continue our mission to bring the joy and community of gaming to 


everyone, I couldn't be more excited about the opportunities presented by coming 


together with Amaze. 


• And with that, I'll hand it over to Amy. 


REFERENCE SATYA DENALI SOCIAL COPY 


Together with <tog Amaze>, we will usher in a new era of gaming that puts players first and 
makes gaming safe, inclusive, and accessible to all. <link to release> 


REFERENCE PHIL ZENIMAX BLOG Welcoming the Talented Teams and Beloved Game Franchises of 
Bethesda to Xbox - Xbox Wire 


PHIL PUBLIC BLOG 


Timing: 5:30am PT Tuesday (at announce; simul with press release) 


Headline: 


Graphic: Hero ATVI franchise lineup (see ZeniMax above for reference; Jerret/Marketing 
producing) 


Copy: 
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From: Phil Spencer </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI Fl ENTS/CN=M I CROSOFT ONM I CROSOFT. CO M-55760-PHI L 
SPENCER> 


To: Gaming LT; James Gwertzman 
Sent: 1/28/2020 4:57:09 PM 
Subject: FW: INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 


FYI on a discussion with the LT. We have more work to do on our One MS approach. 


Phil 


From: Amy Hood <amyhood@micro soft.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 8:44 AM 
To: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com>; Sarah Bond <Sarah. Bond@microsoft.com> 
Cc: Satya Nadella <satyan@microsoft.com>; Peggy Johnson <Peggy@microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart 
<timstu@microsoft.com>; Takeshi Numoto <Takeshi.Numoto@microsoft.com>; Scott Guthrie 
<scottgu@microsoft.com>; Jason Zander <jasonz@microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 


Yes, similar to how we use balance of trade math to assess across workloads. There is a good model for doing 
this on the commercial side of the house — so Tim can connect with that team too to make sure we are bidding with 
the end to end in mind especially on larger transactions. 


From: Phil Spencer <philsp(a7microsoft.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 8:40 AM 
To: Amy Hood <amyhood(a7microsoft.com>; Sarah Bond <Sarah.Bond(o7microsoft.com>
Cc: Satya Nadella <satyan(a7microsoft.com>; Peggy Johnson <Peggy(a~microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart 
<timstu(a)microsoft.com>; Takeshi Numoto <Takeshi.Numoto(a-)microsoft.com>; Scott Guthrie 
<scottgu(a7microsoft.com>; Jason Zander <iasonz(a microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 


Maybe a good SLT review, we could setup 30 minutes to go over the detail here 


Activision is unique partner given their King acquisition. Q3 revenue for King was $500M (all mobile) while 
Activision (Call of Duty) was $209M and Blizzard $394M (leaning PC but also includes mobile and console). 
Activision is really a mobile first publisher (through their $6B King acquisition) so Google Play and AppStore 
comprise significantly more revenue for Activision than any other publishing partner we have. For example, EA's 
revenue split by platform are 21% PC, 65% console, 14% mobile. Most of our larger partners (Take2, Bethesda, 
Capcom etc) are much more console/PC dependent than even EA. 


So a deal between Activision and Google (or Apple) that modifies the platform royalty has a more dramatic impact 
on the overall ATVI profit margin than any AAA partner would have. The core revue stream for most of the 
partners is critical. 


ATVI is already 80/20 in Sony's store via their co-marketing deal on Call of Duty. 


Our engagement next week with ATVI is about getting their support for Xbox Gamepass/xCloud. ATVI has verbally 
agreed to this if we can get the platform economics right. We are offering a combination of store royalty split, 
co-marketing and some other cost savings on their part. Getting Call of Duty and Overwatch in XGP would be a 
big win for us and we plan on landing this next week. 


On overall Azure progress, the team's have made good progress on product truth, PlayFab integration and partner 
engagement. I reviewed with the team yesterday and we currently have Ubisoft, Pearl Abyss, Activision (for Multi-
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player servers), Square Enix, EA is evaluating, Take 2 etc. We have not put Xbox Store revenue splits into play to 
acquire these deals 


The thing I like about our Azure PlayFab engagement is we are seeing uptake on our high level services like 
multiplayer servers, DDOS, voice chat, anti-toxicity etc which are much stickier services. The work between Azure 
and PlayFab has really evolved with focus from both teams. 


That said, in the mobile space we are seeing Google use their Google Play royalty split to acquire mobile G Cloud 
deals. We aren't losing due to robustness or service. We hear more and more from the local deal teams in Asia 
specifically that the platform royalty savings area bargaining advantage for Google. For BobbyK at ATVI, this 
was really just a financial calculation plus he's really enjoying telling everyone that he has preferred partner royalty 
splits in Google Play Store. 


I would not say we have a great model for looking at the optimal long term value drivers for MS when evaluating a 
partner like EA, Take Two etc where our Xbox revenue streams are significant value drivers for the partner. To 
date we are using this leverage to secure Xbox Gamepass and xCloud partners. It's worth us building the model to 
understand the tradeoffs we'd make to secure Azure, M365 and Azure PlayFab workloads. This should be an 
advantage for MS relative to other partners. Have to get the structure right . We will work on this analysis. 


Phil 


From: Amy Hood <amyhood(a-)micro soft.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 9:28 PM 
To: Sarah Bond <Sarah.Bond(amicrosoft.com>
Cc: Satya Nadella <satyan(u7microsoft.com>; Phil Spencer <philsp(a7microsoft.com>; Peggy Johnson 
<Peggy(a microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <timstu(a7microsoft.com>; Takeshi Numoto 
<Takeshi.Numoto(a7microsoft.com>; Scott Guthrie <scottqu(a7microsoft.com>; Jason Zander 
<iasonz(a7microsoft.com>
Subject: Re: INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 


Thanks. Yes but the only thing unique to G play is mobile which I thought was primarily King so was surprised that 
was a multiple bigger than our console. 


I get with Steam, PS, etc..but figured that wasn't G Play. 


Will be good to see how much bigger G play is as it will be a powerful testament to mobile user long tail value 
versus our core console. 


Amy 


From: Sarah Bond <Sarah.Bond@microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 9:10:42 PM 
To: Amy Hood <amyhood(o microsoft.com> 
Cc: Satya Nadella <satyan(u.microsoft.com>; Phil Spencer <philsp(a.microsoft.com>; Peggy Johnson 
<Peciciy@microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <timstu(a@microsoft.com>; Takeshi Numoto 
<Takeshi.Numoto(a7microsoft.com>; Scott Guthrie <scottgu(a7microsoft.com>; Jason Zander 
<iasonz(a7microsoft.com>
Subject: Re: INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 


We represent -10 percent of Activision Blizzards total business today. 


They are unique in that they have both Blizzard and King, which are large mobile & PC businesses. 


We will lay out the math here and share back with this thread. 
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Sarah 


Sent from my iPhone 


On Jan 27, 2020, at 8:49 PM, Amy Hood <amyhood(a~microsoft.com> wrote: 


I would like to see math as well even at the same 80/20 for our Xbox store as I hadn't realized ATVI made that 
much more off console than on (or of our share of console) which is what your statement implies. 


So we may have to go to 80/20 and not get a cloud deal? That seems strange - so good to learn unless they just 
viewed Azure as a non option. 


Amy 


From: Satya Nadella <satyan(a7microsoft.com>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:37:10 PM 
To: Phil Spencer <philsp(a7microsoft.com>; Amy Hood <amyhood(a microsoft.com>; Peggy Johnson 
<Peggy(~r77microsoft.com>
Cc: Sarah Bond <Sarah.Bond(a7microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <timstu(a7microsoft.com>; Takeshi Numoto 
<Takeshi.Numoto(a microsoft.com>; Scott Guthrie <scottgu(a microsoft.com>; Jason Zander 
<iasonz(a microsoft.com> 
Subject: RE: INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 


I would love to understand the economics better. 


ATVI gave up 100s of millions of 100% margin dollars for a cloud design win and YouTube eSport exclusivity. 


If we say did 90/10 or 100/0 on XBOX for ATVI, what would the equivalent of the economics be for exclusive on 
Mixer and Azure design win. 


Just want to understand the economics in some detail here. 


Also Scott and Jason need to note that Azure still is not ready for Gaming workloads. 


Thx 


Satya 


Sent from Mail for Windows 10 


From: Phil Spencer 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:56 PM 
To: Satya Nadella; Amy Hood; Peggy Johnson 
Cc: Sarah Bond; Tim Stuart 
Subject: FW: INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports Streaming 


Sarah and I wanted to give you a background on the Activision/Google deal which includes the announce below 
plus Activision signing on to use GCP as their game cloud infrastructure. 


We don't know all of the details but from discussions with ATVI, our understanding is that Google went to 80/20 in 
the Google Play store across King, Activision and Blizzard titles in exchange for YouTube eSport exclusivity and 
GCP support. 


The 80/20 exchange to ATVI was worth hundreds of millions of dollars on their annual P&L given the scale of 
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Candy Crush and Call of Duty on mobile. This is a deal we could not match given the value we'd see in our 
ecosystem today. 


Sarah and I are travelling to ATVI next week to secure rights for ATVI on Scarlett, Xbox Game Pass and xCloud. 
We will do this through 80/20 value exchange in our console store, 95/5 in our PC store and co-marketing for key 
titles over the next 4 years. This deal, for us, drives strategic value and growth in our core Gaming pillars. 


Sarah, Tim and I do have work to do to go to the larger game publishers with an all-encompassing MS opportunity 
across Azure, M365 and Gaming. The teams are making progress on Azure robustness for game service hosting 
where we can now look at future deals that approach Gaming partners in a more One Microsoft manner. I feel 
better about our go forward ability to land these end to end deals. 


Thanks, 


Phil 


From: Kenney III, Henry <Henry. Kenneylll(a7assemblyinc.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:51 PM 
To: Gaming News Coverage <xboxnewscoverage(a7microsoft.com>
Cc: Gaming Comms Team <XboxComms(a7microsoft.com>; Xbox International PR Leads 
<xboxinternational(a7microsoft.com>; @Assembly Xbox <AssemblyXbox(a7Assemblyinc.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports 
Streaming 


INDUSTRY FYI I YouTube Partners with 
Activision Blizzard for Exclusive esports 
Streaming 
January 27, 2020 


<D035BCCE3CEB4D919698D450968FBA32. png> 


Summary 
On Friday, 24 January, Google and Activision Blizzard announced the two companies have signed a 
multi-year strategic partnership where YouTube will serve as the game publisher's exclusive worldwide 
streaming partner (excluding China), and Google Cloud as its preferred game-hosting infrastructure. 
Esports leagues and events impacted by this include Overwatch League, Call of Duty League, Hearthstone 
Esports, and additional Activision Blizzard franchises. 


The news has driven a straightforward, moderate cycle from outlets such as Forbes, Digital Trends, and 
The Verge, with media acknowledging this partnership as a way for YouTube to establish itself in the 
gaming live-streaming space beyond video on-demand. Forbes suggested this partnership was the sign of 
a "larger issue" for Amazon's Twitch, as did The Verge, with both outlets highlighting the number of recent 
departures in content creators and the loss of esports programming from the streaming platform. Digital 
Trends also opined that Twitch's dominance is "slipping away." According to HypeBeast, the announcement 
coincides with the launch weekend of Call of Duty League's inaugural season and just ahead of the 
Overwatch League season start date on February 8. 


The PR team is monitoring the cycle and will provide updates on noteworthy developments. 


Citations 
9to5Google: Activision Blizzard will host games on Google Cloud, makes YouTube exclusive streaming 
partner 
Business Insider: YouTube lust scored a major victory in its battle with Amazon's Twitch for esports 
supremacy, thanks to the company behind 'Call of Duty' 
CNET: Overwatch, Call of Duty leagues exclusively streaming on YouTube after Google deal 
Digital Trends: Overwatch League, Call of Duty League to exclusively stream on YouTube 
Engadget: YouTube will stream the CoD and Overwatch leagues in 2020 
ESPN: Activision Blizzard announce multi-year YouTube streaming partnership with Google 
Forbes: YouTube Stealing `Call Of Duty' And `Overwatch' From Twitch Is A Sign Of Larger Issues 
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Gamasutra: Activision Blizzard And Google Enter Into Multi-Year Strategic Relationship To Power New 
Player Experiences 
GamesIndustry.biz: Activision Blizzard and Google sign esports, cloud deals 
HypeBeast: YouTube Lands Exclusive Streaming Deal for'Overwatch' and 'Call of Duty' Leagues 
IGN: Overwatch, Call of Duty. and All Other Activision Esports to Broadcast Exclusively on YouTube 
Polygon: Overwatch and Call of Duty leagues move to YouTube in exclusive Google  deal 
Variety: YouTube Scores Exclusive Streaming for Activision Blizzard's E-Sports, Including Overwatch and 
Call of Duty Leagues 
Venture Beat: Activision Blizzard brings Overwatch, Call of Duty esports exclusively to YouTube 
The Verge: YouTube is using massive e-sports leagues to take on Twitch in big live-streaming bet 
Wired: An Esports Exodus to YouTube Reshapes the Livestream Wars 


Please reply to the original sender for questions. <97224109C E B 14 D 0 F8 F 128E 5583 F F454C . p ng> 
Created by Assembly for Microsoft 


FOR MICROSOFT INTERNAL EVALUATION ONLY. NOT INTENDED FOR PUBLIC DISSEMINATION — MAY CONTAIN THIRD-PARTY 
MATERIALS. CONTENT PROVIDED IN THIS CORRESPONDENCE IS FOR MICROSOFT'S INTERNAL USE ONLY. 
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From: Ashley McKissick (SHE/HER) </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS 
/CN=3A530464336B4D24A1AC7D653EC3F350-ASHLEY SPEI> 


To: Gaming Experiences & Platforms LT 
Sent: 5/2/2022 9:29:58 PM 
Subject: Hardware deck 
Attachments: Roadmap to 2030 GLT Pre-Read 04-29-22.pdf 
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WHY ROADMAP 2030? 


Identify a path to our Xbox 2030 goals: 


Inform on our go-forward programs, 
technologies, investments, and devices to 
drive our growth for the next 10+ years 
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          1         P. Spencer - Highly Confidential

          2             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're now on

          3        the record.

          4             MS. WINKINSON:  Good morning.

          5        Beth Wilkinson on behalf of

          6        Mr. Spencer and Microsoft.

          7             We understand this is a remote

          8        video recorded deposition and complies

          9        with all the requirements, and we

         10        agree that it's satisfactory.

         11   P H I L   S P E N C E R,

         12      called as a witness, having been

         13      duly sworn by a Notary Public,

         14      was examined and testified as

         15      follows:

         16   EXAMINATION BY

         17   MR. WEINGARTEN:

         18        Q.   Good morning, Mr. Spencer.  My name

         19   is James Weingarten.  I'm an attorney with

         20   the Federal Trade Commission, and I'm going

         21   to be asking you some questions today.

         22             You understand you're under oath

         23   just as if you were in a court?

         24        A.   I do.

         25        Q.   And we're here today to hear your
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          1         P. Spencer - Highly Confidential

          2   testimony.  If your counsel wants to discuss

          3   with you an issue about privilege, that's

          4   fine, but otherwise you should not be having

          5   any communications with anyone about your

          6   testimony in this hearing.  No looking up

          7   information, unless we talk about it first.

          8   No notes.

          9             Is that understood?

         10        A.   Understood.

         11        Q.   Great.

         12             What is the gaming leadership team?

         13        A.   The gaming leadership team are

         14   the team of individuals that compose the

         15   functions that are required to run the gaming

         16   business --

         17             THE COURT REPORTER:  You cut out.

         18        Can you repeat that?

         19        A.   The gaming leadership team, the

         20   group of individuals that run the individual

         21   parts of the gaming business.

         22        Q.   And gaming leadership team is often

         23   abbreviated GLT?

         24        A.   That's correct.

         25        Q.   Who's on the GLT?
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          2        A.   The individual names, is that what

          3   you want?

          4        Q.   Yes, please.

          5        A.   Matt Booty runs our first-party

          6   studios organization.  Sarah Bond runs our

          7   game development organization.  Ashley

          8   McKissick runs our platform team.  We

          9   currently have a vacancy for the individual

         10   that would run our devices for our hardware

         11   team.  Dave McCarthy runs our operations

         12   organization.  And then we have our -- what

         13   we call our corporate functions.  Tim Stuart

         14   runs finance.  Linden Norman runs our legal,

         15   what we call, CELA organization.  Cynthia

         16   Per-Lee, who's on leave right now, runs our

         17   HR organization.  My exclusive assistant Toni

         18   Philbrick is on the gaming leadership team.

         19   Joslyn Main is our Chief of Staff for the

         20   leadership team.  I will feel bad if I left

         21   an individual out, but I think that is the --

         22   Kareem Choudhry runs our emerging technology

         23   team as part of the gaming leadership team.

         24   I think I got them all.

         25        Q.   Is David Hampton on the GLT?
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          2        A.   David Hampton is not on the -- that

          3   will remind me, Jerret West is our head of

          4   marketing who is on the GLT.  David Hampton

          5   works in Jerret West's organization.

          6        Q.   And are you the leader of the GLT?

          7        A.   Yeah, it's not really a term that

          8   we would use a leader of the GLT, but, yes, I

          9   am the most senior person and I run the

         10   gaming business at Microsoft, so I am the

         11   leader of the GLT.

         12        Q.   And are all those people on the GLT

         13   direct reports to you?

         14        A.   They are not.  Our corporate

         15   functions of finance, HR and legal report up

         16   to the central Microsoft functions.

         17        Q.   How often does the GLT meet?

         18        A.   We try to meet at least once a

         19   week.  I would say normally it would be two

         20   times a week, with travel schedules sometimes

         21   that gets disrupted, but that would be our

         22   goal.

         23        Q.   And who sets the agenda for each

         24   GLT meeting?

         25        A.   It is usually the Chief of Staff
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          2   that collects the items that need to be

          3   discussed from the different GLT members.

          4   So, Joslyn Main was on the list that I listed

          5   previously.  And maybe just for

          6   correspondence, since Joslyn has only been in

          7   the role for a few months, the prior Chief of

          8   Staff was somebody named Haiyan Zhang, that

          9   might show up on some documents.

         10        Q.   And what's your understanding of

         11   what kind of issues or items are appropriate

         12   for discussion of the GLT level?

         13        A.   I'd say first and foremost our

         14   decisions that we can make to enable the team

         15   to make progress, so if there are things that

         16   we can do to unblock or make decisions that

         17   teams are waiting on, I think that's a

         18   primary function.  We also discuss personnel,

         19   budget, profit-and-loss kind of financial

         20   information at the GLT, and we will discuss

         21   long-term or sometimes even near term

         22   strategy discussions at the gaming leadership

         23   team meetings.

         24        Q.   And are the items for discussion at

         25   GLT items that to which a consensus has
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          2   already been reached or items brought to GLT

          3   so a decision can be reached?

          4        A.   I think it's both.  We will have

          5   certain decisions that are made that need to

          6   be communicated to the GLT members so they

          7   understand what decisions have been made so

          8   they can plan.  In other instances, items

          9   will be brought to the GLT for closure on a

         10   decision.

         11        Q.   And are you the ultimate

         12   decision-maker?

         13        A.   Not in every case.  Certain

         14   instances it's more of a group decision.  If

         15   it's something that's, say, related

         16   specifically to finance, I'll just use that

         17   as an example, since Tim Stuart, our

         18   financial leader, reports up to our Microsoft

         19   CFO, Amy Hood, there are certain decisions

         20   whether they're financially driven or

         21   legally -- have legal implications where

         22   central corporate functions inside of

         23   Microsoft might have the final decision on

         24   what decision we make.

         25        Q.   Okay.  And in general, when it
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          2   comes to -- strike that.

          3             Other than the extent to which

          4   central Microsoft functions have input or

          5   decision-making over their discrete

          6   functions, are you the final decision-maker

          7   in gaming?

          8        A.   Yes.

          9        Q.   And to the extent there's a

         10   decision-maker above you, is that Ms. Hood or

         11   Mr. Nadella?

         12        A.   Or potentially Brad Chase, if it

         13   were something that was legally focused.  And

         14   I would say maybe Kathleen Hogan who runs HR

         15   for Microsoft, you could imagine certain

         16   instances where HR has an umbrella role over

         17   our decisions.

         18        Q.   Am I correct that there is a lot

         19   of information that is presented at the GLT

         20   to enable the leadership team to make

         21   decisions?

         22        A.   Yeah.

         23        Q.   And that information can take a lot

         24   of forms, including PowerPoints or Word

         25   documents or strategy memos?
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          2        A.   Yeah, or even demonstrations on

          3   certain instances, yeah.

          4        Q.   Okay.  Is it your expectation that

          5   the information that is presented at the GLT

          6   level is accurate and honest to the best of

          7   the ability to the people who are drafting it

          8   and presenting it?

          9        A.   Yes.

         10        Q.   I want to talk to you about long

         11   range planning.

         12             Do you have a framework for

         13   long-range planning in the gaming division?

         14        A.   We try to, I think our goal with

         15   our -- I'll shorthand to LRP for long-range

         16   plan, were to have a kind of three-year

         17   vision of where our business is going.  It's

         18   probably a stretch to say we always adhere to

         19   what --

         20             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

         21        Adhere to what?

         22        A.   I'd say it's probably a stretch to

         23   say that our LRP always takes kind of the

         24   same structure every year.

         25        Q.   And is there a timeline or a
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          2   process each year for developing an LRP?

          3        A.   No.  No, I think our LRP processing

          4   and implementation is probably more ad hoc

          5   than it should be.

          6        Q.   And is there documentation of the

          7   LRP?

          8        A.   When we agree upon an LRP, we will

          9   usually document that in some way, yes.

         10        Q.   How is the LRP documented?

         11        A.   I would say most instances where

         12   we're building an LRP, it's in response to a

         13   request from either the senior leadership

         14   team at the company where we're presenting

         15   our gaming status, potentially even a board

         16   of directors meeting for Microsoft where

         17   we're presenting our gaming status.

         18             So, in many instances, I would say

         19   our version of our LRP gets rolled in to a

         20   presentation that we're giving on the overall

         21   kind of trajectory of the gaming business

         22   that might include more than just what's in a

         23   traditional LRP document.

         24        Q.   And as you mentioned, it sounds

         25   like that there's not a centralized set of
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          2   long-range planning documents for the gaming

          3   division that are updated annually; is that

          4   correct or am I incorrect?

          5        A.   The annual process that we

          6   definitely go through every year is our

          7   fiscal year budgeting process.  I think of

          8   that as separate from our LRP because LRP

          9   tends to span more than one year, but

         10   definitely through -- kind of January through

         11   May our fiscal year planning process is

         12   something that we're very diligent in doing

         13   because it rolls up to the company.  And

         14   sometimes as part of that, we adjust what we

         15   think of as our LRP.

         16             But kind of going back to my other

         17   answer, I don't think we're as diligent as

         18   having a one standard way of presenting or

         19   cataloguing that information every year.

         20        Q.   So, to the extent that the gaming

         21   division -- well, strike that.

         22             Am I correct that whatever form it

         23   takes, the gaming division does have

         24   long-range plans, correct?

         25        A.   Yes.
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          2        Q.   And the form in which the

          3   long-range plan is communicated or maintained

          4   varies; is that right?

          5        A.   Yes.

          6        Q.   Okay.  So, for example, one of the

          7   forms in which the long-range plan is written

          8   down could be a CSA strategy memoranda?

          9        A.   Yes.

         10        Q.   Okay.  And another form in which

         11   the long-range plan might be communicated or

         12   written down as a presentation to the

         13   Microsoft board of directors, correct?

         14        A.   Yeah.

         15        Q.   And in addition, it sounds like

         16   long-range planning might be a little more ad

         17   hoc in the sense that the plan might be

         18   varied as needed without a central sort of

         19   track being updated; is that right?

         20        A.   That's right.

         21        Q.   And just so the record is clear, a

         22   CSA is a customer solution area at Microsoft;

         23   is that right?

         24        A.   It is.  You did a good job with

         25   that one, yeah.
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          2        Q.   For those who are not familiar with

          3   Microsoft lingo, is that like a division at

          4   other companies, maybe?

          5        A.   Yeah.  I think that's probably the

          6   closest equivalent would be a division.

          7        Q.   Please, if you have a

          8   ready-in-the-mind definition of a CSA at

          9   Microsoft, please let me know.

         10        A.   Yeah, I think the slight difference

         11   I might add is it's the customer part of the

         12   customer solution area, we might have a

         13   customer who doesn't relate -- who relates to

         14   more than one division in the company.  So,

         15   if you took a customer solution area like

         16   modern work, which is not where gaming

         17   exists, but it's a good example, you could

         18   imagine there's Windows components, there are

         19   office components, there might be other

         20   components in the company that relate to a

         21   modern work customer solution area.  So, it

         22   could span what somebody might think of

         23   Windows as a division and Office as a

         24   division, just as an example, and you might

         25   have customer solution areas that span our
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          2   divisions.  We try to make customer solution

          3   areas not our org chart, but rather a focus

          4   on the customer, and there's not always a

          5   one-to-one correlation.

          6        Q.   For gaming, is gaming a CSA at

          7   Microsoft?

          8        A.   Gaming is a CSA at Microsoft, yes.

          9        Q.   So, in the case of gaming, is it

         10   fair to say that CSA concept in the org chart

         11   are overlapping?

         12        A.   Yeah, yeah.  In gaming's case they

         13   are basically a one-to-one mapping.

         14        Q.   Okay.  Going back for a second to

         15   the long-range plan.  We talked about CSA

         16   memoranda briefly, we talked about

         17   presentations to the board of directors.

         18             Are there other kinds of work

         19   product that you think of as sources for the

         20   long-range plan of the gaming CSA?

         21        A.   Every year we try to publish a

         22   strategy document to our team, to our

         23   organization.  That strategy document comes

         24   from the gaming leadership team and gets

         25   filtered down to the entire organization, and
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          2   in presenting our annual strategy, a view on

          3   long-term trends and our business trajectory

          4   often shows up, maybe not as formal as what I

          5   would call an LRP, but it would be another

          6   view of where we see our business going that

          7   gets presented internally to our

          8   organization.

          9        Q.   And does that document have a name

         10   or is it just referred to as the annual

         11   strategy document?

         12        A.   Yeah, annual strategy document,

         13   yes.

         14        Q.   And why do you send it to the

         15   gaming organization on an annual basis?

         16        A.   Gaming organization is roughly

         17   10,000 employees, and we're trying to provide

         18   context for individuals as they're doing

         19   their work for how their work fits into the

         20   strategy that we have for our gaming

         21   organization all up, so to give the employees

         22   context for their work.

         23        Q.   And is it -- I think I've seen the

         24   strategy documents, I think I've also seen

         25   CSA memoranda.
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          2             Do those often have substantial

          3   overlap?

          4        A.   Yeah, yeah.  We're pulling from one

          5   to build another.  I mean the -- yes, you'll

          6   see a lot of commonality, that would be our

          7   goal at least, between our strategy documents

          8   and our LRP documentation and any long-term

          9   strategy presentation that we're asked to

         10   give.

         11        Q.   And is there a particular point in

         12   the year when it's the practice of the GLT to

         13   send out the annual strategy document?

         14        A.   We try to do it as close to the

         15   beginning of Microsoft's fiscal year as we

         16   can.  Microsoft's fiscal year starts

         17   July 1st, sometimes we're a little late, but

         18   in the first quarter would be our goal.

         19        Q.   And before you send out the annual

         20   strategy document to the gaming organization,

         21   do you get buy-in on it from, let's say,

         22   Mr. Nadella, Ms. Hood, the other corporate

         23   leaders?

         24        A.   We do not.

         25        Q.   And the -- who contributes to the
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          2   drafting of the annual strategy document?

          3             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Ms. Borriello,

          4        can you hear me?

          5             THE COURT REPORTER:  Yes, I can.

          6        Did I miss something?

          7             "Who contributes to the drafting

          8        of the annual strategy document?"

          9             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Yes, and then I

         10        think I lost Mr. Spencer?

         11             THE COURT REPORTER:  Let's go off

         12        the record.  Is that okay?

         13             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Yes, please.

         14             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

         15        record.

         16             (Off-the-record discussion was

         17        held.)

         18             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back on

         19        the record.

         20             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Could you read

         21        back the last question?

         22             (Referred to portion of the record

         23        was read back by the court reporter.)

         24        A.   The project management of getting

         25   the document created is done by our central
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          2   strategy team led by David Hampton.  All of

          3   the gaming leadership team contributes to

          4   the, kind of, goals and outcomes that are put

          5   in the document itself.

          6        Q.   And is it fair to say the annual

          7   strategy document constitutes the gaming

          8   leadership team's best thinking about the

          9   gaming CSA strategy for that particular year?

         10        A.   Yeah.

         11        Q.   And what are some of the general

         12   areas or topics that are included in the

         13   strategy documents?

         14        A.   We usually try to pick three

         15   sometimes more, but at least three discrete

         16   areas of focus for the organization in the

         17   given fiscal year along with some metrics

         18   that we will use to gauge our success over

         19   the year that -- those are the kind of things

         20   that are usually included in the strategy

         21   document.

         22        Q.   Do you discuss competitors in the

         23   strategy document?

         24        A.   In the document it goes out to the

         25   organization.  There might be some framing
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          2   based on some competitive data or

          3   information, but I would say the focus of the

          4   document itself is on the work that we would

          5   be doing and the outcome that we're trying to

          6   drive through that work.

          7        Q.   And in terms of outcome, you

          8   mentioned the document -- the strategy

          9   document includes metrics, correct?

         10        A.   Yeah.

         11        Q.   And those are metrics by which you

         12   and the gaming leadership team are judging

         13   the organization's success or failure each

         14   year?

         15        A.   I would include the gaming

         16   leadership team and who we're evaluating as

         17   well.  So, yes, the organization and

         18   ourselves frankly in making progress in that

         19   year.

         20        Q.   And you communicate those metrics

         21   to the organization so that everyone in

         22   gaming is aligned on what the important

         23   metrics are for the coming year?

         24        A.   That's right.

         25        Q.   What is your role in particular
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          2   with respect to long-range planning as sort

          3   of we've been discussing it?

          4        A.   As the head of gaming, I think my

          5   biggest role two -- may be two facets, one is

          6   working with Amy Hood and the company on what

          7   financial profile the gaming business needs

          8   to kind of deliver in the next fiscal year,

          9   maybe at a net revenue level and a profit

         10   level.  So, getting agreement, working with

         11   Tim Stuart and Amy Hood and Satya to some

         12   extent, Satya tends not to get as close to

         13   that information.  Once we have agreement on

         14   that, it -- it's really thinking about and

         15   discussing what specific priorities we want

         16   to have for the next 12 months with the

         17   likelihood of can we, you know, gauging

         18   against the likelihood of us making progress

         19   in some specific areas over the next

         20   12 months.  I say 12 months because the

         21   strategy document is specific to 12 months,

         22   so it might not encapsulate where we think

         23   the business is in five years, it's really

         24   the work that we're gonna do in the next

         25   12 months and the progress that we want to
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          2   make.  And if we need to make trade-offs or

          3   just make decisions on where our priorities

          4   would be, I would be part of that

          5   decision-making.

          6        Q.   How often do you meet with Ms. Hood

          7   regarding the gaming CSA?

          8        A.   Maybe two or three times a year

          9   with the most concentration during the spring

         10   as we're landing on our fiscal year for a

         11   plan for the following fiscal year, that

         12   would be more one-on-one or Tim Stuart

         13   directly with Amy and I and maybe Jerret

         14   West, who's our head of marketing.

         15             Obviously, any senior leadership

         16   team meeting I'm in for the company, Amy is a

         17   peer at that group, so I would see her often,

         18   but not necessarily to discuss the gaming CSA

         19   specifically.

         20        Q.   And aside from regular one-on-ones

         21   that you just described, you're also in

         22   communication with Ms. Hood about gaming over

         23   e-mail or other media?

         24        A.   Yeah, we do have a regular weekly

         25   meeting that the company runs on evaluating
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          2   our consumer businesses and how our metrics

          3   are going, how we're tracking against metrics

          4   across any of our consumer businesses inside

          5   the company, and we are on a kind of rotating

          6   schedule as the gaming board to show up and

          7   present and usually think of it as a

          8   15-minute presentation of here are the

          9   metrics that we're tracking and how we're

         10   tracking against those metrics.  It's a

         11   longer list of metrics than are in that

         12   strategy document, so Amy's in that, Satya's

         13   in that.  I'm going to guess that meeting has

         14   40 or 50 people in it, so the meeting is not

         15   a one-on-one meeting with Amy to go over

         16   those present- -- that -- how we're making

         17   progress, but her and Satya would see those

         18   updates as we're presenting at the consumer

         19   -- the consumer meeting on a weekly basis

         20   when it's our turn.

         21        Q.   And does that meeting have a title,

         22   is it just called the consumer meeting?

         23        A.   It does have a title and it's not

         24   the consumer meeting.  Sitting here, I'm not

         25   remembering exactly what it's called.  I know
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          2   it's Thursdays at 2:30, it's a 30-minute

          3   meeting.  But I apologize, I don't

          4   specifically remember the title.

          5        Q.   And that's a different meeting than

          6   what might be called the SLT meeting?

          7        A.   Yes, SLT meetings in general are on

          8   Friday.

          9        Q.   How often does the SLT meet?

         10        A.   Every Friday, outside of holidays.

         11        Q.   How often is it that gaming's turn

         12   comes around in these Thursday consumer

         13   meetings to present?

         14        A.   I would say on average probably

         15   every four weeks, so once a month.

         16        Q.   In your role as leader of the

         17   gaming CSA, you interact a lot with

         18   Mr. Stuart?

         19        A.   I do.

         20        Q.   Does he have a dotted line to you

         21   or just a line to Ms. Hood?

         22        A.   He actually reports to a gentleman

         23   named Bill Duff who reports to Amy Hood, so

         24   Tim is not a direct report of Amy's.  I

         25   wouldn't say Tim has a dotted line to me.  I
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          2   have no direct management responsibility for

          3   him, but he is a partner in running the

          4   business.

          5        Q.   And when you say "partner in

          6   running the business," can you please expand

          7   on that?

          8        A.   Yeah, I would --

          9        Q.   Let me -- how is he a partner in

         10   running the business?

         11        A.   As the CFO, he's responsible for

         12   our integration and coordination with

         13   Microsoft central finance function, both the

         14   requirements on us as a business bringing

         15   those back to us, negotiating on our behalf

         16   in certain instances, doing the necessary

         17   work on, I would say, earnings calls.  He

         18   runs point on that with Amy Hood's

         19   organization for investor relations and that

         20   kind of work.  And that's examples of work

         21   that I'm not that closely associated with

         22   where Tim is the person who's on point to

         23   deliver those -- that kind of coordination

         24   with the rest of the company itself.

         25        Q.   How often do you communicate with
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          2   Mr. Stuart?

          3        A.   Daily.

          4        Q.   You think he's reliable?

          5        A.   Yeah.

          6        Q.   Smart?

          7        A.   Yeah.

          8        Q.   You trust the information that he

          9   provides to you?

         10             MS. WINKINSON:  Can I interrupt

         11        for one second?

         12             Mr. Spencer, can you just say

         13        "yes" instead of "yeah" for the

         14        transcript?

         15             THE WITNESS:  Yes, I apologize.

         16        Q.   That's okay.

         17             You trust the information he gives

         18   to you?

         19        A.   I do.

         20        Q.   You mentioned Mr. Hampton reports

         21   to Mr. West.

         22             Do you also consider Mr. Hampton a

         23   partner in the business?

         24        A.   Mr. Hampton provides an important

         25   function for our organization, he's not part
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          2   of the decision-making team in making

          3   decisions for the business, so I wouldn't

          4   equate his contribution with Tim's

          5   contribution, Tim Stuart's contribution, but

          6   clearly he's an important part of us running

          7   our organization, yes.

          8        Q.   Is Mr. Hampton reliable?

          9        A.   Yes.

         10        Q.   Smart?

         11        A.   Yes.

         12        Q.   Do you trust the information that

         13   he puts together for the gaming business?

         14        A.   I do.

         15        Q.   You mentioned the decision making

         16   team.  When you're using that term just now,

         17   who do you have in mind as the

         18   decision-making team?

         19        A.   The gaming leadership team.

         20        Q.   Stepping aside from long range

         21   planning for a second, the transaction

         22   process at Microsoft, I understand there

         23   are -- well, strike that.

         24             Is there a framework that gaming or

         25   Microsoft employs as part of the process to
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          2   decide whether and how to acquire another

          3   company?

          4        A.   Yes, there is.

          5        Q.   Okay.  And for example, is seeking

          6   strategy approval one of the components of

          7   that process?

          8        A.   Yes, it is.

          9        Q.   And is seeking approval to

         10   negotiate or A2N another component of that

         11   process?

         12        A.   Yes, it is.

         13        Q.   Can you -- including those things

         14   and any others, can you just give me the

         15   overview please of the acquisition process as

         16   you understand it?

         17        A.   I think that encapsulates the

         18   formalized process that I'm aware of at the

         19   company for acquiring other companies is

         20   getting strategic approval prior to

         21   discussing financials or negotiating.  Once

         22   you have strategic approval moving to --

         23   approval to negotiate based on the financials

         24   and then obviously engaging with the company

         25   that you're looking to acquire with our
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          2   corporate development function that is part

          3   of Amy Hood's organization.

          4        Q.   And are there -- do different

          5   transaction sizes require different people to

          6   give strategic approval?

          7        A.   Yes.

          8        Q.   For what size transaction are you

          9   able to give strategic approval without

         10   seeking approval from anyone above you in the

         11   Microsoft chain?

         12        A.   This is from memory as I use -- the

         13   process basically dictates when I can or

         14   cannot approve.  My memory says that I can

         15   approve up to $50 million acquisition as --

         16   that's kind of my authority in approval.

         17        Q.   And above that level, whose

         18   approval is required?

         19        A.   I believe that depends on how far

         20   above, that there is a certain level of

         21   approval that would go to Amy and Satya above

         22   50, again, this is from memory, I might have

         23   the numbers wrong, but I think this is right.

         24   Then at a certain level, it needs to go to

         25   the board for approval.  I don't remember
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          2   what the cutoff is when you have to get board

          3   approval for a certain acquisition.

          4        Q.   And is it the same cutoffs for

          5   approval to negotiate?

          6        A.   Sorry.  All of that was approval to

          7   negotiate.  The strategic approval is about

          8   the strategic thesis behind the partnership

          9   and doesn't include financials.  These are

         10   generalizations, but the strategic approval

         11   should be an evaluation of the kind of

         12   strategic synergy between the company that

         13   we're looking at and Microsoft.  So, a

         14   financial approval for SA is kind of a tough

         15   line to draw, but obviously you have to have

         16   some idea about what range this acquisition

         17   might land in, that would help drive who

         18   would approve at certain level.

         19        Q.   Turning away from that.  Is it fair

         20   to say that the gaming CSA strategy continues

         21   to be an emphasis on content, community and

         22   cloud?

         23        A.   Sorry, it distracted me when

         24   somebody came on.  Can you repeat that?

         25        Q.   Sure.
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          2             Is it fair to say that the gaming

          3   CSA's strategy continues to be an emphasis on

          4   content, community and cloud?

          5        A.   Content, community and cloud was an

          6   encapsulation of certain parts of the

          7   strategy.  We don't often talk as a gaming

          8   leadership team as we're building our

          9   strategy and the terms of content, community

         10   and cloud.  So, I actually wouldn't say that

         11   it's accurate to say that our strategic

         12   thesis is around content, community and

         13   cloud.  I think we're probably looking more

         14   at trends in the market and our capability.

         15        Q.   So, the phrase or framing content,

         16   community, cloud has been deployed as part of

         17   the gaming CSA communications, correct?

         18        A.   Yes, it has.

         19        Q.   Okay.  And so, what is meant to be

         20   communicated in your mind when gaming CSA

         21   documents or personnel speak about content,

         22   community, cloud?

         23        A.   Content, community, cloud was a

         24   framing that was or is a framing from a few

         25   years ago when we were thinking about trends
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          2   in the gaming industry and what capabilities

          3   we would need to have in order to be -- to

          4   participate in gaming's transformation, and

          5   we use the framing of the three Cs, content,

          6   community and cloud, as shorthand for that

          7   transformation.

          8        Q.   And has a new framework or framing

          9   replaced content, community, cloud?

         10        A.   I think parallel you would see

         11   phrases like putting the customer at the

         12   center, going from device centric to customer

         13   centric.  These I would say are parallel

         14   constructs to content, community and cloud

         15   that try to articulate the transitions we see

         16   the gaming industry going through, and

         17   content, community and cloud would be one of

         18   those, but not the only one.  If you looked

         19   at our strategy documents, I think you would

         20   see many of these phrases show up, sometimes

         21   all of them, sometimes one or the other,

         22   really thinking about in trying to clearly

         23   communicate what our strategy is and maybe

         24   even what our priorities are at this moment.

         25        Q.   So, is it fair to say that content,
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          2   community, cloud continues to be an accurate

          3   description of the capabilities or offerings

          4   that the gaming CSA is working towards?

          5        A.   In the long run, we seek content,

          6   community and cloud to be important

          7   components of the gaming platform that we're

          8   trying to build, yeah.  Yes.

          9        Q.   I've also seen reference to Xbox as

         10   an ecosystem.

         11             What does that mean, "ecosystem,"

         12   in this context?

         13        A.   Without the context of actually

         14   where you saw it, I might just say Xbox as a

         15   place where our customers invest their time

         16   and money.

         17        Q.   Okay.  Fair that the ecosystem

         18   includes the Xbox console products?

         19        A.   It includes the console, but not --

         20   it's not exclusive to the console.

         21        Q.   Does the Xbox ecosystem include

         22   Xbox products that are available on PC?

         23        A.   Yeah.

         24        Q.   And does the Xbox ecosystem include

         25   Game Pass?
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          2        A.   Yes.

          3        Q.   Does the Xbox ecosystem include

          4   xCloud?

          5        A.   Yes.

          6        Q.   And does it include the hardware

          7   that is necessary to access Xbox products and

          8   services?

          9        A.   Can you give me an example of that?

         10        Q.   Sure.  Like a cloud, does the

         11   ecosystem include a Microsoft cloud access

         12   device?

         13        A.   The thing that a consumer might use

         14   to access the game in the cloud, yes.

         15        Q.   I want to talk a little bit about

         16   content.

         17             What -- have you heard the term

         18   "AAA title" with respect to video game

         19   content?

         20        A.   I have.

         21        Q.   Okay.  What is a AAA title?

         22        A.   I wouldn't say there's an industry

         23   definition for what AAA actually means.  I

         24   think the notion of a AAA game is a game with

         25   a high development budget with presumably a
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          2   high expectation for -- for sales and kind of

          3   splash when it launches.

          4        Q.   And I appreciate you said that's a

          5   notion.  Is that your notion of what a AAA

          6   title is?

          7        A.   Yes.

          8        Q.   So, if we were to list the features

          9   or characteristics of a AAA title, one is

         10   high development cost; is that fair?

         11        A.   Yes.

         12        Q.   Any others?

         13        A.   The one I added was, which I think

         14   would hold, is prior to launch a high

         15   expectation for the market reception to the

         16   game.

         17        Q.   And when you say "market

         18   reception," do you mean revenues?

         19        A.   Yeah, players and revenue.  Yes,

         20   number of players, how much revenue the game

         21   would drive.

         22        Q.   What are some common -- when you

         23   think of a AAA title, what are some AAA

         24   titles you think of?

         25        A.   I would -- I think of games like
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          2   FIFA from Electronic Arts, I think of -- in

          3   the last year, Elden Ring by from

          4   FromSoftware.  I would look at -- from Sony,

          5   say, the upcoming God of War Ragnarok as a

          6   AAA game.  From us, I would look at a game

          7   like Halo as a AAA game.  I would consider

          8   Call of Duty a AAA game.  From Nintendo, I

          9   would say a game like the next Zelda is a AAA

         10   game.

         11        Q.   And would you agree that there are

         12   relatively few AAA titles relative to the

         13   total number of titles in gaming?

         14        A.   AAA titles are definitely a

         15   minority in terms of the overall titles that

         16   are launched in a given year, yes.

         17        Q.   What percentage of title launches

         18   in a particular year are AAA titles?

         19        A.   I don't know.

         20        Q.   Do you have any sense at all of the

         21   proportion of AAA -- strike that.

         22             How many AAA games do you think

         23   come out in a given year, in your experience?

         24        A.   I would say there's -- there are

         25   probably 10 to 20 AAA games in a given year,
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          2   calendar year.

          3        Q.   And how many games, let's say,

          4   console, how many console games do you think

          5   launch -- titles launch in a given year, give

          6   or take?

          7        A.   300, 400.

          8        Q.   And if I use the term "base sales"

          9   for a game, do you have an understanding of

         10   what that means?

         11        A.   Yes.

         12        Q.   What does base sale mean?

         13        A.   Base sales is usually used to

         14   represent the retail sales of the full game

         15   either through digital or at physical retail.

         16        Q.   In addition to base sales, there's

         17   also a revenue stream called post-sale

         18   monetization; is that right?

         19        A.   There is post-sale monetization.

         20   You said in addition to, I would say the

         21   largest games are free-to-play games that

         22   only have post-sale monetization, so in that

         23   instance it wouldn't be an addition to base

         24   sales, it would just be post-sale

         25   monetization.
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          2        Q.   So, with respect to video games,

          3   there are two potential revenue streams, base

          4   sales and post-sale monetization, and games

          5   have a different mix of either of those

          6   things; is that fair?

          7        A.   No, there -- there are many --

          8   well, many, you have subscription-based games

          9   if you think about MMOs, which might also

         10   include post-sale monetization, some of those

         11   could include a base sale as part of getting

         12   into the subscription or not, some of them

         13   might be free-to-play with a subscription.

         14   You're seeing a growing segment of games that

         15   monetize through advertising where you play

         16   for a certain amount of time and an ad is

         17   presented in front of you.

         18             But I think when we look at the

         19   business model of video games today, there

         20   are multiple business models that work at

         21   scale, meaning sizable revenue streams, for

         22   different types of games.

         23        Q.   Thinking about all those different

         24   kinds of revenue streams together, I think

         25   you had said that there were about 10 or 20
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          2   AAA titles a year, out of maybe 3- or 400

          3   that are launched for console.

          4             What proportion of the revenues,

          5   those 3- or 400, do you think those AAA

          6   titles make up?

          7        A.   The largest revenue streams at

          8   least on the platforms that we have

          9   visibility into are free-to-play games, so

         10   when you think about --

         11             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

         12        When you think about what?

         13        A.   When you think about gaming as an

         14   industry all up, the largest revenue stream

         15   would be free-to-play titles, and

         16   free-to-play is the largest revenue streaming

         17   gaming today, so in the vocabulary that we

         18   were using that would be post-sale

         19   monetization drives the majority of the

         20   revenue in the video game business today.

         21        Q.   Are AAA titles free-to-play?

         22        A.   In the way the game -- there is not

         23   a precise definition for AAA games, which is

         24   why I kind of said through my lens, here's

         25   how I talk about it.  From a definition of
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          2   how much money is spent to run a large

          3   free-to-play game like a Fortnight or a

          4   Roblox, they would look like a AAA game from

          5   just like from an Excel spreadsheet.  This is

          6   why I talked about the anticipation towards

          7   launch that free-to-play games tend to launch

          8   a little differently, so there's not a firm

          9   definition of what AAA means.  I would -- I

         10   would say free-to-play games are AAA.

         11   Certain free-to-play are AAA, but I would not

         12   say there's a common agreement on that across

         13   the gaming industry, whether a game like

         14   Roblox is actually AAA or not.

         15        Q.   And why not, why wouldn't there be

         16   common agreement that Roblox is AAA?

         17        A.   Like in many entertainment

         18   industries, you have history of what is a

         19   blockbuster movie, can a blockbuster movie

         20   launch on Netflix or not, and you get kind of

         21   different opinions on this.  I think as

         22   business models transform and distribution

         23   transforms, some of these terms are pulled

         24   from a prior, kind of, view or even reality

         25   in an industry and fail to accurately reflect
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          2   what's happening in the market today.  And my

          3   opinion would be that AAA is one of those

          4   kind of terms.

          5        Q.   What -- thinking about console

          6   games -- strike that.

          7             Free-to-play as a model for games,

          8   is there a platform on which free-to-play is

          9   more prevalent?

         10        A.   Free-to-play -- the largest games

         11   on almost any platform, including console,

         12   are free-to-play games.  A majority of

         13   monetization on mobile are free-to-play, but

         14   the largest monetization games on console are

         15   usually free-to-play, and PC as well.

         16        Q.   And so, the 10 or 20 AAA titles

         17   that we estimated may be launched in a given

         18   year, how many are on the free-to-play model?

         19        A.   I'll struggle a bit, I'm not trying

         20   to be difficult in the -- again, what does

         21   AAA actually mean.  When I was answering the

         22   question on 10 to 20 AAA, I was answering

         23   through the lens of a game that was highly

         24   anticipated with a high dev budget, a high

         25   marketing budget.  And I would say that I
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          2   don't have a good answer for how many games

          3   in a given year are free-to-play AAA games, I

          4   don't.  Maybe -- I'm kind of making up a

          5   number, it's much easier to apply tags to

          6   games after they launched and you've seen

          7   them be successful, and then people would

          8   obviously talk about a game as being AAA.

          9   But prior to launch, I think it's really an

         10   unknown, it's a variable up to the publishers

         11   on the business models they're gonna use for

         12   their games.  So, it's hard to gauge how many

         13   would be free-to-play and not free-to-play.

         14        Q.   When you think about the AAA games

         15   and the characteristics that we talked about,

         16   high development cost and high expectation

         17   from market reception, right, when you think

         18   about that set of games, what percentage of

         19   gaming revenue comes from those games?

         20        A.   On what platform?

         21        Q.   Let's start with console.

         22        A.   I don't have the specific number in

         23   front of me, so to say what percent of our

         24   annual revenue comes from retail AAA games,

         25   if I add that term, I apologize, I don't have
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          2   the number.

          3        Q.   Do you have any sense of the

          4   proportion of AAA game contribution to

          5   console gaming revenues?

          6        A.   When I look at our Xbox revenue, I

          7   sort by revenue and not -- there's no Excel

          8   kind of table for AAA, and when I'm looking

          9   at the largest --

         10             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

         11        There was a lag.  The largest what?

         12        A.   The largest monetized games on our

         13   platform, most of them are free-to-play.  So,

         14   I don't often or ever take a cut of the data

         15   looking at AAA versus non-AAA.  I just look

         16   at the top revenue-generating games on the

         17   platform, and I'm just sharing that most of

         18   those are on an annual basis are

         19   free-to-play.

         20        Q.   Okay.  What are the top five games

         21   that you're thinking of there when you're

         22   thinking of top revenue-generating games?

         23        A.   Roblox or Fortnight or Warzone,

         24   Call of Duty:  Warzone game.  Games like Fall

         25   Guys, games like Apex Legends.  These are
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          2   large free-to-play games that drive a lot of

          3   revenue on our platforms.

          4        Q.   Okay.  My question wasn't just

          5   about free-to-play in your top five, your top

          6   five overall in terms of revenue.

          7        A.   Yeah.  That's what I'm -- the top

          8   five is heavily weighted towards free-to-play

          9   games.  So, that was not a cut on

         10   free-to-play games, that was games in the --

         11   in the last year, I would put Elden Ring into

         12   that list, which was a more traditional-base

         13   game sales, really no post-sale monetization,

         14   that game sold very well last year.  But on a

         15   recurring basis, the other games that I

         16   listed are the ones that I see at the top of

         17   our sales charts most often.

         18        Q.   And are you thinking of -- is that

         19   purely in terms of console or overall, all

         20   platforms?

         21        A.   Free-to-play is more predominant on

         22   PC and mobile.  I don't have any insights

         23   into mobile, really only Apple and Google do.

         24   But if I look at stats like App Annie's and

         25   other third-party data sites, most of your --
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          2   really all of your mobile games at scale are

          3   free-to-play.  And that's for the most part

          4   true on PC as well that free-to-play is the

          5   biggest revenue stream on PC and mobile.

          6        Q.   And what about on console?

          7        A.   Yeah, free-to-play is -- we could

          8   look at the numbers and they shift around in

          9   launch weeks or even launch months of given

         10   games.  But when I look at an annual basis of

         11   the top revenue generating games on our

         12   platform, ignoring business model and just

         13   look at the revenue, a majority of the top

         14   games are -- happen to be free-to-play games.

         15        Q.   So, what are your top five games in

         16   your mind for console in terms of revenue?

         17        A.   Those are the ones I was listing

         18   before, those are the games that when I think

         19   about Xbox console, our largest revenue

         20   generating games are games like Fortnight,

         21   Apex, Roblox.  As I said, Elden Ring did very

         22   well last year, was a new IP launch.  But

         23   those are the games that are driving a

         24   majority of the revenue on our platform.

         25   There are retail games like FIFA does very
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          2   well on our platform through post-sale

          3   monetization and base game sales on our

          4   platform.  But the annual games kind of --

          5   that would be the collection that I would see

          6   on console.

          7        Q.   When you're thinking about AAA

          8   games, would you agree that generally they're

          9   based on intellectual property that was

         10   developed some time ago?

         11        A.   Yeah, I would say there's a fair

         12   degree of new IP creation in our industry in

         13   any given year.

         14        Q.   So, it's not your sense that AAA

         15   games are largely monetizing IP though as

         16   first developed ten plus years ago?

         17        A.   I -- I would agree that if you

         18   looked at large base game sale console games

         19   that there are many games that have regular

         20   release cadences or have released in the past

         21   that are selling well, yes.

         22        Q.   And my question was that those

         23   franchises are based on intellectual property

         24   or franchises that were developed ten plus

         25   years ago?
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          2        A.   I honestly have never thought about

          3   when the IP was originally created, so I'm

          4   taking a second.  But if we said of the large

          5   base game sales on our console that have --

          6   where it's not new IP, was most of that IP

          7   created over ten years ago?  I guess that's

          8   true.  I honestly haven't really thought

          9   about a cut on the data that way, but just

         10   kind of doing it off the top of my head, I

         11   think that -- I guess that's true.

         12        Q.   Okay.  Well, let's see if I can

         13   maybe help refresh your recollection on that.

         14             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Can we introduce

         15        an exhibit that we've premarked as

         16        PX1063?  I gather this is supposed to

         17        now appear in some kind of Box

         18        platform that we have.

         19             (Exhibit PX1063, E-mail chain,

         20        Bates MSFT-2R-03228566, was

         21        introduced.)

         22             THE WITNESS:  I'm told I have

         23        to --

         24             (Cross-talk.)

         25             THE WITNESS:  I now have a folder.
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          2        No, I don't.  I'm not seeing anything

          3        in the Box.

          4             MR. WEINGARTEN:  We might be

          5        having a connectivity issue.  Let's go

          6        off the record if we can.

          7             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

          8        record.

          9             (Off-the-record discussion was

         10        held.)

         11             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back on

         12        the record.

         13   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         14        Q.   Mr. Spencer, you've been looking at

         15   PX1063, correct?

         16        A.   Sorry.  Just 'cause I'm new to

         17   this, is there a way for me to validate --

         18   oh.

         19        Q.   Yeah, there's a number -- let me --

         20   hold on.  Let me stop you right there so we

         21   don't talk over and I apologize for

         22   interrupting, just so it's clear.

         23             You'll see a lot of documents

         24   today, they'll have what we call Bates

         25   stamps, which is a very long string of
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          2   numbers that we use to identify documents.

          3   You'll also see PX numbers which is an

          4   additional stamp we've applied to help keep

          5   track of things as we talk about them.

          6             So, if we look in the right-hand

          7   corner, you should see PX1063.

          8             You see that?

          9        A.   I do, thank you.

         10        Q.   And I will try to refer to those PX

         11   page numbers, so it's -001, 002 and so on.

         12        A.   Thank you.

         13        Q.   So, you've looked at PX1063,

         14   correct?

         15        A.   I have.

         16        Q.   And it's an e-mail chain that

         17   starts between you and Ms. Bond, but further

         18   down the chain includes you and several other

         19   Microsoft executives, correct?

         20        A.   I would say chronologically, my

         21   mail was the initial mail and the exchange

         22   between Sarah and I came afterwards.

         23        Q.   I'm sorry.  Yes, that's right.

         24             So, your initial e-mail starts on

         25   page PX1063-002, and it's dated March 24,
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          2   2020.

          3             Do you see that?

          4        A.   I do.

          5        Q.   And the subject line is, Friday's

          6   outside-in Take-Two, correct?

          7        A.   Yeah.

          8        Q.   And it's an e-mail from you to

          9   Mr. Nadella, Ms. Hood and several other

         10   senior leaders either in gaming or at

         11   Microsoft, right?

         12        A.   Yes.

         13        Q.   And the first sentence references

         14   Friday's SLT.

         15             Does that mean strategic leadership

         16   team?

         17        A.   Yes, it does.

         18        Q.   Okay.  And it refers to something

         19   called an outside-in.

         20             What is an outside-in?

         21        A.   An outside-in is a part of our

         22   Friday SLT meetings where we bring an outside

         23   company, whether it's a partner or potential

         24   partner to talk to Microsoft senior

         25   leadership team about their view on Microsoft
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          2   as a partner for them.

          3        Q.   And the outside-in that you're

          4   referring to in this e-mail is with a

          5   publisher called Take-Two, correct?

          6        A.   That's correct.

          7        Q.   And Take-Two is a AAA publisher,

          8   correct?

          9        A.   Take-Two has games across many

         10   different business models.

         11        Q.   Okay.  Well, let's look at page 003

         12   of the document, the first full paragraph.

         13   Do you see the one that starts, Over the past

         14   five to seven years?

         15        A.   Yes.

         16        Q.   And you wrote:

         17             Over the past five to seven years,

         18   the AAA publishers have tried to use

         19   production scale as their new moat.  Very few

         20   companies can afford to spend the

         21   $200 million an Activision or Take-Two spend

         22   to put a title like Call of Duty or Red Dead

         23   Redemption on the shelf.

         24             Did I read that right?

         25        A.   You did read that right.
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          2        Q.   So, in the first sentence of that

          3   paragraph, you reference AAA publishers and

          4   then you say:

          5             Very few companies can afford to

          6   spend the $200 million an Activision or

          7   Take-Two spend.

          8             So, in that paragraph, you're

          9   referring to Take-Two as an example of a AAA

         10   publisher, correct?

         11        A.   I'm referring to Take-Two as a

         12   publisher of AAA games, but not making them

         13   exclusively a publisher of AAA games.  So,

         14   looking at it backwards that if you said, of

         15   the AAA games that are launching, Take-Two is

         16   a publisher of AAA games.

         17        Q.   Okay.  Is that what you meant when

         18   you wrote in that first sentence "the AAA

         19   publishers," that is a publisher who

         20   publishes AAA games?

         21        A.   It is, yes, a publisher of the AAA

         22   games that launch, trip- -- Take-Two is one

         23   of the publishers of AAA games.

         24        Q.   And Activision is also a publisher

         25   of AAA?
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          2        A.   Activision is also a publisher of

          3   AAA games, yes.

          4        Q.   And that's what you meant when you

          5   wrote, so Activision is a -- strike that,

          6   Activision is a AAA publisher in that meaning

          7   when you wrote those words there?

          8        A.   I'm not trying to argue, I'll just

          9   say the fact that an Activision or Take-Two

         10   publishes AAA games does not mean that they

         11   are only a AAA publisher.  So, I would not

         12   apply the qualifier for a segment of their

         13   portfolio to the entire publisher.

         14        Q.   Understood.

         15             Is there anyone -- strike that.

         16             When you use the term "AAA

         17   publisher," do you ever mean in a company

         18   that only publishes AAA games?

         19        A.   I don't know.

         20        Q.   Can you think of a publisher of

         21   videos games who only publishes AAA games, or

         22   does everyone have some mix of AAA and

         23   non-AAA?

         24        A.   I think -- I don't believe

         25   everybody has a mix.  Sony doesn't really
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          2   have a mix of AAA and non-AAA games.

          3   Publishers like Activision and Take-Two just

          4   publish many games across many different

          5   business models.  So, I just think it's

          6   incorrect to use a single qualifier on the

          7   kind of game publisher that they are.

          8        Q.   So, what did you mean -- were you

          9   incorrect when you wrote AAA publisher then?

         10        A.   There are a certain number of AAA

         11   games that are published every year and those

         12   AAA games that come out come from a handful

         13   of publishers, but that does not mean that

         14   those publishers only published AAA games.

         15   So, I'm just pushing back a little bit on

         16   using that qualifier to somehow say that that

         17   is the totality of what that publisher does.

         18   I don't believe that's accurate.

         19        Q.   Okay.  So --

         20        A.   So, you would say the publishers of

         21   AAA games.

         22        Q.   In this first sentence there you

         23   wrote:

         24             Over the past five to seven years,

         25   the AAA publishers have tried to use
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          2   production scale as their new moat.

          3             What does the word "moat" mean in

          4   that context?

          5        A.   In this context, it's try to create

          6   a challenge for other games to compete with

          7   their games.

          8        Q.   And I think -- is it fair to say

          9   that this paragraph is talking about one of

         10   the features of AAA games you had mentioned

         11   earlier, i.e., high development costs?

         12        A.   Yes.

         13        Q.   And if you look two paragraphs

         14   down, do you see the paragraph that starts,

         15   In the new world where AAA publisher, do you

         16   see that?

         17        A.   Yes.

         18        Q.   So, this goes back to some of the

         19   questions I was asking you before the break.

         20   Take a look at the last sentence of that

         21   paragraph:

         22             AAA publishers are milking their

         23   top franchises, but struggling to refill

         24   their portfolio of hit franchises.  Most AAA

         25   publishers are riding the success of
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          2   franchises created ten plus years ago.

          3             That's what you wrote to

          4   Mr. Nadella, right?

          5        A.   Yeah.  Yes.

          6        Q.   Going back to our questions before,

          7   most -- in your view, most AAA publishers,

          8   that is publishers who publish AAA games, are

          9   riding the success of franchises created more

         10   than ten years ago?

         11        A.   From a perspective of looking at

         12   the portfolio of the publishers that I'm kind

         13   of characterizing here, yes, that's true.

         14        Q.   Further up you say in that same

         15   paragraph:

         16             Games like Fortnight, Roblox,

         17   Minecraft, Candy Crush, Clash Royale, DOTA2,

         18   et cetera, were all created by independent

         19   studios with full access to distribution.

         20             Do you see that?

         21        A.   I do.

         22        Q.   What does DOTA2 refer to?

         23        A.   Defenders of the Ancients 2.  It is

         24   a game -- a PC game from Valve.  It's on

         25   Steam actually, sorry.  It's actually created
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          2   by somebody else.

          3        Q.   And by contrast to those

          4   independent studios, your e-mail here is

          5   about AAA publishers riding success of

          6   franchises created ten plus years ago,

          7   correct?

          8        A.   Sorry.  What was the question?

          9        Q.   Sure.  Reading this paragraph,

         10   would you agree that AAA publishers are

         11   putting their resources to developing

         12   franchises that were first started ten plus

         13   years ago and not necessarily developing new

         14   franchises?

         15        A.   No, it kind of goes back to my

         16   previous point of these publishers have a

         17   broad portfolio of games and they're

         18   investing their resources across a broader

         19   set of business models and even platforms

         20   that may not be characterized by this

         21   somewhat hard to define notion of AAA.

         22        Q.   Are you familiar with

         23   conversations -- strike that.

         24             Have you had discussions in your

         25   role as head of gaming at Microsoft about
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          2   owning content versus renting content?

          3        A.   Yes.

          4        Q.   Or sometimes instead of owning it,

          5   owning and buying on the one hand versus

          6   renting on the other hand with respect to

          7   content; is that right?

          8        A.   Is there -- just to make sure I

          9   understand, what are the difference between

         10   those two statements?

         11        Q.   Well, those are conversations that

         12   you've had as part of your job at gaming,

         13   right?

         14        A.   Yeah, yeah.  You just -- I answered

         15   the first one and you said what I thought was

         16   the same thing again, so I thought there must

         17   be some addition that you made in this.

         18        Q.   The addition I made was owning and

         19   buying mean the same thing in this context?

         20        A.   I -- after you buy something, yeah,

         21   then I would consider it owned, yeah.

         22        Q.   So, what does it mean to buy

         23   content versus to rent content in gaming?

         24        A.   Whether we own the underlying

         25   intellectual property for a game is how I
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          2   would use that term.

          3        Q.   And when you buy -- can you expand

          4   on that little bit more?  Why is -- what is

          5   the relationship between owning/buying an

          6   intellectual property and content as opposed

          7   to renting?

          8        A.   I'm gonna say the same thing, so I

          9   just want to make sure I'm not missing

         10   something in the question.

         11             When we own the underlying IP,

         12   intellectual property, we are the ones that

         13   make creative decisions on and business

         14   decisions on where that intellectual property

         15   shows up.

         16        Q.   What do you mean by "shows up"?

         17        A.   Where we choose to use that

         18   intellectual property.

         19        Q.   I'm not trying to be obtuse, but

         20   what do you mean where you choose to use the

         21   intellectual property; is that about

         22   platforms?  What are you talking about there?

         23        A.   Sure.  It could be, say we're doing

         24   a movie, a television series on an

         25   intellectual property.  It could be ancillary
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          2   products like T-shirts and other things that

          3   you might see come out.  It could also be, as

          4   you say, games based on that intellectual

          5   property and what platforms those games ship

          6   on.  I think about it in totality of we are

          7   making the creative decisions on how

          8   consumers will see that intellectual property

          9   and how it's managed across many different

         10   places, marketplaces or, you know, retail

         11   places where it might -- I'll use show up

         12   again, but...

         13        Q.   Decisions that you just described,

         14   does that include decisions about whether

         15   games or gaming content will appear on

         16   console only or also appear in a subscription

         17   service like Game Pass?

         18        A.   Those -- those would be in line

         19   with the kind of decisions that we'd be

         20   making, yes, with intellectual property that

         21   we own.

         22        Q.   And is one of the benefits from

         23   Microsoft of owning content as opposed to

         24   renting it, that Microsoft gets to decide,

         25   you said, where the content can be used?
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          2        A.   There are multiple benefits,

          3   there's a financial benefit in that we're not

          4   having to pay a licensee of the content.  As

          5   we make investments, we understand that the

          6   intellectual property will be something we

          7   can continue to invest in over multiple

          8   years.  So, I think there are multiple

          9   decisions, kind of, multiple criteria or

         10   multiple thing -- benefits of owning the

         11   underlying intellectual property that we

         12   build games and other products on top of.

         13        Q.   Okay.  Let's disentangle that a

         14   little.

         15             One of the benefits of owning

         16   versus renting content, we're talking about

         17   gaming here, is capturing more of the

         18   economics when you own versus rent; is that

         19   fair?

         20        A.   It is.

         21        Q.   And another benefit of owning

         22   versus renting content in gaming from your

         23   perspective as leader of Microsoft Gaming is

         24   it enables Microsoft be the decision-maker

         25   about what platforms that content will appear
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          2   on, correct?

          3        A.   That is a benefit, yes.

          4        Q.   Are there any other primary

          5   benefits that come to mind when you think of

          6   the benefits of owning versus renting content

          7   for gaming?

          8        A.   The third one I listed is as we're

          9   making investments in the intellectual

         10   property, we understand that over a longer

         11   time horizon we will be able to continue to

         12   benefit from that intellectual property being

         13   part of our intellectual property portfolio,

         14   so it allows us to take a longer time horizon

         15   on intellectual property.

         16        Q.   And what kind of long term benefit

         17   of intellectual property are you thinking

         18   about when you're taking that longer time

         19   horizon?

         20        A.   It's usually either a person or a

         21   financial -- people or a financial investment

         22   that we might make in building something new

         23   that might take multiple years to actually

         24   pay off.  And if you own the intellectual

         25   property, you have more certainty that as you
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          2   get through the investment years in something

          3   new, that you will have a longer term ability

          4   to see the benefits of that investment and

          5   continue to be able to invest in that

          6   intellectual property in new ways because

          7   there isn't a period by which you have the

          8   license for an intellectual property.

          9             So, I -- a third benefit that I

         10   think often about is our ability to invest in

         11   the long-term for these franchises.

         12        Q.   And this may seem obvious, but by

         13   renting in this context, you're talking about

         14   licensing; is that right?

         15        A.   Yes.

         16        Q.   And in the gaming industry when

         17   Microsoft licenses content, those are not

         18   licenses in perpetuity, they're term-limited,

         19   right?

         20        A.   Yes.

         21        Q.   So, when Microsoft owns or buys

         22   content, it obviously has the intellectual

         23   rights in that content in perpetuity as the

         24   owner as opposed to having a term limit on

         25   its use of IP when it rents the content,
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          2   right?

          3        A.   There are IP ownership scenarios

          4   that we have been in that I would say are

          5   more complicated in terms of what rights we

          6   have and what period of time we have those

          7   rights, but in general, I would say that your

          8   characterization is accurate.

          9        Q.   And what are the factors that you

         10   apply when deciding whether to buy or rent

         11   gaming content?

         12        A.   I guess first and foremost is

         13   whether something is available to be

         14   purchased, whether how an intellectual

         15   property relates to the intellectual property

         16   that we already own and how an intellectual

         17   property would benefit us in the strategic

         18   mission that we're on.

         19        Q.   And the more intellectual property

         20   or content will benefit Microsoft in its

         21   strategic objective, the more the scale tips

         22   towards attempting to own or buy that

         23   content?

         24        A.   I think we'd have to look at all

         25   three criteria, obviously the price is a
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          2   consideration.

          3        Q.   Understood.

          4             But in that third criteria, to the

          5   extent that a property helps advance

          6   Microsoft's strategy, that weighs in favor of

          7   owning the property?

          8        A.   If an opportunity comes available

          9   for something that could help advantage us in

         10   achieving our strategy, yeah, that would

         11   weigh in our decision to look at an

         12   acquisition.

         13        Q.   Is it fair to say that since you've

         14   become the leader of Microsoft Gaming,

         15   Microsoft has accelerated spending to buy

         16   content for gaming?

         17        A.   My view is that when I took this

         18   role or was awarded this role, we had to

         19   close a number of studios due to the

         20   financial profile of the gaming business

         21   inside of Microsoft, and when we were able

         22   to get to a more firm financial position, I

         23   had a -- we had a goal of rebuilding our

         24   first-party content capability.

         25        Q.   And when did your goal of -- when
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          2   did you start having a goal of rebuilding

          3   Microsoft's first-party content capabilities?

          4        A.   We had to get to a position with

          5   our business where we had both alignment with

          6   the company on our strategic direction for

          7   gaming as well as a positive P&L in the

          8   gaming business profit and loss -- a

          9   profitable business that was worth investing

         10   in.

         11        Q.   When did that happen?  When did

         12   buying more content become a goal toward the

         13   business that you could act on?

         14        A.   I don't think there was a --

         15   necessarily like one before-and-after moment.

         16   I felt we were in a better position probably

         17   around 2016 with our underwriting business

         18   and the position we had inside of the

         19   company.

         20        Q.   And in acting on the goal of

         21   acquiring more content, have you been able to

         22   acquire more content since 2016?

         23        A.   Yeah.  And we did acquire, like,

         24   Minecraft prior to 2016, which was more of an

         25   opportunistic acquisition.  But, yes, we have
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          2   been able to acquire more content.

          3        Q.   And how have the number of

          4   first-party studios at Microsoft grown as

          5   part of effectuating this goal of acquiring

          6   content?

          7        A.   The growth in our studio

          8   organization has effectively mirrored the

          9   growth in the revenue in our business which

         10   is basically to double.

         11        Q.   Since 2016?

         12        A.   I don't have the firm date in my

         13   head.

         14        Q.   How many first-party studios did

         15   Microsoft have when you became leader of

         16   gaming?

         17        A.   I don't remember the exact number,

         18   I would have to do some research to answer

         19   that.

         20        Q.   Do you have a ballpark figure in

         21   mind?

         22        A.   Ballpark I might say ten.

         23        Q.   How many first-party studios does

         24   Microsoft have?

         25        A.   Today depending on exactly how you
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          2   count, I'd say somewhere between 20 and 24.

          3        Q.   And how many studios will --

          4   first-party studios will Microsoft have if it

          5   completes the acquisition of Activision?

          6        A.   Again, it depends.  The definition

          7   of a studio is not exactly --

          8             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

          9        Not exactly what?

         10        A.   Defined, but I think about

         11   Activision as having three discrete studios.

         12        Q.   What are the three discrete

         13   studios, just for the record?

         14        A.   I would say King, Blizzard and the

         15   Call of Duty team or studio.

         16        Q.   In 2020, Microsoft acquired ZeniMax

         17   for seven and a half billion dollars,

         18   correct?

         19        A.   Yes.

         20        Q.   And was that the most ever paid for

         21   a game developer at that time --

         22        A.   I don't know the answer.

         23        Q.   -- do you know?

         24        A.   I don't know the answer to that.

         25        Q.   Was that more than Disney paid to
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          2   acquire the Star Wars franchise?

          3        A.   I don't know the answer to that.

          4        Q.   And what's the approximate deal

          5   value for Activision?

          6        A.   $70 billion.

          7        Q.   To your knowledge, is that the

          8   largest acquisition of a game developer?

          9        A.   To my knowledge it is, yeah.

         10        Q.   Is that the largest acquisition

         11   that Microsoft, as a company, has ever

         12   undertaken?

         13        A.   To my knowledge it is, yes.

         14        Q.   Have you ever referred to

         15   Microsoft's efforts to acquire content that

         16   we've been talking about as a surge?

         17        A.   I don't know.

         18        Q.   What has been the purpose of

         19   acquiring content since 2016, why you doing

         20   it?

         21        A.   We are taking a broad view of the

         22   game industry, as you and I have discussed,

         23   on the multiple business models and plate

         24   things where people play, we talked more

         25   about business models.  And as we build out
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          2   Xbox, I think it's important for us to have

          3   creative capability on many different

          4   platforms with many different business

          5   models.  So, we've had to expand our creative

          6   and business capability in our studios, and

          7   we attempted to do that both through

          8   acquisition and through hiring.

          9        Q.   And did acquiring content have

         10   benefits with respect to gaming's Game Pass

         11   strategy?

         12        A.   Yeah, owning -- yes, owning more

         13   content adds more content to Game Pass.

         14        Q.   And does Microsoft's acquisition

         15   strategy for gaming have benefits for console

         16   as well?

         17        A.   We have not seen real examples of

         18   our console adoption increasing based on the

         19   number of studios that we own.

         20        Q.   So, is it your view -- what's your

         21   view in relationship between having

         22   first-party content and your goals for the

         23   console business?

         24        A.   What is my view?  Our content

         25   strategy is -- isn't really tied to our
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          2   console.  We're looking for content that can

          3   help us expand beyond the console.  So, it's

          4   not often -- I don't -- I can't -- it's not

          5   often that I think about the content specific

          6   to, say, console share or console vel- --

          7   sale velocity.

          8        Q.   But I think we talked earlier you

          9   do think about content in terms of velocity

         10   and growth for Game Pass, correct?

         11        A.   Adding more content to the

         12   subscription is one of the things that we

         13   believe will increase the number of

         14   subscribers across many --

         15             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

         16        Across what?

         17        A.   Across many different devices where

         18   people might access Game Pass.

         19        Q.   What percentage of Game Pass

         20   subscribers access Game Pass from Microsoft

         21   Xbox console?

         22        A.   I believe the last number I saw

         23   that I have in my memory is roughly 20 of our

         24   25 million subscribers are console

         25   subscribers today.
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          2        Q.   Have you used the phrase content --

          3             THE COURT REPORTER:  You cut out.

          4        Content what?

          5        Q.   Have you used the phrase "content

          6   is king" in your role as head of gaming at

          7   Microsoft?

          8        A.   I don't often use that term.  I

          9   would imagine at some point in the eight

         10   years that I've been in this job, I might

         11   have used that term.

         12        Q.   Is it a term you've heard in the

         13   course of your discussions with other members

         14   of the GLT?

         15        A.   Yes, it is a -- it is a phrase in

         16   the entertainment industry that I've heard,

         17   yeah.

         18        Q.   Okay.  And when that phrase is used

         19   at Microsoft, what do you think it means in

         20   the gaming CSA in particular?

         21        A.   Our players have a love of

         22   characters and stories and worlds that exist

         23   in video games, any content.

         24        Q.   And why does that make content

         25   king?
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          2        A.   I don't know that it makes content

          3   king.  There's definitely an understanding

          4   that gamers like to play great games.

          5        Q.   I'm just trying to understand when

          6   someone says "content is king," you're saying

          7   that's all they mean by that, that gamers

          8   like to play great games?

          9        A.   Yeah, I think so.  I mean, I --

         10   yes.

         11        Q.   I guess I'm trying to understand

         12   then, what is your understanding of the

         13   phrase "content is king" in relationship to

         14   gaming's strategy?

         15        A.   Kind of my first answer where

         16   gamers, consumers have an affinity for the

         17   stories and characters in worlds they

         18   interact with.  That is the thing that our

         19   customers have the emotional attachment to.

         20        Q.   And can you explain more what you

         21   mean by affinity and attachment?

         22        A.   It's the thing that our -- it's the

         23   thing that consumers or gamers, part of what

         24   they love about playing video games are the

         25   stories, characters and worlds that they get
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          2   to interact with in the different games that

          3   they play.

          4        Q.   And in your experience as head of

          5   gaming and as someone I understand who plays

          6   games, do gamers form loyalty for the games

          7   for which they have affinity?

          8        A.   They -- there's a loyalty and a

          9   critique and an emotional investment that

         10   they make in the different games that they

         11   play.

         12        Q.   I mean, to put it -- to be more --

         13   bluntly, gamers want to play the games that

         14   they have grown to like; is that fair?

         15        A.   I think the phrase I -- the phrase

         16   I know I use and that I tried to use earlier

         17   was that gamers play great games.  I think

         18   the difference that I see between the

         19   statement you made and I made is I'm not

         20   sure -- I might push a little bit on the

         21   historical part of that where I think gamers

         22   really like to play great games, whether the

         23   game is a new game from yesterday or

         24   something from their childhood, gamers like

         25   to play great games.
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          2        Q.   And what makes a great game?

          3        A.   It's in the eye of the player, I

          4   wish I had that kind of spreadsheet, but it

          5   is really in the eyes of the consumer to make

          6   that decision on what's a great game.

          7        Q.   Is -- at least in the marketplace,

          8   is revenue a proxy for determining what games

          9   players seem to think are great games?

         10        A.   Revenue clearly is a gauge of

         11   somebody's willingness to invest in a game,

         12   and financials are, you know, clearly an

         13   important investment for a customer to make.

         14   So, the term great, I don't know.  But, yes,

         15   I will say that the revenue generated by

         16   different games really shows its place in the

         17   gaming community.

         18        Q.   Is it fair to say that you were a

         19   driver or a leader of the strategy at

         20   Microsoft to acquire more content over the

         21   last six years or so?

         22        A.   As the head of gaming, yeah, I

         23   would've been -- it rolls up to my decision

         24   to add content to the business, yes.

         25        Q.   Even more than just -- I take it
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          2   you weren't just a passive observer as the

          3   decision rolled up to you.  I'm trying to

          4   understand, what was your -- is it fair to

          5   say that you're a sponsor of the concept of

          6   Microsoft that gaming should acquire more

          7   content?

          8        A.   Yes, I would say in partnership

          9   with Matt Booty, who runs our first-party

         10   studios organization, we have built a

         11   strategy for increasing our first-party

         12   portfolio.

         13        Q.   Again, what is the reason for

         14   adopting that strategy, what are the benefits

         15   to Microsoft Gaming of adopting a strategy of

         16   increasing the first-party portfolio?

         17        A.   Gaming is going through this

         18   transition from devices to players.  We

         19   realize that our first-party portfolio lacked

         20   experience in new business models and new

         21   engagement mechanisms.  So, we looked to

         22   increase our first-party capability so that

         23   we have more business and creative diversity

         24   in our organization.

         25        Q.   And were there financial
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          2   implications for adopting a strategy of

          3   increasing first player -- sorry, first-party

          4   content?

          5        A.   Yes.

          6        Q.   What are they?

          7        A.   We're putting capital at risk in

          8   acquiring an external company.  There's a

          9   roadmap of title delivery and financial

         10   expectations that are built into the model to

         11   get approval for the acquisition.  There are

         12   strategic imperatives that we've talked about

         13   in terms of why we've acquired a studio.  And

         14   then subsequently we evaluate our acquisition

         15   against those metrics.

         16        Q.   And what are the metrics?

         17        A.   The metrics really differ per

         18   studio that we would acquire.  They're

         19   specific to the A2N process and strategic

         20   approval that we talked about earlier.

         21        Q.   Part of the metrics against which

         22   you're going -- strike that.

         23             If you close and complete the

         24   acquisition for Activision, what are the

         25   metrics you've gotta assign to measure the
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          2   $70 billion investment or capital expenditure

          3   that Microsoft is making?

          4        A.   We haven't formalized how we would

          5   evaluate the closing, like, the subsequent

          6   running of the -- of Activision Blizzard

          7   King.  From a strategic perspective, the most

          8   important aspect of us acquiring Activision

          9   King is us becoming relevant with gamers who

         10   play on mobile devices.  So, I would expect

         11   our mobile opportunity to be a highlight of

         12   how we think about our success post this

         13   acquisition.

         14        Q.   And you're referring to the King

         15   studio there?

         16        A.   It's not just King.  But, yes, King

         17   has Candy Crush, there is a Call of Duty

         18   mobile game, there is a Diablo mobile game

         19   that are -- those are currently in market.

         20   And those were really the critical aspects of

         21   why we thought Activision Blizzard King was

         22   an important acquisition consideration for

         23   us.

         24        Q.   I see.

         25             So, is it your testimony that
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          2   gaining further entrance into mobile gaming

          3   was the reason for the Activision

          4   acquisition?

          5        A.   Absolutely.  Yes.

          6        Q.   Any other reasons?

          7        A.   If you look at the valuation of, as

          8   you've mentioned, it's $70 billion which is a

          9   sizable capital expenditure for the company,

         10   so there are metrics that we have to -- there

         11   are -- there's a running of the business, the

         12   existing business that has to be done

         13   successfully in order to justify the

         14   acquisition cost.  From a strategic

         15   imperative, the largest platform for gamers

         16   on the planet are mobile phones of which

         17   Apple and Google have complete control over

         18   distribution and discovery and monetization.

         19   And in order for us to be successful as a

         20   gaming company, we are gonna have to be

         21   successful on mobile devices and looking

         22   at -- this was the best portfolio of mobile

         23   franchises and capability that we saw

         24   available in the market.

         25        Q.   Who are the biggest game publishers
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          2   in your mind, by revenues?

          3        A.   Tencent would be the largest,

          4   NetEase I believe is number two, it's not

          5   always easy to get accurate financials from

          6   some of the Chinese publishers, but they're

          7   very large.  I don't know that I -- I don't

          8   have in my head the breakdown between -- on

          9   Sony's business between their hardware

         10   business and their own publishing business.

         11   Activision would be one of the largest by

         12   revenue game publishers, Electronic Arts

         13   would be a large publisher, Nintendo would be

         14   a large publisher of games.

         15        Q.   And does your list change if we

         16   just talk about the United States?

         17        A.   I never look at the gaming business

         18   by just the United States.  I think if you

         19   look at -- meaning like the publishers 'cause

         20   games are global, outside of China games are

         21   global.  If you think I would still start

         22   with Tencent given their majority ownership

         23   in Epic that builds Fortnight, their

         24   ownership of League of Legends, which is one

         25   of the biggest -- Riot Games, it's one of the
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          2   biggest publishers of games, they're based in

          3   California even though they're owned by

          4   Tencent.  There are other large game

          5   publishers that are outside of China owned by

          6   Tencent.  So, I would -- I don't -- I would

          7   still believe Tencent is number one.

          8        Q.   And when Microsoft doesn't own

          9   content and has to --

         10             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

         11        You cut out again.

         12        Q.   When Microsoft doesn't own content

         13   and determines instead to rent it, that means

         14   negotiating a license for the content,

         15   correct?

         16        A.   Yeah, in almost every instance it

         17   does, yes.

         18        Q.   Okay.  And is that Ms. Bond's

         19   responsibility at Microsoft to negotiate

         20   licenses with game developers and publishers?

         21        A.   It is Lori Wright's responsibility,

         22   who is one of the direct reports of Sarah

         23   Bond.

         24        Q.   And what is your role in

         25   negotiation of renting content for use in
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          2   Microsoft Gaming?

          3        A.   We don't do very much renting of

          4   content, so it's not an instance that comes

          5   up very often.  In the general approval of

          6   our contracts I final -- I am final approval

          7   on any contract above a certain threshold.

          8        Q.   Well, for example, Microsoft has to

          9   rent content from EA, right?

         10        A.   Sorry.  We're using the term

         11   differently there.  We -- we don't -- well,

         12   can you -- what do you mean by renting

         13   content from EA?

         14        Q.   Well, to use EA content or offer EA

         15   content to Microsoft Gaming users on console

         16   game cloud -- sorry, Game Pass or xCloud,

         17   does Microsoft need a license from EA?

         18        A.   We need an agreement with EA.  I

         19   want to backtrack just a bit.

         20             When you are asking me about

         21   renting IP, which is what we were talking

         22   about previously, my -- I was -- because of

         23   the specific of how you asked it, I was

         24   answering if we were to build our own

         25   first-party game, games, based on
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          2   intellectual property that we would -- that

          3   we don't own, that we would have to rent the

          4   IP.  We have a general publishing licensing

          5   agreement that we have with third-party

          6   publishers on Xbox that I don't characterize

          7   as us renting games.  That is the agreement

          8   that publishers have with us with standard

          9   terms to ship what the financials included,

         10   to ship games on our platform and if there

         11   are specifics that we are gonna do on a

         12   partnership that might be more detailed,

         13   there might be addendums to our PLA with

         14   certain partners to include things like

         15   promotion or Game Pass or other

         16   considerations.

         17        Q.   Okay.  So, when you have -- when

         18   Microsoft Gaming makes agreements with

         19   third-party publishers or developers, you

         20   don't consider that to be renting content for

         21   use on Microsoft's devices?

         22        A.   I just want to make sure -- I want

         23   to be accurate in how I answer.

         24             If a developer decides they want to

         25   ship a game on our Xbox console, I do not
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          2   consider that us renting content.  That is

          3   making our platform available.  As I said,

          4   our terms are fairly standard for any

          5   developer or any individual actually who

          6   wants to go and build a game and ship it to

          7   Xbox.  There are certain rules around content

          8   must be rated so that we can protect our

          9   customers from bad content and other kind of

         10   malicious behavior.

         11             I don't consider that us renting,

         12   that is just us allowing publishers or

         13   developers or individuals to ship games on

         14   Xbox.

         15             As I said, I apologize if I

         16   misunderstood how the question was asked.

         17   When you asked about renting, I was thinking

         18   more in the context of this document that I

         19   still have up listing fran- -- listing like

         20   Star Wars.  If we were to go do a Star Wars

         21   game, we would have to go and rent the Star

         22   Wars IP for us to go build.  And then

         23   Activision or an EA is shipping games on our

         24   platform like FIFA or Madden or Call of Duty,

         25   I don't consider that us rent- -- that we're
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          2   not renting their games, they're shipping

          3   their games on our platform.

          4        Q.   You mentioned standard terms of

          5   these agreements, the licenses.

          6             Is there a -- there's a standard

          7   economic split in the industry for platforms

          8   like Microsoft when they work with

          9   developers, correct?

         10        A.   There's a standard financials that

         11   we have for shipping games on Xbox, yeah.

         12        Q.   What is that?

         13        A.   It captures multiple business

         14   models.  If you're shipping disc versions of

         15   your games, there's a disc royalty, I

         16   apologize, I don't have the exact number in

         17   my head for how much a disc royalty -- what

         18   the disc pressing royalty is.  In the digital

         19   store, the standard terms are 70 percent of

         20   the revenue goes to the content creator and

         21   30 percent stays with the platform, say that

         22   would be for base sales and post-sale

         23   monetization.

         24        Q.   So, 70/30 is the standard economic

         25   split for Microsoft, 30 to Microsoft when it
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          2   negotiates with game developers for games to

          3   go on console or Game Pass or cloud; is that

          4   right?

          5        A.   Our revenue split is different on

          6   PC.  So, for third parties that put games in

          7   our Windows store, the split for most of

          8   those partners is 88 percent goes to the

          9   partner, 12 percent stays with Microsoft,

         10   from memory that's the current revenue split

         11   on Windows, so it is different in different

         12   instances.  On console, the standard split

         13   would be 70/30, different on Windows.  And on

         14   our cloud, we have different negotiations

         15   with different partners, depending on their

         16   size.

         17        Q.   Is 70/30 the standard split for

         18   gaming in Game Pass?

         19        A.   No.  Because Game Pass is a model

         20   where in most instances when a game is being

         21   published or when it's being shipped into the

         22   subscription, in most instances we will have

         23   paid an upfront licensing cost to the

         24   developer -- to the publisher to put the game

         25   into Game Pass.  And certain partners will
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          2   have a performance part of their -- part of

          3   their discussion, part of our deal for how

          4   much they get paid for how much their game

          5   gets used in Game Pass.

          6        Q.   So, when a game is played in Game

          7   Pass and there's a post-sale monetization in

          8   whatever form, is that subject to the usual

          9   70/30 slate unless otherwise negotiated --

         10        A.   Yes.

         11        Q.   -- or varies?

         12        A.   Yes, the post-sale monetization for

         13   games that are in Game Pass is 70/30 split.

         14        Q.   And that's the typical split for

         15   Game Pass games?

         16        A.   For Xbox games in general

         17   regardless of the business models that were

         18   used to acquire the license.

         19        Q.   Okay.  Why is PC 88/12?

         20        A.   We are trying to grow our Windows

         21   store.  We have large base of Windows

         22   consumers.  And as we try to make the Windows

         23   store more popular for app and game

         24   developers, one way to do that is to change

         25   the economics specific to gaming that
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          2   dominate gaming store on the market on PC is

          3   Valve Steam.  So, in order to compete with

          4   that, there was a desire or a need, I would

          5   say, to change the economics for developers

          6   to get them to also adopt the Windows slate.

          7        Q.   So, in that instance on PC,

          8   Microsoft has to offer more economics to the

          9   developer to attract more content to the PC

         10   platform; is that fair?

         11        A.   It would be part of the equation

         12   that a developer would use to choose whether

         13   they would support the Windows store or not.

         14   I wouldn't say it's the only criteria.  I

         15   think in general when a marketplace is behind

         16   significantly, it has to not only offer

         17   economic incentives, but likely also ease of

         18   development and other things that would make

         19   the app or game developer's job easier.

         20        Q.   In a related vein but slightly

         21   separate, would you agree that the supply of

         22   games that are affected to be attractive to

         23   gaming's users is structurally limited?

         24        A.   Can you just tell me the definition

         25   of how you would say -- what you mean by
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          2   "structurally"?

          3        Q.   Yes.  Let's look at a document.

          4             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's see if we

          5        can get PX1065 into the platform.  If

          6        we can, we'll introduce PX1065.

          7        A.   There it is.

          8             (Exhibit PX1065, E-mail chain with

          9        attachment, Bates MSFT-2R-05727022,

         10        was introduced.)

         11   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         12        Q.   Good.  Please open that document.

         13   It's rather long, but I'll ask you a little

         14   bit about the e-mail that's on top, and this

         15   question in particular is about page 017,

         16   PX1065-017.  Let me know when you feel

         17   comfortable.

         18        A.   Okay.  I will read down to there.

         19             (Document review.)

         20             MR. WEINGARTEN:  You know, we

         21        might be due for another break.  I'm

         22        content to go off the record, give the

         23        witness some minutes since we're kind

         24        of entering a little bit of new phase

         25        here, if that's all right with you,
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          2        Beth.

          3             MS. WINKINSON:  Sure.

          4             MR. WEINGARTEN:  So, we'll go off

          5        the record, please.

          6             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

          7        record.

          8             (Whereupon, a brief recess was

          9        taken.)

         10             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back on

         11        the record.

         12   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         13        Q.   Mr. Spencer, PX1065 is in the chat,

         14   in the Box so you can review the document.

         15             Before we took our break, we were

         16   talking about what structurally limited

         17   means, and we were talking about the

         18   availability of attractive games for

         19   Microsoft's gaming business.  And I believe

         20   you had asked me what do I mean by it and I

         21   put this document -- we're introducing

         22   PX1065.  I think we'll get to what that

         23   language means in Microsoft Gaming.  Let me

         24   just ask you a few questions about the

         25   document.
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          2             On page 1, the top e-mail in the

          3   chain is from David Hampton to gaming

          4   business planning and strategy.

          5             Do you see that?

          6        A.   I do, yes.

          7        Q.   And it's dated November 10, 2020.

          8             Do you see that?

          9        A.   Yes.

         10        Q.   And Mr. Hampton writes to this

         11   list, sir:

         12             Game on.

         13             Are you on the gaming business

         14   planning and strategy e-mail distribution

         15   list?

         16        A.   I don't know that.  I don't know

         17   the answer to that.

         18        Q.   Well, in any event, the e-mail that

         19   he forwards is from you also on November 10,

         20   2020, correct?

         21        A.   Yes.

         22        Q.   And it's from you and Ms. Hood to

         23   Mr. Nadella, right?

         24        A.   Yes.

         25        Q.   And the subject is Request for
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          2   Strategy Approval:  Sega, correct?

          3        A.   Yes.

          4        Q.   And you write to Ms. Hood and

          5   Mr. Nadella:

          6             I'm writing to request strategy

          7   approval to approach Sega Sammy, S-A-M-M-Y,

          8   regarding a potential acquisition of their

          9   Sega gaming studios.

         10             Do you see that?

         11        A.   I do.

         12        Q.   And is the purpose of this document

         13   to lay out the reasons why Ms. Hood and

         14   Mr. Nadella to give approval for you to begin

         15   the process of acquiring content from Sega

         16   Sammy?

         17        A.   More specifically I would say it's

         18   to begin the process of discussions with Sega

         19   Sammy about both the acquisition as well as

         20   to help frame up the financials for the next

         21   step, which would be the approval to

         22   negotiate.

         23        Q.   And you give a little overview of

         24   Sega.  And then continuing on page 2, you

         25   describe some value drivers, right?
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          2        A.   Yes, there's value drivers in the

          3   middle.

          4        Q.   Okay.  And there are -- fair to say

          5   that the value that you're referencing being

          6   driven is strategic value and there's also

          7   economic value, right?

          8        A.   Yeah, the sentence says it's

          9   strategic value and economic value, yeah.

         10        Q.   Obviously those two things are

         11   related.  But am I correct that one should

         12   evaluate both economic value and any

         13   independent strategic value when you're

         14   thinking about gaming deals?

         15        A.   Yeah.  So, if you scroll up, when

         16   we talk about the strategy framing in the

         17   context of growing PC, mobile, you see that

         18   up above?

         19        Q.   Yes, sir.

         20        A.   And then here when we talk about

         21   the value, we're really starting the

         22   discussion about what we think the

         23   justification for the value of Sega from an

         24   economic standpoint would look like, meaning

         25   what would the near-term financial return
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          2   have to be in order to justify a given

          3   valuation for Sega, which in a given time

          4   frame might not correlate to the strategic

          5   value of why you might acquire Sega, which is

          6   why we have those two separate views, the

          7   strategy approval and the approval to

          8   negotiate.

          9        Q.   Got it.

         10             While you hope -- let's put it this

         11   way:  Is it fair to say that while you would

         12   want strategic and economic value to align,

         13   it may be the case that an asset has

         14   significant strategic value that it may

         15   outweigh the economic value?

         16        A.   I think how I would -- yes, but I

         17   would also say we evaluate the financials of

         18   a term over a fixed time frame where some of

         19   the strategic value may not pay out, and

         20   obviously from a shareholder, like, a Sega

         21   shareholder perspective, when they think

         22   about the value they deserve for selling Sega

         23   game studios, they're obviously thinking

         24   about more of the economic consideration than

         25   our strategic consideration, which is why we
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          2   try to separate those discussions.

          3        Q.   Got it.

          4             If you turn to page 003 of the

          5   document, please, it has a big number 1 at

          6   the top and says Strategy Overview.  And

          7   based on the cover e-mail, it looks like this

          8   document is called gaming CSA-Strategic

          9   Framing Memo-Sega v, as in Victor, F, as in

         10   Frank.

         11             Do you see that?

         12        A.   I see where it says Strategy

         13   Overview, I don't necessarily -- I don't see

         14   the file name you're referencing.  But I see

         15   on page 3 where there is a heading 1,

         16   Strategy Overview.

         17        Q.   I'm sorry.  Let me take you back to

         18   page 001.  Just look at Mr. Hampton's e-mail

         19   where it says attachment in the header.

         20        A.   Sorry.  Okay.  Yes.

         21        Q.   Does that indicate to you that

         22   that's the name of the document?

         23        A.   Assuming this is the document that

         24   was printing -- that was printed from David's

         25   mail, then, yeah, this says there's an
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          2   attachment called the Strategy Framing

          3   Memo-Sega vF that's --

          4        Q.   Okay?

          5        A.   -- attached to this mail, yeah.

          6        Q.   Are you familiar with documents

          7   strategy framing memos that are drafted as

          8   part of seeking strategy approval for a

          9   potential acquisition?

         10        A.   I'm familiar with the practice of

         11   us establish -- attaching a, kind of, most

         12   recent updated strategy memo with requests

         13   for acquisition or strategy approval.

         14        Q.   And on page 1 again -- I'm sorry to

         15   jump around with you -- on page 1 of PX1065,

         16   if you look at your first paragraph, the last

         17   sentence says:

         18             Please find the attached memo and

         19   bullets below for additional detail on our

         20   strategy to prioritize our next acquisition

         21   target.

         22             And then the sentence goes on.

         23             Do you see that?

         24        A.   Yeah.

         25        Q.   Okay.  Do you remember sending this
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          2   document or this e-mail to Ms. Hood and

          3   Mr. Nadella?

          4        A.   I don't remember sending this

          5   specifically, but I remember the time when we

          6   were looking at Sega.

          7        Q.   And was it the typical practice in

          8   gaming to create a document like this as part

          9   of seeking strategy approval for an

         10   acquisition?

         11        A.   Yeah, if our team got to the point

         12   where we felt like there was strategic

         13   alignment, we would send a document like this

         14   to Amy and Satya for deals that we expected

         15   to exceed my signing authority for the deal.

         16        Q.   And what was your role -- I mean,

         17   let me put it this way:  You sent the

         18   document to Ms. Hood and Mr. Nadella.

         19             Did you write the document?

         20        A.   The document would've been crafted

         21   by David Hampton in conjunction with Tim

         22   Stuart and Sarah Bond.

         23        Q.   And would you have reviewed it

         24   before you sent it to Ms. Hood and

         25   Mr. Nadella?
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          2        A.   I would.

          3        Q.   I assume that you try to be

          4   accurate in the information you convey to

          5   Ms. Hood and Mr. Nadella, correct?

          6        A.   We do try to be accurate, yes.

          7        Q.   Okay.  So, let's take a look, sir,

          8   if you could, at page PX1065-017.  It's

          9   page 15 of the memo.  Let me know when you're

         10   there.

         11        A.   You said 17, 1-7.

         12        Q.   Yes, sir.

         13        A.   Yeah, I'm there.

         14        Q.   Okay.  And you'll see there's a

         15   heading, 9.2 Xbox Game Pass State of the

         16   Union.

         17             Do you see that?

         18        A.   I do.

         19        Q.   Says:

         20             Xbox Game Pass is a leading content

         21   subscription service in gaming with nearly

         22   15 million subscribers.

         23             Do you see that?

         24        A.   I do.

         25        Q.   Okay.  The next sentence talks
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          2   about the size of the overall opportunity,

          3   then it says:

          4             Achieving our subscriber ambitions

          5   is predicated on our ability to create value

          6   for our members and partners.

          7             Do you see that?

          8        A.   I do.

          9        Q.   Beginning with "continued

         10   investment in content," does members there

         11   mean subscribers?

         12        A.   It does.

         13        Q.   And partners mean developers of

         14   games?

         15        A.   Just so I'm clear on this one

         16   because of our rented conversation

         17   previously, partners would be non-Xbox

         18   studios that are doing deals with us to put

         19   games into the Game Pass subscription.

         20        Q.   And so, the beginning, according to

         21   this sentence, right:

         22             Achieving of subscribers ambition

         23   is predicated on creating value and members

         24   and partners and creating value begins with

         25   Microsoft continuing investment in content.
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          2             Correct?

          3        A.   Yes.

          4        Q.   Okay.  The memo continues:

          5             To that end, Xbox Game Pass faces

          6   three primary content dynamics.

          7             Let's look at number 1, okay?

          8             Need for differentiated content.

          9             Do you see that?

         10        A.   I do.

         11        Q.   And here it talks about for gaming,

         12   differentiated content means investing in

         13   content that is, and it lists three features

         14   that define differentiated content, right?

         15        A.   Three different criteria by which

         16   we could evaluate content, yes.

         17        Q.   Well, it says, differentiated

         18   content means investing in content that is,

         19   and it lists three things, one, two and

         20   three, right?

         21        A.   Yes.

         22        Q.   So, Xbox and Microsoft Gaming are

         23   going to -- well, strike that.

         24             Do you agree with what you wrote to

         25   Ms. Hood and Mr. Nadella that there is --
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          2   that Xbox and Microsoft Gaming have a need

          3   for differentiated content?

          4        A.   We do have a need for

          5   differentiated content, yes.

          6        Q.   And you wrote to Ms. Hood and

          7   Mr. Nadella that differentiated content means

          8   investing in content that is 1) exclusive to

          9   the service, differentiate relative to other

         10   services, right?

         11        A.   That's the first criteria that's

         12   listed here, yes.

         13        Q.   And the service there is what?

         14        A.   The service here in this context is

         15   Game Pass.

         16        Q.   Number 2, differentiated content

         17   means investing in content that is

         18   blockbuster in scale, to attract and engage

         19   users.

         20             Do you see that?

         21        A.   I do see that.

         22        Q.   What does blockbuster in scale

         23   mean?

         24        A.   We often think about games in the

         25   size of their player base, the number of
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          2   people who play a game, so their engagement

          3   all up.  And blockbuster is a term for a game

          4   that has a lot of players.

          5        Q.   Does scale also refer to revenue

          6   that a game generates?

          7        A.   Not in the context that we're using

          8   it here.

          9        Q.   Okay.  So, in this context,

         10   blockbuster in scale means a game or content

         11   with a large number of users and -- large

         12   number of users who are engaged with the

         13   game; is that fair?

         14        A.   Yeah, a large number of players,

         15   yeah.

         16        Q.   Okay.  Number 3, released on a day

         17   and date basis, (i.e., releases in the

         18   service on the day it launches), to maximize

         19   the value of the content to subscribers.

         20             Does that refer to making a game

         21   available in Game Pass on the same day that

         22   it becomes available for purchase for use on

         23   the console?

         24        A.   I would just strike the on console,

         25   I think it -- because we have PC games in
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          2   Game Pass, so...  But, yes, it would be the

          3   game is in the subscription on the same day

          4   it's available for purchase.

          5        Q.   Number 2 is Expanding Beyond

          6   Console.  And there it says:

          7             Console is a proven subscriber

          8   onramp for Xbox Game Pass.

          9             You see that?

         10        A.   I do.

         11        Q.   Do you agree with that statement

         12   that you wrote to Ms. Hood and Mr. Nadella?

         13        A.   Yes.

         14        Q.   Okay.  And you write:

         15             But the total opportunity is

         16   limited by the active installed base of Xbox

         17   consoles, PC and cloud dramatically expand

         18   our market opportunity, addressing that

         19   opportunity requires differentiated content

         20   that is attractive to players in those

         21   segments.

         22             So, there, again, differentiated

         23   content appears in number 2, correct?

         24        A.   Differentiated content does appear

         25   in number 2, yes.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  Now, what started this whole

          3   train of thought, number 3:

          4             Limited Content Supply.

          5             So, you wrote to Ms. Hood and

          6   Mr. Nadella that different than other

          7   entertainment markets, the supply of

          8   attractive games is structurally limited.

          9             And then you define for them what

         10   structurally limited in the context of gaming

         11   means, correct?

         12        A.   Yes.

         13        Q.   Okay.  And you wrote that

         14   structurally limited means, quote:

         15             Long development cycles,

         16   progressive industry consolidation and high

         17   average engagement per title translate into a

         18   reduced content supply in gaming relative to

         19   music or video.  This complicates our ability

         20   to rent differentiated content across

         21   console, PC and cloud.

         22             Those factors that you listed, sir,

         23   in that sentence that starts with "long

         24   development cycles," is that an accurate list

         25   of the factors that contribute to the limited
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          2   content supply in gaming?

          3        A.   Long development cycles,

          4   progressive industry consolidation and high

          5   average engagement per title.  That is what

          6   the document says.  I, sitting here today

          7   actually, don't agree with the statement, but

          8   it is what the document says.

          9        Q.   What don't you agree with about the

         10   statement today?

         11        A.   I think in reality in our industry

         12   today, when you look at the most successful

         13   games that have the highest number of

         14   players, they are not constrained by long

         15   development cycles, consolidation or

         16   engagement per title when you just look at

         17   the success of the games that are in the top

         18   either revenue generating or hour generating

         19   games.  But I'm not -- I'm not disputing that

         20   it's in the document and I sent this document

         21   to Amy and Satya.  But I'm just saying,

         22   looking at the number of video games created

         23   right now is incredibly high and success

         24   comes from many different places.

         25        Q.   Well, do you agree still that those
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          2   features complicate Microsoft's ability to

          3   rent differentiated content across console,

          4   PC and cloud?

          5        A.   Yes, I would say long development

          6   cycles.  I don't really think the industry

          7   consolidation has much impact in our ability

          8   to license content for Game Pass, but I would

          9   say long development cycles and high

         10   engagement, specifically in free-to-play

         11   titles, do limit our ability to find games to

         12   put into Game Pass.

         13        Q.   And here, sir, the use of the word

         14   "rent," I know we talked about that before.

         15   Here the use of the word "rent," am I right

         16   that the word "rent" here doesn't mean

         17   license IP like Star Wars so that Microsoft's

         18   first-party studios can develop a Star Wars

         19   game?

         20        A.   Yeah, the use of the word "rent"

         21   here would amount to how you were using the

         22   term previously of third-party games that are

         23   in the market where we would strike a deal

         24   with the publishing partner to put that game

         25   into Game Pass.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  So, in this context then

          3   when we're talking about Game Pass and

          4   content for gaming, rent here means

          5   third-party content that Microsoft had to pay

          6   economics on as opposed to first-party

          7   content that it owns; is that right?

          8        A.   Yes.

          9        Q.   Okay.  Let me ask you a bit about

         10   Call of Duty.

         11             Do you remember, sir, in January of

         12   2020, you started a series of meetings with

         13   Activision to ensure rights for the

         14   Activision content on what was then called

         15   Project Scarlett and the Game Pass and

         16   xCloud?

         17        A.   Yes, I remember the beginning of

         18   our -- what I would call our PLA discussions,

         19   our publishing licensing agreement

         20   discussions with Activision for our upcoming

         21   console launch, code name Scarlett, yeah.

         22        Q.   And Scarlett is what became Xbox

         23   Series X and S, correct?

         24        A.   Yes.  Yeah, we think about -- we

         25   were defining Scarlett to also include the
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          2   idea of players playing on PC or playing via

          3   cloud, but the devices that ship to consumers

          4   out of Project Scarlett would've been

          5   Series S and Series X like you said.

          6        Q.   And you were the lead on

          7   negotiating with Activision with respect to

          8   the economics for getting Call of Duty on

          9   Scarlett, Game Pass and xCloud; is that

         10   correct?

         11        A.   I'm ultimately responsible for the

         12   deal that we agree to.  I would've called

         13   Sarah Bond the lead negotiator on the deal.

         14        Q.   Did you take a more active

         15   involvement in these negotiations with

         16   Activision than you did as opposed to

         17   negotiations with other developers that

         18   Ms. Bond was leading?

         19        A.   For the larger publishers on our

         20   platform, my initial engagement is usually

         21   the same where I will be part of a site

         22   visit.  In the case of the negotiation with

         23   Activision, it was a longer negotiation with

         24   them from their push, so it dictated that the

         25   conversation took longer.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  And were you the ultimate

          3   decision-maker with respect to a deal to

          4   secure Call of Duty rights for Scarlett, Game

          5   Pass and xCloud?

          6        A.   It would've depended in the end on

          7   the financials in the deal and if it exceeded

          8   my limit of -- my approval limit within the

          9   company at the time.  So, I would've either

         10   been the final approval-er or the one who

         11   would have forwarded and sent a mail on to

         12   Amy and Satya for -- specifically Amy, for

         13   approval on the deal if it exceeded my

         14   authority.

         15        Q.   Within gaming you were the highest

         16   decision-maker with respect to --

         17        A.   Yep.

         18        Q.   -- whether to approve a deal?

         19        A.   Yes.

         20        Q.   Is it fair to say that your

         21   objective was to secure rights for Call of

         22   Duty on Xbox and in Game Pass?

         23        A.   As part of our PLA discussions, our

         24   desire would've been to ensure that all

         25   Activision Blizzard games would've shipped on
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          2   Xbox.

          3        Q.   Including Call of Duty?

          4        A.   Including Call of Duty, but not

          5   solely Call of Duty.

          6        Q.   And as part of your discussion, it

          7   would've been your objective to fold in Game

          8   Pass into your negotiation, correct?

          9        A.   If we can secure Game Pass rights

         10   at the time of negotiating a PLA, it is more

         11   efficient for us, yes.

         12        Q.   Okay.

         13             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's put --

         14        let's introduce PX1245, please.

         15             (Exhibit PX1245, E-mail chain with

         16        attachment, Bates MSFT-2R-03620309,

         17        was introduced.)

         18   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         19        Q.   Let me know when you've had a

         20   chance to receive it and open it please, sir.

         21        A.   I have opened it.

         22        Q.   This one is shorter than the other

         23   ones we have looked at, let me know when you

         24   have familiarized yourself with the document.

         25        A.   I will do that.
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          2             (Document review.)

          3             Okay.  I've finished reading it.

          4        Q.   Okay.  This is an e-mail chain

          5   between you, Ms. Hood, Mr. Nadella, Ms. Bond

          6   and some others, correct?

          7        A.   Yes.

          8        Q.   Okay.  The e-mail that starts --

          9   well, strike that.

         10             At the bottom of page 001, there's

         11   an e-mail from you to Mr. Nadella and

         12   Ms. Hood and Ms. Peggy Johnson.

         13             Do you see that?

         14        A.   I do.

         15        Q.   And it's dated January 27, 2020.

         16             You see that?

         17        A.   I do.

         18        Q.   Who is Ms. Johnson?

         19        A.   Peggy Johnson was the head of

         20   business development at the company, and I

         21   don't remember if specifically at this time

         22   this was true, but initially she was Sarah

         23   Bond's manager.  Sarah Bond eventually moved

         24   to report to me and I just don't remember on

         25   the timing whether she reports to -- Sarah
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          2   reports to Peggy or Sarah reports to me at

          3   the time of this mail, I don't remember.

          4        Q.   And when you say Ms. Johnson was in

          5   charge of business development for the

          6   company, you mean for all of Microsoft?

          7        A.   For all of Microsoft, she was a

          8   senior leadership team member, so my peer.

          9        Q.   Okay.  If you look at the fourth

         10   paragraph down in your e-mail to the CEO, the

         11   CFO and the head of business development for

         12   Microsoft, you say:

         13             Sarah and I are traveling to ATVI

         14   next week to secure rights for ATVI on

         15   Scarlett, Xbox Game Pass and xCloud.

         16             See that?

         17        A.   Yeah.

         18        Q.   ATVI stands for Activision?

         19        A.   That's their stock ticker symbol,

         20   yes.

         21        Q.   Okay.  So, you and Ms. Bond were

         22   traveling with the goal of getting rights to

         23   Activision content on Scarlett, Game Pass and

         24   xCloud, right?

         25        A.   That's right.
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          2        Q.   And then in the next sentence you

          3   tell your -- you tell the senior leaders at

          4   Microsoft that you're gonna secure those

          5   rights through, quote, 80/20 value exchange

          6   in our console store, 95/5 in our PC store

          7   and co-marketing for key titles over the next

          8   four years.

          9             Do you see that?

         10        A.   Yeah.  Yes.

         11        Q.   80/20 is a divergence from the

         12   standard we were talking about earlier of

         13   70/30 split, correct?

         14        A.   Yes, it is.

         15        Q.   Okay.  And 95/5 is even more of a

         16   divergence than the 88/12 split we talked

         17   about earlier, correct, for the PC store?

         18        A.   Yes, it is.

         19        Q.   And you were gonna offer Activision

         20   co-marketing for key titles for four years,

         21   right?

         22        A.   I would -- the co-marketing for

         23   their key titles is something that partners

         24   pay for, so that would've been what we

         25   acquired in return for the financial
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          2   considerations prior.  So, that is valued

          3   back to us.

          4        Q.   Oh, I see, because the way the

          5   sentence reads, it says you're going to

          6   secure rights.  And then it says, you'll

          7   secure the rights through 80/20 value

          8   exchange in console, 95/5 in PC and

          9   co-marketing.

         10        A.   Yeah.

         11        Q.   So, I read that as Microsoft

         12   offering something to secure rights?

         13        A.   Yeah, the co-marketing for key

         14   titles you might've seen, like when a

         15   television ad runs, there might be branding

         16   around that television ad for key third-party

         17   titles.  And in this case, the branding

         18   around advertising for these key titles would

         19   be Xbox.  So, I understand why reading it

         20   without knowing it might feel like that was a

         21   give on our part, but those are --

         22   co-marketing deals are fairly prevalent in

         23   the gaming industry, and the co-marketing

         24   partner is the one who pays.  So, in this

         25   instance, we see it as value back to us to
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          2   highlight our brand.

          3        Q.   Is Call of Duty one of the key

          4   titles you reference in that sentence?

          5        A.   No.  Sony owns the co-marketing for

          6   Call of Duty and they did at this time.

          7        Q.   What key titles are you referring

          8   to in that sentence?

          9        A.   I don't know the specific four, I

         10   just know that Call of Duty is owned by the

         11   co-marketing is owned by Sony --

         12             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

         13        Mr. Spencer, you froze.

         14        A.   I don't remember explicitly what

         15   the four titles are.  I know that Sony owns

         16   the co-marketing relationship with Call of

         17   Duty and did at this time.  The two titles we

         18   ended up with co-marketing deals for were

         19   Diablo 4 and Overwatch 2.

         20        Q.   And when you reference "four

         21   titles," do you mean that there are -- you

         22   consider there to be four key titles at

         23   Activision?

         24        A.   Yes.

         25        Q.   And I'm sorry, what are the four
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          2   titles that are key at Activision?

          3        A.   Well, I'm saying, I don't remember

          4   exactly what four titles.  Oh, it's over the

          5   next four years, sorry, I was confused.  For

          6   key titles over the next four years, I was

          7   confused on the number four.

          8             I will say the titles that we ended

          9   up with were Diablo 4 and Overwatch 2.  I

         10   read the four -- I transposed the four to be

         11   four number of titles as opposed to for

         12   titles -- or titles for the next four years,

         13   I apologize for my mistake.

         14        Q.   On the 95/5 in PC store, we talked

         15   earlier about the rationale for sometimes

         16   offering 88/12 economic split in PC store.

         17             Do you remember that?

         18        A.   I do.

         19        Q.   And is the offer 95/5 the same

         20   rationale?

         21        A.   As it relates to Activision

         22   specifically, Sony has offered Activision

         23   better economics in the PlayStation store.

         24   And the PlayStation store is roughly twice

         25   the size from a revenue standpoint as the
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          2   Xbox store.  So, in order for us to compete

          3   financially against our competitor, I have to

          4   find revenue sources outside of just my

          5   console to help give a counter deal to the

          6   deal that my competitor would be putting on

          7   the table.  And this 95/5 in PC, we'd lose

          8   money at that revenue split, but our hope was

          9   that it might entice Activision to not skip

         10   our platform with their titles.

         11        Q.   I'm sorry.  Did you say not to

         12   "skip our platform"?

         13        A.   Yeah.  At this time, Sony was

         14   actively paying third-party publishers not to

         15   ship on Xbox.  They would ship on PlayStation

         16   and PC and take a financial consideration

         17   from Sony to skip Xbox console.  So, my

         18   desire -- and there were a number of those

         19   deals that had come through that we had seen

         20   where games -- third-party games were

         21   announced that were excluding Xbox when they

         22   launched.  So, this is Sarah and I attempting

         23   to come up with a value exchange to

         24   Activision that would counter Sony trying to

         25   continue to pay Activision to either skip
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          2   shipping on Xbox or in the case of Call of

          3   Duty to make the experience on Xbox

          4   significantly devalue relative to the

          5   experience on PlayStation.

          6        Q.   And is it your experience

          7   competition with Sony that Sony would pay

          8   developers to degrade the experience of their

          9   game on Xbox?

         10        A.   Yeah, absolutely.  They market

         11   PlayStation as the best place to play, and

         12   part of that value proposition is that the

         13   experience on Xbox is not -- is not

         14   equivalent.  And there are a number of games

         15   that have launched over the last three years

         16   where they've paid for content to skip Xbox,

         17   or complete games to skip Xbox.

         18             (Cross-talk.)

         19        Q.   Sorry, go ahead.

         20        A.   I was gonna say, just because it's

         21   sharp in my memory, ZeniMax, as we talked

         22   about earlier, the first two games that we

         23   shipped after the close of the ZeniMax

         24   acquisition were games that Sony paid ZeniMax

         25   prior to our acquisition to ship and skip
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          2   Xbox.  So, I have some firsthand knowledge of

          3   these experiences where third-party

          4   developers were paid to the ultimate less

          5   experience on Xbox being nonexistent and

          6   they've used their market position to pay

          7   developers to, as I said, either deprecate or

          8   skip our platform all together.

          9        Q.   And so, has Microsoft Gaming ever

         10   deprecated a game that was gonna be offered

         11   on another platform?

         12        A.   Prior to me in this position, we

         13   had -- Xbox had a 30-day window on Call of

         14   Duty maps where they would be available first

         15   on Xbox for 30 days.  In general now with me

         16   in this role and the economic disadvantage

         17   that I have against Sony, I can't really

         18   afford to pay developers to either skip

         19   PlayStation or to create poor experiences on

         20   PlayStation with kind of large high profile

         21   games.  So, we tend to focus on the games

         22   that we're building with our own developers,

         23   or in certain instances there are smaller

         24   developers that can only focus on a single

         25   platform just through bandwidth of their own
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          2   where we might work with them to ship first

          3   on Xbox.

          4             But in general, when you look at

          5   games from large publishers, a game like

          6   Avengers that has Spiderman on PlayStation

          7   but the Spiderman character was missing on

          8   Xbox, Call of Duty with certain modes,

          9   Destiny, a game from a studio named Bungie

         10   that had certain quests and weapons, Sony's

         11   paid those developers to not put those on

         12   Xbox.  And I'm not really in a financial

         13   position with Xbox to pay developers to do

         14   the same thing with PlayStation.

         15        Q.   This financial position -- well,

         16   strike that.

         17             If you had the financial

         18   wherewithal, would you pay a developer to

         19   skip or deprecate the experience on a rival?

         20        A.   I understand that this answer is

         21   one of just my word.  I believe in the growth

         22   of the gaming business and providing value to

         23   our players and to circle on Game Pass which

         24   has been a topic.  I would prefer to invest

         25   our resources, both financial and people, in
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          2   building features that actually make playing

          3   on Xbox more fun, more accessible through

          4   things like xCloud or cross-play than

          5   punishing Sony.  Don't have anywhere in our

          6   strategy or in my head a goal of punishing

          7   Sony, including in this deal, but I'm sure

          8   we'll get there at some point.

          9             So, no, I would not -- I would not

         10   actively go and try to pay to hurt Sony or

         11   PlayStation.  And I think we -- we've shown

         12   with, say, Minecraft, a game that we own,

         13   that in practice we are not doing that.

         14        Q.   And we will get to this, but if

         15   Microsoft owns a studio and its first-party

         16   content, Microsoft doesn't have to pay to be

         17   content exclusive for Xbox, right?

         18        A.   No, we do not have to pay our own

         19   studios to create exclusivity.

         20        Q.   And Microsoft has launched certain

         21   titles that are exclusive to Xbox and are not

         22   available on PlayStation, correct?

         23        A.   We have launched titles from our

         24   own studios that are not available on

         25   PlayStation.  We don't launch games that are
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          2   exclusive to our console.  We launch games on

          3   PC and console on almost every instance on

          4   the same day.  And if for the games that are

          5   in Game Pass they're also available on cloud,

          6   so that anybody with a web enabled device,

          7   whether it's a Chromebook or a PC or an

          8   Android phone, an iOS phone can play those

          9   games.  So, I don't consider them exclusive

         10   to our Xbox console, given the number of

         11   places that somebody could play those games.

         12        Q.   That's a fair point.  Let me put a

         13   finer point on it.

         14             Microsoft Gaming, first-party

         15   studios have launched games that are

         16   available in many places and many devices,

         17   but skipped PlayStation, correct?

         18        A.   We have launched games on

         19   PlayStation and Switch, and we have launched

         20   games that are not on PlayStation and

         21   Nintendo Switch.  We make our decisions

         22   usually on a case-by-case basis, and we're

         23   one of the bigger publishers on Nintendo

         24   Switch and Sony PlayStation with the work

         25   that we do on Minecraft.
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          2        Q.   Understood.

          3             The 95/5 split in the PC store that

          4   you were going to offer Activision, you're

          5   going to lose money on that deal, that aspect

          6   of the deal?

          7        A.   Yes, our general accepted cogs, of

          8   cost of goods sold in our digital stores is

          9   probably seven or eight percent when you take

         10   out credit card processing and fraud and

         11   customer support and other things.  So, at

         12   95/5, our expectation is that we are not

         13   profiting on those transactions in our store.

         14        Q.   What about the 80/20 on console

         15   store, is that profit 80/20 for Microsoft?

         16        A.   This is a little bit longer, so if

         17   we don't want to go here, feel free to cut me

         18   off.

         19             The console business is different

         20   'cause when we sell a device we subsidize the

         21   hardware cost when somebody purchases it.

         22   So, to accurately answer that, you would

         23   need -- when somebody buys an Xbox Series X,

         24   the larger of the console, the subsidy is

         25   roughly $200, meaning the cost of us selling
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          2   is roughly $200 more than the retail price.

          3   So, to really look at 80/20 from a profit

          4   lens on console, you would need to amortize

          5   our subsidy over the number of users and to

          6   try to calculate.  The closest approximation

          7   I can give is all up, the Xbox business today

          8   runs at a single digit profit margin.  So, at

          9   80/20, given the amount of transactions are

         10   at 70/30, 80/20 is likely an unprofitable

         11   transaction for us, or close to breakeven

         12   given all the subsidies that are included.

         13   But it was one difference between 95/5 and

         14   80/20 is the subsidized hardware model that

         15   consoles have.

         16        Q.   In the last sentence of that

         17   paragraph:

         18             The deal for us drives strategic

         19   value and growth in our core gaming pillars.

         20             What are the core gaming pillars to

         21   which you are referring?

         22        A.   I don't remember on 2020 what our

         23   gaming pillars would be.

         24        Q.   Is console a gaming pillar?

         25        A.   Console is not a gaming pillar for
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          2   us.  If you -- I know I'm crossing documents

          3   now, but if we went to the Sega document that

          4   we looked at that was in a similar time, it

          5   had our strategic imperatives at the top of

          6   growth on PC, growth on mobile and then Game

          7   Pass growth.  Those feel more like the gaming

          8   pillars at this time.  We don't have a

          9   specific console pillar so to speak.

         10        Q.   Is Game Pass a gaming pillar?

         11        A.   Today it is not.  So, we just

         12   launched -- we just put out our strategic

         13   memo, and our strategic memo is much more

         14   about growing off of platform and increasing

         15   the efficiency of our business.  A key

         16   strategic pillar for us right now is

         17   continuing to grow off of console.  So, PC

         18   Game Pass is clearly an important pillar for

         19   us right now.

         20        Q.   Why offer economics to Activision

         21   that are breakeven for losses?

         22        A.   The fear that Sony might pay

         23   Activision to skip Xbox console with key

         24   franchises 'cause I need to somehow secure.

         25   I don't have in our P&L the -- I'm chartered
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          2   with running a profitable business with the

          3   Xbox business inside of the company.  So, I

          4   can't write big upfront checks like some of

          5   my competitors to these partners, so I have

          6   to look at the marginal economics as a way to

          7   continue to try to secure content.  And

          8   that's why you see -- I can't afford to lose

          9   more content after losing some games, Final

         10   Fantasy 16, Fospoken from Square Enix, Death

         11   Loop and Ghostwire from Bethesda, these are

         12   games -- like I said, like third-party games

         13   that were paid to skip Xbox, I can't afford

         14   to have more of those.

         15        Q.   Why not, what happens if a game

         16   like that skips Xbox?

         17        A.   It was critical aspect for us is

         18   developer focus on the platform where if

         19   developers lose confidence that Xbox is a

         20   viable platform, Sony won't have to pay

         21   developers to support our platform, they will

         22   just assume it's kind of a dying platform.

         23   So, if key big noteworthy titles skip Xbox

         24   given our market position of rough- -- in

         25   third place behind PlayStation and Nintendo,
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          2   there's a concern I've always had that we

          3   will effectively become irrelevant in the

          4   console market.

          5             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's look at

          6        PX1514, 1-5-1-4, please, let's

          7        introduce that.

          8             (Exhibit PX1514, E-mail chain,

          9        Bates MSFT-2R-03733004, was

         10        introduced.)

         11   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         12        Q.   So, PX1514 --

         13        A.   Yeah, it's open.

         14        Q.   Okay.  So, this is an e-mail chain,

         15   starts -- well, shouldn't say start, the top

         16   e-mail is from you to gaming leadership team,

         17   correct?

         18        A.   Yes.

         19        Q.   And this e-mail chain involves

         20   e-mails that are sent the day after the one

         21   we just looked at, these are sent on

         22   January 28th, correct?

         23        A.   I don't remember the date, but it

         24   was January of 2020.  I will trust that was

         25   the date, yeah.
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          2        Q.   And I want to look at the document

          3   that is on page 001, Plaintiff's

          4   Exhibit 1514, and I want you to look at, if

          5   you could, please, second paragraph from the

          6   bottom says, Our engagement next week.

          7             Do you see that?

          8        A.   Yeah.  Can I take a second and just

          9   read down to there?

         10        Q.   Yep.

         11        A.   (Document review.)

         12             Actually, just for completeness,

         13   I'm gonna start at the bottom, if that's

         14   okay?

         15        Q.   Sure.

         16        A.   (Document review.)

         17             Okay.  Thank you.

         18        Q.   Sure.  So, the second to last

         19   paragraph on page PX1514-001, another e-mail

         20   that you sent to Ms. Hood and Mr. Nadella's

         21   on it and several others, correct?

         22        A.   Yes.

         23        Q.   Okay.  And that paragraph starts:

         24             Our engagement next week with ATVI

         25   is about getting their support for Xbox Game
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          2   Pass/xCloud.

          3        A.   Yes.

          4        Q.   ATVI verbally agreed to this if we

          5   can get the platform economics right.

          6             You see that?

          7        A.   I do.

          8        Q.   And then you wrote:

          9             We are offering a combination of

         10   store royalty split, co-marketing and some

         11   other cost savings on their part.

         12             So, store royalty split, does that

         13   refer to the 80/20 and the 95/5 splits that

         14   we were just discussing?

         15        A.   It does.

         16        Q.   And now here when you see that

         17   language co-marketing and some other cost

         18   savings, so that means that Microsoft is

         19   actually offering to pay some cost that

         20   a partner like Activision would normally pay?

         21        A.   So, yes.  On the co-marketing

         22   specifically, because we had that point

         23   prior, typical deals would be, we offer a

         24   certain marketing commitment in dollars, they

         25   would then match in dollars that commitment
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          2   and we would secure our platform branding in

          3   the marketing that they do.  So, that's what

          4   that structure would look like, but we would

          5   be offering money, they would be offering to

          6   match those funds and we would see that as

          7   marketing for a game on our platform, yes.

          8        Q.   So, this is additional economics

          9   that Microsoft is offering to Activision,

         10   correct?

         11        A.   Yeah, I'd say the different -- yes,

         12   the difference is we get value for brand

         13   exposure here, that's why it's co-marketing

         14   because we're both marketing our platform.

         15   And frankly those funds come out of marketing

         16   line item, and our P&L is just a way for us

         17   to market our platform.

         18        Q.   The next sentence you wrote to

         19   Ms. Hood and Mr. Nadella and others:

         20             Getting Call of Duty and Overwatch

         21   in XGP would be a big win for us.  We plan on

         22   landing this next week.

         23             Do you see that?

         24        A.   I do see that.

         25        Q.   XGP is an acronym for Game Pass?
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          2        A.   Xbox Game Pass, yes.

          3        Q.   Okay.  Why is getting Call of Duty

          4   and Overwatch a big win for Microsoft?

          5        A.   Activision --

          6        Q.   Strike that.  Let me ask -- sorry,

          7   Mr. Spencer.  Let me just ask you a better

          8   question.

          9             What did you mean when you wrote

         10   that?  Why would getting Call of Duty and

         11   Overwatch in Game Pass be a big win for

         12   Microsoft?

         13        A.   Activision, for the most part, was

         14   the sole partner that we had who had not

         15   participated in Game Pass and we -- we

         16   realized that in order for Game Pass to be

         17   successful, as it was stated in the other

         18   document, our partners need to find success

         19   in the business model of Game Pass.  So, for

         20   Sarah and I, Activision was a partner who we

         21   had yet found a good match for how Game Pass

         22   can be seen by them as incremental and

         23   positive to their business.  And getting

         24   Activision on board with Game Pass, we saw as

         25   a good really test of our strategic and
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          2   economic ability to prove to partners that it

          3   would be a positive part of their business.

          4        Q.   In your experience negotiating with

          5   Activision, were they a tough partner to

          6   negotiate with?

          7        A.   Yes, they were.

          8        Q.   Are they one of the tougher

          9   negotiators among the developers and

         10   publishers that you've involved -- interacted

         11   with?

         12        A.   Sir, I think all of my partners are

         13   tough and well business minded.  But, yes,

         14   Activision is -- Activision was some of the

         15   more difficult conversations that we had.

         16        Q.   Did Activision ultimately agree to

         17   put Call of Duty in Game Pass?

         18        A.   No, they did not.

         19        Q.   Did Activision ultimately agree to

         20   put Overwatch in Game Pass?

         21        A.   They did not.

         22        Q.   Did -- let me strike that.  Let me

         23   get even more foundational.

         24             Did you ultimately reach an

         25   agreement with Activision for having
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          2   Activision content in the Xbox ecosystem?

          3        A.   We did.

          4        Q.   And was Game Pass for any

          5   Activision title a part of that deal?

          6        A.   It was not.

          7        Q.   Was cloud for any Activision title

          8   a part of the deal between Microsoft and

          9   Activision that you were negotiating in 2020?

         10        A.   We were unsuccessful in getting

         11   them to adopt xCloud.

         12        Q.   Did Activision explain to you --

         13   well, strike that.

         14             Your e-mail here says:

         15             ATVI has verbally agreed to this.

         16        A.   Yes.

         17        Q.   Meaning support for Game Pass and

         18   cloud, right?

         19        A.   Yes.

         20        Q.   What changed?  Why didn't they

         21   ultimately place titles on Game Pass or

         22   cloud?

         23        A.   I can't specifically say what

         24   changed on their side.  I can just say that

         25   as negotiation continued, they pulled back
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          2   the verbal agreement we had on Game Pass and

          3   xCloud.

          4        Q.   Did they tell you why?

          5        A.   Not specifically.

          6        Q.   Do you have any understanding of

          7   why they pulled back from Game Pass and

          8   cloud?

          9        A.   I don't.  And the reason -- I

         10   don't.  I don't know why they pulled back

         11   from Game Pass or xCloud.  I don't.  I don't

         12   have a specific answer.

         13        Q.   Why do you think they pulled back

         14   from Game Pass and xCloud?

         15        A.   I don't know.

         16        Q.   You never thought about it?

         17        A.   There are many different reasons

         18   that it could be.  So, in giving an answer

         19   that has any kind of authority, I struggle.

         20   There could be third-party relationships,

         21   there could be third-party deals that were

         22   done, there could be many things that I don't

         23   have visibility into.  So, I can't -- I can't

         24   really take the negotiation and surmise why

         25   they made the decision they did because I
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          2   don't have all of their data.  And I don't

          3   want to guess that I --

          4        Q.   I don't want you to guess about

          5   what Activision was thinking.  I'm just

          6   saying from your perspective, on your side of

          7   the table based on any conversations you had

          8   with your team, the information available to

          9   you from the negotiations, your knowledge,

         10   why do you think they dropped out of Game

         11   Pass and xCloud?

         12        A.   I don't -- I'm not trying to be

         13   difficult.  I don't have a great answer.  The

         14   more -- I don't have a great answer.

         15        Q.   I'm not trying to be difficult

         16   either, I'll just take your best, most

         17   accurate answer, your truthful answer,

         18   however great, not great you think it is.

         19        A.   In general, I would say that any

         20   negotiation keeping more option value, more

         21   options on your side of the table, gives you

         22   more leverage down the road.  So, making

         23   commitments that have longer term

         24   ramifications reduces your position of

         25   negotiation.  So, if they --
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          2        Q.   Can you please -- go ahead.

          3        A.   If they thought they could land the

          4   negotiation without Game Pass and xCloud,

          5   it's just an item they didn't have to give up

          6   in order to land our PLA together.

          7             And I would imagine, and I know I

          8   keep coming back to this, they understand

          9   with some of the third-party games skipping

         10   Xbox that had been announced, that we are

         11   probably feeling vulnerable on our platform

         12   position and believe that they could land the

         13   deal without Game Pass and xCloud, and they

         14   turned out to be right.

         15        Q.   Can you explain to me whether, and

         16   if so, how, Microsoft's deal with ZeniMax may

         17   have impacted how this negotiation went with

         18   respect to Game Pass and xCloud?

         19        A.   I don't remember a specific

         20   conversation on that point.  Any time we

         21   would acquire content, we would make sure we

         22   talked to our partners or publishing partners

         23   about our need for them to continue to be

         24   successful on our platform.  In general

         25   about -- of our software game revenue on our
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          2   platform, about 70 percent of it is

          3   third-party, 30 percent-ish, sometimes less

          4   is first-party.  Our goal is to roughly

          5   continue that ratio, we're not trying to grow

          6   the percentage of first-party revenue on our

          7   own platform, but when we would acquire other

          8   content, partners might ask, do you still

          9   need us?  If you looked at the P&L of the

         10   business you would see that a vast majority

         11   of our business is on third-party sales on

         12   our platform.

         13             So, absolutely we need

         14   third-parties to be successful.  I don't

         15   think it -- so, there might have been some

         16   test on how much we felt we needed to not

         17   have games skip Xbox given the acquisition of

         18   Bethesda.

         19        Q.   Let me -- let me ask you this:

         20   When you say "Bethesda," does that also mean

         21   ZeniMax in this context?

         22        A.   Yeah, I apologize, yes.

         23        Q.   And remind -- remind us again,

         24   please, when did Microsoft know of this

         25   acquisition of ZeniMax/Bethesda?
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          2        A.   Let me do the math.  Two years ago

          3   September, so September of 2020, I believe.

          4        Q.   And I appreciate you were talking

          5   in generalities about the impact that the

          6   ZeniMax Bethesda announcement may have had on

          7   some of your third parties.

          8             Can you explain how that applies to

          9   the negotiation with Activision that we've

         10   been talking about that happened in 2020?

         11        A.   I don't think it -- so this

         12   would've been before that.

         13             You asked about the ZeniMax

         14   acquisition and how it might've played a

         15   role.  I was saying I don't think it did.

         16   And then your subsequent question I was

         17   pontificating on a framework where maybe it

         18   would have, but I don't believe at the

         19   substantive level that our Activision Xbox

         20   negotiation was impacted by ZeniMax.

         21        Q.   And so, at the end of the day, I'm

         22   still trying to understand why you think it

         23   is that Activision decided not to include any

         24   titles in Xbox game cloud -- strike that --

         25   Xbox, xCloud or Game Pass?
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          2        A.   What we find in the market, and I

          3   don't know if it's true in Activision

          4   Blizzard, is certain parties are afraid of

          5   repercussions from our competitor, if they

          6   support specific platform initiatives that we

          7   might have.  That was never relayed to me as

          8   part of the Activision discussion, but other

          9   publishers have talked to me about how too

         10   much support for Xbox might hurt them in some

         11   other relationships.

         12        Q.   And what other relationships?

         13        A.   With Sony.

         14        Q.   How would support for -- what is

         15   your understanding how support for Xbox from

         16   Activision would hurt Activision's

         17   relationship with Sony?

         18        A.   Again, I don't -- I don't know why

         19   Activision did not sign Game Pass and xCloud,

         20   so we're kind of down this path now of me --

         21   you've said you'll accept my kind of ideas,

         22   which I'm a little bit uncomfortable with,

         23   but I'm trying to go down this path of ideas.

         24   I'll just say then if you push me for

         25   specifics on the ideas that I come up with,
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          2   you're gonna poke through the tinfoil pretty

          3   quickly.

          4             In the case of why would somebody

          5   not partner with Xbox on one of our platform

          6   initiatives, so I'm just using a body of

          7   knowledge which is broader than Activision to

          8   say that there are certain partners, whether

          9   it's being on stage with us at a show

         10   announcing their game with us even if the

         11   game is coming to all platforms where other

         12   platforms' view on them announcing things or

         13   doing things with us is weighed into their

         14   decision criteria.  So, I have no specifics

         15   on that with Activision.  But when you're

         16   asking me to continue to come up with ideas

         17   for why Activision might pass, I'm just going

         18   through my kind of catalogue of things I've

         19   seen in the industry.

         20             In the end, I think my first answer

         21   would be the one specific to Activision that

         22   I would probably stay with, which is if they

         23   felt that with the co-marketing deal for

         24   Diablo 4 and Overwatch and Diablo 2

         25   Remastered, which I think were the three that
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          2   we ended up landing, they could get that

          3   overall deal landed without including Game

          4   Pass and xCloud.  I think for them they would

          5   just see that as much as they need to do

          6   given the position we were in with other

          7   third-parties skipping Xbox at the time.

          8        Q.   Tell me more about that.  What is

          9   the source of Activision's leverage that you

         10   just described vis-à-vis a situation where

         11   some third-parties had been skipping Xbox?

         12        A.   It's the same leverage any

         13   publisher of a known game has when they skip

         14   our platform that they realize that we're a

         15   distant third in the console space, and so we

         16   are the weakest of the three players of Sony,

         17   Nintendo and Xbox.  And consequently, we're

         18   just not in a position to negotiate as hard

         19   as a Sony would be on these deals.  And as

         20   other third-parties are either skipping our

         21   platform or co-marketing for games like Red

         22   Dead Redemption 2 from Take-Two go to Sony

         23   and co-marketing for FIFA, one of the biggest

         24   games on the plant is owned by Sony,

         25   co-marketing for Call of Duty is owned by
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          2   Sony, third-party partners can see that for

          3   Xbox, we were not in the strongest position

          4   to negotiate against teams that might be

          5   financially incented by others to skip us.

          6             MS. WINKINSON:  James, can we go

          7        off the record for a moment?

          8             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Sure.  Off the

          9        record, please.

         10             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

         11        record.

         12             (Off-the-record discussion was

         13        held.)

         14             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back on

         15        the record.

         16             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's take a

         17        ten-minute break, please, and let's be

         18        back at, you know, 3:20, 3:25.

         19             Thank you very much.

         20             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

         21             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Off the record,

         22        please.

         23             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

         24        record.

         25             (Whereupon, a lunch recess was
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          2        taken.)

          3             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back on

          4        the record.

          5   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

          6        Q.   Mr. Spencer, during your last

          7   break, did you talk about the substance of

          8   this deposition with anyone?

          9        A.   No.

         10        Q.   Did you talk about the answers that

         11   you've given thus far today in this testimony

         12   with anyone?

         13             MS. WINKINSON:  I'm going to

         14        object if you can answer without

         15        revealing any privileged information.

         16             THE WITNESS:  I don't know if

         17        that --

         18             MS. WINKINSON:  Did you talk to

         19        anyone other than your lawyers about

         20        anything related to this deposition?

         21             THE WITNESS:  No.

         22        Q.   I'm going to press a little, and

         23   I'll leave room for an objection.

         24             Did you talk to your lawyers during

         25   the break about the substance of your answers
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          2   today?

          3        A.   I definitely talked to the lawyers

          4   about how it's going, substance of answer I

          5   think is probably more specific than how I

          6   would characterize what we said.

          7        Q.   As a result of either conversations

          8   with your lawyers that you had during the

          9   break, are you planning to answer my

         10   questions differently?

         11        A.   I am not.

         12        Q.   Let's talk about consoles.

         13             Would you agree -- let me strike

         14   that.

         15             Have you ever reached the

         16   conclusion, sir, that Xbox "lost the console

         17   wars," to Sony and Nintendo?

         18        A.   Have I reached that conclusion?

         19   Yes.

         20        Q.   And what does lost the console wars

         21   mean?

         22        A.   In a relatively fixed market size

         23   of console games globally, we have no

         24   opportunity to kind of improve our

         25   third-place standing.
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          2        Q.   And did you ever tell Mr. Satya

          3   Nadella that your view, Xbox had lost the

          4   console wars?

          5        A.   That doesn't sound like the

          6   language I would use with Satya, so I would

          7   question whether I would say it that way.

          8        Q.   Did you ever report to the board of

          9   directors of Microsoft that Microsoft had

         10   lost the console wars to Sony and Nintendo?

         11        A.   Again, on the terminology, I don't

         12   remember specifically using those terms.  I

         13   have made it clear that our path in gaming

         14   has to go beyond the console.

         15        Q.   And the path for Microsoft going

         16   beyond the console, is that a horizon one,

         17   two or three objective?

         18        A.   It's a near-term objective.

         19        Q.   As of today, is it fair to say that

         20   the Xbox console business remains a key part

         21   of Microsoft Gaming?

         22        A.   The console business, which is I

         23   think the term you used, is not a

         24   consequential part of Microsoft all up, the

         25   profit we generate is just too small for the
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          2   number of people that we employ.

          3        Q.   And are you talking about Microsoft

          4   Gaming there or all of Microsoft?

          5        A.   Xbox obviously exists inside of

          6   Microsoft, so the trade-offs we make in Xbox

          7   have to fit within the construct of the

          8   company.

          9        Q.   And what's the metric -- when you

         10   say you reached the conclusion that Xbox lost

         11   the console wars to Sony and Nintendo, what's

         12   the basis for that conclusion?

         13        A.   Our market share.

         14        Q.   How are you defining market share

         15   there?

         16        A.   Global market share for console

         17   between Nintendo, Sony and Microsoft Xbox.

         18        Q.   And does that include all

         19   generations of console?

         20        A.   I look at it through both lenses of

         21   users today as well as console sales today.

         22        Q.   And you're saying "to date,"

         23   meaning lifetime of the Xbox brand?

         24        A.   Now.  Currently.  I look at current

         25   console sales in addition -- alongside
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          2   overall installed base of users for each

          3   console family.

          4        Q.   And so your conclusion that Xbox

          5   has lost the console wars is based on your

          6   view of the market share data for sales of

          7   consoles and install base; is that fair?

          8        A.   Yes.

          9        Q.   When you're talking about installed

         10   base, is that installed base across all

         11   generations of console or just for Gen 9?

         12        A.   Let's say active install bases, so

         13   players on different consoles at this point.

         14        Q.   Is it fair to say -- well, let me

         15   ask you this:  If you lost the console war,

         16   when did it end?

         17        A.   For Xbox, we lost the -- I don't

         18   love the term "war," but we lost the

         19   competitive battle during the Xbox One

         20   generation, so the prior --

         21             (Cross-talk.)

         22        Q.   What year?

         23        A.   2000 -- I'd have to go back and

         24   look at the specific launch dates for the

         25   Xbox One, the entire generation.  I can
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          2   probably back into it, but there would be

          3   more efficient ways to look at the dates.

          4        Q.   That's okay.

          5             So, your view is -- am I right,

          6   that your conclusion is that Xbox lost the

          7   console war to Sony and Nintendo and it lost

          8   it in a generation of consoles that included

          9   Xbox One?

         10        A.   I wouldn't characterize it as a

         11   point in time, but I would say the generation

         12   where we took such a step back that was from

         13   a market share perspective, that was -- made

         14   it not financially viable for us to recover

         15   was the Xbox One generation.

         16        Q.   And how do you mean not financially

         17   viable to recover?  Microsoft continued

         18   developing and selling Xboxes after the Xbox

         19   One, right?

         20        A.   We did.

         21        Q.   So, how is it that Microsoft, in

         22   your words, was not able to financially

         23   recover from the Xbox One launch?

         24        A.   You were specifically asking me

         25   about console competition, to win in the
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          2   console space.  The gaming industry all up I

          3   think is a vibrant industry going through

          4   transformation where we can compete.

          5        Q.   I guess what I'm trying to get at

          6   is, you concluded that Microsoft Xbox lost

          7   the console wars to Sony and Nintendo and

          8   lost the war with the Xbox One generation of

          9   consoles.

         10             So, why has it lost the war?  And I

         11   guess I'm trying to understand what that

         12   means.  If it lost the war, did Xbox continue

         13   developing a Gen 9 console?

         14        A.   We did continue to develop a Gen 9

         15   console, yes, we did.

         16        Q.   And in fact, Microsoft launched a

         17   Gen 9 Xbox console, right?

         18        A.   Yes, Xbox launched a Generation 9.

         19        Q.   Okay.  And did you expect to lose

         20   when you launched the Gen 9 console?

         21        A.   We still expected to be in third

         22   place relative to Sony and Nintendo for this

         23   generation.

         24        Q.   So, why launch a console?

         25        A.   The gaming industry is going
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          2   through a transition of players playing on

          3   many devices, and we feel like we can be a

          4   great platform for developers and players to

          5   play the games they want with the people they

          6   want on the devices where they want to play.

          7        Q.   I'm still not sure if that answered

          8   the question of why, if you lost the console

          9   wars, would the Generation 8 launch of Xbox

         10   One, why launch a --

         11             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

         12        Can you repeat the end of that?

         13        Q.   Why launch a Generation 9 console?

         14             MS. WINKINSON:  I'm going to

         15        object to asked and answered.  I think

         16        you asked him the exact same question.

         17        Q.   How much money did Microsoft invest

         18   to develop and launch the Generation 9 Xbox

         19   console, ballpark?

         20        A.   I don't have a good answer for a

         21   specific amount that we invested, maybe a

         22   billion dollars.

         23        Q.   Why -- what is your understanding

         24   of why Microsoft invested a billion dollars

         25   to compete with a Generation 9 console after
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          2   it had lost the console wars?

          3        A.   There are three billion people who

          4   play video games on the planet.  The industry

          5   is about $200 billion in revenue, all up,

          6   most of those players playing off of console.

          7   For us, we felt we had an opportunity to help

          8   connect player and creators of games, and the

          9   creators of the games are building games on

         10   our console.  Without having a console in

         11   market, you'd really have no developer

         12   engagement to help us connect players'

         13   engagement across all devices.

         14        Q.   Given that, what you just said, is

         15   having a console offering a necessary part

         16   for Microsoft Gaming to compete in the gaming

         17   industry today?

         18        A.   No.

         19        Q.   How does that reconcile with what

         20   you just said about needing to offer a

         21   console for developers, et cetera?

         22        A.   Keeping our console relevant and

         23   engaged with developers, I believe gives us

         24   the best opportunity to be relevant in the

         25   future of gaming, but there are other options
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          2   that you could take, other strategic

          3   decisions you can make that are not

          4   continuing to build the console.

          5        Q.   The decision that you have made as

          6   the leader of Xbox/Microsoft Gaming that

          7   Microsoft Gaming should continue and will

          8   continue to invest in console; is that right?

          9        A.   We're continuing to invest in the

         10   Xbox console, yes.

         11        Q.   Okay.  And why are you continuing

         12   to invest in Xbox console despite your

         13   conclusion that you lost the war?

         14        A.   Because our console -- we have

         15   developers that focus on our console platform

         16   and we believe that we have the opportunity

         17   to make games that are running on our console

         18   available to more players across more

         19   devices.

         20        Q.   So, in your view and understanding

         21   of the strategy for gaming, you have chosen

         22   to continue offering an Xbox console into the

         23   future as part of your strategy, correct?

         24        A.   We have chosen to continue to build

         25   Xbox consoles as part of our strategy,
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          2   correct.

          3        Q.   And I take it, am I correct, that

          4   your objective in continuing -- one of your

          5   objectives in continuing to offer consoles is

          6   to do so in a manner that makes as much

          7   economic sense for Microsoft as you can,

          8   correct?

          9        A.   In our inroads in the gaming

         10   industry all up, yes.

         11        Q.   Is Microsoft Gaming presently

         12   planning to launch a Gen -- strike that.

         13             Is Microsoft Gaming developing a

         14   Gen 10 console?

         15        A.   We are not currently developing a

         16   Gen 10 console.

         17        Q.   Have you started discussing among

         18   the gaming leadership team and the Microsoft

         19   senior leadership team about offering a

         20   Generation 10 console?

         21        A.   We have started early discussions

         22   on what a next generation could look like.

         23        Q.   Have you discussed a launch date

         24   for Gen 10 Xbox console?

         25        A.   We have roughly talked about 2027
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          2   or 2028 as potential launch years.

          3        Q.   And do you have, in your mind, any

          4   understanding, ballpark, of the investment

          5   cost for Microsoft to develop, build and

          6   launch a Gen 10 console?

          7        A.   I would use my same billion dollar

          8   number as some kind of rough approximation.

          9        Q.   And as of today, is it your

         10   understanding of Microsoft Gaming strategy

         11   and plans that Microsoft will continue to

         12   develop a Gen 10 console?

         13        A.   I think that question remains to be

         14   answered.  For planning purposes, we are

         15   assuming that Gen 10 would happen until it's

         16   proven that it should not.

         17        Q.   What are the factors that would

         18   potentially lead you to no longer offer a

         19   Gen 10 -- strike that.

         20             What are the factors that would

         21   lead you as leader of Microsoft Gaming to

         22   decide, you know what, we're just not gonna

         23   do anymore console, we're not gonna offer a

         24   Gen 10?

         25        A.   If we're not able to gain relevance
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          2   off of console and expand the market

          3   opportunity for us in Xbox, I would not

          4   encourage us to do another console.

          5        Q.   I think you said, it is your

          6   current planning at Microsoft to grow off

          7   console and develop a console device, right,

          8   for Gen 10?

          9        A.   Those two are very -- they're both

         10   big concepts and they're kind of unrelated.

         11   I would say the first one is an imperative,

         12   our business must grow off console otherwise

         13   this business makes no sense for us.

         14             The second consideration of I have

         15   to keep teams focused on what we might be

         16   able to do so that we have the opportunity to

         17   make a decision on a Generation 10 console

         18   down the road.

         19             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's take a look

         20        at PX1114, please.

         21             (Exhibit PX1114, Gaming CSA-SLT

         22        Strategy Review 2205-vFinal, Bates

         23        MSFT-2R-09343940, was introduced.)

         24   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         25        Q.   And while that's being added to
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          2   the -- let me ask you this:  When do you have

          3   to make a decision on go or no-go for a

          4   Gen 10 console?

          5        A.   It's really driven by the launch

          6   date that we would expect to be able to

          7   launch.  Any final decision later than, say,

          8   this time next year is likely a month for

          9   month slip in when we would actually be able

         10   to launch.

         11        Q.   And as part of your strategic

         12   thinking, do you expect Sony PlayStation to

         13   launch a Gen 10 console?

         14        A.   We expect Sony to launch a Gen 10

         15   console.

         16        Q.   Do you expect Sony to launch a

         17   Gen 10 console in that same 2027 to 2028

         18   window that you mentioned?

         19        A.   I think my expectation is they will

         20   likely ship earlier than that.  And I would

         21   expect that Nintendo would also launch their

         22   next console earlier than that as well.

         23        Q.   Did PX1114 appear in the document

         24   window for you?

         25        A.   It did.  It's pretty pixillated to
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          2   read, so I'm hoping that a paper comes in

          3   because this one --

          4        Q.   Yeah, I -- what do you mean a paper

          5   comes in?

          6             MS. WINKINSON:  Remember I told

          7        you that someone would be coming in

          8        with a hard copy after you -- we have

          9        someone here printing it out so it's

         10        easier for him to read.

         11             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Oh, I didn't

         12        realize that.  I didn't hear that.

         13        Just for the record, mine is

         14        pixillated too, I think that's a

         15        function of the production.

         16        Q.   But let me know if you can make out

         17   in the top the part where it says,

         18   amyhood@microsoft.com in the header.

         19             Do you see that?

         20        A.   Regretfully I see the bold.  So I

         21   see, Hello, everyone.  Please remember to

         22   mute unless actively speaking.  The rest of

         23   the text --

         24        Q.   Okay.  Above -- so go above that if

         25   you look further up in the document higher up
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          2   on the page.

          3        A.   Yeah.

          4        Q.   There's a header that says --

          5             THE COURT REPORTER:  You cut out.

          6        A header that says what?

          7        Q.   Do you see that?

          8        A.   I see that there's a header there

          9   and I apologize, I just can't read it given

         10   the -- what it looks like.  It's kind of --

         11   here comes a printout, so this might help me.

         12             No, that one's not gonna help.  It

         13   looks like that.  Sorry.

         14        Q.   That's okay.  Mine is also

         15   pixillated, I think that was sort of how it

         16   was produced.

         17             Let's do it this way, turn to

         18   page PX1114-008, please.  I will represent to

         19   you that this document was produced to us

         20   with this chat, and the document is called

         21   Gaming CSA-SLT Strategy Review 2205-cFinal,

         22   okay?

         23             Are you looking at the document?

         24             MS. WINKINSON:  James.  Sorry, do

         25        you want him to rely on your
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          2        representation?  Can you tell us the

          3        date of the chat?

          4             MR. WEINGARTEN:  I believe the

          5        date of the chat is May 2022.

          6             MS. WINKINSON:  Thank you.

          7        Q.   So, if I squint, the chat says

          8   May 5, 2022 is the transcript start date and

          9   also the end date, okay?

         10        A.   Thank you.

         11        Q.   Okay.  If that's the title of the

         12   document as I just represented to you, does

         13   that indicate to you that this document was

         14   presented by Gaming as part of a Microsoft

         15   strategic leadership team review in May of

         16   2022?

         17        A.   I don't know how to validate that.

         18             MS. WINKINSON:  James -- go ahead.

         19        You go ahead.

         20        Q.   Did you present to the strategic

         21   leadership team about the Gaming CSA in May

         22   of 2022?

         23        A.   I don't remember specifically in

         24   May, but I know we did in the springtime.

         25        Q.   Okay.  Does the document that
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          2   starts at PX1114-008 and runs through

          3   page 045 look like the document that you

          4   presented to the SLT in spring 2022?

          5        A.   It does.  I'm only on the first

          6   page, but I would say the beginning looks

          7   like a document that I'm familiar with.

          8        Q.   Okay.  You believe you've seen this

          9   document before, correct?

         10        A.   I believe I have seen this document

         11   before.

         12        Q.   Okay.  What is your role with

         13   respect to the document that got presented to

         14   the SLT in spring of 2022?

         15        A.   Head of the Xbox business

         16   representing the work behind the document.

         17        Q.   Can you please turn to page 013?

         18             Are you there?

         19        A.   Yeah.

         20        Q.   Okay.  It says Number 4 Growth

         21   Horizon 1 (FY2022), correct?

         22        A.   Yes.

         23        Q.   Then FY2022 means fiscal year 2022?

         24        A.   It does.

         25        Q.   4.1 Fiscal Year 2022 Priorities.
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          2   For fiscal year 2022, the Gaming Leadership

          3   Team has identified three growth priorities.

          4             Do you see that?

          5        A.   I do see that.

          6        Q.   All right.  Number 1 is Accelerate

          7   Global Xbox Console Growth.

          8             Do you see that?

          9        A.   I do.

         10        Q.   And it says that console is our

         11   flagship gaming experience.

         12             Do you see that?

         13        A.   Yes.

         14        Q.   So, despite having concluded that

         15   Microsoft lost the console wars, console

         16   continues to be Microsoft's flagship gaming

         17   experience, correct?

         18        A.   Our console is the icon of how

         19   people think about their Xbox brand.

         20        Q.   And it is the flagship gaming

         21   experience, you wrote, right?

         22        A.   Yes, that's what's in the document.

         23        Q.   Okay.  And in fact, Microsoft's

         24   Gen 9 consoles sold the most ever in a launch

         25   month of any Xbox console, right?
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          2        A.   Relative to our own progress, yes.

          3        Q.   In the next sentence it says:

          4             As we overcome supply limitations

          5   this coming year, we must drive Xbox console

          6   penetration in our traditional markets.

          7             What does it mean to drive Xbox

          8   console penetration?

          9        A.   To sell consoles.

         10        Q.   Okay.  And then it says:

         11             We will accelerate every aspect

         12   possible to achieve this, including Game Pass

         13   catalogue growth, game releases, price point,

         14   distribution, marketing and retail.

         15             Do you see that?

         16        A.   I do.

         17        Q.   And game releases have an impact on

         18   driving console penetration?

         19        A.   It's unclear that they do, but they

         20   clearly drive excitement in the community for

         21   our brand.

         22        Q.   And you're going to accelerate game

         23   releases, according to this document, to

         24   achieve the console goals you've set forth,

         25   correct?
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          2        A.   Relative to our launch cadence the

          3   prior year, that was our goal.

          4        Q.   And accelerate game releases means

          5   what?

          6        A.   Ship more games.

          7        Q.   Any and all kinds of games or was

          8   there focus on particular kinds of games?

          9        A.   All games in our portfolio.

         10        Q.   Okay.  So, for purposes of this

         11   goal, if Microsoft ships -- strike that.

         12             For purposes of this goal, if 100

         13   free-to-play games for console release,

         14   you're indifferent as between that and 100

         15   AAA games being released?

         16        A.   Yes.

         17        Q.   Okay.  Now, it lists here key

         18   metrics to evaluate success.  One of the key

         19   metrics is Xbox Console Month Active Devices.

         20             Do you see that?

         21        A.   I do see that.

         22        Q.   And the second one, the second

         23   bullet for your key metrics to success or to

         24   evaluate success is Percent Market Share of

         25   Xbox Series Consoles versus PlayStation 5.
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          2             Do you see that?

          3        A.   I see that.

          4        Q.   And Xbox series console there

          5   refers to Gen 9 consoles, right?

          6        A.   Yes, it does.

          7        Q.   So, one of the key metrics for

          8   evaluating your success in accelerating

          9   global Xbox console growth is increasing the

         10   share of Xbox's Gen 9 consoles versus

         11   PlayStation, correct?

         12        A.   No.

         13        Q.   Okay.  What is incorrect about

         14   that?

         15        A.   This is specific to an FY22 goal,

         16   so a 12-month period from July of 2021 to

         17   June of 2022, which is in the year after we

         18   launched our console, and we have a specific

         19   focus early in our console generation to

         20   ensure that we're having a successful launch.

         21   Statement made it more of a global statement

         22   perpetuity.  This is a very time-bounded

         23   statement based on FY22.

         24        Q.   You're going to have a different

         25   metric for FY23?
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          2        A.   We do.

          3        Q.   What is your metric for FY23 with

          4   respect to -- strike that.  Let me strike

          5   that.

          6             For FY23 is accelerate global Xbox

          7   console growth or something similar still a

          8   goal of the business?

          9        A.   I don't believe it is, no.

         10        Q.   Do you have a metric that you're

         11   going to evaluate for fiscal year '23 that

         12   relates to Xbox's share versus PlayStation 5?

         13        A.   I'm doing this from memory.  I can

         14   go back and look at the document.  I do not

         15   believe in '23 we have a share goal as part

         16   of our strategic document, nor do I think we

         17   do for '21.

         18        Q.   Okay.  Your listing of share there,

         19   your goal in this document -- strike that.

         20             Your metric in this document

         21   regarding market share is about Xbox series

         22   consoles versus PlayStation 5, it does not

         23   include Nintendo, correct?

         24        A.   For the sake of this goal, we do

         25   not have Nintendo listed.
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          2        Q.   Is the Switch Nintendo's most

          3   recent generation console?

          4        A.   It is.

          5        Q.   And did the Switch launch in 2017?

          6        A.   I don't have the launch date in my

          7   head, but that sounds about right.

          8        Q.   And in terms of processing power,

          9   the Switch is akin to a Generation 8 console,

         10   correct?

         11        A.   No.  The Switch gives players the

         12   ability to take their gaming experience with

         13   them, it's -- it's just a different piece of

         14   hardware than what an Xbox is.

         15        Q.   Can you explain -- go ahead.

         16        A.   I was gonna say, when I think about

         17   processing power, I think about all of the

         18   capabilities of the device.

         19        Q.   Well, let me ask you two questions

         20   then.

         21             In terms of processing power

         22   meaning CPU and GPU, is the Switch more akin

         23   to a Gen 8 device or a Gen 9 device?

         24        A.   In terms of CPU and GPU, it would

         25   be more akin to a Gen 8 device.
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          2        Q.   And in terms of a broader set of

          3   characteristics, and I think you were just

          4   alluding to, please explain to me the

          5   characteristics of the Switch that make you

          6   think the Xbox console is a different

          7   experience?

          8        A.   That's not what I meant to say.

          9             What I was saying is, when I think

         10   about the capabilities of a device, I think

         11   about -- and the technology behind making

         12   that possible, I think about what the end

         13   user perceives.  And in the case of a Switch,

         14   it has the ability for somebody to take their

         15   games with them, it's portable, which is

         16   something that neither PlayStation nor Xbox

         17   have.

         18        Q.   Do you think -- in your

         19   understanding of this business, do you think

         20   the end user used the Switch as a substitute

         21   for an Xbox series or a PS5?

         22        A.   Absolutely.

         23        Q.   And what are the -- why?

         24        A.   Because most -- most gamers on the

         25   planet can't afford to buy any consoles.
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          2   Those that can, purchasing one console is

          3   just more cost effective than purchasing

          4   multiple consoles.  But some level --

          5             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

          6        You cut out.  But some level?

          7        A.   At some level, a consumer purchased

          8   a Switch or a PlayStation or an Xbox.

          9        Q.   And a Switch is priced at about 299

         10   retail; is that right?

         11        A.   It's the same price as an Xbox

         12   Series S.

         13        Q.   And the PS5 and Xbox X are 499

         14   typically at retail?

         15        A.   Sony just raised the price of the

         16   PS5 to 549.

         17        Q.   Okay.  Putting aside price, has the

         18   features and characteristics other than

         19   price, does the user get the same gaming

         20   experience on a Switch that they get on an

         21   Xbox series console?

         22        A.   Outside of the first-party games

         23   that might be exclusive to any one of the

         24   different platforms, the games that people

         25   play on the different consoles tend to be
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          2   very similar, which would make me say yes.

          3        Q.   But first-party titles that are

          4   available on one console exclusively might

          5   make a difference in how someone perceives

          6   whether a console is substitutable?

          7        A.   No, I was just saying that in order

          8   to evaluate whether a customer sees a Switch

          9   or an Xbox as replacement for each other, I

         10   look at the games that are available on both

         11   platforms to see if the same games are

         12   popular on both platforms.  And when you look

         13   at games like Minecraft as an example, it's

         14   very popular across all three platforms.

         15        Q.   Have you ever expressed an interest

         16   in acquiring Nintendo?

         17        A.   I have.

         18        Q.   Have you ever expressed the opinion

         19   that Nintendo should realize that its future

         20   exists off of their own hardware?

         21        A.   I never publically stated that.

         22        Q.   Well, have you told people in

         23   Microsoft that?

         24        A.   I honestly don't remember if I've

         25   said that.
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          2             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's -- can we

          3        introduce document PX1208?

          4             (Exhibit PX1208, E-mail chain,

          5        Bates MSFT-2R-09635948, was

          6        introduced.)

          7   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

          8        Q.   Let me know when you see that, sir.

          9        A.   I have it up.

         10        Q.   Okay.  This document is an e-mail

         11   chain that includes a gentleman named Chris

         12   Capossela, C-A-P-O-S-S-E-L-A, and a gentleman

         13   named Takeshi Numoto, T-A-K-E-S-H-I

         14   N-U-M-O-T-O.

         15             See that?

         16        A.   I do.

         17        Q.   And the chain is three e-mails that

         18   were sent around August 5th and August 6,

         19   2020, right?

         20        A.   Yes.

         21        Q.   And at the bottom of -- the e-mail

         22   at the top from you, Mr. Capossela and

         23   Mr. Numoto, last paragraph of your e-mail

         24   says:

         25             I love this discussion.
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          2             Do you see that?

          3        A.   I see that.

          4        Q.   You say:

          5             At some point, getting Nintendo

          6   would be a career moment and I honestly

          7   believe a good move for both companies.  It's

          8   just taking a long time for Nintendo to see

          9   that their future exists off of their own

         10   hardware, a long time... smiley face.

         11             Do you see that?

         12        A.   I do see that.

         13        Q.   So, here you're telling

         14   Mr. Capossela and Mr. Numoto you think

         15   Nintendo's future exists off of Nintendo's

         16   hardware, correct?

         17        A.   Can I take a second just to read

         18   the whole mail?

         19        Q.   Sure.

         20        A.   (Document review.)

         21             Okay.  I've read it.

         22        Q.   Okay.  So, you expressed -- well,

         23   strike that.

         24             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Candida, can you

         25        just read back my last question,
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          2        please?

          3             (Referred to portion of the record

          4        was read back by the court reporter.)

          5        A.   My view is in the long run,

          6   Nintendo's intellectual property will ship on

          7   hardware that they don't build.

          8        Q.   Let's take a look at the e-mail

          9   that started this chain, it's on page 002,

         10   it's from Mr. Numoto to you and

         11   Mr. Capossela.

         12             Do you see that?

         13        A.   Yes, I read it.

         14        Q.   The second to last paragraph starts

         15   with the words, With gaming.

         16             Do you see that paragraph?

         17        A.   I do see that.

         18        Q.   It says:

         19             With gaming -- let me ask you this:

         20   Who's Mr. Numoto, what's his job at the

         21   company?

         22        A.   He runs marketing for our

         23   enterprise business.  He has no

         24   responsibility for gaming.

         25        Q.   Okay.  Why are you talking to him
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          2   about gaming then?

          3        A.   He initiated this with a piece of

          4   mail.

          5        Q.   How often do you talk to Mr. Numoto

          6   about gaming?

          7        A.   Almost never.

          8        Q.   Mr. Numoto writes:

          9             With gaming, while we have been a

         10   consistent number two, we have strong

         11   franchise, and a secular shift to the cloud

         12   (and perhaps immersive MR/VR over time) that

         13   can really help us shift our position both

         14   vis-à-vis Sony, but also Steam.

         15             You see that?

         16        A.   I do see that.

         17        Q.   Is Mr. Numoto correct that

         18   Microsoft Gaming has a, quote, strong

         19   franchise?

         20        A.   We have a good brand in Xbox.

         21        Q.   You don't want to say it's a strong

         22   franchise?

         23        A.   I don't think of Xbox as a

         24   franchise.  But if we want to just make

         25   franchise and brand synonyms for each other,
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          2   I can.  This is Takeshi's words, so you're

          3   kind of asking -- I would not have stated it

          4   that way.  So, I'm agreeing that Takeshi

          5   wrote it that way and I will affirm that Xbox

          6   is a brand.

          7        Q.   You think Xbox has a strong

          8   business, putting aside this e-mail?

          9        A.   No.

         10        Q.   And by "Xbox," do you mean all of

         11   gaming or just console?

         12        A.   Both.

         13        Q.   So, your opinion as the leader of

         14   Microsoft Gaming is that Microsoft Gaming

         15   does not have a strong business?

         16        A.   I think the P&L would prove that

         17   out, yes.

         18        Q.   Okay.  Does -- is Mr. Tak- --

         19   sorry, Mr. Numoto correct that there is a

         20   secular shift to the cloud?

         21        A.   More of today's games are

         22   service-based games that require some cloud

         23   infrastructure to run those games, so in that

         24   context, he is.

         25        Q.   And do you agree that -- with
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          2   Mr. Numoto, the first part of the sentence,

          3   that we have been a consistent number two --

          4        A.   No.

          5        Q.   -- in gaming?

          6        A.   No.

          7        Q.   Did you write in any of your e-mail

          8   above to him that he was wrong about any of

          9   those three things?

         10        A.   I think I only responded once and I

         11   did not say we are number three in my

         12   response.

         13        Q.   And you didn't say, actually,

         14   Mr. Numoto, you're wrong about a couple of

         15   your priors here, your assumptions?

         16        A.   I did not respond in that way.

         17        Q.   You still think about acquiring

         18   Nintendo?

         19        A.   I don't believe acquiring Nintendo

         20   is an opportunity.

         21        Q.   A different question.  That's an

         22   answer about availability.

         23             Do you think about the potential of

         24   acquiring Nintendo?

         25        A.   I do not think about acquiring
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          2   Nintendo in terms of how we will go forward

          3   with our Xbox business.

          4        Q.   Why not?  What happened?

          5        A.   The previous answer that I do not

          6   think they're looking to sell.

          7        Q.   And if Nintendo were to eventually

          8   realize, as you put it, that their future

          9   exists off of their own hardware, would you

         10   want to acquire Nintendo?

         11        A.   If we had the opportunity to

         12   acquire Nintendo, I think it would be a major

         13   opportunity for Microsoft.

         14        Q.   What would be the benefit of

         15   acquiring Nintendo?

         16        A.   There would be multiple benefits.

         17   I think there are more than -- it would be a

         18   long list.

         19        Q.   What's at the top of the list?

         20        A.   Their market position of being --

         21        Q.   Market position?

         22        A.   -- number one in console right now.

         23        Q.   Would the strength of their own

         24   content also be a benefit?

         25        A.   Absolutely, yeah.
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          2        Q.   Would you agree that the Xbox Gen 9

          3   console is at technological parity with the

          4   Sony PlayStation 5?

          5        A.   We have two consoles in market, the

          6   Series S and the Series X.  Is there one --

          7   they're not the same technically.

          8        Q.   Well, let's take a look at the X.

          9             The X versus the PlayStation 5,

         10   which one is technically superior?

         11        A.   I would say the Series X is

         12   technically superior to the PlayStation 5.

         13        Q.   And does Sony PlayStation's next

         14   generation -- sorry.

         15             Does the Sony 9th generation

         16   console have different versions like the X

         17   and the S or is it just PlayStation 5?

         18        A.   They have a PlayStation 5 and a

         19   PlayStation 5 Digital Edition which removes

         20   the disc drive, but doesn't have the compute

         21   differences that a Series S and Series X

         22   have.  And there's, I believe, a $50 price

         23   difference between those two PlayStation 5

         24   consoles.

         25        Q.   Okay.  In terms of value, if you
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          2   take into account technological capabilities

          3   and the price of this Series S, do you think

          4   the Series S is a comparable offering or a

          5   better offering for the customer than the

          6   PlayStation PS5?

          7        A.   We did not build the Series S to

          8   compete directly with the PS5 on a

          9   head-to-head sales standpoint.  It's more

         10   focused on new users or PlayStation owners

         11   that might want to buy an Xbox.

         12             So, no, I don't think Series S

         13   competes directly with PS5 for the same

         14   customer.

         15        Q.   Would you agree that looking at

         16   the X versus PS5 Xbox has a better product

         17   than Sony?

         18        A.   I might be biased, but I do agree

         19   with that.

         20        Q.   And not just on hardware, but also

         21   on the software platform and services on top

         22   of the hardware?

         23        A.   Our software developer platform has

         24   been behind PlayStation 5, we are catching

         25   up.  I think our services are about at parity
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          2   in terms of our service capability.

          3        Q.   I'm trying to go as fast as I can

          4   for time sake, for your sake.

          5             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's look at

          6        PX1275.

          7        A.   Okay.

          8             (Exhibit PX1275, E-mail chain,

          9        Bates MSFT-2R-03620210, was

         10        introduced.)

         11        A.   I have it open.

         12        Q.   Okay.  Do you see the e-mail from

         13   you on page 1 there to Mr. Nadella and

         14   Ms. Hood, dated March 18, 2020, do you see

         15   that, and starts with:

         16             Even as I type this I know I

         17   shouldn't, but I can't help myself.

         18        A.   I do.

         19        Q.   In the third paragraph down, you

         20   say:

         21             We have a better product than Sony

         22   does, not just on hardware, but equally

         23   important on the software platform and

         24   services on top of the hardware.

         25             Is that what you wrote to
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          2   Mr. Nadella and Ms. Hood?

          3        A.   Do you mind if I just read down to

          4   this point just to make sure I understand the

          5   context?

          6        Q.   Sure.

          7        A.   (Document review.)

          8             Okay.  I've read it.

          9        Q.   That's what you told Mr. Nadella

         10   and Ms. Hood, right?

         11        A.   In March of 2020, that's what I

         12   wrote, yes.

         13        Q.   And the Gen 9 console from

         14   Microsoft, the Xbox S -- sorry, Xbox X and

         15   its offering launched in 2020, right?

         16        A.   It did, in November, yeah.

         17        Q.   Do you see where you say:

         18             We have -- the next sentence:

         19             We have the ingredients of a

         20   winning plan.  I felt the feedback from the

         21   BoD discussion on being too confident and

         22   maybe this will just reinforce that

         23   perception.

         24             BoD refers to Microsoft's board of

         25   directors?
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          2        A.   Yes, it does.

          3        Q.   So, what's the context, were you

          4   told that you were -- after discussion with

          5   the board of directors, that you were too

          6   confident about Microsoft Gaming's future?

          7        A.   I was told that I came across as

          8   too confident in our ability to execute this

          9   plan.

         10        Q.   Can you be more specific about what

         11   that confidence that you displayed was about?

         12        A.   Just our overall Xbox strategy and

         13   our ability to execute that strategy in a

         14   competitive market.

         15        Q.   And what did you tell the board

         16   that was so confident?  If you can summarize

         17   for us, please.

         18        A.   I don't remember the specific -- it

         19   was a piece of feedback I received after the

         20   meeting, so it wasn't in the meeting.  I

         21   won't have the moment in time where I was

         22   stopped and told that that was too confident.

         23        Q.   So, sitting here today you don't

         24   remember what it was that you were -- let me

         25   strike that.
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          2             Sitting here today, do you remember

          3   anything about what confidence you expressed

          4   that led someone to say, hey, don't be too

          5   confident?

          6        A.   The feedback was from an -- I don't

          7   remember exactly who gave me the feedback, it

          8   was probably either Amy or Satya or maybe

          9   Kathleen Hogan.  The feedback would've been

         10   that the board wanted to make sure that I

         11   remained confident.  Sorry, I remained humble

         12   and not overly confident in our ability to

         13   execute our gaming plan.  I don't remember it

         14   as a specific piece of feedback on any

         15   specific thing that I presented.

         16             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's look at

         17        PX1517, please.  You can put that one

         18        aside.

         19             (Exhibit PX1517, Roadmap to 2030

         20        GLT Pre-Read 04-29-22, Bates

         21        MSFT-2R-07683508, was introduced.)

         22        A.   It's open.  I have it open.

         23        Q.   Okay.  The cover e-mail is from

         24   Ashley McKissick, M-C-K-I-S-S-I-C-K, from the

         25   gaming experiences and platform leadership
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          2   team and dated May 22022.

          3             Do you see that?

          4        A.   I do.

          5        Q.   And subject matter Hardware Deck,

          6   attachment Roadmap to 2030 GLT Pre-Read

          7   4-29-22.

          8             Do you know what this document is?

          9        A.   I haven't scrolled down, so I

         10   don't, looking at the header.

         11        Q.   Well, take a look at page 2.  See

         12   if that refreshes your recollection about

         13   what Ms. McKissick is forwarding here.

         14             Did you ever see this document

         15   before?

         16        A.   This document, yes, I've seen this

         17   document before.

         18        Q.   Was this presented to the game

         19   leadership team in or around April of 2022?

         20        A.   It was sent to the gaming

         21   leadership team as a pre-read for a meeting

         22   that happened on April 29th.

         23        Q.   Okay.  And on page PX1517-004, you

         24   see where it says, Gaming Devices:  Path to

         25   2030?
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          2        A.   Yeah.  Yes.

          3        Q.   And the first -- the first heading

          4   or the first bullet says Console Business is

          5   the Foundation.

          6             You see that?

          7        A.   Yeah, I see that, yes, I do.

          8        Q.   And if you look at page PX1517-008,

          9   it's a chart that says The Path to Leadership

         10   in Gaming.

         11             Do you see that?

         12        A.   Sorry, I'm just scrolling down.  To

         13   17 you said, 017 or 007?

         14        Q.   008, please.

         15        A.   Got it.

         16        Q.   You see the chart called The Path

         17   to Leadership in Gaming?

         18        A.   Yes.

         19        Q.   And the chart is a chart of Xbox

         20   Game Pass subscribers projected in the

         21   future.

         22             Do you see that?

         23        A.   I do see that.

         24        Q.   And the bulk Xbox Game Pass

         25   subscribers for the fiscal year '23 through
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          2   fiscal year '30 come from console first and

          3   multi-device gamers, correct?

          4        A.   Yes.

          5        Q.   Do you agree with the projections

          6   that are expressed in this chart?

          7        A.   I do not believe that that is what

          8   the future Xbox business would look like.

          9        Q.   So, Ms. McKissick is wrong?

         10        A.   This is a presentation from our

         11   devices organization to the gaming leadership

         12   team, so this is the view from the team that

         13   is chartered with building our hardware on

         14   what the future business would look like.

         15             I can fairly safely say that if we

         16   do not make more progress than this off of

         17   console, we would exit the gaming business.

         18        Q.   And how wrong is she by 2030?  How

         19   would you rearrange the chart basically to

         20   make it more accurate for your projection of

         21   2030?

         22        A.   I wasn't trying to make a

         23   projection on 2030, I was saying if this were

         24   the outcome that we were trending towards, we

         25   would not continue in the business, so the
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          2   numbers would go down.  So, I wasn't trying

          3   to make a counter prediction, I was just

          4   saying if this were the outcome, we would --

          5   I don't believe we'd still be in the

          6   business.

          7        Q.   And what outcome are you driving

          8   towards so that you could still be in the

          9   business?

         10        A.   Well, a majority of our customers

         11   are found off of our own hardware.

         12        Q.   By 2030?

         13        A.   I would hope by earlier than 2030.

         14             So, when you asked me if I agreed

         15   with this chart that the light green and blue

         16   depending on what colors you see there would

         17   have to be much larger much earlier.

         18        Q.   And when is it your goal to have a

         19   majority of Xbox subscribers off console?

         20        A.   I would say by FY26, '27 that we

         21   should be in that position or we'd have to

         22   make a different decision with the business.

         23        Q.   And do you expect in FY- -- strike

         24   that.

         25             When you're thinking about that
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          2   goal for FY26 or FY27, when you say a

          3   majority off console, what do you -- what do

          4   you think the split will be off console

          5   between PC first and cloud first?

          6        A.   In terms of users, I don't have a

          7   specific answer.  I don't have a specific

          8   answer in terms of split between PC and

          9   cloud.

         10             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's look at

         11        PX1145 please.  You can put that one

         12        aside.

         13             (Exhibit PX1145, E-mail chain,

         14        Bates MSFT-2R-01810109, was

         15        introduced.)

         16        A.   Did you say 1 --

         17        Q.   1145, please.

         18        A.   There it is.

         19        Q.   Let me know when you've had a

         20   chance to look at that e-mail, please.

         21        A.   I'll just go ahead and read it

         22   first.

         23             (Document review.)

         24        Q.   Have you had a chance to read it,

         25   sir?
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          2        A.   Yeah, I was just going back, I

          3   apologize, I read the thing at the bottom.

          4   I'll hurry up.

          5             Okay.  I got it.

          6        Q.   All right.  I'm going to ask you

          7   about your e-mail, it's from you to Tim

          8   Stuart on December 4, 2020, subject line Xbox

          9   console volume.

         10             Do you see that?

         11        A.   I do.

         12        Q.   And I take it the context here that

         13   there was a supply constraint for Xbox series

         14   consoles?

         15        A.   Yes, yeah, the supply chain issues

         16   on consoles.

         17        Q.   If you look at page 002, the first

         18   full -- well, second full paragraph, you

         19   wrote:

         20             I believe we could be selling 2-3x

         21   the number of console we're going to sell

         22   this quarter if we had the inventory.

         23             You see that?

         24        A.   Yes.

         25        Q.   So, but for the supply chain
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          2   issues, your belief was that Xbox series

          3   would sell two or three times the number of

          4   consoles it sold in that quarter; is that

          5   right?

          6        A.   Not completely.  If the next

          7   sentence talks about the P&L hit of us

          8   selling that number of consoles and how I

          9   don't have the business flexibility to invest

         10   in our hardware subsidy in that way as well,

         11   so it's not just the supply of consoles.

         12        Q.   Right.  So, just taking units sold,

         13   SKUs, you can sell two to three times the

         14   number of SKUs you believe into the

         15   marketplace if there weren't these supply

         16   issues, just in terms of a matter of demand,

         17   correct?

         18        A.   In this quarter, which is what I

         19   think I'm talking about from a demand

         20   standpoint, we could sell -- we could've --

         21   what I wrote is we could've sold two or three

         22   times the number of consoles that we sold.

         23        Q.   But economically I hear you saying,

         24   it wouldn't make sense to do that because the

         25   consoles are sold at a loss; is that right?
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          2        A.   More than it wouldn't make sense.

          3   We are run as a stand-alone P&L and I -- I

          4   don't have the authority to make the decision

          5   to do that.

          6        Q.   And then you write:

          7             Sony has done -- I'm still in that

          8   same paragraph:

          9             Sony has done 15 million plus a

         10   year in some years and I believe we could get

         11   close with our product lineup, price points

         12   and game lineup coming.

         13             Do you see that?

         14        A.   I do.

         15        Q.   Okay.  So, again, but for supply

         16   issue and the fact that you're responsible

         17   for a full P&L, you believe that you could

         18   get close to Sony sales of 15 million units a

         19   year?

         20        A.   I was using Sony's 15 as a historic

         21   number.  I think this year Sony has said --

         22   this year they said they will do 18.  But I

         23   was using the 15 as a historic number that

         24   it's a possible number in the console space

         25   for us to sell.
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          2        Q.   Okay.

          3        A.   And then I --

          4        Q.   Let's look at the paragraph.  Go

          5   ahead.

          6        A.   I was just saying that the next

          7   sentence I add that given our strategy, I did

          8   not believe this is the right place for us to

          9   invest.

         10        Q.   Because it goes to your sense that

         11   the console business for Microsoft is not a

         12   strong business, right?

         13        A.   That in addition to the fact that

         14   the console business globally is fairly flat

         15   at 200 million console households.  So, it is

         16   a fixed market size where we are number three

         17   and at an economic disadvantage to both one

         18   and two, and gaming -- gaming is going

         19   multi-device.  So, our better investment for

         20   us is towards the future.

         21        Q.   Let's look down another couple of

         22   paragraphs to the paragraph that starts, On

         23   the capital allocation that we are making in

         24   gaming.

         25             Do you see that one?
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          2        A.   I do.

          3        Q.   Start with the bottom of the

          4   paragraph, you say:

          5             On the other side we have Sony with

          6   PS5 and a very analogous hardware subsidy.

          7   Sony's gaming P&L runs at lower GM and AM

          8   percentage margins than our gaming business

          9   even though they have 2x the console IB.

         10             GM means gross margin, right?

         11        A.   Gross margin percentages.

         12        Q.   And AM means accountability margin?

         13        A.   Accountability margin percentage,

         14   yes.

         15        Q.   Is that like profit?

         16        A.   That's the percent of your revenue

         17   that you keep in profit.

         18        Q.   And when you say "IB," that means

         19   install base?

         20        A.   Yes.

         21        Q.   So, Sony's gaming P&L according to

         22   your e-mail here actually has worse margins

         23   than Microsoft Gaming; is that right?

         24        A.   At this point in time, it did.

         25        Q.   So, would you say at least as of
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          2   2020, Sony's gaming business was also not a

          3   strong business?

          4        A.   I would not.  Their absolute profit

          5   and gross margin is nearly 2x what Microsoft

          6   makes.

          7        Q.   Right.  But they have a lower

          8   percentage, correct?

          9        A.   They have a lower percentage, yes.

         10   I'll also say Sony is evaluated in a

         11   different sector than Microsoft is which

         12   makes our GM percentage inside of Microsoft

         13   is evaluated differently than Sony's would be

         14   inside of the hardware company or an

         15   entertainment company.

         16        Q.   Understood.

         17             But apples to apples gaming to

         18   gaming, Sony makes less profit per dollar of

         19   revenue than Microsoft Gaming, correct?

         20        A.   At the point that this mail was

         21   written, as a percentage basis when -- as

         22   much as we can see of their financials, which

         23   isn't completely transparent, their GM

         24   percentage and AM percentage were lower,

         25   which is why I think you see Sony investing
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          2   in mobile and PC as well.

          3        Q.   And then just back at the top of

          4   that paragraph, it says -- you say:

          5             I believe our investment in content

          6   in xCloud are critical to realizing our

          7   potential in gaming.  Amazon Luna and Google

          8   Stadia do not have the console strength we

          9   have giving us developer engagement, gaming

         10   community and catalogue of content.

         11             Do you see that?

         12        A.   I do see that.

         13        Q.   So, in terms of streaming and the

         14   xCloud offering, having console is a

         15   competitive advantage from Microsoft Gaming

         16   over Luna and Stadia, is that what you're

         17   saying?

         18        A.   Through our development effort, we

         19   built the ability to stream console games,

         20   our Xbox console games, which created a great

         21   catalogue for our xCloud offering, yeah.

         22        Q.   Let's talk about Game Pass.

         23             How many subscribers does Game Pass

         24   have now?

         25        A.   25 million.
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          2        Q.   And that's the same number that I

          3   think was announced when the Activision deal

          4   was announced.

          5             Has it not grown in the last, if

          6   you know, eight or nine months?

          7        A.   It has not.

          8        Q.   In terms of Game Pass, am I right

          9   that Xbox Game Pass includes for a subscriber

         10   Xbox Live Gold, plus a library of games, plus

         11   a day and date release of AAA first-party

         12   games that Microsoft had; is that right?

         13        A.   No.  And let me just describe the

         14   three SKUs of Game Pass, might -- just for

         15   fast forward.

         16             There's an Xbox Game Pass, which

         17   has a catalogue of console games including

         18   our day and date first-party games, and some

         19   rare occurrences of third-party games.

         20   There's PC Game Pass which is the equivalent

         21   subscription on PC, both of those are 9.99.

         22             At 14.99, we have Game Pass

         23   Ultimate, that includes both of those SKUs,

         24   including Gold which you mentioned and the

         25   ability to stream.
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          2        Q.   Got it.

          3             MS. WINKINSON:  James.

          4             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Yes.

          5             MS. WINKINSON:  I realize you just

          6        moved to Game Pass, would it be

          7        possible to take our ten-minute break?

          8        We're a little over an hour.

          9             MR. WEINGARTEN:  That's fine,

         10        let's do that.  We'll see you back at

         11        5:30.  We can go off the record.

         12             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

         13        record.

         14             (Whereupon, a brief recess was

         15        taken.)

         16             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back on

         17        the record.

         18   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         19        Q.   Just briefly, we were talking about

         20   consoles before and we were talking about

         21   Gen 10, and I want to ask, does Microsoft

         22   have any plans for any launches of console

         23   hardware for Gen 10?

         24        A.   We periodically do cost reduction

         25   versions of our console that many times do
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          2   not have kind of customer facing changes, and

          3   we are evaluating a few of those, as well as

          4   some potential tweaks to the existing console

          5   generation, but nothing major.

          6        Q.   So, let me ask it this way:  Is

          7   there going to be -- is there current

          8   planning for a Generation 9.5 for launch?

          9        A.   There's not.

         10        Q.   Okay.  We were talking about Game

         11   Pass.

         12             Is the number of subscribers a key

         13   metric by which you and the GLT evaluate

         14   success of Game Pass?

         15        A.   I would say at the highest level

         16   there are two metrics, the number of

         17   subscribers and the average revenue per

         18   subscriber would be the two aggregated

         19   metrics that we use to look at Game Pass.

         20        Q.   What is your goal for subscribers

         21   at the end of fiscal year '23 for Xbox --

         22   strike that, for Game Pass?

         23        A.   We're in the process of

         24   reevaluating that number now based on some

         25   development trade-offs that we've made
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          2   internally.  I believe our FY23, which is our

          3   current fiscal year exit number, so end of

          4   June is 32 million with the revised changes.

          5        Q.   And what are the development

          6   trade-offs that are leading through the

          7   revised changes in the number of subscribers

          8   that are in your FY23 goal?

          9        A.   Yeah.  We put in trial and

         10   marketing family plan, like many

         11   subscriptions have, like Netflix or Spotify,

         12   and we will likely not be able to execute on

         13   the family plan this year, this fiscal year,

         14   which will have an impact to our subscriber

         15   number.

         16        Q.   Do you have a plan or number for

         17   fiscal year '24 for Xbox -- sorry, Game Pass

         18   subscribers?

         19        A.   I don't have one in my head.  I'm

         20   sure there are some documents that look out

         21   over the next couple of years that might list

         22   one, but our financial commitments to

         23   Microsoft are year after year.  I don't have

         24   a firm FY24 Game Pass number.

         25        Q.   In the gaming division, we saw this
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          2   with the hardware deck we looked at, have you

          3   talked at the GLT in terms of an FY 2030 goal

          4   for various aspects of the business?

          5        A.   Yes, yeah.  I think it was in one

          6   of the documents that we brought up was a

          7   view of the business in 2030.

          8        Q.   And do you have a view of the

          9   number of Game Pass subscribers that is

         10   Microsoft's goal to have for fiscal year

         11   2030?

         12        A.   I don't have a specific number on

         13   Game Pass subscribers.  Our expectation is

         14   that subscription will still remain a

         15   minority part of our digital business in

         16   2030.

         17        Q.   And what will make up the majority

         18   of the digital business in 2030 in your view?

         19        A.   The same that it is now, game sales

         20   and post-sale monetization on games.

         21        Q.   Okay.  Am I correct that the Xbox

         22   Live Gold SKU has a large -- relatively large

         23   margin that accrues to Microsoft when you get

         24   an Xbox Live Gold subscriber?

         25        A.   Yes, I want to -- I listed the
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          2   three Game Pass subscriptions previously and

          3   I failed to mention Gold.  So, Gold is a

          4   stand-alone subscription, I just -- for

          5   completeness, I wanted to make sure I landed

          6   that.  As an overall gross margin, our Gold

          7   subscriber number is now in single digit

          8   millions.  So, as an overall number, it's

          9   driving a smaller part of the business, but

         10   their margin percentage on Gold is high.

         11        Q.   What is the margin percentage on

         12   Gold?

         13        A.   I don't have the specific number in

         14   my head.

         15        Q.   Do you have a ballpark, is it

         16   80 percent, is it 20?

         17        A.   As a ballpark, I would say around

         18   70.

         19        Q.   And that's gross margin?

         20        A.   That would be gross margin.

         21        Q.   What's the gross margin ballpark,

         22   or exact if you know it, for Game Pass

         23   Ultimate?

         24        A.   I don't have an exact number.  Our

         25   margin on Game Pass is usually -- depending
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          2   on how we want to calculate it, but meaning

          3   what time frame we look at is usually in the

          4   20 to 30 percent.

          5             And I'll just add for completeness,

          6   as I mentioned, and it's in the documents we

          7   looked at, there's this big hardware subsidy

          8   that I'm not really including in the Gold or

          9   the Game Pass margin percentage 'cause we

         10   tend not to look at our gaming businesses by

         11   individual P&Ls.  So, at some point you would

         12   need to take the hardware subsidy and apply

         13   it across all of these businesses, the Gold

         14   business and the Game Pass business, to give

         15   you a true blended gross margin percentage

         16   including that hardware subsidy.

         17             I don't know if that's helpful.

         18        Q.   And conversely to evaluate the

         19   console business, you would want to include a

         20   view of all the subscription revenues and

         21   post-sale monetization that accrue from post

         22   console sales?

         23        A.   Yeah, which is why we look at it as

         24   an aggregated business.  We basically have --

         25             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.
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          2        You trailed off.

          3        A.   We have one P&L for the business.

          4   I'm trying to just explain that when you ask

          5   me the vertical businesses and for a P&L view

          6   on those, my answers might not always be as

          7   precise because I -- we tend, because of the

          8   hardware subsidy, to not look at it that way.

          9        Q.   Got it.

         10             So, because of the hardware

         11   subsidy, you don't have necessarily have a

         12   console P&L or a Game Pass P&L or a cloud

         13   P&L, you have an overall business P&L for

         14   gaming?

         15        A.   Yes.

         16        Q.   And that's the accurate way to sort

         17   of evaluate the health of the gaming business

         18   is the overall P&L?

         19        A.   I mean, it would be the gap way of

         20   looking at the business today would be the

         21   all up P&L.

         22        Q.   I appreciate all that, but on a

         23   SKU, that's S-K-U, SKU-by-SKU basis, am I

         24   right that Microsoft Gaming has a strategy of

         25   converting Xbox Live Gold subscribers to Game
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          2   Pass subscribers?

          3        A.   We have tried to convert Gold

          4   subscribers to Game Pass subscribers, yes.

          5        Q.   And even more generally to grow the

          6   subscription business at Microsoft, your

          7   emphasis is on growing Game Pass, not growing

          8   Live Gold; is that right?

          9        A.   Yes.  In terms of growing our

         10   subscriptions, we are more focused on growing

         11   Game Pass than we are growing Gold.

         12        Q.   And why is that, if the Game Pass

         13   product SKU has such a lower gross margin

         14   than the Gold product or SKU?

         15        A.   Yeah.  Gold can only exist on

         16   console.  So, while -- and this circles back,

         17   the GM percentage of Gold in my view is

         18   clouded by the fact that it's tied to a

         19   highly subsidized piece of hardware.  Gold

         20   does not exist on PC, it does not exist on

         21   mobile, nor could it.  Whereas Game Pass,

         22   better content subscription can succeed on

         23   any endpoint.

         24        Q.   And by "any endpoint," you mean --

         25   let me strike that.
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          2             Any endpoint in a sense you just

          3   said includes Xbox consoles, correct?

          4        A.   Yes.

          5        Q.   It includes PC, correct?

          6        A.   Yeah.  Yes.

          7        Q.   It includes mobile devices like

          8   phones or tablets, correct?

          9        A.   It does.

         10        Q.   It does not include PlayStation,

         11   correct?

         12        A.   Not by our choice.  Game Pass is

         13   available via a web browser, and any device

         14   that has a web browser could enable Game Pass

         15   to be available there.  Sony has chosen not

         16   to make it available via their web browser.

         17        Q.   If Game Pass were enabled via web

         18   browser on PlayStation, would Sony capture

         19   any of the economics of the Game Pass

         20   subscription?

         21        A.   I would expect they would want to

         22   have a conversation with us prior to enabling

         23   that, which would enable them to capture some

         24   of the economics then.

         25        Q.   Perhaps in a conversation when
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          2   someone accesses Game Pass through a browser,

          3   none of the economics accrete to the person

          4   whose hardware is running the browser,

          5   correct?

          6        A.   It would be similar how Netflix or

          7   Amazon Prime run on a console today.

          8        Q.   And that is none of the economics

          9   from the transactions that happened in

         10   Netflix or the subscription fee --

         11        A.   That's right.

         12        Q.   -- go to the PlayStation, correct?

         13        A.   That's right.

         14        Q.   Who are the main competitors to

         15   Game Pass?

         16        A.   PlayStation Plus, Apple Arcade, I

         17   would say Google Stadia, but they've

         18   obviously announced their intent to shut the

         19   service down.  To some extent, GeForce Now

         20   from NVIDIA, Amazon Luna.

         21        Q.   I'm sorry, Amazon, just for the

         22   court reporter, that's Amazon Luna, L-U-N-A,

         23   right?

         24        A.   That's right.

         25        Q.   Anybody else?
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          2        A.   Not that comes top of mind.

          3   Nintendo --

          4             (Cross-talk.)

          5        A.   Sorry.  Nintendo does have a

          6   subscription, I should've added Nintendo's --

          7   I forget the name of their subscription, but

          8   they do have a subscription.

          9        Q.   Okay.  Fair to say if you forgot

         10   the name that Nintendo subscription service

         11   is not a top of mind competitor to Game Pass?

         12             MS. WINKINSON:  Objection.

         13        A.   I think that's unfair.

         14        Q.   Okay.  How many subs does Nintendo

         15   subscription service have?

         16        A.   I -- I don't think they've

         17   publically announced that.

         18        Q.   You rank Nintendo, whatever their

         19   subscription service is, as the same level of

         20   competitive threat to Game Pass as Sony, Luna

         21   or Stadia before it closed?

         22        A.   I think we are investing more in

         23   Game Pass than Nintendo is in their

         24   subscription, but you have commented on the

         25   strength of their intellectual property and I
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          2   believe in their ability to drive a

          3   subscription if they chose to.

          4        Q.   We talked about two key metrics for

          5   Game Pass, one is number of subscribers, the

          6   other is average revenue per user, average

          7   revenue per subscriber; is that fair?

          8        A.   Yeah, I would really keep it on

          9   subscriber because we're really trying to

         10   look at what the average subscriber is paying

         11   for their subscription as opposed to the

         12   overall financial kind of profile of that

         13   user.

         14        Q.   Okay.  And when you talk about

         15   average revenue per subscriber, that includes

         16   the cost of the subscription on a monthly

         17   basis, as well as post-sale monetization in

         18   games that are in Game Pass or no?

         19        A.   It's the former.

         20        Q.   How do you account for revenue from

         21   Game Pass subscribers who make purchases do

         22   transactions that are part of post-sale

         23   monetization in a game?

         24        A.   That revenue flows into our

         25   software and service revenue, basically our
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          2   store revenue.

          3        Q.   And so, when we were talking about

          4   Game Pass in those two metrics, number of

          5   subscribers and average revenue per

          6   subscriber, the average revenue figure is

          7   just a function of the subscription rate that

          8   people are paying?

          9        A.   Yes.

         10        Q.   Okay.  As between Microsoft game

         11   cloud -- strike that.

         12             As between Microsoft Game Pass and

         13   the competitors that you mentioned, you have

         14   a sense of who has the most subscribers?

         15        A.   My understanding is that

         16   PlayStation Plus has over 40 million

         17   subscribers, which is higher than we have.

         18        Q.   And what are you including in

         19   PlayStation Plus when you say 40 million

         20   subscribers of PlayStation SKUs?

         21        A.   They have three PlayStation Plus

         22   SKUs.  I don't -- essential- -- I don't

         23   remember the three names, they're at three

         24   different price points.  I think the highest

         25   price point is 17.99.
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          2        Q.   What was PS Now, PlayStation Now?

          3        A.   PlayStation Now was a streaming

          4   service that Sony stopped offering as a

          5   stand-alone subscription.

          6        Q.   Okay.  Is the 40 million

          7   PlayStation Plus subscribers that you just

          8   referenced apples to apples with Game Pass

          9   subscribers?

         10        A.   My belief it is, yes.

         11             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's take a look

         12        at PX1288, please.

         13             (Exhibit PX1288, E-mail chain,

         14        Bates MSFT-2R-02824226, was

         15        introduced.)

         16        A.   1288.  It's up.

         17        Q.   Okay.  The top e-mail is from

         18   Mr. Nadella to you and the gaming leadership

         19   team and the senior leadership team, and it's

         20   from December 8, 2019.

         21             Do you see that?

         22        A.   I do.

         23        Q.   And he writes:

         24             Really awesome milestone.

         25             Congrats on all... Onward.
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          2             And that's in response to an e-mail

          3   that you sent just below.

          4             Do you see that?

          5        A.   I do.

          6        Q.   And you're announcing that Game

          7   Pass has just hit 10 million subscribers,

          8   right?

          9        A.   Do you mind if I scroll down really

         10   quick just to see what the mail is that I

         11   forwarded?

         12        Q.   Yep.

         13        A.   Yes, I forwarded mail to the

         14   senior leadership team that we had crossed

         15   10 million Game Pass subscribers.

         16        Q.   And then you comment in your

         17   e-mail:

         18             Sony's PlayStation Now announced

         19   one million paid subs in October after five

         20   plus years.

         21             Right?

         22        A.   Yes.

         23        Q.   Why are you highlighting Sony

         24   PlayStation Now's total subscribers in your

         25   discussion here of Game Pass subscribers?
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          2        A.   At the time that I wrote this, this

          3   was the content subscription that they had.

          4        Q.   So, at that time in 2019, Sony's

          5   content subscription service was PlayStation

          6   Now; is that right?

          7        A.   For completeness, I should've

          8   listed the PlayStation Plus subscribers as

          9   well.

         10        Q.   But you're making the comparison

         11   here for Mr. Nadella between Game Pass and

         12   PlayStation Now, correct?

         13        A.   Three years ago, yes, not now.

         14        Q.   How would you describe Game Pass's

         15   subscriber growth since it launched?

         16        A.   Steady over -- except for the last

         17   six months where we've, as you mentioned,

         18   flattened out, nine months.

         19        Q.   And the reason for the flattening

         20   out over the last nine months was that you --

         21   can you describe again the reason for the

         22   flattening out in the last nine months?

         23        A.   Obviously the customers are -- own

         24   the real reason.  I will say given our

         25   console install base, we are starting to
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          2   reach the -- likely the maximum number of

          3   users on console that we will find.

          4        Q.   And what's your strategy -- let me

          5   strike that.

          6             How do you think Game Pass's

          7   tiers that we were discussing line up against

          8   the tiers for PlayStation Plus that you

          9   described --

         10        A.   How do I --

         11             (Cross-talk.)

         12        Q.   -- in terms of value proposition?

         13        A.   I think, I might be bias again, I

         14   think our value proposition for our tiers is

         15   better than PlayStation, especially given

         16   their highest tier is more expensive than

         17   Game Pass Ultimate and yet they still have

         18   more subscribers than we do.

         19        Q.   Does PlayStation Plus have a more

         20   limited catalogue of titles available than

         21   Game Pass?

         22        A.   I haven't counted the number of

         23   titles recently, but I believe they have more

         24   titles in their subscription than we do, but

         25   that that could ebb and flow over time.
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          2             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Can we go back to

          3        PX1022?  Something we put up before, I

          4        believe.

          5        Q.   Do you have that already?

          6        A.   PX10 --

          7        Q.   Let's --

          8        A.   Go ahead.

          9        Q.   22.  Let's introduce PX1022.

         10        A.   Okay.  Yeah, I didn't see it.

         11        Q.   Okay.

         12        A.   There it is.

         13             (Exhibit PX1022, E-mail chain with

         14        attachment, Bates MSFT-2R-08197569,

         15        was introduced.)

         16   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         17        Q.   I'll give you time as you need to

         18   read it, I just want to try and go quickly

         19   through the preliminaries.

         20             This is an e-mail from Mr. David

         21   Hampton to the gaming leadership team, dated

         22   May 5, 2022.

         23             Do you see that?

         24        A.   I do.

         25        Q.   And the subject is SLT Biannual
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          2   Strategy Review 2205 notes.

          3             Do you see that?

          4        A.   I do.

          5        Q.   Okay.  And Mr. Hampton writes to

          6   the gaming leadership team:

          7             Team.

          8             Rich discussion today with Satya

          9   and the SLT.  Thank you to Jason, Kareem,

         10   Phil and Sarah for representing us.

         11             In that same e-mail, he says:

         12             Additionally, I've attached the

         13   final versions of both the pre-read and

         14   discussion materials, for your convenience.

         15             Do you see that?

         16        A.   I do.

         17        Q.   So, this e-mail is relaying to the

         18   GLT notes and materials about a senior

         19   leadership team discussion that happened,

         20   looks like, on May 5, 2022; is that right?

         21        A.   Yes.  In addition -- there's some

         22   other people on the CC line other than just

         23   the GLT, but, yes, it's relaying the --

         24        Q.   Okay.

         25        A.   -- that meeting.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  I want to look at the

          3   document that starts on PX1022-032.  It's

          4   another gaming CSA strategy review document.

          5             You see that?

          6        A.   Not yet.  I'm getting down to it.

          7   32, yeah.

          8        Q.   And am I right, does this document

          9   appear to be another gaming CSA strategy

         10   presentation to the senior leadership team?

         11        A.   Yeah, the -- it might be exactly

         12   the same, I think we would have to go and

         13   compare it, but, yes.

         14        Q.   Okay.  And if you would turn to

         15   page 048, please.

         16        A.   Okay.

         17        Q.   Are you there?

         18        A.   I am.

         19        Q.   You see a third of the way down it

         20   says, Industry Pureplay:  Sony.

         21             Do you see that?

         22        A.   Yes.

         23        Q.   So, is it fair to say this is a

         24   description of Sony, as a competitor in

         25   gaming, that was presented to the senior
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          2   leadership team at Microsoft?

          3        A.   I would need to scroll up just to

          4   see where this is in the document, make sure

          5   that this -- and I can do that, I don't have

          6   a problem with that.

          7        Q.   Take a look -- that's okay, take a

          8   look at 041.

          9        A.   Okay.

         10        Q.   Says number 7 Appendix:

         11   Competitive Review.

         12        A.   Yeah, and then we're listing each

         13   competitor.

         14        Q.   So, if we go to 048, is it fair to

         15   say this is the description for the SLT of a

         16   competitive review of Sony?

         17        A.   I believe this is in the appendix

         18   of the document is that -- am I scrolling

         19   correctly?

         20        Q.   Right.

         21        A.   Yes.

         22        Q.   Right.

         23        A.   So, I would call this background

         24   information in the document, yes, on Sony.

         25        Q.   And the background information
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          2   comes in a section called Competitive Review,

          3   right?

          4        A.   Yeah.  Yes.

          5        Q.   If you look under the section about

          6   Sony on page 048, if you were to look at the

          7   second paragraph from the bottom, says:

          8             Recently, Sony announced a

          9   re-branding of its subscription services to

         10   better compete with Game Pass.

         11             Do you see that?

         12        A.   I do.

         13        Q.   You mentioned before that Sony had

         14   done a re-brand of its game subscription

         15   service, correct?

         16        A.   Yeah, we're commenting on the same

         17   kind of motion here.

         18        Q.   And this document tells the senior

         19   leadership team that Sony did the re-brand to

         20   better compete with Game Pass, right?

         21        A.   Yes.

         22        Q.   It describes the re-brand with Plus

         23   merging with PS Now.  And then the next

         24   sentence says:

         25             PlayStation Plus has a more limited
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          2   catalogue of titles available than Game Pass.

          3             You see that?

          4        A.   I do.

          5        Q.   So, we were talking about counting

          6   up titles, but as of May 2022, the senior

          7   leadership team was told that PlayStation

          8   Plus had a more limited catalogue of titles

          9   than Game Pass, right?

         10        A.   In May of 2022, I'm almost certain

         11   that PlayStation Plus had more games in their

         12   subscription than Game Pass did.

         13        Q.   So, this is just wrong?

         14        A.   What I -- how I would say it is the

         15   word "limited" I think is a qualifier for the

         16   next sentence that Sony has decided to not

         17   put their first-party games in when they are

         18   launched.  So, limited not in a quantity, but

         19   in the kind of content they're making

         20   available.

         21        Q.   I see.  So, relative to Game Pass,

         22   PlayStation Plus has a more limited

         23   catalogue, if you take the word "limited" to

         24   mean not the number of times, but quality of

         25   titles?
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          2        A.   Probably recency of titles might be

          3   the term I would use.  Quality kind of

          4   reflects on maybe review score averages or

          5   something along those lines.

          6        Q.   I see.  So, a more robust

          7   catalogue -- sorry, go ahead.

          8        A.   I was going to say Sony has made

          9   the decision to date for most of their games,

         10   not all, to not ship them into PlayStation

         11   Plus when they launch.

         12        Q.   Okay.  So, Game Pass has a strategy

         13   of day and date launch of first-party content

         14   into Game Pass, right?

         15        A.   Yes, we do.

         16        Q.   Including exclusive content day and

         17   date launch into Game Pass, right?

         18        A.   Our games ship on PC and console

         19   and cloud, so maybe I -- the exclusive term,

         20   I would just say the games that Xbox Game

         21   Studios and ZeniMax ship, we launch into Game

         22   Pass when we're allowed to on their launch

         23   date, right.

         24        Q.   And by doing day and date launch,

         25   that means that a game or a title will launch
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          2   in Game Pass on the same day it launches

          3   elsewhere, right, whether that's on or off

          4   Xbox ecosystem, right?

          5        A.   Yeah, our customers will have

          6   the choice to buy the game or to be a

          7   subscribe- -- to subscribe to play the games.

          8        Q.   That includes titles that are

          9   exclusive to Xbox and titles that are not

         10   exclusive to Xbox, right?

         11        A.   I'm not trying to argue, I just

         12   want to -- what are the -- we don't -- when

         13   you say "exclusive to Xbox," do you mean

         14   console?

         15        Q.   Xbox ecosystem.

         16        A.   It might be easier, and I know it

         17   sounds obtuse, it might be easier if you use

         18   some examples of the games in these two

         19   categories 'cause I want to make sure I'm

         20   answering accurately.

         21        Q.   Sure.  So, let me do it this way:

         22   Can you name a Microsoft first-party studio

         23   game that launched exclusively on Xbox

         24   console this year?

         25        A.   No, 'cause all of them shipped on
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          2   PC.

          3        Q.   Can you name a Microsoft

          4   first-party game that shipped on Xbox console

          5   or PC, but not PlayStation?

          6        A.   Yes, yeah.

          7        Q.   How many of those were there?

          8        A.   In calendar year 2022, I think

          9   we're at four.

         10        Q.   And on the day those launched, did

         11   they also launch on the same day in Xbox Game

         12   Pass?

         13        A.   They did.

         14        Q.   Okay.  And is that Microsoft's plan

         15   for Game Pass that it offers day and date

         16   launch of games whether they're exclusive to

         17   Xbox and PC or not?

         18        A.   I'm just going to say it the way I

         19   feel our strategy is, I don't know if it's

         20   going to matter what the language -- again,

         21   I'm not trying to argument the games that

         22   Xbox Game Studios and ZeniMax launch will be

         23   available at retail and in the subscription

         24   on their launch day.

         25             I don't know if that's answering
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          2   your question, but that's our policy.

          3        Q.   Okay.  And Sony, with PlayStation

          4   Plus, does not have the same policy, correct?

          5        A.   Yes, they have made the decision to

          6   not do that.

          7        Q.   When you think about Xbox Game Pass

          8   growth, is it fair to say that content on

          9   Game Pass drives hours players spend on Game

         10   Pass which drives more paying subscribers on

         11   Game Pass?  Is that the right way of thinking

         12   about the relationship between content hours

         13   and subscriptions?

         14        A.   We strive to have a regular cadence

         15   of new games that are available in both our

         16   retail stores and to our subscribers to both

         17   drive new subscribers and retention of the

         18   existing subscribers that we have as it

         19   relates to Game Pass.

         20        Q.   Would you agree that subscriber

         21   scale is the imperative for a successful

         22   subscription service in gaming?

         23        A.   I do.

         24        Q.   Would you agree that subscriber

         25   sale is essential in building a subscription
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          2   service in gaming?

          3        A.   Subscriber scale and the revenue

          4   per subscriber, assuming both are healthy,

          5   are keys to our subscription growth.

          6        Q.   Would you agree that there is a

          7   virtuous relationship between content and

          8   subscriber scale?

          9        A.   There is a correlation between the

         10   games in the subscription and the number of

         11   subscribers, yes.

         12        Q.   And it's a positive correlation,

         13   correct?

         14        A.   It is a positive correlation.

         15        Q.   So, the more content, the more

         16   subscriber scale, correct?

         17        A.   To be more accurate, I would say

         18   the more different content in the

         19   subscription, the more the subscription

         20   scales.  Duplicative content, the correlation

         21   is not -- it's more flat.

         22        Q.   So, is it fair to say that

         23   differentiated content then is the primary

         24   driver of subscriber scale?  I think that's

         25   what you just said, I just want to be clear.
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          2        A.   No -- well, I didn't mean -- what

          3   we see in Game Pass growing is that having

          4   diverse content for different kinds of

          5   players is a key to us growing the

          6   subscription.  I don't know if diverse and

          7   differentiated are the same in that

          8   definition.

          9        Q.   Okay.

         10             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's look at

         11        PX1050 please, 1050, introduce that.

         12             (Exhibit PX1050, E-mail chain with

         13        attachment, Bates MSFT-2R-04769774,

         14        was introduced.)

         15        A.   Okay.  I have it up.

         16        Q.   Okay, great.

         17             If you look at the first page, it's

         18   an e-mail chain, first e-mail that starts off

         19   the chain is from Tim Stuart on July 27,

         20   2020.

         21             Do you see that?

         22        A.   July 27, 2020 from Tim Stuart, I

         23   do.

         24        Q.   Okay.  He sends an e-mail to Amy

         25   Hood, to you, to Sarah Bond and some others,
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          2   right?

          3        A.   Yes.

          4        Q.   Says:

          5             Tomorrow we will have time with you

          6   to discuss the Project Atom (ZeniMax

          7   acquisition).

          8             Was Project Atom the code name for

          9   Microsoft's acquisition of ZeniMax?

         10        A.   Yes.

         11        Q.   He says:

         12             We will spend our time in the Atom

         13   financial materials deck, but I've also

         14   attached our draft board materials for

         15   reference as well.

         16             Do you see that?

         17        A.   Yes.

         18        Q.   Then he writes:

         19             For our acquisition thesis, we will

         20   land the following financial and strategic

         21   elements:

         22             Content catalogue growth drives net

         23   new hours within Game Pass customer

         24   engagement.

         25             See that?
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          2        A.   Yes.

          3        Q.   Okay.  Do you agree with that?

          4        A.   Yes.

          5        Q.   Okay.  Next one:

          6             Hours and subscribers are highly

          7   correlated and therefore growth in hours

          8   equals growth in paying subscribers.

          9             Do you agree?

         10        A.   I do.

         11        Q.   Then he writes about ZeniMax, it's

         12   critical to growing a strong overall

         13   catalogue and driving more hours and

         14   converting into paid subscriber growth?

         15             Do you agree with that?

         16        A.   Yes.  At the time, ZeniMax was

         17   critical to growing our catalogue and driving

         18   more hours.

         19        Q.   Is Activision critical now to

         20   growing the catalogue and driving more hours?

         21        A.   For Game Pass?

         22        Q.   Yes.

         23        A.   No.  Activision doesn't ship enough

         24   new games, new non free-to-play games --

         25             Can you ask the question again?  I
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          2   want to make sure I'm answering that clearly.

          3        Q.   If we substitute the word

          4   "Activision" for "ZeniMax" in that last

          5   bullet point; is that correct?

          6        A.   No.  We're not acquiring Activision

          7   in order to grow Game Pass.

          8        Q.   Okay.  Why are you acquiring

          9   Activision?

         10        A.   The primary strategic thesis behind

         11   acquiring Activision is to grow our mobile

         12   content creation capability.

         13        Q.   And are you familiar with the

         14   synergies that have been calculated to accrue

         15   from Microsoft's acquisition of Activision?

         16        A.   I understand the valuation model

         17   and the role of the existing business, the

         18   Game Pass growth and mobile store, those

         19   synergies that you're talking about?

         20        Q.   Yes.

         21        A.   Yeah.

         22        Q.   When you say "mobile store," I've

         23   seen it referred to as universal store.

         24             Does that mean mobile store?

         25        A.   Yes, our strategic opportunities to
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          2   create a digital mobile store -- a digital

          3   store that's available on the largest gaming

          4   platform, which is mobile.

          5        Q.   And are you familiar with the size

          6   of the estimated synergies that are to accrue

          7   from X pass [sic] subscriber growth and

          8   universal store as a result of the Activision

          9   deal?

         10        A.   Yeah, in building out the financial

         11   model for an acquisition, this acquisition,

         12   we're relying on the existing businesses that

         13   are at scale or have some scale to them to

         14   justify the $70 billion acquisition costs,

         15   primary to being -- running the existing

         16   business as it is as a stand-alone business,

         17   including sales across all platforms where

         18   those games are sold and the uplift in Game

         19   Pass subscribers.  Those are the two largest

         20   financial drivers of the model.

         21        Q.   So, in terms of financial drivers,

         22   those two are the largest.  And is there a --

         23   other than universal store, is there a mobile

         24   synergy that's broken out when Microsoft had

         25   disclosed potential synergies from the deal?
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          2        A.   There's a fourth -- we can bring it

          3   out, but it's advertising in our growth in

          4   that part of the business, which will

          5   primarily exist on mobile.  So, the universal

          6   store, which I will call mobile store and

          7   advertising, are two that are dependent upon

          8   our progress on mobile and will help us grow

          9   on mobile.

         10        Q.   Do you know the relative size of

         11   the Game Pass universal store and advertising

         12   synergies?

         13        A.   Yeah.  I think they're in line with

         14   the high degree of risk that those models

         15   will succeed, the universal store and

         16   advertising from a financial driver in the

         17   time frame of the model are significantly

         18   smaller.  The largest component is running

         19   the existing business, including shipping all

         20   of the games on existing platforms and the

         21   second largest is the uplift in Game Pass.

         22        Q.   And the ad business that you talked

         23   about -- the ad synergy, that's like two and

         24   a half billion; is that right?

         25        A.   That's right.  We don't have -- our
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          2   advertising business today is roughly

          3   $100 million.  So, from a growth standpoint,

          4   it's significant compared to where we are

          5   today, but in the absolute it's a smaller

          6   number relative to the others.

          7        Q.   So, in terms of justifying spending

          8   70 billion on Activision, the two biggest

          9   pieces are the existing business and Game

         10   Pass subscriber growth, right?

         11        A.   In terms of justifying 70 billion,

         12   the largest consideration is running the

         13   existing business, including shipping all of

         14   the games on the existing platforms.  And the

         15   second largest is the uplift in Game Pass

         16   given the fact that we understand how to grow

         17   Game Pass and we have existing subscribers.

         18        Q.   Despite -- do you know the

         19   magnitude of the Game Pass subscription

         20   synergy, the $25 billion?

         21        A.   We could bring it up, but I believe

         22   that's about right.  I believe the running

         23   the business is 40, I believe the universal

         24   store and advertising from a standpoint of

         25   presenting to the board, the financial
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          2   certainty of the return are significantly

          3   smaller than the first two, which are more

          4   proven lines of business.

          5        Q.   Right.  And so, the $25 billion in

          6   Game Pass subscriber-related synergies from

          7   Activision, bearing that in mind, you don't

          8   agree that Activision is critical to growing

          9   a strong overall catalogue and driving more

         10   hours converting into paid subscriber growth

         11   on Game Pass?

         12        A.   If growth with Game Pass

         13   subscribers was the most important

         14   consideration, we would not be buying

         15   Activision Blizzard King.

         16        Q.   Going back to 1050, PX1050, the top

         17   e-mail -- strike it.

         18             The next e-mail up after Tim Stuart

         19   is Amy Hood.  She sends the material to Satya

         20   Nadella with a CC to you and some others, and

         21   then you forward the e-mails to Ms. Bond and

         22   Mr. Stuart.

         23             Do you see that?

         24        A.   I do.

         25        Q.   And if you turn to page PX1050-031.
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          2        A.   Sorry.  Can you read the page

          3   number again?

          4        Q.   Yep, 031.

          5        A.   31.

          6        Q.   Is the document that you -- yep.

          7   And you can look at 001 before you go 'cause

          8   I'm gonna ask you that same kind of question.

          9             031 is the gaming CSA Strategic

         10   Framing memo ZeniMax v12.

         11             Take a look at what you need to

         12   look at to confirm that's right, please.

         13        A.   Strategy --

         14        Q.   So, this memo that starts at 031

         15   was sent to Ms. Hood who forwarded it to

         16   Mr. Nadella, right?

         17        A.   Amy's mail doesn't list any

         18   attachments in the header.

         19             Am I seeing something diff- --

         20        Q.   No.  Do you think you forwarded

         21   this e-mail from Ms. Hood and added these

         22   things or you don't remember?

         23        A.   I don't remember.  I'm just reading

         24   the Outlook Pro header, which shows that mail

         25   forwarded to Sarah and Tim has an attachment,
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          2   and I'm looking at Amy's mail to Satya does

          3   not include an attachment, just in the

          4   header -- I'm literally reading the headers

          5   here.

          6        Q.   No, I understand.

          7             But in your common usage of e-mail,

          8   you send things like this, when you forward,

          9   usually forward with the attachments, if

         10   there are any?

         11             Let me ask this this way, sir:  Do

         12   you have any reason to doubt that the

         13   document that starts at page 031 is the

         14   gaming CSA Strategic Framing Memo ZeniMax

         15   v12?

         16        A.   No.

         17        Q.   Do you have any reason to doubt

         18   that that document was part of the strategic

         19   discussion among you and Mr. Nadella and

         20   Ms. Hood about the ZeniMax acquisition?

         21        A.   I would doubt that with Amy and

         22   Satya we would've gone through this document,

         23   the document that's starting on 031, we

         24   would've spent all of our time looking at the

         25   ZeniMax material.
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          2        Q.   Right.  Do you think -- was it your

          3   common -- strike that.

          4             Are you saying that document was

          5   not sent to Ms. Hood or Mr. Nadella, or you

          6   don't know?

          7        A.   I don't know.

          8        Q.   Okay.  Let's take a look at

          9   page 033.  It says -- at the bottom there's a

         10   heading and it says:

         11             B:  Differentiated content is the

         12   primary driver of subscriber scale.

         13             I asked you this whole section,

         14   starting with me asking if you agreed with

         15   that sentiment.

         16             Do you agree with that sentiment?

         17        A.   As we've learned more about running

         18   the subscription and I think that mail from

         19   Tim that described our valuation thesis for

         20   ZeniMax, the primary driver of subscriber

         21   scale that we are seeing is hours played.  If

         22   we had to pick a metric that is most

         23   similarly correlates to subscriber growth.

         24        Q.   And you agreed that content

         25   catalogue growth drive net new hours in Game
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          2   Pass, right?

          3        A.   This differentiated content from

          4   the content that's currently in the

          5   subscription can lead to more hours of

          6   growth.  So, this is -- the word

          7   "differentiated" is a reflection on the

          8   content that is currently in the subscription

          9   as a way of driving hours of growth is what

         10   we learned.

         11        Q.   Getting differentiated content,

         12   i.e., new content, is the primary driver of

         13   subscriber scale.

         14             Is that what you're saying?

         15        A.   Net new hours are the primary

         16   driver of subscriber scale, so there's one

         17   level of indirection, but, yes.

         18        Q.   And if you look at page 035 of the

         19   same document, it's the same State of the

         20   Union that we looked at earlier today.  You

         21   see number 1 under State of the Union where

         22   it says, need for differentiated content, and

         23   it defines differentiated content?

         24        A.   I do.

         25        Q.   So, differentiated content means
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          2   investing in content that is, one, exclusive

          3   to the service.  You see that?

          4        A.   I do.

          5        Q.   Two, blockbuster in scale.

          6             See that?

          7        A.   I do.

          8        Q.   And three, released on a day and

          9   date basis to maximize the value of the

         10   content to subscribers.

         11             Do you see that?

         12        A.   I do see that.

         13        Q.   Okay.  Same language that we looked

         14   at earlier in the day, as you said before,

         15   sometimes language gets repurposed over and

         16   over again, right, if it's part of the

         17   strategy?

         18        A.   Yes.

         19             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's look at

         20        PX1157, please.

         21             (Exhibit PX1157, E-mail chain,

         22        Bates MSFT-2R-06665108, was

         23        introduced.)

         24   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         25        Q.   Let me know when you have it.
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          2        A.   Yep.

          3        Q.   Thank you.

          4             I think this document goes to

          5   the steps that you were talking about

          6   earlier, content, hours, engagement,

          7   subscribers.  Take a look, let me know when

          8   you're ready to discuss it, please.

          9        A.   (Document review.)

         10             Okay.

         11        Q.   This is a series of e-mails between

         12   several people, but towards the end, it's you

         13   and Mr. Stuart going back and forth, right?

         14        A.   Yes.

         15        Q.   And the final e-mail in this chain

         16   is you writing to Mr. Stuart on July 30,

         17   2020:

         18             Can we chat for a second?

         19             Do you see that?

         20        A.   Yes.

         21        Q.   Do you remember this chat that you

         22   had with Mr. Stuart?

         23        A.   I do not.

         24        Q.   Mr. Stuart writes at the bottom of

         25   page 001:
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          2             I would present it as a step

          3   function:

          4             1.  The quality and size of the

          5   catalogue is critical and highly correlated

          6   to subscriber growth.  You can see that in

          7   the catalogue chart, which shows day and

          8   date, high quality, first-party games going

          9   into Game Pass and driving new subs as a

         10   result.

         11             Do you see that?

         12        A.   I do.

         13        Q.   You understand what he means when

         14   he uses the words quality of the catalogue,

         15   where he talks about high quality catalogue

         16   in that sentence?

         17        A.   I don't have a specific definition

         18   of how he's using high quality.

         19        Q.   What do you understand that to mean

         20   when you read it?

         21        A.   I would assume it means good games.

         22        Q.   Can it be anything more specific

         23   than just good games?

         24        A.   I can't.  I mean -- no, not really.

         25   I mean, games that gamers want to play.
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          2        Q.   Games that people have an affinity

          3   for playing?

          4        A.   Now, I'll kind of go -- the --

          5   there are games that gamers think they're

          6   gonna want to play and then games that people

          7   actually play.  As he's using it here, this

          8   is the result of a game shipping and people

          9   actually playing it, which might be different

         10   than kind of an expectation of quality that a

         11   game might have prior to launch.

         12        Q.   Do you think that AAA games are

         13   quality games?

         14        A.   Some AAA games are quality and some

         15   AAA games are not quality games.

         16        Q.   And given that this is a -- exists

         17   in a marketplace where people play for

         18   games -- strike that.

         19             In your business, is the amount of

         20   revenue that a game generates a good

         21   indicator of whether people want to play that

         22   game?

         23        A.   Yes.

         24        Q.   Would you agree that engagement of

         25   subscribers is the oxygen for the Game Pass
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          2   service and business growth?

          3        A.   Yes.

          4        Q.   And engagement comes through

          5   content?

          6        A.   Engagement is specific to the

          7   number of hours played.

          8        Q.   And content influences hours

          9   played?

         10        A.   Content does influence hours

         11   played.

         12        Q.   Okay.  And in fact, as Microsoft

         13   Game Pass drives engagement, the content

         14   becomes more valuable.

         15             Would you agree with that?

         16        A.   As subscribers play games, the

         17   value and awareness of those games go up,

         18   yes.

         19        Q.   And would you agree that in your

         20   view, Microsoft is actually the better owner

         21   for any game intellectual property than any

         22   other publisher on the planet as Microsoft

         23   can drive engagement through a retail and

         24   subscription which leads to higher revenue?

         25             You agree?
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          2        A.   Not today.  That was true at one

          3   point.

          4        Q.   When was that true?

          5        A.   Before Sony created a subscription

          6   that was twice the size of ours.

          7        Q.   How did Sony do that?

          8        A.   By leveraging the size of their

          9   console install base.

         10        Q.   And how did they get the number of

         11   subs to be so big so fast?

         12        A.   They have a much larger market to

         13   attach subscriptions to.  Plus, they had a

         14   model with Game Pass to look at given that we

         15   had been in the market for a few years.

         16             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's look at

         17        PX1062.

         18             MS. WINKINSON:  James, after this,

         19        can we take a break?

         20             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Yeah, yeah.

         21             Let's look at 1062.

         22             (Exhibit PX1062, E-mail chain,

         23        Bates MSFT-2R-01742378, was

         24        introduced.)

         25        A.   I have the mail up.
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          2        Q.   Take a look -- look at what you

          3   need to to understand the context of the

          4   document.

          5             The statement I was reading to you

          6   before comes from page 003, an e-mail that

          7   you sent to Mr. Jean-Emile Elien.  Let me

          8   know when you're ready to talk about the

          9   document, please.

         10        A.   (Document review.)

         11             I've read it.

         12        Q.   Okay.  Let's go to the e-mail that

         13   starts off the chain, it's on page 003.

         14   Mr. Elien writes to you on March 17, 2021.

         15             You see that?

         16        A.   I do.

         17        Q.   And Elien is spelled E-L-I-E-N.

         18   And he starts asking you a question about

         19   Google and Amazon news relative to their

         20   attempts at building gaming studios and asks

         21   you:

         22             Does Game Pass change how you think

         23   about the value of a studio?

         24             And your response, which is the

         25   e-mail above, also on March 17, 2021 is:
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          2             Totally think differently today.

          3             Do you see that?

          4        A.   I do.

          5        Q.   And as of March 17, 2021, you said:

          6             We are actually the better owner

          7   for any game IP than any other publisher on

          8   the planet right now as we can drive

          9   engagement through retail and subscription

         10   which leads to higher revenue.

         11             Do you see that?

         12        A.   I do.

         13        Q.   So, you thought that was true as of

         14   March 17, 2021, right?

         15        A.   Yes.

         16        Q.   You don't think that's true today?

         17        A.   I do not.

         18        Q.   Did you think it was true on

         19   January 18, 2022?

         20        A.   I don't remember.

         21        Q.   And you don't think it's true today

         22   because PlayStation has more subscribers for

         23   PlayStation Plus than Microsoft has

         24   subscribers in Game Pass; is that right?

         25        A.   They have more -- Sony has more all
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          2   up engagement on PlayStation than Xbox does,

          3   and they have more subscribers in PlayStation

          4   Plus than we do in Game Pass.

          5             So, any metric I would use to say

          6   that we are better, I'd struggle to not apply

          7   Sony's same ecosystem to that math and see

          8   them come out with a better outcome.

          9        Q.   What about day and date release of

         10   exclusive titles?  That's a policy that Sony

         11   does not have, but Game Pass does, correct?

         12        A.   Sony has released some games day

         13   and date in their subscription so they have

         14   an approach of -- on a case-by-case basis and

         15   I -- I don't know what evaluation they're

         16   using to make the decision on when a game

         17   like Stray, which is -- I think it launched

         18   in August, would release on -- into the

         19   service day and date with its retail

         20   availability.  I assume they're doing some

         21   calculation on value to them.

         22        Q.   If Sony is doing day and date

         23   release into a subscription service on a

         24   case-by-case, that's a contrast with Game

         25   Pass's policy of doing day and date release
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          2   for all games on to subscription, correct?

          3        A.   Yeah, that's a self-inflicted

          4   difference on their part, yes.

          5        Q.   And you stand by the thesis that

          6   doing day and date release of content the way

          7   Microsoft Game Pass does part of creating

          8   differentiated content for Game Pass?

          9        A.   I stand by our decision, if that's

         10   what you're asking, to ship our games day and

         11   date into Game Pass to grow subscribers, yes.

         12        Q.   And that decision is based on the

         13   fact that doing that will -- it's your belief

         14   it will ultimately lead to subscriber growth,

         15   correct?

         16        A.   Yes.

         17        Q.   And the next paragraph you wrote to

         18   Mr. Elien:

         19             I want to keep that lead and

         20   actually extend it so our investment in

         21   studios, as you've seen, has increased.

         22             And so, the investment in studios

         23   there means having more content, means

         24   improving engagement, correct?

         25        A.   The investment studios here is to
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          2   have more creative capacity in our

          3   organization, yeah.

          4        Q.   To create -- to drive more content

          5   to in turn drives more engagement which in

          6   turn drives more subscriptions for Game Pass,

          7   right?

          8        A.   Not just Game Pass.  When you think

          9   about making Xbox a more delightful platform

         10   on any screens, as I've stated, subscription

         11   will be one of the business models, but it --

         12   Game Pass is not the only way we will attract

         13   customers on every screen.  So, I would not

         14   equate our growth in studios to be solely

         15   about growth of Game Pass.

         16        Q.   It's broader than Game Pass, it's

         17   about growth across screens; is that fair?

         18        A.   Yeah.  Yes.

         19        Q.   Okay.  And then you write:

         20             I want to make it clear to Google,

         21   Amazon, et cetera, that you are not, all

         22   capital N-O-T, going to catch us in gaming.

         23             Do you see that?

         24        A.   I do see that.

         25        Q.   And by "catch us in gaming," when
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          2   you're referring to Google and Amazon, you

          3   mean building a subscription service for

          4   games?

          5        A.   I would just say all up relevance

          6   in gaming.

          7        Q.   You continue:

          8             One of reasons cited internally at

          9   Google for them divesting of the first-party

         10   with our ZeniMax acquisition.

         11             What are you referring to when you

         12   say Google divesting first-party?

         13        A.   Google Stadia made a decision to

         14   close down their first-party studio

         15   organization and sell off the studios or

         16   close the studios they'd acquired.

         17        Q.   And this was in March of 2020 --

         18   2021 that you're writing this, subsequent to

         19   this, is Google closing Stadia altogether?

         20        A.   They have announced that they will

         21   be closing Stadia altogether.

         22        Q.   Okay.  And in this, you're saying

         23   that your understanding is that internally at

         24   Google, one of the reasons they got out of

         25   first-party content creation was the ZeniMax
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          2   acquisition?

          3        A.   That is a rumor that I heard.

          4        Q.   Okay.  What -- how does that

          5   follow, how does the ZeniMax acquisition

          6   result in a reason for Google to divest from

          7   first-party content production?

          8        A.   From the time I've taken this job,

          9   there's been some who might question

         10   Microsoft's commitment to the gaming category

         11   and whether we were going to stay invested in

         12   gaming as a line of business.  My view is,

         13   moves like ZeniMax showed that the board and

         14   Satya were committed to us continuing to

         15   invest in the gaming business.

         16        Q.   And can you connect that to the

         17   information you had about Google divesting

         18   from first-party because of the ZeniMax

         19   acquisition?

         20        A.   Google has some strong strengths in

         21   the gaming business when you think about

         22   Android, Google Play and YouTube.  They would

         23   benefit, in my view, if Microsoft were to

         24   exit the gaming business and their job would

         25   become easier as would others.
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          2             So, when Microsoft makes a decision

          3   that we are gonna continue to invest in the

          4   gaming business, I do think our competitors

          5   look at that as a sign that we're committed

          6   to continuing to make progress in gaming.

          7        Q.   And so, Microsoft's demonstrated

          8   commitment to gaming through the ZeniMax

          9   acquisition is one reason that Google

         10   divested from first-party content --

         11        A.   I don't --

         12        Q.   -- in the subscription service?

         13        A.   I don't know that.

         14        Q.   But that's one of the reasons cited

         15   internally at Google that you heard?

         16        A.   That was a rumor that I had heard.

         17        Q.   And a rumor that you cited or

         18   passed on to Mr. Elien, right?

         19        A.   Jean-Emile is a developer architect

         20   on our Xbox Live business, he's a programmer.

         21        Q.   And then you write:

         22             I just want to put us out of reach.

         23             What does that mean?

         24        A.   I want to make it clear to

         25   companies that Microsoft will continue to
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          2   invest in the gaming business and reach our

          3   full potential.

          4        Q.   And why does Microsoft continue to

          5   invest, put it out of reach, quote/unquote?

          6        A.   I don't think I said it did here.

          7   I just want to make it -- my statement here

          8   was I want to make it clear that we're gonna

          9   continue to invest in the strengths that we

         10   have as a gaming business in Xbox.

         11        Q.   Well, Google's a pretty large

         12   company too, right?

         13        A.   Google is a pretty large company.

         14        Q.   They have a lot of assets, lot of

         15   revenues, a lot of cash, correct?

         16        A.   They make more revenue in gaming

         17   than we do.

         18        Q.   Okay.  So, how -- again, how does

         19   acquiring ZeniMax demonstrate to Google that

         20   Microsoft would be on the path to being out

         21   of reach for Google gaming?

         22        A.   It's been a constant question since

         23   I took this job from press and analysts of

         24   why Microsoft is in the gaming business and

         25   are we committed to this business.  So, I
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          2   look at investments in our gaming business as

          3   a sign to anyone who might be looking at --

          4   for weakness or lack of commitment in our

          5   gaming business that the company is willing

          6   to invest in the gaming category to achieve

          7   success.

          8        Q.   And I guess the problem I'm

          9   struggling with the ZeniMax deal was a --

         10             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

         11        You're breaking up.

         12        Q.   The ZeniMax deal was a seven and a

         13   half billion dollar deal, right?

         14        A.   Yes.

         15        Q.   And I guess I'm struggling with --

         16   can we agree that that dollar value of deal

         17   size is not outside of Google's capabilities

         18   for doing an acquisition, correct?

         19        A.   It is not.

         20        Q.   Okay.  So, I guess I'm still

         21   confused about how Microsoft demonstrating

         22   commitment to gaming lead to a company the

         23   size of Google exiting the gaming -- the

         24   first-party content business?

         25             MS. WINKINSON:  Objection.  Asked
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          2        and answered several times.

          3             And as soon as you're ready,

          4        Mr. Weingarten, we'd like to take a

          5        break.

          6             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Yep, we're just

          7        going to finish up this little line,

          8        please.

          9        A.   You put quotes around commitment.

         10   Should I think about commitment being

         11   anything other than commitment?

         12        Q.   No, I just want to make sure I'm

         13   using your word.

         14             Go ahead.

         15        A.   ZeniMax -- ZeniMax was the largest

         16   gaming acquisition for the Xbox business at

         17   that time, and it had been a number of years

         18   since our previous larger acquisition which

         19   would've been Minecraft.  So, my view was a

         20   ZeniMax acquisition at this time showed that

         21   Microsoft and the board at Microsoft remained

         22   committed to our success in gaming.

         23        Q.   Just a couple more and I promise

         24   we'll take a break.

         25             Given that ZeniMax was a seven and
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          2   a half billion dollar acquisition and the

          3   yield value for the Activision acquisition is

          4   70 billion, nearly ten times as much, what

          5   effect do you think that this demonstration

          6   of Microsoft's commitment in the Activision

          7   deal will have in the marketplace with

          8   Microsoft's competitors?

          9        A.   From our capability to ship a

         10   differentiated set of games on a regular

         11   cadence, the ZeniMax acquisition is actually

         12   more critical to us than Activision.  I think

         13   they provide different capabilities in the

         14   gaming business.

         15             For Google, specifically, they had

         16   positioned Stadia as a replacement for

         17   consoles and gaming PCs.  And our acquisition

         18   of ZeniMax was an investment that we made

         19   specifically for PC strength and console

         20   strength, which my view would've shown that

         21   we remain committed to console and PC in the

         22   face of Stadia being marketed as a

         23   replacement to those platforms.

         24        Q.   Why do you think Stadia -- why do

         25   you think Google announced that it would be
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          2   shutting down Stadia in the last month or

          3   whenever it was?

          4             MS. WINKINSON:  I'm going to

          5        object to the speculation of what

          6        others think or others' motivation.

          7             You can answer.

          8        Q.   You can answer.

          9        A.   When we acquired --

         10             (Cross-talk.)

         11        Q.   Let me strike that.

         12             Do you have any hypothesis or view

         13   as to why Google shut down Stadia?

         14        A.   When we acquired ZeniMax, we have

         15   games that are on Stadia that we've continued

         16   to support, post-acquisition, namely, Doom

         17   Eternal and Elder Scrolls Online, and we

         18   continued to support them in the 18 months

         19   post the close of the acquisition.  And just

         20   given the usage and monetization of our games

         21   that are on Stadia, I would -- I would say

         22   that they just failed to hit a market demand

         23   with the product that they were offering just

         24   given the number of users that we see.  But

         25   we continue to support our games on Stadia.
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          2        Q.   Product offering includes content;

          3   is that fair?

          4        A.   My view is that content wasn't

          5   their biggest obstacle.  Their biggest

          6   obstacle was their launch, at their launch

          7   they positioned this as a replacement to PC

          8   and console that gamers of PC and console

          9   actually like their devices, so positioning

         10   something as a replacement to a device that a

         11   customer likes is not a great approach, and

         12   then the games -- their primary business

         13   model was to sell you games that you could

         14   then stream to a device.

         15             They had a good collection of

         16   games, including our games at launch.  Having

         17   games available for $60 purchase as kind of

         18   their primary way to get people in early on

         19   in the launch of Stadia, I think met with

         20   gamer friction.  It's just my opinion.

         21             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's take a

         22        break.  Thank you for bearing with me.

         23             We'll go off the record.

         24             THE COURT REPORTER:  Off the

         25        record.
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          2             (Whereupon, a brief recess was

          3        taken.)

          4             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back on

          5        the record.

          6   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

          7        Q.   Let's go back to PX1062, 1062 which

          8   is the document we were looking at right

          9   before the break.

         10             Do you have that, sir?

         11        A.   I do.

         12        Q.   So, in response to your e-mail, you

         13   look at the bottom -- that we were just

         14   talking about, if you look at the bottom of

         15   page 002, Mr. Elien writes to you, he

         16   responds on March 18, 2021, the e-mail we

         17   were just discussing, and he writes:

         18             The moat is clear.  I've heard as

         19   much from Google friends about the chill the

         20   ZeniMax acquisition had on their plans.

         21             So, I guess my question to you is,

         22   do you have any understanding of what moat

         23   means there?

         24        A.   I can't specifically say I know

         25   what Jean-Emile meant when he typed "moat"
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          2   there.

          3        Q.   What do you think it means, though?

          4   Let me ask you this:  Do you remember what

          5   you thought it meant when you read it at the

          6   time?

          7        A.   Not specifically.

          8        Q.   Okay.  And then what do you think

          9   it means reading those words here today?

         10        A.   When we think about competitors in

         11   our gaming space, we often think about the

         12   relative strengths that different companies

         13   have.  In the case of Google, they obviously

         14   have Android and YouTube and billions of

         15   users, and we don't have that.

         16             Our differentiation in the market

         17   is the fact that we have an Xbox console and

         18   gamers who love to play on that console.  So,

         19   relative to the different gaming competitors

         20   out there, for us, the content that we know

         21   how to build and the customers that we have

         22   on our console would be our differentiators

         23   in the market relative to a Google or an

         24   Amazon.

         25        Q.   You can put that game -- that
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          2   document aside.  Thank you.

          3             When I ask about Game Pass, does

          4   Game Pass also include within it other

          5   subscription services?  So, for example, when

          6   I subscribe -- if I were to subscribe to Game

          7   Pass, does that give me access within Game

          8   Pass to also subscribe to another kind of

          9   subscription service, for example, something

         10   from EA or Epic or something like that?

         11        A.   If you subscribe to Game Pass

         12   Ultimate today, you get a subscription to EA

         13   Access, I believe is the name of their

         14   subscription, as part of your Ultimate

         15   subscription.

         16        Q.   So, are there any other

         17   subscription services that are included

         18   inside Game Pass like the one from EA that

         19   you mentioned?

         20        A.   We have done cross-promotion on

         21   subscriptions with subscriptions like a

         22   Spotify or a Disney Plus or a Paramount,

         23   they're usually time based, but there have

         24   been instances where you get a promotion,

         25   either get Game Pass for some amount of time
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          2   if you subscribe to them or vice versa.  But

          3   nothing in perpetuity.

          4        Q.   And when you talk about Disney or

          5   Spotify, do you mean -- subscribe to Game

          6   Pass and you'll also get a subscription to go

          7   to Disney, and maybe you're going to Disney

          8   on your Roku or through your TV or do you

          9   mean Disney Plus is inside Game Pass?

         10        A.   No, it would be if you are a Game

         11   Pass subscriber or -- it depends on the

         12   promotion or signed up for Game Pass now,

         13   maybe you get two months of access, as I'm

         14   just using it as an example, to Disney Plus.

         15   You could access on any device, Xbox has

         16   Disney Plus app, but it wouldn't be specific

         17   to access on any specific device.  It would

         18   just be a cross-promotion between two

         19   subscriptions.

         20             So, just for completeness, when you

         21   ask me about are there other subscriptions

         22   that can have links to Game Pass, that's how

         23   the others have occurred.

         24        Q.   Okay.  And I want to understand, is

         25   the EA subscription relationship different
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          2   than just cross-promotion?

          3        A.   Yes.

          4        Q.   Is the EA subscription service

          5   literally within Game Pass?

          6        A.   Technically, it's a little more

          7   complicated.  You -- but, yes, at the highest

          8   level.  For example, on PC, you end up

          9   installing the EA Access app when you are a

         10   Game Pass subscriber, Game Pass Ultimate

         11   subscriber on PC.  So, it feels probably less

         12   like it's embedded, but the idea is I'm

         13   paying for ultimate at 14.99 a month in the

         14   US and I have access to the EA Access

         15   subscription during that time.

         16        Q.   And are there other subscriptions

         17   that, I'll say the word, within Game Pass in

         18   the same way that EA subscription is within

         19   Game Pass, not just a co-promote, but Game

         20   Pass as a way to get into EA?

         21        A.   Not that don't come from Microsoft.

         22   We have some partner discussions with Ubisoft

         23   and Riot for cross-promotion and/or inclusion

         24   of certain content deals or content-based

         25   subscriptions or business models in Game
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          2   Pass, but today EA Access is really the

          3   answer.

          4        Q.   And is it fair to say that --

          5             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Can you guys hear

          6        me all right?  I'm getting a little

          7        feedback as the cleaning crew cleans.

          8        A.   I hear you okay.

          9             MS. WINKINSON:  We hear the

         10        cleaning crew.

         11             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Well, if it

         12        starts interfering with your hearing,

         13        just let me know.

         14        Q.   Is it fair to say that at least

         15   some developers and publishers are

         16   negotiating economics to be included in -- in

         17   Game Pass, that is that Game Pass offers them

         18   some value and they're negotiating economics

         19   to get included into Game Pass?

         20        A.   For subscriptions or on a per title

         21   basis?

         22        Q.   Either way.

         23        A.   Yeah, we always have discussions

         24   and negotiations on bringing new content to

         25   Game Pass.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  And when you think of Game

          3   Pass versus what we've talked about before as

          4   base sales, are you familiar with data and

          5   information that your team had told to

          6   developer partners that being on Game Pass is

          7   accretive or incremental to stand-alone game

          8   purchases?

          9        A.   In general, I am familiar with how

         10   we view users in Game Pass and their

         11   purchasing power or purchasing habits, I

         12   guess.

         13        Q.   And for example, when your team is

         14   talking to developers about including games

         15   on Game Pass, your team will tell developers

         16   that being on Game Pass pushes discovery of

         17   games, correct?

         18        A.   Yes, I -- yes.  For certain games,

         19   yes.

         20        Q.   And Game Pass users are more likely

         21   to try new games as opposed to non-Game Pass

         22   users; is that fair?

         23        A.   The causality there is difficult to

         24   correlate on whether people who play more

         25   games subscribe to Game Pass or Game Pass
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          2   causes people to try more games, but it is

          3   factually true that subscribers today try

          4   more games than non-subscribers.

          5        Q.   And is it fair to say that the

          6   average game in Game Pass sees an increase in

          7   users beyond a game that is not in Game Pass?

          8        A.   In general that would be true.

          9        Q.   And that the average game in Game

         10   Pass sees an increase in total sales even

         11   outside of Game Pass; is that fair?

         12        A.   I don't know that the average game

         13   in Game Pass sees an increase in sales.

         14   There are instances of games that do, but

         15   I -- in terms of average, I don't know the

         16   answer.

         17             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's look at

         18        PX1510, please.

         19             (Exhibit PX1510, E-mail chain with

         20        attachment, Bates MSFT-2R-08189182,

         21        was introduced.)

         22   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         23        Q.   Let me know when you have it,

         24   please.

         25        A.   I have it.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  And the first page, 001, is

          3   an e-mail chain and the subject is Updated

          4   Denali, D-E-N-A-L-I, Comms Material.

          5             Do you see that?

          6        A.   I do.

          7        Q.   And was Denali the code name for

          8   Activision as part of Microsoft's planned

          9   purchase of Activision?

         10        A.   Yes.

         11        Q.   Okay.  And the e-mails on page 1

         12   are dated January 14, 2022.

         13             Do you see that?

         14        A.   I do.

         15        Q.   So, this is a few days prior to the

         16   announcement of Microsoft's planned

         17   acquisition of Activision, correct?

         18        A.   Yes.

         19        Q.   The top e-mail is from Frank Shaw

         20   and it's to Sarah Bond, Tim Stuart, Matt

         21   Booty, others, with a copy to you and some

         22   others, correct?

         23        A.   Yes.

         24        Q.   What's Frank Shaw's role at

         25   Microsoft at this time?
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          2        A.   He is head of public relations for

          3   Microsoft.

          4        Q.   And if you look at the e-mail on

          5   001, is this e-mail transmitting messaging

          6   documents, press releases and timelines

          7   related to the Denali announcement, that is

          8   the announcement of Microsoft's purchase of

          9   Activision?

         10        A.   This e-mail is forwarding, yes, the

         11   documents that are leading up to our --

         12   communicating our plan to acquire Activision

         13   Blizzard King.

         14        Q.   And if you look at page 006,

         15   please, you see the document there that's

         16   headlined Project Denali Worldview &

         17   Messaging?

         18        A.   I do.

         19        Q.   And it points -- in this document

         20   it references Marvel, M-A-R-V-E-L, and Amaze,

         21   A-M-A-Z-E.

         22             Was Marvel the code name for

         23   Microsoft?

         24        A.   From my memory it is, but I don't

         25   remember specifically.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  And is Amaze the code name

          3   for Activision?

          4        A.   I haven't heard Amaze -- I've

          5   always heard Denali as the code name for

          6   Activision.

          7        Q.   Look on page 006.

          8        A.   I can see how it's written and I

          9   would agree that Amaze in this document looks

         10   like it's a code name for Activision.

         11        Q.   The document has several sections,

         12   right?  Page 6 has overall message, page 7

         13   has a message about consumers, choice and

         14   value, Amaze employees, culture, Marvel

         15   employees, culture.

         16             Do you see that?

         17        A.   Yes, I do.

         18        Q.   Page 8 has a section called

         19   Partners, Commitment & Scale.

         20             Do you see that?

         21        A.   I do.

         22        Q.   Okay.  Take a look at those bullets

         23   under Partners, please.  I just have a couple

         24   of questions about that.  And it follows up

         25   on what you and I were talking on about a
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          2   minute ago.

          3        A.   Okay.  Let me read them.

          4             (Document review.)

          5             Okay.  I've read it.

          6        Q.   Okay.  So, when it talks about

          7   partners there, to whom is that referring?

          8   Do you have an understanding?

          9        A.   Yes.  Other third-parties

         10   non-Microsoft, non-Activision developers

         11   or studios or publishers that publish on

         12   Xbox.

         13        Q.   Okay, great.

         14             And the third bullet under Partners

         15   is part of the message that Microsoft is

         16   gonna communicate to partners?

         17        A.   Yes.  Yes.

         18             THE WITNESS:  I lost him.  Can you

         19        hear?

         20             MS. WINKINSON:  No.

         21             THE COURT REPORTER:

         22        Mr. Weingarten, we don't hear you.

         23             Should we go off the record?

         24             MS. WINKINSON:  Yes, we should.

         25             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the
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          2        record.

          3             (Off-the-record discussion was

          4        held.)

          5             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back on

          6        the record.

          7             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Please read back

          8        the question, thank you.

          9             (Referred to portion of the record

         10        was read back by the court reporter.)

         11   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         12        Q.   And in the message in the third

         13   bullet, says:

         14             Our plan is to include Amaze games

         15   in XGP.

         16             And Amaze here we agree means

         17   Activision?

         18        A.   Yes.

         19        Q.   And XGP is Game Pass?

         20        A.   Xbox Game Pass, yes.

         21        Q.   Okay.

         22             Which will grow the opportunity for

         23   you to increase engagement and monetization

         24   through Xbox Game Pass.  Game Pass drives

         25   discovery which in turn drives monetization.
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          2             And then there's some stats.  Do

          3   you see those stats, sir?

          4        A.   Yes, I do.

          5        Q.   Okay.  Nine out of ten Game Pass

          6   subscribers try new games because they

          7   subscribe, and when a game enters Game Pass

          8   engagement increases by 8X.

          9             Do you see that?

         10        A.   I do see that.

         11        Q.   And those are statistics that your

         12   team was gonna communicate to third-party

         13   developers about the benefits of this --

         14   strike that, about Game Pass, correct?

         15        A.   That's right.

         16        Q.   And the next one says:

         17             Game Pass users spend more time

         18   gaming plus 44 percent and spend more on

         19   content plus 24 percent than prior to

         20   subscribing.

         21             Do you see that?

         22        A.   I do.

         23        Q.   To your knowledge, these figures

         24   that your team was going to present to

         25   third-party developers of games are accurate,
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          2   right?

          3        A.   To my knowledge, these are

          4   accurate.

          5        Q.   And the conclusion of the bullet

          6   point is:

          7             Game Pass is accretive to

          8   stand-alone game sales, so participation can

          9   grow the overall revenue potential for your

         10   game or games.

         11             Is that right?

         12        A.   That was part of our messaging for

         13   this acquisition, yes, to our partners.

         14        Q.   Do you agree with that?

         15        A.   I agree that there are many games

         16   for which Game Pass is accretive stand-alone

         17   game sales.

         18        Q.   You can put that document aside.

         19             My next questions, sir, are about

         20   cloud, xCloud.

         21             So, am I right that one reason that

         22   cloud gaming is attractive to Microsoft

         23   Gaming is that it has a much larger total

         24   addressable market than console gaming?

         25        A.   I would say it's the primary
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          2   reason, it's interesting to Microsoft.

          3        Q.   And the total addressable market

          4   for cloud gaming is sometimes estimated as

          5   three billion people; is that fair?

          6        A.   Yes.

          7        Q.   And the total addressable market

          8   for consoles is roughly 200 million; is that

          9   fair?

         10        A.   Yes.

         11        Q.   Is monthly average users a

         12   statistic or metric that you use to evaluate

         13   the health of xCloud?

         14        A.   Monthly active users, MAU?

         15        Q.   I apologize.

         16             Does MAU stand for monthly active

         17   users?

         18        A.   It does.

         19        Q.   And is that a metric you use to

         20   evaluate the success of the xCloud business?

         21        A.   It is one of the metrics we look at

         22   for xCloud, yes.

         23        Q.   Is it the most important metric?

         24        A.   I would not say it's the most

         25   important metric, but it was one of the
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          2   metrics.

          3        Q.   What are the other metrics please?

          4        A.   Daily active users, average session

          5   length, how long do people engage, the

          6   revenue generated per streaming player.

          7   These would be other metrics that we would

          8   look at.

          9        Q.   Do you have a sense of Microsoft's

         10   investment to date in xCloud?

         11        A.   Only at a capability of saying

         12   something like hundreds of millions of

         13   dollars, a few hundreds of millions of

         14   dollars.

         15        Q.   And do you know what xCloud's MAU

         16   is as of today?

         17        A.   The last monthly active users I

         18   have from memory is four million monthly

         19   active users, but that could be a bit out of

         20   date.

         21        Q.   And do you remember what month that

         22   figure is for?

         23        A.   July or August, sometime after

         24   Fortnight coming to xCloud.

         25        Q.   So, July or August of 2022?
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          2        A.   Yes.  Sorry, 2022.

          3        Q.   And how has the trend been in

          4   xCloud monthly active users since launch?

          5        A.   It was fairly flat from launch with

          6   slight growth.  We did launch Fortnight into

          7   xCloud in June, which is a free-to-play game,

          8   and saw a bump-up in usage, but it has

          9   remained relatively flat after that initial

         10   bump-up in usage.

         11        Q.   And for fiscal year 2022, what was

         12   the goal for end-of-year monthly active

         13   users, if you remember, for xCloud?

         14        A.   I don't remember.

         15        Q.   Do you remember if xCloud is

         16   performing at, below or above goal for 2022?

         17        A.   I -- my sentiment is that we are

         18   below goal on xCloud MAU in last fiscal year.

         19        Q.   And looking at all the metrics that

         20   you listed, how is xCloud doing relative to

         21   its goals for fiscal year '22?

         22        A.   So, '22 is our last fiscal year

         23   that ended at the end of June.  We are behind

         24   in almost every metric.

         25        Q.   How is 2023 going, fiscal year
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          2   2023?

          3        A.   After '22, we would've decreased

          4   our ambition on our goals, so -- and we've

          5   decreased investment in xCloud.  So, we're

          6   early in this fiscal year, but I would say we

          7   are probably closer to our goals, but our

          8   goals have diminished fairly significantly

          9   since 2022.

         10        Q.   And when you say decreased in

         11   investment, what is the budgeted investment

         12   for fiscal year '23 for xCloud?

         13        A.   There are people in the

         14   organization that still work on supporting

         15   our customers, we have cut almost all feature

         16   work and investment in new server

         17   infrastructure, new xCloud infrastructure.  I

         18   don't have a specific number in my head, but

         19   I would -- as the head of the business, I

         20   would say our investment in specific xCloud

         21   is probably in the single digit millions in

         22   fiscal year 2023, outside of the cost of

         23   serving the existing players that are there.

         24        Q.   And does that reflect a change

         25   with respect to Microsoft's strategy for
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          2   cloud?

          3        A.   It reflects a realization that

          4   streaming console games to a phone is not

          5   enough for us to gain relevance on phone

          6   platforms with video games.  And that would

          7   be -- maybe it's a learning that's resulting

          8   in a change.

          9        Q.   So, what's the impact of that

         10   change on Microsoft's user-centric strategy

         11   of allowing a player to play any game

         12   anywhere?

         13        A.   It's critical that we find a

         14   capability of building games that players

         15   want to play on any device.  So, it's up

         16   to -- our necessity that we increase our

         17   creative and business model diversity of our

         18   creative studios.  We also have real friction

         19   with Google and Apple for distribution of

         20   xCloud on those devices which creates real

         21   discovery and customer scenario and customer

         22   successes, which is even up the necessity

         23   that we find content that we own on mobile

         24   devices to help us overcome the friction that

         25   the platform holders put in place.
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          2        Q.   So, is it no longer Microsoft

          3   Gaming's ambition to allow players to play

          4   Xbox console games on their mobile devices?

          5        A.   No, it's still our ambition.

          6        Q.   Is it -- I'm just trying to

          7   understand.

          8             So, that's still the ambition.  Has

          9   the ambition just moved further out in

         10   timeline as opposed to being abandoned?

         11        A.   Our ambition is to -- for Xbox to

         12   be a platform for gamers of any kind of game

         13   on any device that they see as interesting

         14   and kind of delightful to them.  The

         15   specifics that you asked about of streaming

         16   console games to a phone, is that still our

         17   strategy?  That was never the strategy, that

         18   was part of us becoming relevant on phones.

         19   But we've always had this expectation that in

         20   order for us to be relevant on the largest

         21   gaming platform, we were going to have to

         22   have content that is native to those

         23   platforms that are part of Xbox.

         24        Q.   And do you still think that cloud

         25   gaming is the future of gaming?
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          2        A.   Games that are available on any

          3   device and let players engage with those

          4   games across any screen, I believe is the

          5   future of games.  In a way, it's the reality

          6   of today for the biggest games.

          7        Q.   So, some games are console games

          8   where the user experience is to prefer them

          9   on console, some games might be mobile games

         10   where the user experience that's preferred is

         11   to experience the game on mobile, is that the

         12   idea?

         13        A.   No.  I'm trying to differentiate

         14   between xCloud and the use of the word

         15   "cloud."

         16        Q.   Right.

         17        A.   XCloud specifically is running a

         18   console -- we have consoles in data centers

         19   that run Xbox games that we then stream the

         20   gameplay to a device that -- a phone that

         21   somebody has.

         22             Cloud as an enabler for today's

         23   games, Fortnight, Roblox, Ancient Impact,

         24   those games allows somebody to start playing

         25   on one device, log off and start playing on
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          2   another device, and the game still recognizes

          3   who they are and the largest games on the

          4   planet are available on multiple devices.

          5   Minecraft being one from us, as I said,

          6   Fortnight, Roblox, these are games, Apex,

          7   that are available on many devices, and

          8   there's a cloud infrastructure that allows

          9   that scenario to work.

         10        Q.   I see.

         11             And so, the cloud infrastructure

         12   that allows that latter scenario to work, is

         13   that a different cloud infrastructure than

         14   the xCloud infrastructure you were talking

         15   about?

         16        A.   Yes, yes.  It's more of a peer

         17   development platform that somebody would use

         18   like AWS or Azure or Google, Google services

         19   to run a game that meets a customer where

         20   they are, as opposed to xCloud which is a

         21   very narrow use of cloud if we're gonna run

         22   legacy console games on an Xbox in a data

         23   center and stream that game from that console

         24   in the data center to someone's mobile

         25   device.
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          2        Q.   So, at the initial part of our

          3   conversation here, we were focusing on xCloud

          4   and talking about metrics for xCloud,

          5   correct?

          6        A.   That's right.

          7        Q.   So, now I want to ask you about

          8   cloud --

          9        A.   Okay.

         10        Q.   -- as you mean it.

         11             How is Microsoft doing in terms of

         12   strategy and implementation on cloud in the

         13   latter sense that you're using it, not just

         14   xCloud?

         15        A.   Yeah.  We are investing -- we are

         16   behind AWS, which is the default solution

         17   that most games develop -- game developers

         18   will use for building their, I'll say,

         19   service-based games, so we don't over use

         20   this cloud term.  But it's an area of

         21   investment for us, but we have big

         22   competition with Google Cloud, and AWS is by

         23   far the leader.

         24        Q.   So, to the extent you were talking

         25   earlier about a decrease in investment in
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          2   xCloud, that is not part of an overall

          3   decrease in investment in cloud by Microsoft,

          4   correct?

          5        A.   They aren't related.  I will say

          6   that if you looked at the investment in

          7   gaming this year, our investment in cloud as

          8   a development platform is flat to down, just

          9   given the economic realities of our business

         10   given the global economic situation.

         11        Q.   And what is the -- no, strike that.

         12             What's the most accurate figure you

         13   can give for Microsoft's annual investment in

         14   cloud as distinct from xCloud for gaming?

         15        A.   For gaming, probably 50, 60 million

         16   a year that we would invest against the cloud

         17   gaming development platform opportunity.

         18        Q.   So, there are two buckets of

         19   investment then, there's one in xCloud and

         20   there's one in cloud gaming development; is

         21   that right?

         22        A.   Yes.  There are many areas of

         23   development, but those are two of them.

         24        Q.   Okay.  And how are -- what's your

         25   projection or understanding of how investment
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          2   in cloud at Microsoft is going to increase,

          3   decrease or stay the same over the next three

          4   years?

          5        A.   It will depend on our ability to

          6   find market fit with developers and drive

          7   more revenue with -- now developers that use

          8   our cloud, most of them do not ship on Xbox

          9   or PC, most of them are mobile developers,

         10   it's really a platform for game developers

         11   anywhere.  So, we look at the opportunity

         12   there and try to map it to the revenue

         13   generation that we see in that development

         14   platform grow.

         15        Q.   And when we were talking about

         16   Google Stadia before, was Google Stadia's

         17   model like the xCloud model where it was

         18   about shipping or streaming console type

         19   games to a user on mobile?

         20        A.   Google and Amazon have both.

         21   Stadia specifically is their consumer

         22   streaming service that a consumer would

         23   subscribe to and purchase games on in order

         24   to play streamed games.  They also, as part

         25   of GCP, which is their equivalent of
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          2   Microsoft Azure, have a cloud game

          3   development focus to support global game

          4   developers regardless of what platforms

          5   they're trying to ship on, and Amazon would

          6   be the same thing.

          7        Q.   Sorry to interrupt you.

          8        A.   I said, Amazon would be the same

          9   with Luna as their -- to consumer version of

         10   Stadia and AWS also having game development

         11   focus.

         12        Q.   Okay.  So, when we think about or

         13   when you think about competition for xCloud,

         14   that would include Stadia, correct?

         15        A.   Yes.

         16        Q.   It would include Luna from Amazon,

         17   correct?

         18        A.   Yes.

         19        Q.   Would it include what was

         20   PlayStation Now, but has been rebranded as

         21   part of PlayStation Plus?

         22        A.   It would.

         23        Q.   Okay.  It would include -- sorry,

         24   go ahead.

         25        A.   NVIDIA's GeForce Now I would
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          2   include.

          3        Q.   Yep.  Anybody else as a competitor

          4   to xCloud?

          5        A.   There are some local companies, a

          6   company like Ubitus that does some streaming

          7   of games to Nintendo Switch.  But at the kind

          8   of larger end of the scale, I think we've

          9   listed all of the biggest competitors.

         10        Q.   Stadia has shut down its

         11   first-party content, has announced complete

         12   shutdown, correct?

         13        A.   Yes.

         14        Q.   Do you have any sense for what the

         15   MAU is for Luna?

         16        A.   I do not.

         17        Q.   Do you have any sense of whether

         18   it's bigger or smaller than xCloud?

         19        A.   I don't actually, no.

         20        Q.   How about GeForce Now from NVIDIA,

         21   do you have any sense of the MAU for GeForce

         22   Now?

         23        A.   I believe NVIDIA had announced a

         24   ten million user milestone, I don't know if

         25   they announced that as a MAU number or a
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          2   lifetime number.  But my expectation is that

          3   GeForce Now is bigger than our xCloud monthly

          4   active users.

          5        Q.   Do you have any sense of -- strike

          6   that.

          7             Would you agree that Stadia lacks a

          8   content catalogue sufficient to support its

          9   ambitions to be a cloud streamer?

         10        A.   I don't agree with that.

         11        Q.   Okay.  Why not?

         12        A.   Google had invested to get a number

         13   of quality games on Stadia and they had

         14   announced an upcoming catalogue of new games

         15   that would come to Stadia given the minimal

         16   investment a customer would have to make up

         17   front to become a member of Stadia.  They

         18   didn't have the console purchase to try to

         19   entice somebody to become part of Stadia that

         20   I think their catalogue was sufficient to get

         21   people to try the service.

         22        Q.   I think we may have touched on this

         23   before.  Is one of the reasons that you

         24   believe Stadia ultimately failed is the lack

         25   of a console to help push user and developer
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          2   engagement?

          3        A.   No.  Almost the opposite.  I think

          4   Google has immense surface area to drive

          5   traffic to Stadia.  My view, as I stated

          6   earlier, was that Stadia's miss was a

          7   positioning themselves as a replacement for

          8   your console to customers and also really

          9   leading with purchasing games on Stadia as

         10   the kind of fundamental business model

         11   construct that they used.  And I don't see a

         12   demand for people who aren't going to buy a

         13   device but are willing to spend $60 on one

         14   game.

         15        Q.   Sony PlayStation Plus offerings for

         16   streaming PlayStation games, does Sony run

         17   that on Azure, A-Z-U-R-E?

         18        A.   They do not.

         19        Q.   Do you know what technology they

         20   run that on?

         21        A.   I do not.

         22             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's take a look

         23        at and introduce PX1110, 1110.

         24             (Exhibit PX1110, E-mail with

         25        attachment, Bates MSFT-2R-03052561,
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          2        was introduced.)

          3   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

          4        Q.   Let me know when you have that,

          5   sir.

          6        A.   Yeah, it's open.

          7        Q.   Page 1 is an e-mail from Tim

          8   Stuart, doesn't have a To line, but it's

          9   dated March 11, 2020.

         10             Do you see that?

         11        A.   I do.

         12        Q.   Says:

         13             Team, on Monday, Gaming had a

         14   presentation slot at the quarterly board

         15   meeting.  At each board meeting, one of

         16   Microsoft's CSAs present and this was our

         17   turn.

         18             Do you see that?

         19        A.   I do.

         20        Q.   And if you turn to page 002, the

         21   attachment, it says Gaming Board Presentation

         22   2020, Phil Spencer, Head of Gaming.

         23             Do you see that?

         24        A.   I do.

         25        Q.   So, is this document a copy of a
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          2   presentation that you gave to the Microsoft

          3   board of directors for around March of 2020?

          4        A.   Let me just scroll through to make

          5   sure it's the right document.

          6        Q.   Sure.

          7        A.   (Document review.)

          8             Okay.  Yeah.

          9        Q.   Was the answer to my question yes?

         10        A.   The answer was yes.

         11        Q.   Okay.  Let's look at page 003, it's

         12   the first page of the presentation under

         13   Gaming, Overall assessment.  Second item

         14   says:

         15             Games content remains key

         16   differentiator to success with consumers.

         17             Do you see that?

         18        A.   My first and overall assessment is

         19   Gaming continues to see growth at scale one

         20   to three people.

         21        Q.   Right.  And the next one down, the

         22   next item.

         23        A.   Gaming content remains key

         24   differentiator to success with consumers,

         25   yes.
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          2        Q.   That's what you told the board in

          3   2020?

          4        A.   Yes.

          5        Q.   And you told the board that

          6   Microsoft's investment in Game Studios

          7   acquisitions enables Microsoft Gaming to

          8   deliver quality content in fiscal year '21

          9   and fiscal year '22?

         10        A.   Yes.

         11        Q.   And then you wrote:

         12             Google, NVIDIA, N-V-I-D-I-A, Amazon

         13   exploring cloud game streaming, but lack the

         14   content portfolio and partner relationships

         15   today to attract and retain customer base.

         16             Do you see that?

         17        A.   I do.

         18        Q.   Okay.  That's what you told the

         19   board in 2020, right?

         20        A.   Yes.

         21        Q.   Okay.  And at that time xCloud, you

         22   estimated -- I'm just looking a few more

         23   paragraphs down, you estimated xCloud be the

         24   biggest game streaming service globally; is

         25   that right?
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          2        A.   At that point, yes.

          3        Q.   Okay.  If we flip ahead to

          4   page 024, please.  And it's a slide that's

          5   headlined Game Streaming Competitive

          6   Landscape.

          7             Do you see that?

          8        A.   Almost there.

          9        Q.   Yeah, okay.  Take your time.  Okay.

         10   And it lists, I think, the same four

         11   competitors that we talked about earlier when

         12   I asked you to list out competitors to

         13   xCloud, right?

         14        A.   Yes.

         15        Q.   Okay.  So, first on the list is

         16   Google Stadia and it lists some strengths and

         17   some weaknesses.  But since this document was

         18   created, Google Stadia has announced its

         19   closing, right?

         20        A.   That's right.

         21        Q.   So, they're no longer in the

         22   competitive landscape for game streaming,

         23   right?

         24        A.   As of January of 2023 is when

         25   they've announced that they would be closed,
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          2   yes.

          3        Q.   Okay.  Then comes Sony, and

          4   strengths and weakness are large game

          5   catalogue is a strength, no mobile offer is a

          6   weakness, and weaker game catalogue is a

          7   weakness; is that right?

          8        A.   At this point, yes.

          9        Q.   Okay.  Did something -- do you

         10   still hold to that assessment that Sony

         11   suffers from a weaker game catalogue as a

         12   weakness in game streaming?

         13        A.   I would equate it to the discussion

         14   we had previously with their choice to not

         15   ship their first-party games into their

         16   service.

         17        Q.   Okay.  So, Sony's decision to

         18   generally not do day and date release into

         19   cloud streaming means they have a weaker game

         20   catalogue in cloud streaming?

         21        A.   That decision weakens their

         22   catalogue yes.

         23        Q.   And --

         24        A.   To your previous question --

         25             (Cross-talk.)
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          2        A.   I was just -- 'cause I'm looking at

          3   the data here, to your previous question

          4   about the number of games, I think the

          5   quantity of games is listed there.

          6        Q.   Do you remember at this time -- it

          7   says 650 games for Sony.

          8             Do you remember how many games at

          9   this time xCloud had for streaming?

         10        A.   We've never had more than 400, so

         11   it would have to be a number smaller than

         12   that.

         13        Q.   But despite the quantitative

         14   advantage Sony has over xCloud, they still

         15   have a weaker game catalogue because they

         16   don't do day and date release on streaming,

         17   correct?

         18        A.   It's a subjective interpretation,

         19   but their decision to not ship their

         20   first-party games day and date into their

         21   subscription, I do think weakens their game

         22   catalogue.

         23        Q.   Okay.  And we're talking here not

         24   just about subscription, we're talking about

         25   streaming in this slide, correct?
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          2        A.   For Sony, I don't believe there is

          3   any streaming outside of the subscription, so

          4   I think they are the same.

          5        Q.   For NVIDIA GeForce Now, strength is

          6   low cost to serve and the weakness is that

          7   they lost support from a number of publishers

          8   including EA, Activision Blizzard, Bethesda

          9   and 2K Games.

         10             Do you see that?

         11        A.   I do.

         12        Q.   And is that still accurate that

         13   they had -- GeForce Now lacks support for

         14   those publishers/developers?

         15        A.   I don't know.  I believe certain

         16   people, certain publishers have re-enabled

         17   GeForce Now after some initial backlash that

         18   they got when they launched.  I don't know if

         19   any of these specific have reengaged on

         20   GeForce Now, so I don't know the answer to

         21   that.

         22        Q.   Do you know if Activision Blizzard

         23   games are available on GeForce Now?

         24        A.   I don't know.  I don't know if they

         25   are available on GeForce Now.  I haven't
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          2   looked.

          3        Q.   What's your educated guess?

          4             MS. WINKINSON:  Object to calling

          5        for speculation and especially

          6        guessing.

          7             But you may answer if you can.

          8        A.   Given that today Activision's games

          9   are not in Steam or on Ubisoft or Epic, which

         10   are the storefronts that GeForce Now

         11   supports, I think that logic flow would say

         12   that Activision Blizzard games are not

         13   available on GeForce Now.

         14        Q.   That's a good guess.  I know

         15   GeForce Now is offering is described as also

         16   requiring the user to buy the game just like

         17   Stadia did, right?

         18        A.   It's not just like Stadia.  You're

         19   buying the PC version of a game that you can

         20   play on your PC, and you then have the

         21   ability to stream from GeForce servers, where

         22   with Stadia there was no non-streaming

         23   version of that game available.

         24        Q.   And so, is NVIDIA limited -- sorry.

         25             Is NVIDIA GeForce Now limited to PC
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          2   versions of games?

          3        A.   I believe that's true, yes.

          4        Q.   So, you won't get the Xbox version

          5   of a game, for example, streaming through

          6   GeForce Now, right?

          7        A.   You would not get the Xbox version

          8   of a game.  We do ship all of our games on PC

          9   as well as console, so there is a way for us

         10   to enable NVIDIA to stream the equivalent

         11   game, it's just running on an Xbox -- on a PC

         12   infrastructure as opposed to the console

         13   infrastructure.

         14        Q.   And has Microsoft enabled streaming

         15   of any of its games on GeForce Now?

         16        A.   I don't believe so.

         17        Q.   Okay.  And Amazon is listed as all

         18   TBD, to be determined here.  And the strength

         19   is expansive cloud infrastructure.

         20             Do you know sitting here today what

         21   Amazon's offering for cloud streaming is?

         22        A.   I don't have the specifics on

         23   Luna's business model or different pricing

         24   tiers or how it overlaps with Amazon Prime.

         25   I know there are -- there are overlaps in
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          2   their different subscriptions and business

          3   models, but I don't -- I don't have them

          4   memorized.

          5        Q.   Do you know how games are available

          6   on Luna?

          7        A.   I don't.

          8        Q.   Do you know, are there any Xbox

          9   games that are available on Luna for

         10   streaming?

         11        A.   There are no Xbox games that are

         12   available for streaming on Luna.

         13        Q.   Any PlayStation games available on

         14   Luna for streaming?

         15        A.   I don't know that.

         16        Q.   Do you know, is Amazon's Luna

         17   service or stream like GeForce Now a stream

         18   of PC games?

         19        A.   My understanding it is a stream of

         20   PC games different than GeForce Now.  My

         21   understanding is that there is a subscription

         22   that gives you access to free games as part

         23   of the subscription which is different than

         24   GeForce Now.

         25        Q.   Aware of any issues that GeForce
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          2   Now has with limited server supply?

          3        A.   What we have heard from partners is

          4   that NVIDIA lacks scale in certain

          5   geographies for streaming of games.

          6        Q.   And do you know what geographies in

          7   particular that you heard GeForce lacks

          8   scale?

          9        A.   I don't have a specific list of

         10   geographies, no.

         11        Q.   Is the United States one of those

         12   geographies?

         13        A.   I don't know that.

         14        Q.   Does it streaming on Google Stadia

         15   require a developer to point their games to

         16   Linux, L-I-N-U-X?

         17        A.   I'm not correcting, but the

         18   pronunciation is Linux.  Sorry.

         19        Q.   No, no, please help me.

         20        A.   Google Stadia is Linux-based.  So,

         21   yes developers port -- they either port their

         22   game to Linux or there are Windows emulators

         23   that run on Linux that allow Windows' games

         24   to run on Linux platform unaltered.

         25        Q.   And is requiring a game to port to
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          2   Linux a friction point for getting developers

          3   to develop games for Stadia or was it in past

          4   tense?

          5        A.   Any time a developer has to add

          6   another platform to the list of target

          7   platforms they launched, there's a certain

          8   amount of friction and overhead in doing

          9   that, yes.

         10        Q.   So, would you agree that was a

         11   competitive disadvantage for Google, need to

         12   port games to Linux?

         13        A.   They made that decision, so my

         14   assumption would be that they made a balanced

         15   business decision based on many inputs that

         16   potentially also gave them competitive

         17   damages.  So, assuming people are logical in

         18   making their decision, I would assume they

         19   made a decision believing that that gave them

         20   the best competitive advantage to choose

         21   Linux as a platform.

         22        Q.   What do you think?

         23        A.   I don't think porting to Linux was

         24   a critical factor in them not succeeding.

         25   And I'm going longer winded, which I
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          2   apologize, Valve just launched a gaming

          3   handheld called the Steam Deck, which is

          4   selling well in the market and is also

          5   Linux-based, and it's running PC games on

          6   this gaming handheld device.  So, there are

          7   examples in the market of Linux-based gaming

          8   hardware that is succeeding.  Clearly Linux

          9   was a decision for developers thinking about

         10   supporting Stadia, but I wouldn't say it was

         11   some kind of critical flaw in their strategy.

         12        Q.   Does NVIDIA GeForce Now require a

         13   developer to port to a different kind of

         14   system to have its games used?

         15        A.   My understanding is no, that

         16   they're -- they are running the Windows -- my

         17   understanding is they are running the Windows

         18   versions of their games and on their own

         19   hardware, to be clear, that NVIDIA makes the

         20   GPU that many game PCs use.  So, they have

         21   very kind of intimate knowledge of how games

         22   run and a cost advantage of building out

         23   their cloud based on their own silicon being

         24   the back straight of it.

         25        Q.   What about Luna in terms of having
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          2   to port development or games that are

          3   developed into a different system?

          4        A.   My understanding is that Luna is

          5   running Windows.

          6        Q.   When you think about the future of

          7   gaming, is there a world in which a console,

          8   right, simply becomes a dumber endpoint and

          9   is just a vehicle for accessing content

         10   through a cloud?

         11        A.   I believe we will see consoles that

         12   are lighter weight local hardware, less

         13   expensive that allow people to stream games

         14   to a TV or the device that they're plugged

         15   into, not to the exclusion of people also

         16   running games locally.

         17             So, I see it as another option for

         18   people playing games that they might play in

         19   many -- kind of, in many context on many

         20   different devices.

         21        Q.   And Microsoft developing such a

         22   cloud lightweight hardware endpoint?

         23        A.   We prototyped -- the code name was

         24   Keystone, in case it's in documents.  We

         25   prototyped a device last year and decided not
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          2   to go forward with that iteration of

          3   Keystone.  We made that decision March, April

          4   of last year, maybe May, and there's no

          5   current active development on a Keystone next

          6   in our development teams today.

          7        Q.   I saw a blog post or a tweet that

          8   you had where there was a device on a shelf

          9   and there was some banter in your post and

         10   the official Xbox account I gather about

         11   revealing a prototype.

         12             So, what's the back story there

         13   vis-à-vis a prototype or a light console

         14   device that would do streaming?

         15        A.   That is said Keystone device, it is

         16   on my shelf behind me.  Our social team took

         17   a photo, had nothing to do with Keystone

         18   being on my shelf.  And certain -- we talked

         19   publically about Keystone, so it's not a

         20   secret.  We also talked about the fact that

         21   we were not gonna go forward with this

         22   iteration of that prototype.  So, our social

         23   team, after the photo went out, thought that

         24   they should clarify that that is the Keystone

         25   that is no longer in development.  So, the
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          2   Xbox Twitter handle responded something about

          3   the boss not having old prototype hardware on

          4   its shelf.

          5        Q.   And even though that's old

          6   prototype hardware, has Microsoft Gaming

          7   given up on an ambition for a sort of more

          8   lightweight cloud device for people to use?

          9        A.   No, I -- we've recently partnered

         10   with Logitech, who has built a handheld cloud

         11   gaming device, and Game Pass works on that

         12   device as does GeForce Now, and I believe

         13   Luna is also on that device.  That's not from

         14   us, but we obviously work in partnership with

         15   other hard- -- other goal is to allow people

         16   to play the games they want to play on the

         17   devices that they choose to play on.

         18        Q.   And as we've been talking here

         19   about now this Logitech device, a prototype

         20   Keystone, talked about xCloud, correct, or is

         21   that about cloud -- that's not about cloud

         22   development, right, that's about xCloud?

         23        A.   Going back to our differentiation

         24   between cloud as a development platform and

         25   cloud as a distribution capability, it is
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          2   about xCloud.

          3             I can't help myself.  I will just

          4   say from a customer standpoint, we just want

          5   the customer to feel like they're a member of

          6   Xbox, and how the bits actually get to the

          7   screen shouldn't be something that our

          8   customers overly fixate on.

          9        Q.   Sony does not have a cloud service,

         10   correct?  Let me strike that.

         11             Sony's not a player in cloud

         12   infrastructure in the same way that Microsoft

         13   is with Azure or Amazon is with AWS or Google

         14   is with its Google Cloud product, correct?

         15        A.   Correct.

         16             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Maybe it's a good

         17        time to take a break.

         18             THE WITNESS:  Okay.

         19             MS. WINKINSON:  Thank you.

         20             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Take ten.

         21             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

         22        record.

         23             (Whereupon, a brief recess was

         24        taken.)

         25             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're on the
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          2        record.

          3   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

          4        Q.   Couple of quick questions, I think

          5   to clear up the confusion that I engendered

          6   about xCloud versus cloud.

          7             So, one is, is it correct that

          8   xCloud's service is now known as or will be

          9   known as Xbox cloud gaming; is that right?

         10             I can't hear you.  Can you hear me?

         11             THE COURT REPORTER:  I don't hear

         12        Mr. Spencer either.  Or Ms. Wilkinson,

         13        I don't hear you.

         14             Should we go off the record?

         15             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Can you hear me?

         16             THE COURT REPORTER:  I can hear

         17        you now.

         18             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Okay, I'm sorry.

         19        Mr. Spencer, can you hear me?

         20             THE COURT REPORTER:  Do you want

         21        to go off the record?

         22             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's go off the

         23        record.

         24             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

         25        record.
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          2             (Off-the-record discussion was

          3        held.)

          4             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back

          5        on.

          6   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

          7        Q.   Is xCloud being rebranded as Xbox

          8   Cloud Gaming?

          9        A.   xCloud was our internal code name.

         10   It's always been known as Xbox Cloud Gaming

         11   in the market, which I know adds to the

         12   confusion between these two things.

         13        Q.   So, one can use the terms xCloud

         14   and Xbox Cloud Gaming interchangeably?

         15        A.   If you include the Xbox part then,

         16   yes, it would denote, at least for me, that

         17   it's the streaming of our Xbox console games.

         18        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

         19             So, what is the plan then going

         20   forward for Xbox Cloud Gaming?

         21        A.   It's unclear.  We -- as I said, for

         22   this year, we're decreasing investment really

         23   to zero as we wait to see if we can find

         24   market fit with the service of streaming Xbox

         25   games to devices, specifically mobile devices
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          2   as our strategic need is to somehow unlock

          3   the, what I will call the duopoly on the

          4   mobile platforms of Apple and Google, that if

          5   our Xbox Cloud Gaming has to make progress on

          6   mobile in order for it to really make sense

          7   for us as part of our strategy.

          8        Q.   And who made the decision to pause

          9   new investments in Xbox Cloud Gaming?

         10        A.   It was a decision that I made that

         11   was driven by our business requirements in

         12   the fiscal year 2023.

         13        Q.   And if the fiscal picture improves,

         14   would you increase new investments in Xbox

         15   Cloud Gaming in future fiscal years?

         16        A.   Still unclear.  One of the things I

         17   mentioned we did was put Fortnite, which is

         18   one of the world's biggest games, into Xbox

         19   Cloud Gaming in June.  That is not part of

         20   Game Pass, so Fortnite is not in Game Pass,

         21   it's a free-to-play game.  To see -- and

         22   Apple had kicked Fortnite out of its store,

         23   so we had a hit piece of content that had

         24   been on mobile, on iOS and Android, that was

         25   now gone to see if our cloud delivery of
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          2   Fortnight on mobile might uptick given its

          3   lack of a local runtime version and our

          4   success there has been fairly marginal.  So,

          5   we'll continue to work on trying to find

          6   market fit, but I fundamentally believe

          7   without native mobile games as part of Xbox

          8   that we will fail to make traction on mobile

          9   devices.

         10        Q.   When you say native mobile games on

         11   Xbox, you mean native mobile games on Xbox

         12   Cloud or Xbox console?

         13        A.   As part of the Xbox offering.  So,

         14   as we need to find some way to drive

         15   discovery on mobile devices for our content,

         16   and right now Apple and Google will not let

         17   us put anything in the case of iOS in their

         18   store as it relates to Game Pass or Xbox

         19   Cloud Gaming, so we have to do it all through

         20   the mobile browser on their phone.

         21             On Google, we can put a Game Pass

         22   app in their store, but they won't let us

         23   monetize.  So, we have to find a way to block

         24   the discovery that those two platform holders

         25   are blocking from us, which is why back when
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          2   we talked about in the Activision strategic

          3   thesis, this universal store I see as being

          4   critical, we have to find a way to get mobile

          5   gamers to look at Xbox as a place where they

          6   would go to find great games for them to

          7   play.

          8             MS. WINKINSON:  Did you mean to

          9        say find a way to block the discovery

         10        that those two platform holders are

         11        blocking from us?

         12             THE WITNESS:  If that's what I

         13        said, I didn't mean.  We have to find

         14        a way to get discovery on those

         15        devices those platform holders are

         16        blocking today.

         17             MR. WEINGARTEN:  I'm sorry.  Who

         18        was just speaking?

         19             MS. WINKINSON:  Me.  I could tell

         20        he misspoke, so I asked him if that's

         21        what he meant by "blocked."

         22             MR. WEINGARTEN:  That's fine.  I

         23        didn't see your mouth moving, so I

         24        thought there was another person.

         25        Q.   What's Ashley McKissick's role with
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          2   respect to Xbox Cloud Gaming decisions?

          3        A.   Ashley McKissick is a direct report

          4   of mine, and she runs the engineering teams

          5   for all of our platform efforts across PC,

          6   console and Xbox Cloud Gaming.  And she will

          7   often surface her opinion of decision that we

          8   should make on our platform investments to be

          9   agreed upon and ratified by me.

         10        Q.   What is on the product roadmap

         11   going forward for Xbox Cloud Gaming?

         12        A.   Not a -- not a lot of new

         13   investment as I said.  There are some

         14   partnerships like this Logitech device that's

         15   getting ready to launch.  We launched an app

         16   on Samsung TVs back in June.  We have a plan

         17   to bring that to -- right now it's just new

         18   2022 TVs, we have a plan to bring that to

         19   2021 TVs.  So, there is some device expansion

         20   in the plan just with partner devices, but

         21   that's about it.

         22        Q.   And the app for the TV, that's not

         23   about mobile content, correct, because the TV

         24   screen is bigger and --

         25        A.   That's right.
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          2        Q.   -- in terms of what you call market

          3   fit, right?

          4             So, what games are you expecting

          5   people to stream over the app on the Samsung

          6   TV?

          7        A.   Yeah, the same games that they

          8   would play on their TV if a console was

          9   connected.  So, you use a controller, you're

         10   able to stream through the app the Xbox Game

         11   Pass portfolio of Xbox Cloud streaming

         12   available games, so you're playing your large

         13   screen games.

         14        Q.   And why are you offering that, is

         15   that to develop an audience that's accretive

         16   to the console audience?

         17        A.   Yeah, we look at the purchase price

         18   of a console as a barrier to some gamer --

         19   some people interacting with our content and

         20   services.  So, we've -- we build a strategy

         21   that doesn't require that people buy our

         22   console in order to play our games.  And our

         23   work with Samsung would be an example of

         24   that.

         25        Q.   Any other examples of that?
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          2        A.   Well, I'd say that Logitech

          3   handheld device is an example of that.  I

          4   mentioned Valve's Steam Deck, which is kind

          5   of a larger handheld PC that we worked with

          6   Valve prior to launching to ensure Xbox and

          7   Xbox Cloud Gaming would work on that device.

          8             I think just today we announced

          9   with Google that Chromebooks are now

         10   supporting Xbox Cloud Gaming as part of their

         11   offering, and I saw some of that on social

         12   this morning.  Our goal is to allow people to

         13   play on the devices that they have.

         14        Q.   The Logitech device, is that about

         15   mobile games being streamed or is that about

         16   Xbox console-type games being streamed?

         17        A.   It's Xbox console games streamed to

         18   a device that's bigger than a phone.  If you

         19   were to look at it, it mirrors more than what

         20   a Nintendo Switch might look like in terms of

         21   form factor.  We don't have any mobile games

         22   today at any kind of scale inside of our

         23   service, other than Minecraft, which happens

         24   to be a successful game on mobile plat- -- on

         25   all platforms, including mobile.
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          2        Q.   And in Chromebook, what's the

          3   discovery mechanism for Xbox Cloud Gaming; is

          4   it the browser or is it going to be a

          5   pre-installed app?

          6        A.   Our intent would have a

          7   pre-installed app, we're kind of still in

          8   negotiations with Google on this.  Clearly

          9   the browser would work any edge or Chrome

         10   browser today on a device can go to

         11   Xbox.com/play and see the portfolio of

         12   console games that can be streamed.  But it's

         13   a more native experience if we have an app on

         14   the device.

         15        Q.   And is that going to be exclusive

         16   that only Xbox Cloud Gaming would be the only

         17   cloud gaming streaming service on Chrome?

         18        A.   I don't believe that's true.  We --

         19   this is just a partnership we have with them,

         20   but much like the Logitech device or the

         21   Samsung TV that also lists GeForce Now and

         22   others, that I would expect on Chrome that

         23   the other streaming -- cloud streaming

         24   platforms would be available there.

         25        Q.   Anything else on the product
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          2   roadmap for Xbox Cloud Gaming?

          3        A.   We've done some work recently when

          4   you search for games using Bing.  If the game

          5   happens to be on our Xbox Cloud Gaming

          6   portfolio, we will allow -- we surface a play

          7   button in the search results to allow someone

          8   to go play that game directly in browser.

          9   And we would like to do similar work with

         10   YouTube and Google and Amazon Twitch to

         11   enable click-to-play games, but all of those

         12   require obviously partnerships and

         13   co-development.  So, you'll see an

         14   aspirational list, but what happens in 2023

         15   is to be seen.

         16        Q.   When you say there'd be a

         17   click-to-play when a Bing search result

         18   surfaces a game that can be played on Xbox

         19   Cloud Gaming, that has to be a free-to-play

         20   game, right?

         21        A.   Free-to-play, if you search for

         22   Fortnite, clearly would work.  We only have

         23   one free-to-play now on cloud which is

         24   Fortnite, so it's a solution set of one.

         25             Our goal would be to also allow a
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          2   limited trial of play for games that are in

          3   the subscription to give people the ability

          4   to try a game.  That technology isn't really

          5   tied to the cloud streaming of the game, it's

          6   more of a store entitlement capability, but

          7   we would like to give the ability for people

          8   to try a game via a click in a web browser or

          9   on a different discovery surface like

         10   YouTube, TikTok or Twitch.

         11        Q.   So, we've talked about products

         12   that are on Xbox Cloud Gaming roadmap.

         13             What about products that have been

         14   taken off the roadmap in the last year or so?

         15        A.   We -- most of the financial

         16   investment is increased Xbox consoles into

         17   your data centers for global expansion.  It's

         18   a fairly significant infrastructure cost to

         19   continue to put consoles in those data

         20   centers.  So, we have stopped further

         21   geographic expansion of our Xbox Cloud

         22   infrastructure.

         23             We also had on the roadmap

         24   expansions of more free-to-play games coming

         25   to Xbox Cloud Gaming in addition to Fortnite.
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          2   And we were in discussions with other

          3   television manufactures like LG on bringing a

          4   similar app to those TVs to allow the same

          5   scenario we have with Samsung.

          6        Q.   Do you think any of those will come

          7   back on the roadmap?

          8        A.   As I said, it -- my hope is

          9   gentlemen, like, my hope is this desire that

         10   we have to allow people to play the games

         11   they want where they want to play comes to

         12   fruition and that we see customer demand for

         13   this, and we would allow people to play Xbox

         14   games on their Switch, on their PlayStation

         15   on LG TVs through the service offering that

         16   we have.  It's really the only way we think

         17   we get to three billion gamers is if we're

         18   not dependent upon any one business model or

         19   one device ecosystem.  And if you were going

         20   to be dependent on one device, you'd

         21   obviously have to pick mobile at those

         22   numbers.

         23        Q.   Who decides whether a product comes

         24   on or off the Xbox Cloud Gaming roadmap?

         25        A.   Ashley McKissick manages the team
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          2   directly, and her and I in our one-on-one

          3   discussions or through a gaming leadership

          4   team discussion would ratify decisions that

          5   she's making based on the resource trade-off

          6   she has to drive.

          7        Q.   So, she'll make a recommendation

          8   and has to go to you for ultimate authority

          9   to take something on or off the roadmap; is

         10   that fair?

         11        A.   She is empowered largely to make

         12   many decisions on her own.  Some of these

         13   decisions have, say, the potential for

         14   partner disappointment.  Think about we're

         15   stopping LG app, development of the app for

         16   LG TVs, so she would want to have a

         17   discussion at our leadership team table with

         18   me to make sure I was okay with that, with

         19   Lori Wright, who runs business development,

         20   who would have to manage the relationship

         21   with LG as an example, or even content

         22   partners, game partners, that maybe were

         23   doing something in conjunction with work that

         24   we were doing.  So, there is a need for us to

         25   communicate these kind of decisions.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  So, I don't mean this

          3   contentiously, but you've described a slowing

          4   of investment -- new investment in Xbox Cloud

          5   Gaming, right?

          6        A.   Yes.

          7        Q.   And you said that if this

          8   business -- Microsoft Gaming business stays

          9   where it is on console-based, that's

         10   detrimental for the business into the future;

         11   is that correct?

         12        A.   Yes.

         13        Q.   So, what's left?

         14        A.   I know I'm in a deposition, I

         15   shouldn't chuckle.

         16             Our current fiscal year priorities

         17   last year and continuing this year is growth

         18   on PC.  There are roughly 200 million gamers

         19   on PC.  We have a portfolio of games that do

         20   work for PC gamers, but to be somewhat

         21   self-serving, but just to play it back to why

         22   we're on this call, last year at this time

         23   was a real look at mobile development

         24   capabilities so that we can grow in mobile to

         25   help create discovery and monetization
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          2   capability for Xbox on those mobile

          3   platforms, which is why we started looking at

          4   some of the largest mobile content creators

          5   that might be available.

          6             So, PC and mobile are kind of the

          7   what's next or what now, I forget how you put

          8   it.

          9        Q.   What percentage of gaming's

         10   revenues are derived from PC gaming?

         11        A.   We had our first billion dollar

         12   year last year in PC gaming all up out of a

         13   $16 billion, roughly, gaming top line revenue

         14   business.  That was our largest PC gaming

         15   revenue year ever.  So, it's growing, but as

         16   you can see from the percentages, sales still

         17   small.

         18        Q.   And mobile, same question, please.

         19        A.   Kind of nonexistent.  The only

         20   places we make money on mobile is Minecraft

         21   and you could argue that, and you'd be right,

         22   that it has more to do with Minecraft than

         23   Xbox and it's -- Minecraft all up was a

         24   billion dollar business last year, the mobile

         25   component was maybe a hundred million,
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          2   $200 million business.

          3             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's look at

          4        PX1111, please.

          5             (Exhibit PX1111, E-mail chain with

          6        attachment, Bates MSFT-2R-03087430,

          7        was introduced.)

          8   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

          9        Q.   Let me know, sir, if that loads

         10   correctly in the window.

         11        A.   Yes, I have it up.

         12        Q.   Great.  PX1111-001 is an e-mail,

         13   you're not on the e-mail, from Mr. Hampton to

         14   Mr. West, dated December 4, 2019.

         15             Do you see that?

         16        A.   I do.

         17        Q.   And he writes:

         18             JFYI, quarterly board report for

         19   the Gaming CSA.

         20             Do you see that?

         21        A.   I do.

         22        Q.   And there's a PowerPoint

         23   presentation attached that's called Q2 BoD

         24   2020 - State of the Business - Gaming.

         25             You see that?
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          2        A.   I do.

          3        Q.   Okay.  And if you turn to page 003

          4   of PX1111, that's the first page of the

          5   attachment.

          6             Do you see that?

          7        A.   I do.

          8        Q.   It says:

          9             State of the business,

         10   December 2019.  And please take your time to

         11   look through, but I am gonna ask you if this

         12   appears to be a presentation that was made to

         13   the board of directors December of 2019 about

         14   the gaming business?

         15        A.   What I believe happened was this

         16   presentation was given to the board of

         17   directors.  I don't believe I actually

         18   presented it to them.  I believe it was given

         19   to them kind of background as part of that

         20   quarter's board meeting.  That would be my

         21   estimation on what happened here.

         22        Q.   And even though you didn't present

         23   it, is it fair to say that you sponsored the

         24   content to the board of directors?

         25        A.   Yes.
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          2        Q.   You read it, reviewed it, made sure

          3   it was accurate before it went to the board?

          4        A.   Yes.

          5        Q.   Okay.  Some of the slides have the

          6   slide notes included.  So, for example, if

          7   you look at page PX1111-004, the Slide 1

          8   Notes.

          9             See that?

         10        A.   Yes.

         11        Q.   Okay.  And so, is that consistent

         12   with your recollection that this was

         13   transmitted in written form and not orally

         14   presented to the board that these notes pages

         15   sort of there for the board to read and help

         16   understand what they were seeing?

         17        A.   No.  I would -- when the Microsoft

         18   board comes in, there is a day where Amy Hood

         19   goes through an overall business presentation

         20   where she's talking about the end to end

         21   business of the company, which is, I believe,

         22   where this gets presented.  I do not

         23   believe that we would've given the board the

         24   meeting -- the speaker notes here.  This

         25   either for Kurt DelBene, who's no longer at
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          2   the company, but his team was responsible for

          3   pulling this kind of content together, or

          4   Amy, I would have to -- I can do it, I can

          5   read through all of the notes to see if I

          6   think the board received these notes or if

          7   this was part of prep for somebody else who

          8   was presenting.  I do not normally present

          9   this document to the board.

         10        Q.   Let's take a look at page 004.  If

         11   you look at those notes, does that help give

         12   you a sense of whether these are notes that

         13   gaming put together for Ms. Hood, someone on

         14   her team to help with their presentation to

         15   the board, or whether this went to the board

         16   directly?

         17        A.   I can't tell from that note.  I can

         18   scroll down to the other notes to see where I

         19   thought -- if I thought the notes were

         20   included with what the board received.

         21        Q.   Let's take a look at, for example,

         22   the next -- go to page 006 please, it's the

         23   gaming it's a slide that sort of just has the

         24   Gaming title on it.

         25             Do you see that?
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          2        A.   I do.

          3        Q.   And then there's some -- a box in

          4   the bottom corner with what I would describe

          5   as key performance indicators for gaming; is

          6   that fair?

          7        A.   Yes.

          8        Q.   And the status of those indicators.

          9             Do you see that?

         10        A.   I do.

         11        Q.   I take it a red diamond is not good

         12   and a green circle is good?

         13        A.   Yes.

         14        Q.   Okay.  And then the next page 007,

         15   Slide 3 Notes, it says:

         16             In gaming, we are pursuing an

         17   expansive opportunity.

         18             You see that?

         19        A.   Yes, I do.

         20        Q.   Whether the notes were meant for

         21   the board to read or Ms. Hood to understand

         22   as part of preparing, you try to be accurate

         23   in the notes, right?

         24        A.   The notes can be a little looser

         25   than the actual presentation.  But, yeah, we
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          2   don't try to put misleading information in

          3   the notes, yes.

          4        Q.   So, on Slide 3 notes there on

          5   page 007, says:

          6             In gaming, we are pursuing an

          7   expansive opportunity - from the way games

          8   are created and distributed to how they are

          9   played and viewed.  Our key growth bets are

         10   in content, community, cloud.

         11             Do you see that?

         12        A.   I do.

         13        Q.   And content, it says:

         14             Exclusive game content, creation of

         15   content subscriptions.

         16             You see that?

         17        A.   I do.

         18        Q.   Community is about playing,

         19   watching, and communicating about games.

         20             And cloud is streaming of game

         21   content to new endpoints and services for

         22   game developers.

         23             Do you see that?

         24        A.   I do.

         25        Q.   The cloud component here sounds
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          2   like the cloud component you and I were

          3   discussing a few minutes ago; is that

          4   correct?

          5        A.   The Xbox Cloud Gaming, yes.

          6        Q.   So, that's an accurate depiction

          7   today of your vision for Xbox Cloud Gaming,

          8   that cloud bullet?

          9        A.   I wouldn't call it complete today,

         10   just given what we've learned from the time

         11   of this to today, but there's nothing in this

         12   description that I think is inaccurate.  I

         13   just don't think it's complete.

         14        Q.   And with community, would you agree

         15   that that is not inaccurate with respect to

         16   your understanding today?

         17        A.   Community I think is more off than

         18   I would've described.  To me, the most

         19   enduring community feature on Xbox is the

         20   friends that people create.  And friends is a

         21   kind of a digital tag of -- between two

         22   people, which is left out of this description

         23   here, the network of people that you -- it

         24   says playing, watching about games, but

         25   there's a playing with your friends that I
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          2   think is a critical component of our

          3   community that's missing.

          4        Q.   So, it's not -- like cloud, it's

          5   not the bullet under community is inaccurate

          6   vis-à-vis today's strategy or understanding,

          7   it just could be enhanced?

          8        A.   Yes.

          9        Q.   Be added to?

         10        A.   Yeah, it's more.

         11        Q.   Let's talk about --

         12        A.   To me, it misses more of the big

         13   point than the cloud comment probably not

         14   overall that important.

         15        Q.   Okay.  And then on content, it

         16   says:

         17             Exclusive game content and creation

         18   of content subscriptions.

         19             Do you see that?

         20        A.   I do.

         21        Q.   Okay.  Same as the others, accurate

         22   depiction of the understanding of content, or

         23   would you add something?

         24        A.   I would just say the word

         25   "exclusive" here is kind of a plate holder
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          2   for first-party Xbox Game Studios' games

          3   which aren't really exclusive to much.  So, I

          4   think the word is somewhat misleading in

          5   terms of the games itself, but -- so, that's

          6   how I would -- I would modify this, if I were

          7   to describe our content strategy.

          8        Q.   And are you saying that at the time

          9   you remember that when this deck was put

         10   together or whatever your role was that the

         11   word "exclusive" was meant to mean

         12   first-party studio?

         13        A.   Yes, because at this time, we were

         14   shipping our games on PC and on console,

         15   selling our games in other marketplaces like

         16   Steam.  So, the kind of dictionary definition

         17   of the word "exclusive" doesn't really match

         18   how we were treating our content portfolio.

         19   So, it's just a factual definition of

         20   exclusive game content.  It's not really

         21   exclusive to much when we're shipping it in

         22   multiple places.  I guess you --

         23        Q.   Who put the word "exclusive" --

         24        A.   I would assume David Hampton has

         25   been putting together the deck.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  And even though you were the

          3   sponsor of the deck, you didn't edit out the

          4   word "exclusive" and put first-party studio?

          5        A.   I don't know that I ever reviewed

          6   the notes for this presentation.

          7        Q.   The point leading up to the bullet,

          8   the little sentence says:

          9             Our key growth bets are in.

         10             So, I think you were just talking

         11   about descriptively what was going on with

         12   content at this time, but the lead in to the

         13   bullet is about bets, that's about the

         14   future, correct?

         15        A.   Or just things that we're investing

         16   in now, yes, that will lead to success in the

         17   future.

         18        Q.   So, our key growth bets means

         19   things we're investing in now that will lead

         20   to success in the future and one of those is

         21   content, exclusive game content and creation

         22   of content subscriptions, right?

         23        A.   We believe investing in content is

         24   key to our future growth, yes.

         25        Q.   And this one says, exclusive
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          2   content, but your testimony is that that's

          3   misleading, it should say first-party

          4   content?

          5        A.   My testimony is that our games are

          6   not exclusive to what -- to Xbox consoles.

          7   So, I actually think the definition of the

          8   word "exclusive" here doesn't apply to any --

          9   what is it exclusive to?  So, since we ship

         10   our games on multiple devices, I just think

         11   it's factually incorrect to say that the

         12   games are actually exclusive.  I guess

         13   they're exclusively owned by Microsoft Xbox.

         14   But in terms of how you apply the games in

         15   the market, the games are available in

         16   multiple places, which to me is the opposite

         17   of exclusive.

         18        Q.   Well, not all Microsoft first-party

         19   studio games are available on the all

         20   devices, correct?

         21        A.   All devices have the ability to

         22   play -- well, all web-enabled devices have

         23   the ability to play Xbox games.  And I think

         24   the word "exclusive," if something is

         25   available on two places, I think that is not
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          2   exclusive.

          3        Q.   Are you saying -- okay, let's talk

          4   about exclusive.

          5             So, when you're talking about the

          6   word "exclusive," in your view, if a game is

          7   playable on PC and Xbox console, it's not

          8   exclusive?

          9        A.   That's not just my definition.

         10   There are many people in the gaming community

         11   that use the phrase that Xbox has no

         12   exclusives, because our games are available

         13   on PC, and Sony has -- one of our console

         14   competitors as well as Nintendo -- has not

         15   shipped their games on PC at the same date

         16   in order to remain exclusive.  So, it's --

         17   that -- that's why I'm picking on the term

         18   just because we treat our content and deliver

         19   our content in a different manner than teams

         20   that are actually or companies that are

         21   actually exclusive in where they distribute

         22   their content to the devices that they build.

         23        Q.   If there were an Xbox game -- let

         24   me strike that.

         25             Is there an example of a
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          2   first-party Microsoft studio game that is

          3   available on Xbox and PC but not on

          4   PlayStation?

          5        A.   There are examples of Xbox games

          6   that are on PC and Xbox and not on

          7   PlayStation.

          8        Q.   Are there games that Microsoft

          9   Gaming had launched with day and date release

         10   on Xbox console and PC, but made a decision

         11   not to do a day date release on PlayStation

         12   of that same title?

         13        A.   There are games -- there are games

         14   that meet that criteria, yes.

         15        Q.   Can you please give me an example

         16   or two of such a game?

         17        A.   Halo Infinite which launched last

         18   year launched on PC, both in our store and in

         19   Steam, as well as on Xbox console, and did

         20   not launch on PlayStation.

         21        Q.   And was that a decision that Xbox

         22   gaming -- strike that.

         23             Was the decision made to launch

         24   only on the platforms you mentioned and not

         25   PlayStation, was that a decision made by
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          2   Microsoft Gaming?

          3        A.   Yes.

          4        Q.   Would you use the word exclusive to

          5   describe that game, its launch?

          6        A.   I would not as a factual definition

          7   of exclusive.  The term "exclusive" in

          8   console games comes from games that are only

          9   available if you purchase a closed platform

         10   console and they are used to drive platform

         11   adoption, if you want to play game X, you

         12   must buy this device to play game X.  The

         13   decision that we have of shipping our games

         14   on PC kind of by definition necessitates that

         15   you don't have to buy or enables you to not

         16   have to buy an Xbox console to play our

         17   games.  The term "exclusives" as it's used

         18   here, gets used as shorthand for games that

         19   we build because the historical console

         20   market is that console manufacturers only

         21   ship their games on their own hardware.

         22             So, it is part of the vocabulary,

         23   I'm just saying that when I'm describing to

         24   someone who's maybe not in the industry, the

         25   term -- if I tell you that a game is
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          2   exclusive, an Xbox exclusive game, my feeling

          3   is you're gonna interpret that to mean it's

          4   only available on an Xbox console, which

          5   isn't true.  So, if I was describing to the

          6   board, in my words, I would ensure that I

          7   make sure I talk about where games are made

          8   available.

          9        Q.   And are there games that are

         10   available only on Xbox console that are not

         11   also available on PC?

         12        A.   Only historical games that were

         13   created prior, probably 2014, 2015.  We do

         14   have some games that we launch on PC that

         15   do not launch on console, just given kind of

         16   input or different device capabilities, but

         17   I'm -- I'm struggling to remember the last

         18   game that we launched that was not

         19   sim-shipped on PC and Xbox console and I

         20   can't think of one.

         21             In the last year, the two console

         22   exclusive games that we've launched were

         23   launched on PlayStation.

         24        Q.   Okay.  So, according to that

         25   information, in your view, Microsoft has not
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          2   launched an exclusive Xbox game since 2014?

          3        A.   I use the term "Xbox" to mean where

          4   if people are playing games on PC, Xbox games

          5   on PC, I consider those Xbox customers.  The

          6   application that you would run on the PC is

          7   called Xbox.  Again, I'm trying to do this

          8   from memory to think of the last console

          9   exclusive game that we launched, and I'm

         10   struggling to come up with -- there might be

         11   a couple since 2014, but I would say our

         12   strategy for many, many years and our

         13   implementation has been that games will be

         14   available on PC and console on the same day.

         15        Q.   I guess -- I'm just trying to

         16   understand.  The word "exclusive" in your

         17   understanding does not apply if a game

         18   launches on both Xbox and PC, but you can say

         19   exclusive Xbox launch is on both Xbox console

         20   and PC because you view PC users as Xbox

         21   users?

         22        A.   I would say a game is an Xbox game,

         23   if it launches.  If you look at our launch

         24   language, we struggle with this in our

         25   marketing.  We have terms like Xbox or
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          2   console launch exclusives, which is to talk

          3   about a game where the Xbox console is the

          4   only console a game is launching on knowing

          5   that the game is also available on PC.

          6             Maybe -- I know I'm probably not

          7   supposed to ask you questions, I would just

          8   ask for how you define exclusive when you're

          9   asking me whether it's exclusive?

         10        Q.   You're right, you don't really get

         11   to ask me questions.  But I'm trying to

         12   understand, I'm trying to understand how you,

         13   as the head of Microsoft Gaming, thinks about

         14   exclusivity?

         15        A.   Right.

         16        Q.   It's a help to me, but I -- you can

         17   understand, I'm expressing confusion

         18   because -- and I just want to make sure I'm

         19   clear when I think about this later:  A game

         20   is not exclusive, in your understanding, to

         21   Xbox, it's not an exclusive game to Xbox if

         22   it launched day and date on PC also, right?

         23        A.   Yes.  Let me -- let me try to go

         24   through logic, I'll try to do it quickly

         25   because I know we're late.
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          2             I recognize when I made the

          3   decision to ship our first-party games on PC

          4   and on Xbox console on the same date, that I

          5   would sell fewer consoles when we made that

          6   decision.  Certain players who would've

          7   purchased the console to play those games

          8   will decide to just play those games on their

          9   PC instead and save the money that they would

         10   use to go buy a console.  We make that

         11   decision because we have a view that gamers

         12   are gonna play -- eventually gamers just want

         13   to play the games that they want on any

         14   screen that's capable of displaying the game.

         15   So, there's no reason for us to maintain what

         16   I would say is more of a historical way of

         17   running a gaming business of everything must

         18   be on our plastic, on the devices that we

         19   sell.

         20             So, when we made that decision, we

         21   knew that our console sales would be impacted

         22   based on people who might have said, in order

         23   to go play Halo, I must go buy an Xbox

         24   console.  But we thought in the longer term

         25   of playing the games you want where you want
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          2   to play them, that we would make this

          3   decision.

          4             Now, Sony will still market that

          5   they have the best exclusive games and that's

          6   a term they will use in the vocabulary of

          7   competing in the console space, and we will

          8   try to use the same term to remain

          9   competitive to say we have a good portfolio.

         10   But I'm just trying to be honest and

         11   transparent in that the games themselves are

         12   not actually exclusive to the Xbox console

         13   given that you can play on PC.

         14             So, it's why -- if I were talking

         15   to the board -- the board, as much as they

         16   know the details about our business and

         17   remember them would know that our game

         18   shipped on PC and console and we might use

         19   the term "exclusive" as shorthand.  But when

         20   you ask me the question of is it critical to

         21   our strategy that the games be exclusive,

         22   then I think you're applying a different

         23   definition of that word that isn't actually

         24   how we use the content in running the

         25   business.
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          2             And sorry, I went long.

          3        Q.   No, that's okay, that's very

          4   helpful.

          5             When you made the decision -- let

          6   me strike that.

          7             So, it was your decision to do day

          8   date PC launch for Xbox console games as

          9   well?

         10        A.   Yes.

         11        Q.   You alluded to the fact that when

         12   you made that decision, you knew it would

         13   cost you Xbox console sales, correct?

         14        A.   Some number, yes.

         15        Q.   Did you talk about that with anyone

         16   at Microsoft at the time?

         17        A.   From memory, I believe it was 2015,

         18   that would've been just a gaming leadership

         19   team discussion.

         20        Q.   And when you talked about it with

         21   gaming leadership team about the decision to

         22   not have a game exclusive just to Xbox

         23   console, but to make it on Xbox console and

         24   day date PC release, did you talk about the

         25   impact that would have on Xbox console sales?
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          2        A.   We would've had a discussion, yes,

          3   about the impact to console sales in addition

          4   to presumably increased PC revenue from the

          5   increased sale of those games on PC, so it

          6   would've been a complete discussion.  And

          7   frankly, the marketing challenge it would

          8   create relative to Nintendo and Sony as their

          9   marketing exclusive games and our ability to

         10   market a lineup of games that require you or

         11   now don't to buy an Xbox to go play.  So,

         12   yeah, there's a marketing and PR angle to

         13   this.  But frankly, still plays out in the

         14   market when you look at how our brand is

         15   sometimes talked about relative to exclusive

         16   games.

         17        Q.   Can you explain what you mean by

         18   that last bit about still plays out about how

         19   your brand Microsoft Xbox is perceived in the

         20   market vis-à-vis exclusive?

         21        A.   Yeah.  There are still people in

         22   the gaming community that says, why would

         23   anybody ever buy an Xbox?  There are no games

         24   that you have to buy on Xbox in order to go

         25   play and it's a commentary that's out there,
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          2   press periodically ask me about it.  And the

          3   choice that we made is we're gonna put the

          4   decision in the hands of the customer.  If a

          5   customer decides they want to play on their

          6   television, we have a great console for them

          7   to go play those games on.  If they decide

          8   they want to play on their PC and with our

          9   Xbox Cloud Gaming, if they decide they want

         10   to play on another device, they can go do

         11   that.

         12             So, it's in line with our strategy,

         13   but it is still a point that our competitors,

         14   more Sony than Nintendo, uses against us in

         15   talking about the strength of their exclusive

         16   game item.

         17             And I -- not -- it'll sound a

         18   little victimy, going back all the way to the

         19   discussion about Sony signing third-party

         20   games, paying third-party games, to skip Xbox

         21   console all up, it kind of feeds to this

         22   narrative of not only do you not need to buy

         23   Xbox to play even the Xbox games, that there

         24   are hit third-party games that are skipping

         25   Xbox console altogether.
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          2        Q.   And the instances which you're

          3   aware where Sony paid a developer to skip

          4   Xbox, you mean they paid to skip Xbox console

          5   or to skip both console and PC?

          6        A.   Console, Xbox console.

          7        Q.   So, to your knowledge, has Sony

          8   ever paid a developer or publisher to keep a

          9   game on PlayStation with the exclusion of PC

         10   as well?

         11        A.   I wouldn't have insight into that.

         12   I will say the two games that we launched

         13   exclusive on PlayStation last year, Death

         14   Loop and Ghostwire from our ZeniMax studios,

         15   there was not language to exclude PC.  They

         16   didn't ship in the Xbox store on PC, they

         17   shipped in Steam.  And I frankly don't know

         18   if the language excluded them shipping in our

         19   Xbox PC store.  But most of the instances, I

         20   have seen have specifically targeted Xbox

         21   console.

         22        Q.   So, when Sony's paying for

         23   exclusivity, a Sony exclusive as they use

         24   that term, can mean a game that is available

         25   on both Sony PlayStation and PC, correct?
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          2        A.   The term is usually used with the

          3   games that Sony is building or Microsoft is

          4   building, so they're owned studios.  And

          5   Sony's policy, for the most part, is that

          6   they will not launch their first-party

          7   exclusive console games on PC the same day

          8   they launch.

          9             So, as an example, the upcoming God

         10   of War Ragnarok, which is their big launch

         11   this holiday, launches only on PlayStation.

         12   They have, over the years, started to window

         13   or after some number of months or years to

         14   launch the games on PC, but they still choose

         15   to launch their games as exclusive to their

         16   console and it allows them to talk about that

         17   word "exclusive" in a -- in a very -- in a

         18   more kind of clean way.

         19        Q.   And you were talking about

         20   first-party studios there.  But as the

         21   third-parties, Sony will use the term

         22   exclusive and pay for exclusivity in your

         23   experience for a game that has launched on

         24   both PlayStation and PC?

         25        A.   They will -- they will kind of
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          2   migrate to the terminology that we cobble

          3   together similarly around console launch

          4   exclusive to mean that of the consoles that a

          5   game is launching on, most of those, like I

          6   said, are the third-party games where they're

          7   paying to exclude Xbox as a vast majority of

          8   their first-party games do not launch on PC

          9   the day and date.

         10        Q.   That's very helpful.

         11             When Project Scarlett was coming

         12   toward launch, was there an effort to get

         13   games or titles to be Scarlett-launch

         14   exclusive?

         15        A.   It's a normal course of a console

         16   launch that you would have a portfolio of

         17   games that are only available on the new

         18   generation of hardware.  For us, we didn't

         19   get much traction on having any games that

         20   were exclusive to console and definitely not

         21   exclusive to Scarlett.  But I'm sure there

         22   was some internal discussions about do we

         23   want to invest for some Scarlett exclusive

         24   games.

         25        Q.   And a Scarlett exclusive game in
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          2   that context would mean only on console and

          3   not PC?

          4        A.   It could mean either.  In general,

          5   when I'm using it now, we many times will

          6   look for games that are technical

          7   demonstrations of the increased hardware

          8   capability that's available in a new console

          9   that someone would buy.  And so, we'd be

         10   looking at technical games that are technical

         11   showcases of the new hardware.  Gamers would

         12   love that those were exclusive to that

         13   hardware because they feel that it would take

         14   more full advantage than what they call

         15   cross-gen games, games that are available on

         16   multiple generations.

         17        Q.   I guess I'm confused.  Putting

         18   aside cross-gen, game built for Gen 9

         19   hardware, can showcase Gen 9 hardware on

         20   either a PlayStation 5 or an Xbox series,

         21   right?

         22        A.   Yes.

         23        Q.   And so, I guess when you're doing a

         24   Scarlett launch -- if Microsoft were

         25   considering a Scarlett launch exclusive, are
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          2   there games that launched that were console

          3   exclusive to Scarlett and not including of

          4   PC?

          5        A.   I can't think of one that was

          6   exclusive to Scarlett and did not ship on PC.

          7        Q.   What about the game, I don't know

          8   the full name, Yakuza?

          9        A.   From Sega, Yakuza, yeah.

         10        Q.   Was that a Scarlett launch

         11   exclusive?

         12        A.   I don't remember the game as a

         13   Scarlett launch exclusive.

         14        Q.   And the phrase "Scarlett launch

         15   exclusive," when you use that phrase or when

         16   folks use that phrase at Microsoft, that

         17   means just Scarlett console or Scarlett

         18   launch exclusive can mean console plus PC?

         19        A.   Scarlett launch exclusive, there's

         20   no firm definition, could've included PC

         21   would be my interpretation of the term.

         22        Q.   All right.

         23             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's put PX1060

         24        in the chat, please.  Not in the chat,

         25        in the document viewer, please.
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          2             (Exhibit PX1060, E-mail chain,

          3        Bates MSFT-2R-00657795, was

          4        introduced.)

          5   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

          6        Q.   Let me know, sir.  Okay, great.

          7             Take a look at the document, it's

          8   only three pages of e-mails, let me know when

          9   you've had a chance to familiarize yourself,

         10   please.

         11        A.   (Document review.)

         12             I've read it.

         13        Q.   Okay.  My question is about the,

         14   one, two -- third e-mail down from the top on

         15   page 001.

         16        A.   Yes.

         17        Q.   From you, dated June 2, 2020.

         18             Do you see that?

         19        A.   I do.

         20        Q.   And the game I guess that's being

         21   discussed here is a game called Yakuza Like a

         22   Dragon?

         23        A.   That's right.

         24        Q.   You write:

         25             Just a random idea, no issues if it
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          2   turns out there's nothing there.

          3             That sentence, is that -- what are

          4   you referring to there, is that about a

          5   co-branded box, form factor or is that about

          6   something different?

          7        A.   I'm relating to the e-mail further

          8   down about a co-branded Xbox Series X in

          9   Japan.

         10        Q.   Okay.  So, let's put that aside.

         11             You say in the next sentence:

         12             It's a big deal that the next

         13   Yakuza is Scarlett launch exclusive.  Can we

         14   say that?

         15             What did you mean when you wrote

         16   "the next Yakuza is Scarlett launch

         17   exclusive"?

         18        A.   What I asked for clarity on down in

         19   the mail thread, which this is related to, is

         20   a Gen 9 consoles, is the game shipping on

         21   PlayStation 5 and Xbox Series X/S.  And the

         22   team informed me that they're not shipping on

         23   PlayStation 5, they're only shipping on

         24   PlayStation 4.  So, that means that the

         25   Next-Gen consoles, the only place where you'd
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          2   be able to play Yakuza is -- in its native

          3   form, is on an Xbox Series X or S.

          4        Q.   So, this is an example where you're

          5   using the word exclusive to mean console

          6   exclusive, not PC exclusive?  Strike that.

          7             You're using the word exclusive

          8   here to mean console exclusive, not console

          9   plus PC; is that right?

         10        A.   I'm specifically talking about what

         11   Generation 9 consoles the game will launch

         12   on, which is, you can see -- in the context

         13   of the mail thread, it makes sense given that

         14   I learned about this from, I think, a tweet

         15   from IGN that Sega was choosing to only

         16   support Xbox Series X and S as it's -- in

         17   Gen 9 and not to go out with a launch PS5

         18   version.  So, the language here is specific

         19   to the context of what Sega is deciding to do

         20   with Yakuza.

         21        Q.   So, is it fair that in some context

         22   when the word "exclusive" is used in -- when

         23   you use the word "exclusive" with respect to

         24   a game launch, it can mean Gen 9 console

         25   exclusive?
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          2        A.   Only in the context of something

          3   like this that has all of the context around

          4   that term right there.  It would need to --

          5   you would need to have the context that's

          6   available in a mail thread like this, where I

          7   originally had asked if this was a -- if we

          8   were the only Gen 9 console that Sega was

          9   shipping on.

         10        Q.   Have you ever expressed to your

         11   team that Microsoft Gaming in this calendar

         12   year, 2022, needs some "launches"?

         13        A.   Yes.

         14        Q.   All right.  And have you ever told

         15   your team that there's a lot of talk among

         16   the GLT about having a big AAA launch per

         17   quarter, but there's gonna be a big gap

         18   between big exclusive launches on our

         19   platform?

         20        A.   Yeah.

         21        Q.   Did you ever tell --

         22        A.   Yes.

         23        Q.   -- ever talk about that?

         24        A.   Yes.

         25        Q.   And in that context -- well, let me
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          2   just show you the document in PX1052 --

          3             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Can we put that

          4        in the document viewer?  I was trying

          5        to go faster, but there's no way

          6        around it.  PX1052.

          7             (Exhibit PX1052, E-mail chain,

          8        Bates MSFT-2R-07498463, was

          9        introduced.)

         10   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         11        Q.   I guarantee you if I ask you a

         12   question, your counsel will correctly say

         13   show him the document, so...

         14             MS. WINKINSON:  I've been very

         15        good about that.

         16             MR. WEINGARTEN:  That's why I'm

         17        showing him the document.

         18             MS. WINKINSON:  Yes, you are.

         19        Q.   PX1052, do you have that?  Okay.  I

         20   want to ask you about the e-mail on page 6,

         21   e-mail that starts the whole chain off.

         22        A.   Yes.

         23        Q.   Okay.  It's from you to some senior

         24   leaders in gaming, right?

         25        A.   It is.
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          2        Q.   Dated May 7, 2022, right?

          3        A.   It is.

          4        Q.   You say:

          5             With the news that Starfield is

          6   going to miss holiday, have a big

          7   parenthetical, still not a ton of clarity on

          8   the launch date of Redfall and Stalker 2

          9   development so impacted by the war in

         10   Ukraine, I feel we are in a huge hole with

         11   our games lineup, both for platform marketing

         12   differentiation and our Game Pass content.

         13             Do you see that?

         14        A.   Yes.

         15        Q.   Then you're talking about a hole in

         16   content lineup for both console and Game

         17   Pass, correct?

         18        A.   And PC.

         19        Q.   And PC, okay.

         20             And then you say:

         21             We keep talking a bit AAA a quarter

         22   in the service.  And it feels like we are

         23   likely to go through a gap of almost

         24   16 months between big exclusive launches on

         25   our platform, Halo Infinite being our last on
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          2   December 8, 2021.

          3             Do you see that?

          4        A.   I do.

          5        Q.   When you write "a bit AAA," is that

          6   a typo, did you mean "big AAA"?

          7        A.   Yes, I meant "a big."

          8        Q.   You meant to say "big"?

          9        A.   I did, yes.

         10        Q.   So, here you're saying big

         11   exclusive launches on our platform, and you

         12   mention Halo Infinite as a last example of a

         13   big exclusive launch.

         14             Do you see that?

         15        A.   I do.

         16        Q.   Is Halo Infinite launch just on

         17   Xbox console or was it console and PC?

         18        A.   Console and PC.

         19        Q.   So, here the word "exclusive" can

         20   mean console and PC, right?

         21        A.   Yes.  Like I said, as shorthand for

         22   our first-party portfolio the term

         23   "exclusive" is often used internally.

         24        Q.   Okay.  And when you say you want

         25   to -- we understand you to mean as a big AAA
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          2   a quarter, do you mean a big AAA exclusive

          3   launch per quarter?

          4        A.   It doesn't have to be exclusive.

          5   The -- we have a strategy with Game Pass to

          6   have a regular cadence of games, big games

          7   that people are anticipating.  I think the

          8   anticipation of that game is more important

          9   than it not shipping on another competitive

         10   platform.

         11        Q.   And the next paragraph in the

         12   middle, you say:

         13             Talk about a good year in 2021,

         14   quote, we had an amazing lineup of games.

         15             Do you see that?

         16        A.   I do.

         17        Q.   Okay.  And then another paragraph

         18   there you say:

         19             But to come off of that year with

         20   no big exclusives launching in 2022 is a

         21   portfolio planning miss that we can't afford.

         22             Do you see that?

         23        A.   I do.

         24        Q.   And when you use the word

         25   "exclusive" there, what does that mean?
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          2        A.   It's the output of our first-party

          3   studios from ZeniMax and Xbox Game Studios.

          4        Q.   And does "exclusive" there mean

          5   Xbox console plus PC?

          6        A.   It really means the games that

          7   we're launching, but given that the games we

          8   launch we launch on Xbox console and PC, then

          9   yes, by kind of inference it does mean that,

         10   but as I said, it's really a word used for

         11   our first-party output.

         12        Q.   So, if you would have a third-party

         13   exclusive that was available -- strike that.

         14             Did you have any third-party games

         15   that launched in 2022 on Xbox console only

         16   and not PlayStation 5?

         17        A.   There were some smaller ID games,

         18   independent developed games, that I would

         19   have to go back and look at the portfolio to

         20   choose them, but it's not uncommon that there

         21   are smaller developers that can only focus on

         22   one platform or another where we would do

         23   co-marketing deals and they would choose Xbox

         24   as their first launch platform.

         25        Q.   In that paragraph, when you list
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          2   the 2021 lineup that you called amazing.

          3             Do you see that?

          4        A.   Yes.

          5        Q.   There's a list of games there, did

          6   all of those games -- strike that.

          7             Are those all first-party games or

          8   are any third-parties?

          9        A.   Those are all first-party games.

         10        Q.   Okay.  Then you say:

         11             There were good 3P games in that

         12   time frame as well, like Back 4 Blood.

         13             Do you see that?

         14        A.   I do.

         15        Q.   So, who developed Back 4 Blood?

         16        A.   Back 4 Blood was a game developed

         17   by a studio called Turtle Rock for Warner

         18   Brothers Publishing.

         19        Q.   And was Back 4 Blood launched on

         20   Xbox only, Xbox console only?

         21        A.   From memory, I don't think that's

         22   true, but it did launch into Game Pass on its

         23   launch day.

         24        Q.   So, did Back 4 Blood launch on PC

         25   day date with its launch date?
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          2        A.   I believe Back 4 Blood launched on

          3   PlayStation PC and Xbox on its launch date.

          4   That's from my memory.  And on that date came

          5   to Game Pass and up the list of Psychonauts

          6   too also launched on PlayStation on its

          7   launch day.

          8        Q.   Okay.

          9        A.   And Age 4 was only PC and did not

         10   ship on console.

         11        Q.   So, when you're using the word "big

         12   exclusive" launching in 2022, I just want to

         13   be clear, you would count a game that

         14   launched on Xbox console and PC as a big

         15   exclusive?

         16        A.   In the way that we use the term

         17   "exclusives" as a meaning for our first-party

         18   portfolio, yes.  And in fact here, as I

         19   stated, I am listing a game that also shipped

         20   on PlayStation in that same list, that's

         21   Psychonauts 2.  It's really a placeholder for

         22   our first-party output.

         23        Q.   Halo Infinite we discussed.

         24             Is that a AAA game?

         25        A.   Yes.
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          2        Q.   Is that what you would consider a

          3   tentpole game?

          4        A.   That was our goal in developing it,

          5   yes.

          6        Q.   And Halo is day date for Xbox

          7   console and PC, correct?

          8        A.   Yes, both in our Xbox store and in

          9   Steam on PC.

         10        Q.   And Halo does not launch on

         11   PlayStation, correct?

         12        A.   It does not.

         13        Q.   Okay.  What about Forza, F-O-R-Z-A,

         14   that's another Microsoft first-party game

         15   right?

         16        A.   It is.

         17        Q.   Is that also a AAA game?

         18        A.   Yes.

         19        Q.   Is it also a tentpole game?

         20        A.   Less so than Halo.  Racing games

         21   are a little less popular than action games.

         22   But we would consider it a tentpole of our

         23   portfolio.  And for clarity, there's two with

         24   Forza games, there's Horizon, which you see

         25   here, and there's Motorsport, which is
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          2   another Forza franchise.

          3        Q.   And can you define tentpole as

          4   we've been using it, please?

          5        A.   I would say games that have a high

          6   level of consumer interest prior to their

          7   launch.

          8        Q.   What's the tent in the analogy that

          9   the tentpole game is holding up?

         10        A.   I believe the analogy is a circus

         11   tent where the pole in the middle is the

         12   thing that creates the high point on the tent

         13   and the roof then drapes down from that.

         14        Q.   So, in the analogy if the game is

         15   the tentpole, what's the roof, what's the

         16   circus?

         17        A.   Our goal would be to ship a game

         18   every month into Game Pass.  So, as a

         19   subscriber, you would see multiple new games

         20   coming.  And while there might be a number of

         21   games that come in a month or a quarter,

         22   there are one or two games that gamers would

         23   look at and say, that's the one that I'm most

         24   highly anticipating for this given time

         25   period.
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          2        Q.   In terms of number of titles

          3   released each year by Microsoft first-party

          4   studios, what's the ballpark on which

          5   proportion are exclusive to Xbox console and

          6   PC on day date launch versus those that also

          7   go to Sony on the same terms on day date as

          8   they do on Xbox PC?

          9        A.   I would say 80 to 90 percent of our

         10   games launch on PC and Xbox console.

         11        Q.   And not PlayStation day date?

         12        A.   And not Nintendo Switch or

         13   PlayStation day and date.

         14        Q.   Why is that the proportion?

         15        A.   Why like relative to what?

         16        Q.   Why is it 80 or 90 percent, why not

         17   less, if you want gamers to play games

         18   anywhere on any device?

         19        A.   We have games that we have acquired

         20   that have audiences on other platforms,

         21   Nintendo Switch and PlayStation, where we've

         22   continued to ship those games, service those

         23   games on those platforms.  We've made that

         24   commitment prior to acquisition.  When you

         25   think of a game like Minecraft or Doom or
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          2   Fallout 76 or Elder Scrolls Online, these are

          3   games that have existing player bases on

          4   those portfolios, and we've -- and I

          5   mentioned even things like Google Stadia,

          6   which wasn't part of this exclusive

          7   discussion.  But -- so, we do work for games

          8   that are launching on other platforms in

          9   instances where we've made that commitment to

         10   the base.  We have a game that's here,

         11   Minecraft Legends, which launches in the

         12   middle of 2023 that will launch on Switch,

         13   PlayStation, Xbox on the same date.

         14             So, I'm roughly trying to do the

         15   math of how many games we launch and how many

         16   of them are also on PlayStation or Nintendo.

         17        Q.   I thought I heard you say 80 to

         18   90 percent of first-party titles are on Xbox

         19   console and PC and not PlayStation?

         20        A.   That's right.  In terms of number

         21   of new releases in a year, I was making a

         22   rough map.  I was just kind of doing, if we

         23   ship five games in a year and four of them

         24   are on Xbox and PC and one of them is also

         25   shipping on Switch and PlayStation, I'm
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          2   just -- I'm doing the math based on our

          3   portfolio in a given year, that's all I'm

          4   doing.

          5        Q.   And what is the benefit to

          6   Microsoft having 80 or 90 percent of the

          7   title releases in given year exclusive to

          8   Xbox PC?

          9        A.   We were trying to grow a gaming

         10   platform in Xbox across multiple devices

         11   where people would play, and having games

         12   that attract customers to that platform is an

         13   important part of our strategy.

         14        Q.   Is Halo a multiplayer game?

         15        A.   Halo has a single player and a

         16   multiplayer component.

         17        Q.   And the multiple player component

         18   of Halo is also available only on Xbox

         19   console and PC, correct?

         20        A.   That's correct.

         21        Q.   And does Forza have a multiplayer

         22   mode?

         23        A.   In Forza, you can play Forza

         24   Horizon 5, if we're looking at this mail,

         25   multiple player.  It's more part of -- it's
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          2   not really separate mode of the game, it's

          3   the way you can play the game, just the core

          4   mode of the game.

          5        Q.   I'm sorry.  Let me ask a better

          6   question, I may have misused the word mode.

          7             Forza Horizon, a multiple player

          8   game?

          9        A.   Yes.

         10        Q.   Okay.  And Forza Horizon is

         11   available only on Xbox console and PC,

         12   correct?

         13        A.   Right.

         14        Q.   Why not have multiplayer games

         15   launch also on PlayStation so that folks can

         16   have cross-platform play?

         17        A.   I believe right now one of the

         18   biggest risks to Xbox's survival is that --

         19   what I've mentioned of Sony paying teams to

         20   exclude Xbox from their shipping platforms.

         21   So, if I'm shipping more content on a

         22   platform that is hostile towards Xbox's

         23   survival, I feel like I'm enabling an

         24   aggressive competitor to further damage our

         25   aspiration.
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          2             I contrast that with Steam, which

          3   you could argue is also a competitor to us,

          4   they sell games, they have a gaming

          5   community, but Steam is not out paying games

          6   to skip Xbox and we support them.

          7             So, I don't think the Sony decision

          8   is necessarily a decision in perpetuity.

          9             THE WITNESS:  I'm going to

         10        apologize, I have to use the restroom.

         11             MS. WINKINSON:  Yes.  Can we take

         12        a break?

         13             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's go off the

         14        record.

         15             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

         16        record.

         17             (Whereupon, a brief recess was

         18        taken.)

         19             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're on the

         20        record.

         21   BY MR. WEINGARTEN:

         22        Q.   Is it a fair statement to say that

         23   the lack of titles that were exclusive to

         24   Xbox Series X console, when Xbox Series X

         25   launched, negatively impacted sales of Xbox
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          2   Series X console?

          3        A.   No, we continue to sell every

          4   Series X that we can build even at this point

          5   in the generation.

          6        Q.   Okay.  At the time of launch, did

          7   Xbox Series X have what you would consider a

          8   blockbuster exclusive game that was not also

          9   available on PlayStation?

         10        A.   It did not.

         11        Q.   Okay.  So, to be clear about it, at

         12   launch, the blockbuster games that Xbox

         13   Series X had were also available on

         14   PlayStation 5; is that fair?

         15        A.   Yeah, I would say the majority of

         16   the portfolio on Xbox Series X were

         17   third-party games that were available across

         18   PlayStation and Xbox.  We had very few

         19   first-party games at the launch of Gen 9.

         20        Q.   And as we've been discussing, when

         21   you use the term "exclusive" like we talked

         22   about with the board document and I think we

         23   talked about with some of the other

         24   documents, that's a reference to first-party

         25   content?
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          2        A.   Yes.

          3        Q.   Okay.  Halo Infinite, for example,

          4   was a first-party Microsoft game that

          5   would've been Xbox exclusive at launch, but

          6   it missed the launch of the console, right?

          7        A.   Yes, Xbox missed our launch by a

          8   year.

          9        Q.   When you said Xbox --

         10        A.   Halo missed the Xbox launch by a

         11   year.

         12        Q.   Okay.  And PlayStation 5 had at

         13   least some number of games that were

         14   blockbusters, that were exclusive just to

         15   PlayStation 5 and not available on Xbox

         16   console, correct, when it launched?

         17        A.   I believe most of the PlayStation 5

         18   Sony games were also available for

         19   PlayStation 4.  So, I don't believe that they

         20   had many games, if any.  I think they had a

         21   couple like Astro's Playroom or something

         22   that required a PlayStation 5, but I think a

         23   majority of their -- vast majority of their

         24   portfolio was also available for owners of

         25   PlayStation 4.
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          2        Q.   Okay.  And that's called backwards

          3   compatibility; is that right?

          4        A.   We would call that

          5   cross-generational launch.  You're launching

          6   a game that's available on two generations or

          7   multiple generations of consoles.

          8        Q.   All right.  Let me put a finer

          9   point on it then.

         10             When PlayStation 5 launched, there

         11   were a number of blockbuster titles that were

         12   available on PlayStation console, but not

         13   Xbox consoles?

         14        A.   There were a handful of games that

         15   were available on PlayStation and not Xbox at

         16   launch of Generation 9, yes.

         17        Q.   And do you remember any of those

         18   titles' names?

         19        A.   There was a version of Demon's

         20   Souls.  There was a version of the Spiderman

         21   game that -- where they had done an expansion

         22   to the previous launched game that was

         23   available around launch.  As I said, there

         24   was an Astro's Playroom that was available.

         25   I'm sure I'm missing a couple.  But in my
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          2   head, yes, there were a few games that were

          3   available for PlayStation and not Xbox at the

          4   launch of this generation.

          5        Q.   Do you think that the availability

          6   of games that were exclusive to PlayStation

          7   consoles that skipped the Xbox Gen 9 console

          8   hurt sales of the Xbox Gen 9 console it

          9   launched?

         10        A.   At launch, our biggest constraint

         11   on sales was actual availability of hardware.

         12   Games skipping Xbox will negatively impact

         13   console sales as we get to a point where we

         14   have supply in channel of consoles.  But at

         15   launch, the thing that was constraining sales

         16   was availability of hardware.

         17        Q.   And so, putting aside launch, I

         18   hear you're saying over lifetime of console,

         19   the blockbuster games being exclusive to

         20   PlayStation 5 -- strike that, to PlayStation

         21   consoles and not Xbox consoles would be

         22   expected to have a negative effect on Xbox

         23   console sales, correct?

         24        A.   Yes, there is a negative impact to

         25   games skipping Xbox and only being available
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          2   on PlayStation.

          3        Q.   And would the inverse also expected

          4   to be true, that is, if there were a

          5   blockbuster game that was Xbox console only,

          6   would you expect that fact to have a negative

          7   impact on PlayStation console sales?

          8        A.   From our data, the overall impact

          9   on Xbox or PlayStation is fairly small for

         10   launching exclusive games, and I believe

         11   Sony's market position is strong enough that

         12   us launching exclusive games is not really

         13   negatively impacting their console sales, a

         14   sign of that would be that they just raised

         15   price on their console midway through the

         16   generation, not seemingly fearing that

         17   they're going to somehow be in a demand

         18   constraint world.

         19        Q.   When was that price increase

         20   announced?

         21        A.   Last month.

         22        Q.   So, it seems like you're saying

         23   that the ability of -- let me put it this

         24   way, strike that.

         25             It seems like you're saying that's
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          2   an asymmetry that if a game were to be

          3   exclusive to Xbox console wouldn't have as

          4   much of a negative impact on Sony PlayStation

          5   game as the impact of a game being exclusive

          6   to PlayStation console has on Xbox console;

          7   is that right?

          8        A.   Yeah, I would start from the data

          9   that we have seen from our work that the

         10   impact to console sales or let's say, because

         11   we're talking about negative impact and

         12   positive impact, a share ship, like a ship

         13   from one console to another console for a

         14   customer, is fairly small with exclusive

         15   games, and the position that Sony PlayStation

         16   has in the market is much, I'd say, less

         17   elastic, meaning their demand is pretty fixed

         18   and strong, whether it's based on price or

         19   availability of hit games on Xbox that are

         20   not available on PlayStation.  And you're

         21   right, there's an asymmetry in the market

         22   just given that we were a distant third place

         23   in terms of market share of consoles.

         24        Q.   Can you tell us what the rough

         25   quantification is when you say that you think
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          2   that exclusives that are on console or the

          3   other don't have that much of an impact on

          4   console sales?

          5        A.   What we see in the data is there's

          6   maybe 30-day window where sales might be

          7   inflated for a console that has a hit game

          8   that's not available on another console, but

          9   the duration where it actually has an impact

         10   is fairly short.  So, maybe a couple hundred

         11   thousand consoles globally are impacted when

         12   an exclusive games come out for one platform

         13   or another.  And the --

         14        Q.   Go ahead.

         15        A.   The duration is pretty short on the

         16   impact it has in the market.

         17        Q.   What is your understanding then of

         18   why Sony pursues exclusivity that skips Xbox

         19   if it doesn't really impact share mix as

         20   between the two -- the consoles?

         21        A.   So, the previous generation,

         22   Generation 8, our brand name at that point

         23   was Xbox One, there were markets where our

         24   market share got low enough where Xbox was on

         25   the verge of being de-assorted or not carried
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          2   at retail.  I do believe they have a strategy

          3   that if they could push us down far enough

          4   that we will exit the business.  And knowing

          5   that Microsoft has many businesses that

          6   Microsoft could afford to exit the gaming

          7   business.

          8             So, what I've seen is their

          9   strategy is to try to get us to exit the

         10   gaming business.

         11        Q.   What markets are you referring to

         12   when you say there were markets where the

         13   share got so low there was a risk that Xbox

         14   wouldn't be carried retail?

         15        A.   Yeah.  In mainland European markets

         16   of like Spain, Italy, Germany, there were

         17   months where market -- Xbox's market share

         18   was in the single digits, meaning sub ten

         19   percent share.  And as you can imagine, for a

         20   retailer, just the kind of complexity of

         21   carrying another console when one -- with

         22   Switch and PlayStation doing well, that we

         23   were at risk of being dropped from assortment

         24   in some of the big retailers in southern

         25   European markets.
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          2        Q.   Is it correct that the risk of

          3   being dropped from a retailer was not a risk

          4   that Xbox faced in the United States?

          5        A.   No.  In the United States, our

          6   market share has traditionally been more

          7   competitive.

          8        Q.   And why was the market share so low

          9   in some of these mainland European countries

         10   that you believe Sony had a chance to push

         11   Xbox out of retail altogether?

         12        A.   Sony's definitely done a good job

         13   building a good brand and a good product.

         14   So, I wouldn't want to take that away from

         15   them.  They do things like they have the

         16   co-marketing on FIFA, which is the soccer

         17   game, the football game.  They sponsor

         18   Champion League football, soccer in Europe.

         19   They do a lot of work to be the, kind of,

         20   default gaming brand, spend money to be the

         21   default gaming brand in market, which makes

         22   it, you know, difficult for a third place to

         23   compete.  So, they use content, they use

         24   their marketing capability, and even I would

         25   say their relationship with retailers to
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          2   ensure that they have great placement for a

          3   product that's in demand.

          4        Q.   And did Xbox get dropped from any

          5   retailers in mainland Europe during the

          6   period you're talking about?

          7        A.   I can't think of an explicit

          8   retailer that did drop us, I just know it was

          9   a conversation that we were having.  It's not

         10   a -- I don't manage directly the

         11   relationships with all the retailers.  But

         12   our market share was sub ten percent in many

         13   of those markets, and it was a real

         14   discussion for us with our sales team of how

         15   we remain relevant in those markets.

         16        Q.   What's the market share roughly in

         17   those same countries now?

         18        A.   Many of them -- sorry, can you hear

         19   me?

         20        Q.   I apologize, I interrupted you.

         21             To tack on the end, is it still sub

         22   ten percent?

         23        A.   No.  This Xbox Series S and X, our

         24   market share has increased in many of those

         25   markets more in the 10 to 20 percent range,
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          2   sometimes even over 20.

          3        Q.   And in your view, is PlayStation

          4   still signing exclusive deals to skip Xbox

          5   because it thinks it can -- well, because

          6   there's a chance Xbox will be forced out of

          7   the market?

          8        A.   They are still signing exclusive

          9   third-party -- deals with third-parties to

         10   exclude Xbox console from the shipping

         11   portfolio.  There are two games from Square

         12   Enix expected to ship in the next year that

         13   won't ship on Xbox.

         14        Q.   I guess my sense is -- go ahead,

         15   please.

         16        A.   I'd say their goal for doing that,

         17   I'm surmising based on kind of discussions

         18   and what I hear, but obviously they're not

         19   coming to me telling me explicitly why

         20   they're signing those deals.

         21        Q.   Understood.  Understood.

         22             And for all of this, I'm looking

         23   for your, you know, based on your knowledge,

         24   your experience, your time leading Xbox

         25   console, businesses and rest of Xbox.
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          2        A.   When I had a discussion with Jim

          3   Ryan about Google Stadia, one of the comments

          4   he made to me and I said, Google entering the

          5   gaming sales and distribution is a real

          6   market move that we should all be, you know,

          7   aware of and watch.  His statement to me was,

          8   we're just gonna wait them out, and we think

          9   they will lose attention over time and go

         10   away.  Turns out he was right.  But he didn't

         11   say that about Microsoft, but given the

         12   similarities between Google and Microsoft in

         13   some ways, I can see a similar approach at

         14   Sony that at some point Microsoft will just

         15   lose interest in this failing gaming venture

         16   and do something else.

         17        Q.   Let me ask you two questions about

         18   that; one is, you also predicted early on

         19   that Stadia did not have a winning value

         20   proposition or market staying power, correct?

         21        A.   I believe their launch -- yes,

         22   their launch value proposition was off, was

         23   not matching a consumer need.

         24        Q.   And so, your prediction was also

         25   proven incorrect in that Stadia then did, in
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          2   fact, exit and announce exit, right?

          3        A.   I didn't predict that they would

          4   exit.  I figured that they would evolve their

          5   strategy and continue to refine their

          6   product.  I did not predict that they would

          7   exit after four years or however long it's

          8   been.

          9        Q.   And then the other question I have

         10   is, you say that, you know, this conversation

         11   with Mr. Ryan leads you to think that part of

         12   Sony's strategy -- well, strike that.

         13             Is it your view that Sony's

         14   strategy is that eventually Microsoft might

         15   tire and exit the gaming business?

         16        A.   I believe that's true.  When I look

         17   at growth for PlayStation given the business

         18   model they have of selling a console and

         19   having their business model resolve --

         20   revolve really only about that console's

         21   growth, we are their biggest impediment to

         22   growth, our continued investment in our Xbox

         23   console.

         24             So, it makes some logical sense for

         25   them that in order to grow Sony's gaming
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          2   business, which is so tied to or linked to

          3   the success of PlayStation console, that

          4   getting us out of the market is a path for

          5   them to grow their gaming business.

          6        Q.   When you say "getting us out of the

          7   market," do you mean Microsoft stops selling

          8   a console or do you mean Microsoft exits

          9   gaming?

         10        A.   When I just stated it I was more of

         11   the latter.  Clearly for Sony specifically,

         12   us exiting the console business would be

         13   enough for them to be able to realize their

         14   success with their console business.  So,

         15   they might have less, I might've over -- I

         16   may be over-claimed my strategic thesis for

         17   them in saying that they would desire that we

         18   completely exit the gaming business.  They

         19   would -- us exiting the console business

         20   would benefit Sony pretty directly.

         21        Q.   Right.  I think we talked earlier

         22   some hours ago, if Microsoft is not in a

         23   position, right, to exit the console business

         24   until either subscription or cloud uptake is

         25   sufficient to offset the loss from losing
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          2   console business, correct, as a strategic

          3   matter?

          4        A.   That's not -- that's not what I

          5   said.

          6             What I tried to share was we're

          7   gonna get to a point before the launch of

          8   a new generation, assuming we got to

          9   Generation 10 launch, where we have not made

         10   progress off of console that our strategic

         11   thesis are -- are you there?  I can't --

         12        Q.   I'm here.

         13        A.   Okay.  Our strategic thesis around

         14   gaming has failed, and I believe that senior

         15   leadership team at Microsoft, and I might

         16   even advocate for it, would decide to exit

         17   the business, not as an offset of revenue, I

         18   mean, we're ten percent of Microsoft's

         19   revenue, we're not a something that where the

         20   company needs to backfill the gaming revenue

         21   for Microsoft's benefit, it is more our

         22   strategy, given their three billion people

         23   who play video games, if we never get out

         24   of this 200 million battle -- battle for the

         25   200 million people who want to buy a gaming
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          2   console, this isn't a business that Microsoft

          3   should be in.

          4             So, my point was not about a

          5   replacement for the strategy, but rather

          6   success on the strategy of meeting gamers

          7   where they are.

          8        Q.   And when you say it's not a

          9   business Microsoft should be in, do you mean

         10   all of gaming, that Microsoft Gaming would

         11   cease to be a business at Microsoft or just

         12   console?

         13        A.   I would -- I mean all up 'cause

         14   what I'm saying is, if you give us two or

         15   three, four more years and we get to this

         16   point where we haven't had success on PC in

         17   that time frame and we haven't had success on

         18   mobile, and I believe I was responding to

         19   your question about what time frame do you

         20   need to see success in PC and mobile, that if

         21   we've seen basically no progress on those two

         22   platforms, then I would say we're failing to

         23   meet gamers' needs on console -- sorry, on

         24   mobile, failing to meet gamers' needs on PC

         25   and this console business we're a distant
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          2   third place to two entrenched competitors

          3   without any real dynamic to cause that market

          4   to change, so I -- I would -- not trying to

          5   play victim, but I would advocate that the

          6   company should look to deploy the 10,000

          7   people that work on Xbox now in something

          8   where we thought we could actually make

          9   progress.

         10        Q.   Have you ever estimated the cost of

         11   the write-down to Microsoft if it shut

         12   gaming?

         13        A.   I know what our -- well, I know

         14   what our balance sheet looks like for gaming,

         15   it's not -- it's not prohibitive for a

         16   company like Microsoft.  To be clear, when I

         17   say shutdown, there are assets here.  I think

         18   you would sell Minecraft, you would sell

         19   Halo.  So, shutdown is maybe too apocalyptic

         20   in my term.  What I mean is Microsoft exiting

         21   the gaming business.  I do think there is

         22   terminal value in the business here that

         23   somebody would pay to at least buy parts of

         24   it.

         25        Q.   And it's your view that Sony's
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          2   moves in the marketplace are part of a

          3   strategy to push Microsoft to exit the gaming

          4   business?

          5        A.   Yes, yeah.  I'm trying to think

          6   of examples where they aren't aggressive

          7   against -- well, more than aggressive, using

          8   their place in the market, their leverage in

          9   the market to make it prohibitively hard for

         10   us to compete.

         11        Q.   So, given that thesis or view of

         12   the world of competition between Microsoft

         13   Gaming and Sony, why wouldn't Microsoft

         14   Gaming pull all the levers available to it,

         15   be hard with Sony, make sure that Sony feels

         16   a dent in its share in revenue?

         17        A.   'Cause Sony participates in a 200

         18   million person TAM when there are three

         19   billion people who play gaming, we continue

         20   to not -- continue to not talk about the

         21   largest gaming companies on the planet, which

         22   are Tencent and NetEase, and companies that

         23   are making real business out of gaming.  And

         24   so, for us, fighting a backward-looking

         25   battle around people who only want to play
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          2   one game -- play games that are only

          3   available on one device on a device from one

          4   manufacturer is just not where the industry

          5   is today.  The largest games on the planet

          6   are playable across PlayStation and Xbox and

          7   Switch and PC.

          8             So, we're building towards a gaming

          9   reality of today and where gaming is going.

         10   I don't think it would make sense for

         11   Microsoft to fight heavily for a 200 million

         12   unit TAM console business.  And while I'm

         13   overstating again, which is why in this

         14   discussion, this idea that Call of Duty is

         15   gonna be used as a weapon against

         16   PlayStation, as you've seen in our valuation,

         17   there's no share shift anywhere from

         18   PlayStation console to Xbox console.  This is

         19   really about our future in diversifying our

         20   game content with mobile content,

         21   free-to-play content that can be available to

         22   gamers on any device.

         23        Q.   And the window for that future for

         24   Microsoft to get out of the 200 million TAM

         25   console and make real progress in the three
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          2   billion TAM market for other kinds of gaming,

          3   that's a three to four-year window from now?

          4        A.   At most.  You and I just talked

          5   about Game Pass being flat over the last nine

          6   months in terms of subscribers.  Our share is

          7   relatively fixed in the console space, we're

          8   making incremental progress on PC.  As I

          9   mentioned, we had our first billion dollar

         10   revenue year.  But us gaining relevance on

         11   the largest platform for games, which are

         12   mobile devices, it's just been imperative for

         13   us.

         14        Q.   If it doesn't work out to gain

         15   efficient share in mobile, would Microsoft

         16   then have an incentive to start pulling some

         17   of these levers to ensure that business can

         18   survive in the 200 million TAM for console?

         19        A.   If you look at Microsoft as a

         20   global business and its scale, the Sony

         21   business inside of Microsoft is really no

         22   more meaningful than the Xbox business, it's

         23   not a -- the size of business that Microsoft

         24   is pursuing with all of its resources.  Our

         25   pivot in this business is to constantly talk
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          2   about three billion gamers, $200 billion in

          3   revenue top line and our ability to be a

          4   participant in that growth.  I don't -- in

          5   any world where we would not succeed on

          6   mobile and PC and decide that we would go

          7   backwards to a closed device flat TAM market

          8   and invest our resources there, I would not

          9   advocate for that.

         10        Q.   So, it's either -- I want to be

         11   clear about this, in three to four years,

         12   it's either that Microsoft succeeds --

         13   Microsoft Gaming succeeds in going to achieve

         14   what you think it needs to achieve in the

         15   vision for mobile and PC or said shutdown was

         16   too draconian, but -- or what?

         17        A.   I'll call it divesting of what we

         18   have.  My view is if we don't succeed on

         19   mobile, that it's really been caused by the

         20   two mobile platform holders excluding us from

         21   distributing our service.  And we see that

         22   today where Apple blocks us from launching on

         23   their platform, through their store, I should

         24   say, and Google really constrains our ability

         25   to succeed.  And how we're trying to counter
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          2   that is to acquire some popular mobile

          3   content to help us create some allure for

          4   gamers that we can then use to have some

          5   engagement on those platforms where we might

          6   be able to use cloud and other distribution

          7   to gain a foothold on those platforms.

          8   Because if we don't gain a foothold on

          9   mobile, there's really no future for us, in

         10   Microsoft investment in gaming.

         11        Q.   Do you think that thesis that you

         12   just expressed --

         13             THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

         14        Can you say that again?

         15        Q.   Do you think that thesis that you

         16   just expressed is understood in the

         17   marketplace --

         18        A.   No.

         19        Q.   -- about Microsoft Gaming?

         20        A.   No.  No, in terms of -- in terms of

         21   trying to drive excitement with our customers

         22   and our developers and our partners, I try

         23   not go out with the Phil doom and gloom

         24   conversation about where we are.  But I know

         25   from the time I took this job, Satya, one of
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          2   the first conversations I had with him is, he

          3   wasn't sure why we're in the gaming business.

          4   But at that point, in the Xbox One

          5   generation, he said we clearly are -- we're

          6   out of position with our product, so let's go

          7   try to fix that and then decide what we

          8   should go do.  And we've made progress

          9   through innovations like Xbox Cloud Gaming

         10   and Game Pass and shipping our games on PC.

         11   But we will reach the asymptote of where we

         12   can make progress definitely on console,

         13   we're probably already there.  We will ship

         14   probably half of the consoles that

         15   PlayStation does this next year.  And if we

         16   don't, so we have to make progress in mobile.

         17   But I don't go out with that on my kind of

         18   gaming T-shirt when I'm doing PR.

         19        Q.   What's your view of the ZeniMax

         20   acquisition then?  As of 2020 when the deal

         21   happened, one of the main strategic rationale

         22   for ZeniMax was that it brought potential

         23   content for Game Pass, right?

         24        A.   Yeah, the specific focus for

         25   ZeniMax for us was really their PC heritage
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          2   and helping us make progress on PC with their

          3   portfolio, which as I said, we have made some

          4   progress.

          5        Q.   Okay.  Go ahead.

          6        A.   We -- Starfield has missed its

          7   dates.  COVID production issues have caused

          8   us some delays, but we have made progress on

          9   PC.  But as you can imagine inside of

         10   Microsoft talking about a billion dollar

         11   business is not a -- we're not alone in

         12   having billion dollar businesses, the scale

         13   has to be much bigger than that.

         14        Q.   Do you think the ZeniMax deal was a

         15   failure or a success for Microsoft, or too

         16   soon to tell?

         17        A.   Too soon to tell.  It closed just

         18   18 months ago and we have missed our dates.

         19   I'm excited about our two games that we will

         20   be launching, Redfall and Starfield.  As I

         21   said a number of times, the two games we have

         22   launch happened to be PlayStation exclusives.

         23   But -- so I think it's too soon to tell.

         24        Q.   And given this internal view that

         25   you've discussed with us about the future of
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          2   Microsoft and what needs to happen in just

          3   three or four years' time, it's quite a bet

          4   of spending $70 billion for Activision,

          5   wouldn't you say?

          6        A.   Last year, and you probably have

          7   these documents, last year around this time

          8   we were looking at Zinga, another mobile

          9   publisher.  We've known, and this was Amy

         10   Hood and I -- we've known for over a year

         11   that we're reaching the point where we need

         12   to make progress on mobile and through King

         13   and Call of Duty mobile and Diablo mobile,

         14   Activision Blizzard King is the best mobile

         15   publisher of content that's available to us,

         16   and a big developer of mobile content.

         17             So, I believe it's a big bold bet,

         18   and I appreciate the support from the company

         19   and the board in going to do this, but you're

         20   absolutely right, it's a big bold bet.

         21             MS. WINKINSON:  James, I think we

         22        should stop.  We're getting tired here

         23        and you must be getting exhausted.

         24             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Don't blame me.

         25             MS. WINKINSON:  I'm not blaming
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          2        you.

          3             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Let's go off the

          4        record.

          5             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

          6        record.

          7             (Off-the-record discussion was

          8        held.)

          9             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're back on

         10        the record.

         11             MR. WEINGARTEN:  Okay, we're gonna

         12        pause for now.  We're gonna continue

         13        the testimony at 11 a.m. East Coast

         14        Time tomorrow.  I definitely, while

         15        we're on the record, want to thank

         16        Mr. Spencer for his time today.

         17             So we'll see you at 11 tomorrow,

         18        8 a.m. Pacific.  We can go off the

         19        record.

         20             THE COURT REPORTER:  We're off the

         21        record.

         22        (Time noted:  10:30 p.m. Eastern Time)

         23   

         24   

         25   
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